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Abstract
Repairing Analogies:
A Case Study of Learning and Teaching Physics
February 1995
Sara Betz Sinclair, B.A., Wellesley College

Ph.D., University of Massachusetts Amherst
Directed by: Professor Howard A. Peelle

This case study addressed the use of analogies in teaching and learning circuits in
physics. Using analogies to introduce students to circuits provides a way for the students
to imagine the processes involved. As circuits become more complicated, simple analogies
that worked in the beginning begin to fail. There is a danger that students may go on
applying these analogies to systems they can no longer match. What do students do when
the analogy they are using fails to match the domain? How would expert teachers handle
the issue? To address these questions, interviews involving a set of circuits containing
capacitors and a number of analogies were conducted with expert teachers and with college
students taking an introductory course in circuits.
This study suggests that students with little knowledge of circuits can be helped by
analogies that give them a way to imagine circuits. They appear to be in little danger of
being led astray because they tend to be cautious about the way they extend or repair an
analogy. Students with a great deal of knowledge of circuits can also be helped, albeit to a
lesser degree than beginning students. Expert students appear to have the knowledge
needed to repair failures in an analogy, guided by their knowledge of what aspects of the
circuits are important. However, students with some intermediate knowledge of circuits
seem to be at great risk from the use of analogies. They tend to be confident enough to
attempt to repair a failed analogy but lack the higher level knowledge to guide their repairs.

vi

Physics educators can bridge this intermediate danger zone without giving up the
vivid support that early analogies provide and the sophisticated experience in model repair
that late analogies provide. This study offers recommendations on ways to teach students
the limits of models and the relative importances of different aspects of the domain, ways to
help students integrate and manage their knowledge of circuits and their knowledge from
analogies.
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Glossary

Analogy
A concept or set of related concepts (sometimes called the base model) used to
understand another concept or set of related concepts in the domain (sometimes
called the target model) by drawing comparisons between the former concept or
concepts and the later. The comparison between the analogy and the domain model
extends and strengthens understanding of the domain model. This is done by
matching the domain model and the analogy; in other words, by comparing the
individual concepts within the analogy and the domain model. The number of
domain and analogical concepts that seem alike determines the extent to which the
domain model and the analogy are considered to match. Extensions and predictions
drawn from the more familiar analogy are applied to the domain model, if possible.
Synonyms include analogical model, base.

Analogical Mapping
The set of matching links between an analogy and the domain; the process of
forming that set of matching links.
Synonyms include Analogical Matching.

Analogical Matching
Like Mapping, the set of matching links or the process of forming those links.
Used more frequently in this study to avoid confusion of analogical matching with
conceptual maps.
Synonyms include Analogical Mapping.

Attribute Modification
A limited patch, in which an attribute or characteristic of a concept (usually a
physical object, which generally have many attributes with values that can be easily
tweaked.) An example would be changing the material out of which a dividing wall
is made, so a wall becomes a flexible membrane.

Avoid
The motivation behind this goal is a desire to not deal with a conflict of ideas, such
as inconsistent predictions of behavior, while still attempting an explanation. The
conflict may be within a model, or between the domain and an analogy, or between
two competing analogies. This tends to be a goal used by a student and tends not to
be used by a teacher.
Synonyms include to avoid.

Bad Match
Occurring in an analogical mapping when two concepts that appear to fill the same
role in their respecting models contradict each other. Also, concepts within a model
that produce contradictory predictions.
Synonyms include contradicting concepts, conflicts.

Base Model
A familiar system used as an analogy to understand a more difficult system.

xix

Concept
A part of the meaning of an explanation.

Conceptual Map
A diagram of the author’s interpretation of the meaning of an explanation. It is
formed of terms drawn from the explanation, linked as they appear to relate to each
other, and annotated to indicate changes in the explanatory model.

Delimit
The strategy of setting a limit on the subject matter to be discussed in an
explanation. Areas of knowledge where the explainer feels less confident, sees
contradictions, or sees no possible concepts to use in the model, delimiting is
likelier to occur.

Differentiate a Crucial Concept
Deliberately modifying a model so that it will contradict the domain. This is done
so that the source of the contradiction will be identified as a crucial concept that
should not be altered or discarded.

Domain
The area of knowledge in which the problem being addressed or the situation being
explained falls.

Domain Model
A set of related concepts within the domain.
Synonyms include Target Model.

Elaborate
Extending an explanation as far as possible by including all related concepts and
predicting as many results as possible.
Synonyms include to Elaborate.

Experience-Based Mental Models
Mental Models drawn from previous experience of the system being modelled, or
previous experience related to the system being modelled by generalization or
analogy.

Explaining
The goal of fully developing an analogical mapping between an Analogy and the
Domain.

Explanatory Goal
The purpose of an explanation.
Synonyms include Goal.

Fusion Analogy
A model that integrates concepts drawn from domain and analogy. An example
would be a fluid analogy for circuits which reverts to domain terms to describe the
effects of electric fields. Such a model would be produced by an extensive process
of patching and delimiting.
Synonyms include fusion model, Fusion of domain and analogy.

xx

Goal
The purpose of an explanation.
Synonyms include Explanatory Goal.

Handling Broad Bad Matches
The goal of managing an analogy that has failed to match the domain m too many
respects.

A term included in a map that was developed by the researcher to depict the context
of the explanation but was not taken from the actual text of the explanation.
Alternatively, the act of including such a term.

Internal Contradictions
The type of bad match in which inconsistent concepts which posses contradicting
features occur within a single model. An example would be opposite predictions
about the behavior of the system.

A diagram of researcher’s interpretation of the concepts in a model, with related
concepts linked and changes in the model annotated.
Synonyms include conceptual map.

Match
A comparison between concepts in an analogy and in the domain that finds the
concepts to be analogous.
Synonyms include good match, successful match, analogical match.

Mental Model
A set of interrelated concepts that represent an entity or entities outside of the mind.
Physical systems, other people, one’s own mind, sets of events real or imaginary,
and many other things may be modelled. The use of the phrase mental model
usually implies that the set of concepts is coherent and related closely enough so
that the removal of part of the model has consequences elsewhere in the model.
Many mental models include some kind of sensory simulation of the entities
modelled: a mental image of a river, for example. The word model will be
considered to refer to a particular version of a system; each successive revision of a
mental model will be considered a different model.
Synonyms include model, mental structure, set of concepts.

Model Failure
Bad matches or internal contradictions occurring in a model.

Modification
A change to a model, such as patching, delimitation or elaboration. Anything that
alters the pattern of concepts and links that make up the model.

Patch
The substitution in a model of a concept or set of related concepts in place of an
unknown match or bad match. It can occur in either analogy or domain.

xxi

Persuade
The goal of building an explanation without completely matching domain and
analogy. Generally, the domain is explained with the analogy, which means the
holes are in the domain and some of the concepts in the analogy fmd no matches in
the domain

Punt
Discarding a model as unsuccessful.

Shift Models
Changing from one model to another.

Simple Substitution
A patch that involved only one concept, such as a feature or an unelaborated
physical object, or linguistic term.

Structure-Based Mental Models
Mental models organized by nature of a body of knowledge: the higher level,
abstract, or underlying concepts.

Term
Either taken directly from an explanation or developed by the researcher as an
interpretation of the explanation. A word or words taken from an explanation to
use as a term is interpreted to represent a concept in the explainer’s mind. A word
or words developed by the researcher to use as a term interprets the meaning of the
words in the explanation

Unknown Match
A ‘hole’ in analogy or domain; a place where a concept in one lacks a matching
concept in the other. Depicted with a link to a question mark
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Students studying physics almost always encounter analogies somewhere along the
line. Analogies provide vivid support to beginning students’ understanding of the
complicated systems of physics. Analogies wrap counter-intuitive concepts with a tangible
familiarity so that students can begin to engage a subject, to make predictions, and to build
models for themselves. The doctoral study presented in this dissertation addressed the use
of analogies to explain circuits in Physics.
Several studies of explanations of simple circuits have suggested that analogies may
indeed be proposed by both teachers and students in the course of instruction in physics.
Gentner and Gentner found that some students spontaneously used analogies to flowing
water and moving crowds to explain simple circuits (Gentner and Gentner, 1983). Collins
found that participants spontaneously used a number of different analogies to physical
devices to explain batteries and other circuit components (Collins, 1985). Joshua and
Dupin studied a teaching strategy involving classroom discussion and the use of an
expository analogy to resolve conceptual conflicts raised during the student discussions
(Joshua and Dupin, 1987).
An analogy is used by drawing a set of comparisons between the familiar concepts
in the analogy to the subject being studied, the domain. This comparison is limited by
definition, because it concerns two different areas of knowledge. If the two areas of
knowledge were the same in every respect there would be no true analogy, merely identical
models, identical sets of related concepts. At some point deep into the domain, any
analogy will always fail. Just because analogies are so useful to beginning students, they
pose a seductive danger as such students advance to deeper knowledge and greater

1

confidence. They may continue to apply limited analogies. They may allow misleading
predictions from the analogies to distort the formation of their domain models.
However, the same process of extending an analogy beyond its natural limits to the
point where it begins to fail carries the possibility of great rewards. In order to truly
understand physics, it is necessary to understand that every model in physics fails if it is
taken far enough. Analogies can be used to teach students how to manage the limits of a
model and how to repair contradictions raised by their progress towards more complex
models. The resulting sophistication in managing model limits and repairing and resolving
model failure can then be put to good use during students’ advance through the domain
models and systems of theories in Physics.
A survey of research on teaching and learning of analogies suggested that the
inappropriate use of analogies beyond their limits may indeed occur and that the current
study is addressing a very real problem. Many simple analogies, including those to
flowing water and moving crowds, fail to match the behavior of capacitors. Joshua and
Dupin discussed this problem of handing the limits of an analogy from a teacher’s
perspective. In their earlier study, Joshua and Dupin described the successful use of an
analogy of current to a moving train to resolve conflicts in the circuit models of school
children (Joshua and Dupin, 1987). This analogy matched the circumscribed domain well.
Later, to cover a wider range of concepts, the researchers used two complementary
analogies, their analogy of current to a moving train and an analogy of electric potential to
heat. With their extended set of analogies, they were able to match a significant portion of
the domain, but at the price of introducing the possibility of failed matches between the heat
analogy and the domain. The authors stated that ‘the “holes” in this metaphor need to be
blocked for the system to function correctly’ (Dupin and Joshua, 1989, p. 220). This
notion of ‘blocking the holes in the metaphor,’ of keeping a student from taking an analogy
too far, describes the concerns and teaching strategies examined in this study very well.
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The doctoral study presented in this dissertation attempted to identify and explore possible
strategies for blocking the holes in a metaphor.
A number of studies examined teaching strategies for blocking the holes in the
analogy very similar to the teaching strategies examined in this doctoral study. These
strategies involved the use of multiple analogies in succession and the use of analogies with
well defined limits. Spiro et al proposed a strategy to handle this problem for analogies that
can be represented visually (Spiro, Feltovich, Coulson and Anderson, 1989).. One of their
techniques for presenting diagrams of competing analogies involved superimposing one
analogy inside another. Another technique involved presenting different analogies side by
side, directing a student’s attention by fading and highlighting analogies as needed. A
careful use of multiple analogies can rein in a student’s investment in a single analogy and
reduce the chances that the analogy will be applied beyond its limits.
Another strategy for blocking the holes involves using analogies that already
possess well defined limits. Making an analogy between systems invites a student to
extend the analogy as far as possible. Collins investigated the spontaneous use of
analogies to explain the components of a circuit, parts of a system rather than the whole
(Collins, 1985). Confining an analogy to a specific component or device achieves a pre-set
limit on that analogy. This eases the pressure on a student to show a precociously expert
ability to identify and respect the limits of a model. Several of the expert teachers
interviewed for this doctoral study recommended the same strategy for handing analogies.
Reasoning with analogies has been described as a process of analogy retrieval,
mapping between domain and analogy, and transfer of the concepts back from the analogy
to the domain. The doctoral study presented in this dissertation was concerned with the
later stages of mapping and transfer. Many researchers have studied the selection of the
analogy and the initial stages of mapping between analogy and domain. DiSessa has
discussed issues in retrieving base concepts to explain a situation (diSessa, 1983).
Although diSessa focussed not on analogies but on primitive concepts, his notions of
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retrieval echoed those of analogy researchers. For example, Thagard, Holyoak, Nelson
and Gochfeld have devised a computer model for retrieving an analogy from a knowledge
base by satisfying constraints in the domain (Thagard, Holyoak, Nelson and Gochfeld,
1990). This doctoral study does not address spontaneous retrieval of analogies.
The process of retrieving a relevant model has been addressed in more general
terms by researchers in qualitative reasoning about physical systems. They have devised
computer models that organize, index and retrieve multiple models based on the
assumptions underlying them. Addanki, Cremonini and Penberthy described a system in
which a graph of alternative models were linked by the changing assumptions underlying
each model (Addanki, Cremonini, and Penberthy, 1991). The authors assumed that the set
of alternative models had already been generated and concentrated on the task of navigating
the changes in assumptions necessary to move between models. Falkenhainer and Forbus
provided a stricter organizing scheme in which alternative models at various levels of detail
were formed using ‘model composition’ (Falkenhainer and Forbus, 1991, p. 95). The
authors addressed the task of building models from possible fragments of models under the
rubric of a vast, complex domain theory. Many of the effects of the multiple analogies
used in the doctoral study presented in this dissertation reflected a propagation of
assumptions between models. Assumptions developed by students for one analogy were
applied to successive analogies. This case study discussed examples of student reasoning
in this area of managing assumptions between multiple models. These examples can be
compared to the computer models that address similar tasks.
This doctoral study examined the last two stages of mapping and transfer in
reasoning with analogies. Research into the last two stages of this process has yielded
information on the effects of the use of an analogy on the domain. Gentner and Gentner
studied the results of the completed process: the concepts transferred back to the domain
(Gentner and Gentner, 1983). They also addressed the criteria by which students devise
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the mapping between analogy and domain, suggesting a preference for as many interrelated
concepts as possible. This doctoral study provided some anecdotal support for this idea.
For non-trivial domains, the last two stages of this process involve much more than
selecting a set of correspondences to map between analogy and domain and transferring
analogue concepts back into the domain. Clement has addressed the manipulation of an
analogy to generate predictions which can then be transferred back to the domain (Clement,
1986). The results of such reasoning within an analogy can affect the earlier stage of
mapping between domain and analogy. Stevens and Collins identified several possible
ways of manipulating and altering models, including ‘adding,’ ‘replacing, or
‘differentiating’ parts (Stevens and Collins, 1980, p. 183). They did not, however,
provide a detailed examination of data on these possible model manipulations. The doctoral
study presented in this dissertation examined analogical explanations and manipulations of
the analogies very similar to those discussed by Stevens and Collins were observed. This
study thus provides anecdotal evidence that elaborates the ideas of Stevens and Collins.
Concepts in the analogy which fail to match the domain, the focus of this doctoral
study, are very likely to arise during the later stages of mapping and manipulating the
analogy. Pierce, Duncan, Bholson, Ray and Kamhi described analogical models that
contain areas that fail to match a problem in the domain as ‘nonisomorphic’ (Pierce,
Duncan, Gholson, Ray and Kamhi, 1993, p. 1). They found that providing a period of
exploration in the analogy before transfer of a solution from the analogy to the domain
enabled students to best solve the problems. The doctoral study presented here examined
the same issue more minutely. This doctoral study identified several strategies used by
students to handle failed matches that occur in just such ‘nonisomorphic’ analogies. These
strategies included the different ways of manipulating and altering analogies discussed in
the previous paragraph.
A great deal of modification and reconstruction of models may go on during the end
of the mapping between domain and analogy and the beginning of the transfer of concepts
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from analogy to domain. Such activity could occur in response to the fit of the new
concepts to the domain model. This doctoral study provided a careful examination of
examples of such activity on the part of students reasoning about circuits.
All of the analogies investigated by these researchers were employed in the doctoral
study presented in this dissertation. All of these analogies reach their limits when applied
to capacitors. Techniques recommended by the researchers, such as the use of multiple
analogies and component analogies were also addressed in this study. The pilot study
identified three types of modifications to a model that might be used in response to the
limits of an analogy. These included trying to expand the analogical matching, restricting
the range of an analogy to exclude concepts that fail to match the domain, and substituting a
network of related concepts that matched the domain in place of one or more concepts that
did not match the domain. All of these modifications can be seen as strategies that serve
different goals in an explanation, such as avoiding trouble, or explaining as much as
possible. The list of possible goals and the strategic modifications that could be used to
accomplish the goals were used to interpret the explanations collected in the current study.
The circuit problems involving capacitors were developed in consultation with
Professor Melvin Steinberg of Smith College. Instructional materials from The Castle
Project, directed by Professor Steinberg, were consulted to provide background on these
problems (Steinberg et al, 1995). These problems replicated and extended the capacitor
and switch problems examined in the pilot study, in which Professor Steinberg also
participated. These problems included physical experiments, set up by student or
interviewer, as well as the text presentations given in chapter 4.
The doctoral study occurred in three stages. In the first stage, experts in the field
were consulted about the concepts and analogies required to solve and explain the
problems.

In the second stage, data on student understanding of the problems was

gathered. Students were asked to give two types of explanations, directed explanations and
undirected, or free explanations. During directed explanations, students were asked to
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explain a system in terms of an analogy provided by the interviewer. During undirected
explanations, which served as pretest and posttest, students were free to explain the
systems using any model they like. The researcher developed diagrams to interpret the
structure of the students’ analogical explanations, referred to as ‘maps’ or as ‘conceptual
maps.’ Related research into techniques of mapping student knowledge is discussed in
chapter 2. Students reviewed maps of their own explanations, as well as a sample map of
an analogical explanation taken from the pilot study.
In the pilot study, reviewed in Section 3, several explanatory goals associated with
strategies for modifying the analogies used to fulfill them were identified. These goals
included the following:
• avoiding a conceptual conflict
• persuading someone of the validity of an explanation
• differentiating a crucial concept
• fully explaining the system
• constraining the level of detail in the explanations given
• fixing a bad match
The strategies that could be used to achieve these goals included the following:
• delimiting a model by dropping the parts of the model that fail to find matches
• elaborating a model through all matching concepts
• patching a part of a model, whether a single concept or small network, to form a
new model
These strategies of delimiting, elaborating, or patching, modify the pattern of concepts in
the analogy, the domain model, or both, depending on which goal is served. Table 1.1
summarizes these goals, their associated strategic modifications, and the models
undergoing modifications. Unmatched concepts are concepts in one model, whether it be
the analogy or the domain, that have no match in the other model. Conflicting concepts are
concepts that fill similar roles in the relations connecting them to the model but that cannot
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be matched because they possess too many contradictory attributes. An example would be
concepts predicting contradictory behavior. The number of unmatched or conflicting
concepts in explanatory models and their position in the causal chain formed by an
explanation drawn from the models forms the pattern of concepts in the model, and thus
serves the strategy.

Table 1.1
Table of Goals and Modifications with Effects on the Models

Explanatory
Goals

Avoid a
conceptual
conflict

Modifications of
Explanatory Models

Models
Modified

Models
with
unmatched
concepts

Models
with
conflicting
concepts

Delimit
Analogy

Analogy

Analogy

Domain

Analogy

Persuade

Elaborate through
Analogy

Analogy

Differentiate a
Crucial Concept

Patch old Analogy
to form new Analogy

Analogy

—

Elaborate through both
Analogy and Domain

Both

—

Explain the
system
Constrain the
Level of Detail
in explanation
Fix a Bad Match
between Analogy
and Domain

Delimit Domain
Explanation

Domain

Domain

Patch Analogy

Analogy

Domain

—
old Analogy,
new Analogy
—

—

Domain

The patterns of concepts that represent these strategies were illustrated in conceptual
maps that included the minimal elements needed to form the pattern. The key given in
Table 1.2 shows the symbols used in the maps in this section.
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Table 1.2
Key to Conceptual Maps in Introduction and Pilot Study

Key to Conceptual Maps
concept)

concept in the domain

(concept

concept in the analogy
links concept filling a role to
concept providing the role
links two matching concepts
links two conflicting concepts
indicates an unmatched concept

=?

I

'Delimit

all concepts on the side indicated
by the arrow are unavailable for
use in explanation
concept derived from another model
has replaced a conflicting concept or
filled an empty role_

Concepts in the domain are framed in rectangles, concepts in the analogy are framed in
ovals. During the main study, concepts in the maps were not circled nor boxed because
almost all were drawn from the analogy. This part of the notation was therefore dropped
for the maps of chapters 3 and 5. The thick shaded line with a crosspiece on one side links
a subordinate concept that fills a role in another concept with the superordinate concept
containing the role. The crosspiece indicates the concept containing the role. An example
of this would be the domain expression ’electron has the attribute of charge,’ which would
be mapped as shown in Figure 1.1:

has-attributel
1 electron!

Electron Map
Figure 1.1
There are three different types of links, shown as black lines, between domain concepts
and analogy concepts. The link annotated with a '***’ represents an analogical match, the
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link annotated with an 'X' connects two conflicting concepts, and the link annotated with a
'?' is connected to a single concept with no analogical match. Two concepts conflict if
they fill the same roles in identical or analogous superordinate concepts but themselves
cannot be matched because too many of their attributes are inconsistent. An example would
be the domain expression 'electrons move' and the analogical expression 'stones stay.'
These expressions were observed in the pilot study, to be discussed in chapter 3. Both
'move' and 'stay' fill the role of describing the behavior of the contained elements that
make up the two physical systems, electrons in a wire and stones in a tank, as can be seen
in Figure 1.2. These systems were used in explanations observed in the pilot study and are
discussed in detail in Sections 3.4.3.3 and Section 3.4.3.4.

Two Physical Systems of Contained Elements

Sample Conceptual Map
Figure 1.2
Based on an initial matching of these systems, 'contained in' clearly matches itself, so the
elements that fill the same roles can therefore be matched, 'electrons' to 'stones' as the
contained objects and 'wire' to 'tank' as the containers. What about 'move' and 'stay?'
'Move' and 'stay' have identical roles describing the behavior of the corresponding
elements 'electrons' and 'stones.' However, it is obvious that the attributes of 'move' and
'stay,' which include high kinetic energy vs. low kinetic energy and spatial displacement
vs. no spatial displacement, are in direct contradiction. A simplified version of these
relations would be mapped as shown in Figure 1.3:
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Contradiction from Contradicting Attributes

*

1 move h

X

^Has-attributj!>

AX

has-aftribute

~lno

3^spatial displacemeli£>

spatial displacement

analogy

domain

Sample Bad Matches
Figure 1.3
In Figure 1.4, it can be seen that the concepts that fill the attribute roles in 'has attribute,'
namely, 'no spatial displacement' and 'spatial displacement,' are in contradiction. In fact,
they are negations of each other. The concepts 'move' and 'stay' must therefore be labelled
as contradictions because, while they fill roles in two corresponding instances of the same
relation ('has attribute') virtually all the attributes they possess are in contradiction.
The final two symbols used in the maps represent two of the strategic modifications
a model may undergo. 'Delimit' includes a bar that divides a part of a model from the rest
of the model. The part of the model on the side indicated by the arrow is then unavailable
for use in the explanation. Because those concepts have no analogical matches, they cannot
be referred to via analogy. 'Patch' indicates a concept, shown in outline type, that has
either replaced a contradicting concept or filled a role corresponding to a domain concept
that formerly was an unknown match. Generalized maps of the patterns of concepts that
serve these strategies can now be discussed.1
The patterns of concepts that represent these strategies have several characteristics.
The goal of avoiding a conceptual conflict is served by the strategy delimit the analogy.
This pattern is shown in Figure 1.4.

tQ. ®e^“se these maps are generalized, it is not possible to know which concept provides a role and which
’ Moreovei\ such an identification is not relevant to the pattern. Therefore, the crosspiece that
ctoncePt providing the role is omitted. In any instance of these patterns one or the other of the
nnKed concepts would be identified as the role provider.
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Avoid
9 =<concei

S~T

z

♦

Delimit'

1 concept | ^S^CgonceeP
domain

analogy

Pattern of the Goal to Avoid
Figure 1.4
The analogical concept with the unknown match is now unavailable for explanation. This
goal is brought into play when elaborating the domain concept would produce a conflict
with some other part of the domain model. The analogy is raised by a student to avoid
resolving this conflict within the domain. However, elaborating the analogy would raise
the specter of matching the elaborating concept, at the top of the analogical model, back to
the domain and thus raising the conflict the analogy was intended to avoid. In this case, the
lack of an analogical match in the domain to the elaborating concept effectively delimits the
elaborating concept, and the necessity of fully elaborating both domain model and analogy,
and thus resolving the conflict, is averted.
The goal of persuading someone of a prediction or conclusion in the domain
without giving a full causal explanation in the domain is served by the strategy elaborate
through the analogy. This pattern is shown in Figure 1.5.

Persuade

Pattern of the Goal to Persuade
Figure 1.5
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In this case the student wishes to persuade someone by producing a causally linked
explanation connecting the two domain concepts, but is unable to form the chain of causes
through the domain. The analogy is raised, and the chain of causes formed through it.
This pattern is characterized by a concept internal to the chain of causes in the analogy but
with no matching concept in the domain. The pattern thus forms a crescent from domain
through analogy and back to domain.
The goal of differentiating a crucial concept in the domain is served by patching an
old analogy that does not contradict the crucial concept to form a new analogy that does.
This pattern is shown in Figure 1.6.

Differentiate

old analogy

new analogy

Pattern of the Goal to Differentiate
Figure 1.6
This goal is activated when a teacher wishes to induce a conceptual conflict to bring a
student's attention to an important concept in the domain that is being neglected. Because
this domain concept unobtrusively matches the concept in the old analogy, its important
causal role can be neglected. This old analogy can be patched, so that the old concept that
matches the crucial domain concept is replaced by the new concept that contradicts that
crucial domain concept In all other respects the old analogy is identical to the new
analogy. The student will then hopefully be impelled to elaborate the concepts linked to the
contradicting concepts in the domain and the new analogy to find out why they contradict
The elaborating concepts in domain and new analogy that answer that question should also
provide the root causes of the crucial concept in the domain. This goal is interesting in that
it uses a. failure in analogical matching as a surgically precise teaching tool.
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The goal of explaining the system fully is served by elaborating all concepts in both
analogy and domain. This pattern is shown in Figure 1.7.

Explain
concept

<£

:ej

^oncej:
analogy

domain

Pattern of the Goal to Explain
Figure 1.7
There isn't much defining this pattern. The domain and analogy are elaborated until
complete chains of causes lie through both and all links are understood. The links do not
necessarily need to all be matches, as long as the reasons for the contradicting links are
included and the unknown matches do not cripple the chains of causes. This strategy also
sets up a base for the goals of raising student confidence and constraining level of detail.
The goal of constraining the level of detail in the explanation is served by delimiting
the domain explanation. Concepts in the domain are limited because domain concepts that
have no matching concepts in the analogy are unavailable for use in explanation using the
analogy. This pattern is shown in Figure 1.8.

Constrain
Level of Detail
1 concept |

I

*

Delimit
concei£t]=?
domain

analogy

Pattern of the Goal to Control Level of Detail
Figure 1.8
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This goal can be used by a teacher to unobtrusively keep a student's explanation at a level
of detail that supports a complete explanation. The analogical links provide explanatory
power that makes breaking down the system to a finer level of detail to provide a sufficient
explanation unnecessary. Without the analogy such an explanation would be a behavior
description rather than an explanation of why the system behaves as it does.
The goal of repairing an unsatisfactory analogy, or ‘fix a bad match,’ is served by
the strategy of patching the offending part of the analogy with concepts from another
model, whether domain or analogy. An analogy may be unsatisfactory either because it
leaves crucial concepts in the domain unmatched, or because it contains concepts that
contradict crucial concepts in the domain.

An example of this pattern is shown in Figure

1.9.
Fix a
Bad Match
concept

(goncejj^

/
concept^?
Before Repair

3

conce

(concept)

/
concept I-

(gpctspl

After Repair
domain

analogy

Pattern of the Goal to Fix a Bad Match
Figure 1.9
The patching concept may be derived from the domain or another analogy. In the case of
repairing a conflict rather than the unknown match repair shown, this goal would be the
reverse of the goal to differentiate a crucial conflict, in which the patch induces a conceptual
conflict instead of repairing one.
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These are the goals and strategies the proposed study should address. Conceptual
maps such as these were developed for the student explanations from the directed analogies
interview and the pretest. While the goals and modifications described here were
observed, the patterns were more complex. Goals were deduced from a combination of
indications in the transcribed explanation and indications in the map. This process is
discussed in the section on instrumentation and coding.
The possibility that students may extend an analogy to the point where they will be
faced with failed matches between the analogy and the domain cannot be ignored. Related
research into the use of analogies in science has suggested that students may continue to
use analogies and that problems may arise in handling the limits of analogies This doctoral
study investigated what happens when that possibility became a reality.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

This chapter is a review of the development of the concept of the mental model, and
what the community of researchers in Education and Cognitive Science have done with it.
Mental models of physical systems are of particular interest to this review. The paper
recounts historical background through the Gestalt movement and Piaget's work, describes
the sources from which researchers have believed mental models are constructed or
derived, reviews the methods for reasoning with mental models observed and devised by
researchers and cites and summarizes representative literature demonstrating the existence,
effects, and pedagogical utility of mental models.

1A_Historical Background

The notion of mental phenomena in philosophy and religion was long carried by the
idea of the duality of soul and body, which, with the ascension of science, secularism and
modernism, became a duality of mind and body. While the study of soul put the
personality in focus, the study of mind brought thought into focus. William James
attempted to describe mental experience with his notion of the stream of consciousness, a
linear chain of associated thoughts. Psychologists of the time theorized that all cognitive
activity consisted of forming or following associations. The stream of consciousness was
embodied in specific examples in the writings of various novelists, beginning with
William's brother Henry James, and continuing with Virginnia Woolf and James Joyce,
among others. These novelists broke with their tradition by aiming to fictionalize not socalled reality, but their protagonists' mental experience of reality. These movements in
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psychology and literature established the path followed by later studies of cognitive activity
such as mental models, but they differed from these later models in that their chains of
associations were formed of a succession of simply combined concepts, rather than an
integrated system of concepts. It was left to mental models to address the complications
inherent in a mental simulation of a system. The Gestalt movement began this effort.
The Gestalt school introduced the notion that the structure of perceived phenomena
affects its perception and understanding. As an illustration of a 'gestalt,' or structure,
Wertheimer used musical transposition, because the identity of a melody is determined
more by the relations between its parts than by the parts themselves. Wertheimer claimed
that a transposed melody would be identified with the original, while the original with a
single note altered would not, despite the fact that the most of the individual notes of the
altered melody would be identical to the original, while the transposed melody would have
no individual notes in common with the original (Wertheimer, 1938a; Wertheimer, 1959,
252-255). Gestalt researchers constructed tasks of perceiving stimuli such as sets of dots,
geometric figures, or colored slides, in which the overall pattern of a stimulus was
powerful enough to override characteristics of the elements within. For example, the
spacing of dots was found to affect the way people grouped them (Wertheimer, 1938b;
Temus, 1938). While not concerned with mental models as elaborately imagined
simulations of the world, this research showed that even in a mental task as immediate to
the physical world and as far from imagination as the direct perception of physical stimuli,
a mental structuring by the overall character could override the physical characteristics that
clash with it. Gestalt researchers also investigated structures stemming from the shape and
sources of knowledge. Werthaimer discussed qualitative characteristics of numbers and
numerical operations in terms of the experiences of counting and combining amounts that
might give rise to them (Werthaimer, 1938c). Piaget continued these studies of
epistemology. Implicit in the idea of the structure of reality affecting a subject's
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understanding of it is the notion of a corresponding mental structure in the subject, in other
words, a mental model.
Discussions of mental gestalts in this school tend to be of static structures, as
opposed to the visual and dynamic mental simulations on which many researchers of
mental models have concentrated. Gestalt researchers had put aside the dynamic aspects of
a stream of consciousness in order to examine the complications inherent in a particular
concept. While retaining this grasp of the complications within a single idea, Piaget
contributed an approach to the study of knowledge and thinking that emphasized changes in
thinking and development in successively dependent stages characterized by evolving
patterns of behavior. Piaget traced several important aspects of understanding through the
stages of development, including ideas of space, time, causality, and conservation (Piaget,
1977). With the development of these notions of mental structure and evolving concepts
and judgement, the stage was thus set for investigation of the aspects of mental models to
be reviewed, including dynamic mental simulations, mental models of progressive
complexity, and shifts between alternative mental models.

2.2

Sources of Mental Models

Discussions of mental models have seemed to identify three main sources from
which mental models can be developed: from the structure of object of thought, from
previous experience and memories, or from visualizations and mental simulations. The
postulated sources of mental models have affected the aspects of the mental models that
could be examined, represented and analyzed by investigators. For example, studies of
mental models as structures led to an emphasis on the organization and representation of
knowledge or on the constraints on perception. Viewing experience as the source of mental
models led to a focus on mental models as analogies and on the nature of human experience
and development. Studies of visualization and mental simulation led to less emphasis on
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analogy and greater emphasis on the nature and modelling of dynamic processes and the
study of forms of measure between purely quantitative mathematics and adjectival
description. These different sources are reviewed in the next sections.

2.2.1

Structures and Shifting Structures

This source of mental models has the most venerable pedigree. The Gestalt, or
structuralist, movement, discussed in the introduction, was the first to truly study mental
models, linking the structures of stimuli with subjects' mental reactions to that stimuli. The
stimuli and models investigated ranged from the immediate perception of concrete physical
objects to knowledge and problem solving (Ellis, 1938). In many cases, as in the studies
of melodies, geometric figures, and spaced dots discussed in the section on historical
background, the structures of these mental models were so closely identified with the
structures of the stimuli that they were all but identical. Thus, the structures described were
primarily structures external to the subjects rather than the structures in their minds. In
contrast, Piaget, who followed in this tradition, was more interested in the structures in the
minds of the children he studied (Piaget, 1977). Piaget saw the differences in the mental
structures the children produced in response to a situation as indicators of their stage of
mental development. These stages were concerned with the gradual development in
children of the ability and impulse to resolve logical conflicts, to derive an abstract rule
from a specific situation, and to integrate new concepts into the original mental model.
Piaget investigated the conditions necessary for conceptual change, for shifting structures
and for changing abilities to build mental structures. The view of misconceptions as an
indication of the nature of the mental landscape was pioneered by Piaget.
By considering misconceptions to be a result of shifting structures, structuralists
differed from experience-based mental models researchers, who looked to misconceptions
for indications of preconceived primitives derived from experience. Working from a
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structuralist perspective on misconceptions. Brown and Burton devised a procedural
computer model to reflect misconceived procedures that might naturally occur during the
process of learning subtraction (Brown and Burton, 1978). They found that their model
reflected the mistakes children made. Brown and Burton attempted to model every
plausible variation of the subtasks as they were learned. For more complicated domains
there are far too many possible variations to construct an all encompassing library of
misconceptions. Thus, this technique could not be extended very far.
Ausubel addressed the structure underlying verbally conveyed knowledge, as in the
lecture format (Ausubel, 1963). He focussed on subsumtion links, classes and subclasses
of topics and concepts. He recommended providing an ‘organizer’ before each learning
session, to illustrate the relations, including similarities, differences, and cross-references
between the classes of concepts, as well as their hierarchical classification. Ausubel
believed that such organizers would correspond ‘to the natural sequence of acquiring
cognitive awareness .. when human beings are exposed .. to an .. unfamiliar field of
knowledge.’

Ausubel postulated that a hierarchical organizer ‘corresponds to the .. way in

which this knowledge is represented, organized, and stored in the human nervous system.
(Ausubel, 1963, p. 79). Ausubel developed two structuring principles for his organizers.
The first, progressive differentiation, recommended an ordering of classes and subclasses
of concepts from most general to most detailed (Ausubel, 1963, p. 79-80). The second,
integrative reconciliation, recommended including in the organizer relations such as
similarities, differences, connections between parts, and the ‘resolution of apparent
inconsistencies.’ (Ausubel, 1963, p. 80-81). Ausubel was recommending that the
structure of an expert’s mental model of the field be provided beforehand so that learners
could properly place the concepts as explained to them. Ausubel’s identification of the
mental structures underlying a field of knowledge as an ontology categorizing topics,
subtopics, and concepts interlinked by other relations was overbroad. As work on
preconceptions from experience and mental simulations show, there is more to knowledge,
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even when delivered in a lecture. However, over generality is to be expected in pioneering
research like Ausubel’s. Ausubel inspired a number of researchers to investigate
organizers developed by students themselves after learning has taken place.
Researchers inspired by Ausubel have investigated the use of ‘concept maps,’
graphs of nodes and links the represented the mental structure of an idea or model.

(Roth

and Roychoudhury, 1992; Mason, 1992; Heinze-Fry and Novak, 1990; Stensvold and
Wilson, 1990; Okebukola and Jegede, 1988; Horton, McConney, Gallo, Woods, Senn and
Hamelin, 1993). Similar graphical depictions of the concepts in a topic have been called
‘graphic organizers,’ (Hawk, 1986). ‘Vee Maps,’ (Ault, Novak and Gowin, 1988).
‘genetic graphs,’ (Goldstein, 1979). or ‘semantic networks’ ‘Semantic networks’ were
generally implemented on the computer, often using frames, data objects that hold a
number of features and links to other objects and procedural networks. The literature
reviewed here investigated the pedagogical uses of such diagrams and was not concerned
with the implementation of computer models.
Ault, Novak, and Gowin investigated ‘vee maps’ as a tool for analyzing the
cognitive structures of students (Ault, Novak and Gowin, 1988). They described concepts
of energy in children. The ‘vee map’ related the cognitive domain, in which the concepts
of the participant inferred by the researcher can be found and the knowledge domain, in
which the statements of the student during the interview provide clues to the researcher as
to the underlying concepts. The two domains intersected in the objects and tasks
experienced by the participant. The networks of concepts and claims were ordered in a
hierarcy of three layers, including theory, principles and relations within the theory, and
patterns of events. This high level organization of a conceptual map worked well to depict
a student’s knowledge of broad topic. Stensvold and Wilson investigated the effect of
student’s verbal ablility on concept mapping in chemistry, finding that concept mapping
helped students of low verbal ability and hindered students of high verbal ability (Stensvold
and Wilson, 1990). The process of mapping provided students of low ability with a
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framework they would otherwise have missed, while it may have distracted students of
high verbal ability, or limited their perceptions of the laboratory.
A number of researchers studied collaborative concept mapping as a tool to help
students learn the interrelated structure of a domain of knowledge. Okebukola and Jegede
found that concept mapping helped students learn biology, and was most helpful when the
students created the maps in collaboration (Okebukola and Jegede, 1988). Roth and
Roychoudhury also found that collaborative concept mapping, this time m physics, helped
students learn high level relations between topics and affected students in collaboration very
differently from students mapping alone. They found concept mapping helpful, but found
that the informal discourse of students working together sometimes prevented the formation
of justifications for the organization of the maps. Mason investigated the use of concept
maps to train prospective science teachers to organize their knowledge at a higher level.
(Mason, 1992). Heinze-Fry and Novak found that concept mapping enhanced students
learning and organization of knowledge in biology (Heinze-Fry and Novak, 1990).
Students reported that the process helped them organize their knowledge better. Roth
integrated concept mapping into a science course for high school students (Roth, 1994).
He found that concept mapping trained the students in scientific discourse and helped make
the classroom setting more of an apprenticeship and less of a lecture. While most students
approved of concept mapping, some found that it added more complication to an already
complicated subject, physics. Others found that their organization was different from that
required by the conventions of the concept map.
Concept mapping attempts to reveal a student’s knowledge structure to that student
by the act of depicting it. The task is so complicated, that collaborative work is virtually
demanded if anything is to be accomplished. While Ausubel s theory of advance
organizers designed by a teacher for pedagogical goals has been around for quite a while,
the idea of having students build their own concept maps is just gaining ground with the
advent of theories of learning as a social activity. This process may help students learn to
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talk and think like scientists, integrating the facts and principles they learn into a network of
theories. However, concept mapping must be taught as a subject in itself, and brings with
it a new layer of complication. There is no simple formula for mapping a set of ideas.
Andersson reviewed alternative students models for chemical reactions such as the
corrosion of a pipe, which were sorted into progressively more sophisticated models. A
common factor was the lack of a microscopic model for the atomic interactions involved
(Andersson, 1986). Student explanations began with minimal models in which what
happened was stated with no explanation. More sophisticated alternative models ranged
from models in which material was displaced with no change in their properties to models
in which the properties of a material changed to models in which a material was
‘transmuted’ into another material. Under the correct view, chemical interaction models,
atoms were recombined to form new materials. In the first three types of explantions, the
atomic level simply mirrored the macroscopic world: atoms underwent displacment, the
alteration of properties, or transmutation into new atoms reflecting a new material. The
reasoning at the atomic level was completely governed by macroscopic reasoning, and the
atomic events exactly paralleled the macroscopic observations. The changes were
increasingly radical, from change in position to change in properties to change in identity.
In the correct model, atoms underwent events that did not simply mirror macroscopic
observations but rather introduced new causal events and structures.

As the study is of

preconceptions, no information on a possible progression through the different models was
presented, although the orderly progression at the atomic level suggests such a progression
might occur.
Tamir and Zohar studied high school students’ use of teleological reasoning and
anthropomorphic analogies to explain evolutionary factors in biology (Tamir and Zohar,
1991). Students were more likely to treat animals as anthropomorphic entities striving
towards goals than to treat plants as such. Tamir and Zohar found that teleological
reasoning was in some cases closely associated with anthropomorphism; students believed
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that the characteristics of plants and animals served a purpose because the plants and
animals wanted it that way. In other cases, teleological reasoning was independent of
anthromorphism; students believed that these characteristics served a purpose because
organisms adapt to their environment through mechanisms like natural selection.
Anthropomorphism is supported by the convergence of several explanatory strategies. It
reflects an analogy comparing humans to other living things, an epistemological strategy of
understanding other entities and phenomena by referencing oneself, and a simple rhetorical
strategy to discuss purposful behavior without delving into the complicated and interlinked
mechanisms and structures that formed that purpose and shaped that behavior. Chi and
Slotta have touched on the difficulties in understanding evolution because of the
synchronous equilibrium processes involved (Chi and Slotta, 1993).
The structuring principles that organize explanations of physical systems involve
the convergence of two sets of goals: the purposes of explanation and the purposeful
construction of physical artifacts. A qualitative explanation is generally concerned with
explicating the chain of causes and effects that link the elements of a behavioral description.
Suppose someone has constructed the physical system to be explained out of parts, for the
purpose of generating a particular set of behaviors. The artifact will have that purpose, or
function, and each part will have been included for its own particular function. Thus, the
physical system can productively be explained by a review of how the interlocking
functions of its parts form a chain of causes and effects that delivers the functioning of the
system. The reasoning involved in the design can be reused for the explanation.
Stevens and Collins studied explanations of physical systems such as weather,
dividing the mental models apparently used into these two main types, structural and
functional (Stevens and Collins, 1980). The structural explanation concentrated on the
physical parts of a system and their connection, while the functional explanation
concentrated on the behavior of the parts. This structure vs. function dichotomy is closely
associated with two analogous dichotomies: declarative knowledge vs. procedural
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knowledge, and an objective view of the world vs. a subjective view of the world. Thus,
in addition to exploiting the process by which a system is constructed, these structuring
influences reflect some aspects of the basic shape of human knowledge. Researchers
attempting computer simulations of qualitative reasoning about physical systems have set
themselves and their computers the task of taking a structural description of a system and
inferring its behavior and function. This research is discussed in further detail in Section
2.3.4.
The structural and functional types of explanation were further analyzed in a study
of text explanations of physical systems by Stevens and Steinberg (Stevens and Steinberg,
1981). Some of the explanation types were applied analogies. For example, parts of
systems were explained as sensing and responding to conditions created by other connected
components in the 'information-flow based explanation.' The basic characteristic of this
explanation type was a view of 'substances and devices' as living and reacting. Analogies
of electron flow to scampering mice or stampeding people are similar. Other types focused
on whatever was flowing, called 'stuff by the authors, and viewed it in different roles, in
stuff-state-attribute' and 'stuff-as-a-transport-medium.'
The two main types of physical structure, topological and geometric, are
reminiscent of the qualitative algebras which provide a rough, hopefully meaningful
measurement without the detail and complications of a quantitative measurement. These
qualitative measures will be discussed in more detail in Section 2.3.3, on computer
envisionments. Stevens and Steinberg referred to 'function' as 'mechanism', then went on
to add several other distinctions to form a dimensional space of possible explanation types.
Three of these types addressed the level of detail in the explanation: individuated vs.
aggregate, which distinguished events and components treated separately or as a group,
qualitative vs. quantitative, which addressed the grain of variables in a description of
function or some other measure, and external vs. internal properties, which addressed the
level of detail in the description of a component, that is, whether its internal parts and
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properties would be discussed. The individuated vs. aggregate distinction as applied to the
parts of a component was identical to the distinction of external vs. internal, thus, both
could be subsumed under one distinction. The distinctions between qualitative and
quantitative measures were more complicated and were rightly considered separately. This
dimensional space of explanations has descriptive power. However, some of the different
types of explanations in the space seemed to be derived from completely incompatible
sources.
Paris attempted to implement two separate strategies used in explanation of
‘complex physical objects’ and based on Stevens and Collins’ distinction (Stevens and
Collins, 1980). between structural and functional explanations (Paris, 1987). The type of
structural explanation described, here called componential, was suited to an expert user and
the type of functional explanation described, here called process trace, was suited to a
novice user. Paris also suggested ways to combine the two strategies for an intermediate
user. Paris’ system, Tailor, used information provided to it on a user’s expertise in parts
of the system, called ‘local expertise.' How this information was determined was not
discussed. Deducing such information is a difficult problem that has not yet been solved.
Most systems have relied on asking the user and hoping the user knows. Tailor generated
an explanation using process traces in areas of local expertise and componential
descriptions in other areas. The componential descriptions were sometimes supplemented
by process traces as well. This system thus alternated between structural and functional
explanations, depending on whether a user was an expert on a particular portion of the
system.
In a related paper (Paris and McKeown, 1987), Paris and McKeown described a
strategy for generating an explanation for a process which involved describing the main
path through a process and deciding what part of the internal description of the process was
needed in the explanation and what part should be pruned. As it addressed the level of
detail in a process description, it was related to some of the explanatory dimensions of
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Stevens and Steinberg, such as ‘individuated vs. aggregate events.’ (Stevens and
Steinberg, 1981, p. 12-14). This paper was concerned with the initial stage of explanation,
structuring and pruning the knowledge to be conveyed according to the needs of this
particular type of knowledge. This implementation of explanations of physical systems
highlighted the particular importance of the factors in explanation discussed by Stevens,
Collins and Steinberg, such as the level of detail in an explanation, determining whether it
is a behavioral description or one of the causal explanations, and the importance of both
structural and functional explanations. With the implementation of explanation for the
intermediate user, Paris and McKeown suggested the need for flexibility in the level of
detail in the explanation, allowing structures and function to be webbed together in a single
explanation.
Mental structures may be influenced by two structuring principles. The first arises
from the shape of the world as humans experience it, the structure of reality and the
constraints on human perception of that reality. Some examples of these factors include
linear time and the way people perceive it, natural categories such as living and nonliving,
or the colors of the spectrum as defined by the range of frequencies the human eye is able
to detect. All these factors are part of the apparent physical structure of the world. The
second structuring principle is knowledge and the constraints on human reasoning about
that knowledge. It is this second type that is internal, that exists only as used to structure
mental models. Although words on a page or a program in memory physically exist, they
can only be called knowledge when they are interpreted by someone. The mental structures
affecting explanation discussed here include the type of counting system used in any
measures and variables given, the level of detail in the explanation, and, in the case of Paris
and McKeown, the need for flexibility to change the level of detail depending on the part of
the system being explained, the structural and functional aspects of explanation and the
variations possible within these aspects. These structures tend to reflect the layout of the
mind rather than the layout of reality.
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7-2.2

Preconceptions from Experience

In this view, mental models originate from experience that is generalized into a
model. Therefore, all mental models are analogies to experience, and reflect early
encounters with the source of the knowledge. In an early example of this perspective,
Wertheimer discussed numbers and numerical operations in terms of the early experiences
of counting, combining, and separating things, experiences from which he intuitively felt
such knowledge would have been developed (Wertheimer, 1938). For example,
Wertheimer argued that learning to count on one’s fingers makes five, ten and twenty
natural divisions. In another early and poetic example of this perspective, Guyau, a
philosopher, argued that ideas of time were based on goals and spatial negotiation in
infants: "the child reaching out in space to what it has not yet... the distance between the
'goblet and the lips'" (Guyau (1890/1988), cited in Michon, 1990, p. 48).
Many discussions of mental models that view experience as their source follow
diSessa and Wertheimer in grounding the development of these mental models in early
experiences. They have tended to view mental models as 'black boxes,' of whose internal
mechanisms, knowledge, and workings a thinker cannot be aware. DiSessa drew several
conclusions about the appropriate pedagogical strategies this view requires in his work on
'knowledge in pieces' (diSessa, 1988).

In this work, diSessa defined a building block of

mental models he termed a phenomenological primitive, or 'p-prim.' A p-prim is a
generalized experience that is deeply rooted in a thinker's beliefs, not integrated into other
beliefs, and stubbornly resistant to change. Because they are by definition irreducible,
phenomenological primitives cannot be pulled apart to find a process model for thengeneration and internal mechanisms. DiSessa has, however, attempted to describe the
mechanisms that use these p-prims and discussed their common characteristics (diSessa,
1983; diSessa 1993a). P-prims appear obvious to their user, who sees no need for an
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explanation for them. They are characterized by strongly descriptive vocabulary. Some of
the major p-prims identified by diSessa involve a sense of a mechanism that achieves
something. For example, ‘Ohm’s p-prim’ involves an ‘agent,’ acting against a ‘resistance’
to achieve a ‘result’ (diSessa, 1993a, p.. 126-127). ‘Force as a mover,’ ‘force as a
spinner,’ and ‘continuous push’ all involve the idea of impetus, that constant force is
required and implied where there is constant movement. Some other important p-prims are
‘blocking’ and ‘bouncing,’ which compete for similar situations and various notions of
balancing and equilibrium, some of which seem to be related to the idea of spontaneous
resistance (diSessa, 1993a, p. 133-142). DiSessa has provided an extensive library of pprims. However, his theory needs a better defined way to reject a candidate as a p-prim.
Otherwise, the temptation to designate every concept as a p-prim is too great.
DiSessa's phenomenological primitives were loosely joined to form a model of a
situation, and were all generalized early experiences. Allan Collins found loosely joined
primitive models while investigating people's mental models of circuits and thermostats
(Collins, 1985). These seemed to be separate and independent models of the components
of the circuit, and seemed to be derived from experience. However, Collins’ explanations
were more like analogies than innate explanatory nuggets. For example, some people in
the study saw a battery as a gate through which current flows. As with diSessa's models
'in pieces,' these mental models seemed to be composed of disparate parts rather than being
integrated into a theory. This version of experience-based models stood in contrast to the
idea of models as integrated structures to be found in the other two views of mental
models, as structures in mind and as mental simulations. However, the difference may not
be as great as it appears. The component models in Collins were used in conjunction.
Their separate nature came from the very different analogies to experience they were
derived from, but for the purpose of simulation they functioned together in a temporary
structure.
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Lijnse found students’ conceptions of energy to be similarly in pieces.

He

discussed how the many ‘life-world’ ways in which the concept of energy is used, multiply
conceptions of energy far beyond the theoretical concept in science (Lijnse, 1990).
Consideration of energy in science has predictive power because total energy is conserved.
However, most real life references to energy undercut this central aspect of energy with
references to the loss of energy and the ‘energy crisis.’ Lijnse looked at the terms used to
describe energy in the news media, finding that the predominent features of enerby were as
‘material’ fuels with ‘limited availability’ ‘consumed for our benefit’ and ‘lost in the
process.’ (Lijnse, 1990, p. 577). The most comment student conception of energy was as
a ‘source of power’ and ‘cause of activity’ stored in objects (Lijnse, 1990, p. 574-575).
This reflected the conceptions of energy in the media. Personal experience with eating to
gain energy and becoming tired after activity provide phenomenological primitives that
support this understanding of energy as an exhastible resource. Lijnse found student
examples of this idea of energy that reflected an anthropomorphic understanding. Students
generally used several different conceptions of energy which they connected ‘associatively’
with particular situations, and which they sometimes used inconsistently.
The understanding of force as an impetus intimately linked with movement rather
than change in movement is similarly derived from real world experience, although from
primitive conceptions of personal experience rather than from popular descriptions in the
media.
The impetus preconception, mentioned earlier, affects understanding of force and
movement in physics. It derives from idea that there is no force without movement and no
movement without force. Thus, a body in motion with no force on it would gradually slow
down, a natural conclusion from experiences in a world in which invisible frictional forces
operate to slow down objects in motion. Clement discussed three criteria that might
indicate the presence of this preconception, an assumption of the cause of motion, even
constant motion being 'a force in the direction of motion,' a particularly widespread
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assumption of such a force in the case of motion that continues in the face of an obvious
opposing force, a belief that such a force is greater than the opposing force while the
motion continues and that this force "'dies out" or "builds up" to account for changes in an
object's speed' (Clement, 1985, p. 333). Thijs found preconceptions associating force
with motion and neglecting normal forces during the development and testing of a
constructivist course on forces for secondary students in The Netherlands (Thijs, 1992).
McCloskey also found evidence of this preconception, both from studies of
problem solving protocols he conducted and from the historical record of the convictions of
natural philosophers on this subject (McCloskey, 1985). McCloskey differed from other
researcher in using the term ’theory' rather than the term 'misconception' or
'preconception.' McCloskey seemed to be arguing that the impetus concept constitutes an
internally consistent, conscious and elaborated theory. McCloskey’s case for his
perception of such qualities in the thinkers of the ancient, medieval and enlightenment
communities on this subject was convincing. One would expect expert philosophers who
tackled this subject to build a theory, rather than remaining with fragmented intuitions.
Whether experience-based beliefs are phenomenological primitives, as diSessa would have
it, or consistent and connected theories, depends on how much time thinking, explaining
and elaborating a thinker has devoted to the subject.

McCloskey did not seem to

satisfactorily link his earlier examples of impetus theory to the preconceptions he has found
in students, which may be fragmented intuitions after all.
Without addressing the issue of fragmented knowledge versus theories, Sequeira
and Leite also compared the alternative force conceptions of secondary school students to
the historical development of the the idea of force, finding similar ideas such as impetus
proportional to velocity and the idea that gravity ‘cannot act in vacuum’ because it ‘needs
physical support.’ (Sequeira and Leite, 1991, p. 54). Student conceptions about gravity
might also be supported by experiences watching astronauts in space, where they
experience no gravity in an airless environment. The authors felt that the history of science
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might be a valuable resource to prepare physics teachers to address students alternative
conceptions.
Further evidence for viewing the impetus conception and experience based mental
models not as primitives but as sophisticated theories, theories that can be internally
affected by outside ideas, can be found in the evidence presented by White and Frederiksen
(White and Frederiksen, 1983). They found an interaction between students' arithmetical
paradigm and their preconceptions in physics. Training in physics theory affected only part
of the students' impetus misconception, predicting changes in the direction of motion,
while leaving misconceptions about changes in the speed of motion intact. The authors
suggested that the impetus misconception was interacting with a mathematical
misconception, the confusion of vector arithmetic with the more familiar methods of scalar
arithmetic. Thus, the effect on students' understanding identified as the impetus conception
had a double cause. One cause, the impetus conception, was remediated, but the second,
the mathematical confusion, still produced part of the effect. This does not demonstrate
that the first cause, the impetus conception, was affected internally by the second.
However, ideas about changes in motion have been lumped into the 'primitive impetus
conception in other studies, including Clement's and McCloskey s. In this study, a part of
this so-called 'primitive' is shown to be separable.
Chi and Slotta argued that intuitive physics is more coherent than diSessa thought,
staking out a middle ground between the McCloskey’s integrated, consistant and deductive
theories and diSessa’s fragmented primitives.

(Chi and Slotta, 1993). Chi and Slotta felt

that a theory of ‘ontological categories’ explained the findings better than diSessa s theory
of ‘knowledge fragments.’ (Chi and Slotta, 1993, p. 249). They argued that problematic
concepts in physics fall under an ontological category that is vague, ill-defined or non¬
existent for non-experts. This category, which they called ‘acausal interaction,’ included
events or processes that involve the delicately calibrated and mutually effective causality of
an equilibrium process. Chi and Slotta claimed the category is indicated by a lack of clear
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boundaries in time, ambiguous causality with no progression of cause and effect,
simultaneous sub-processes and parts of the system that are undifferentiated and uniform
over space. Examples would be steady states in circuits, evolution, and other processes
involving balancing and equilibrium. Chi and Slotta argued that students who lack a strong
form of this category mis-categorize concepts involved in acausal interaction as material
entities, processes, and events. Processes and events have strong causality and a
progression of sub-processes. Material entities, as well as processes and events they may
be involved in, are all defined discretely in time and space. Chi and Slotta argued that most
documented alternative conceptions arose when students ascribed these characteristics to
the elements of acausal interaction. Chi and Slotta presented evidence of the regularity of
such category mistakes in students. They divided predicate terms that could be used in
explanation into those terms associated with the category of material process and those
terms associated with the category of acausal interaction. They then devised two similar
situations, one involving an acausal interaction and the other involving a physical substance
in a material process.1 Chi and Slotta found that experts used mostly ‘matter-based
predicates’ to explain the system that involved material processes and mostly ‘processbased predicates’ to explain the system that involved acausal interaction. In contrast, they
found that novices used mostly material process terms to explain both systems.
These results depend completely on the validity of Chi and Slotta’s original
categorization of the predicates. DiSessa took issue with their categorization and with their
claim that acausal interactions are at the heart of experts’ understanding of physics
(diSessa, 1993b). DiSessa seemed to think that Chi and Slotta’s reading indicated a
novice’s view of expert knowledge. He felt that Chi and Slotta’s acausal interactions were
‘overgeneralized’ from Newtonian mechanics. DiSessa believed that the algebraic form of

1 The material process was a water faucet supplying a series of sprinklers; the acausal interaction was a
battery supplying a series of resistors.
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many laws of physics has misled Chi, Slotta and many others about the root of physics
understanding. Indeed, this belief was one of the founding purposes of research into
qualitative reasoning about physical systems and preconceptions about physical systems
such as ‘naive physics.’ (Hayes, 1990a, 1990b). DiSessa has himself been a pioneer in
this field (diSessa, 1983, 1988, 1993a, 1993b). It is true that only in Newton’s mechanics
were the ubiquitous quantities, actions at a distance, timelessness and diffused and elusive
causality of Chi and Slotta’s balancing phenomena represented as a final model (In
Newton’s time, at least). However, in many other areas of physics, such as circuits, these
characteristics are encountered by students just learning the field. Physics has progressed
by taking such apparently acausal, temporally and spatially diffuse phenomena and treating
them as macroscopic systems. The macroscopic systems can then be explained as the
aggregate effects of the mechanisms of smaller systems. From matter to molecules to
protons and electrons, to photons, to quarks, and so forth, physics has reduced properties
at one level to the aggregate effects of systems of particles at a lower level. Chi and Slotta
would therefore be describing a category encountered by learners as they advance from
novices through the intermediate stages to become experts.
Possible examples of misconceptions based on mistakes in ontological categories
had been presented earlier by Reiner, Chi and Resnick. In a study of the assumptions
about reality underlying peoples' naive physics preconceptions, they claimed that many
mental models are based on a 'naive materialistic misconception.’ (Reiner, Chi and
Resnick, 1988). This was a tendency to treat abstract physical entities as material objects.
This misconception arose from a deep faith that anything that is real must be made of
something, therefore light, electricity, heat, energy, and force must all be made of some
substance, or stored in some substance, or exist only as a property of a material object.
The authors presented experimental evidence that most people view light as a 'real
material.' An idea of light as a ‘stream of tiny particles’ with various physical
characteristics including size and color appeared in most students’ responses (Reiner, Chi
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and Resnick, p. 544-545). In support of other types of materialistic belief, the authors
cited various studies on preconceptions about current, heat, and force. The use of some
materialistic analogy is probably natural in reasoning about systems like circuits, in which
the activity that causes the behavior cannot be observed. The authors suggested that
materialistic analogies, a category that includes most, if not all, analogies, may sustain such
materialistic misconceptions, implying that analogies are dangerous tools for teaching
physics, that they may well support incorrect ideas that are already resistant to change.
Teachers use analogies because they affect the intuitions and informal understanding that
are resistant to the presentation of equations and formal laws. Reiner et al provocatively
argued that analogies actually support the basic misconceived beliefs that underlie the
obvious misconception the analogies are intended to remediate.
Experience-based mental models have proved to be a fruitful subject for research.
Many preconceptions in the subject of physics have been identified, and seem to be
common to different populations of students. This view of the source of mental models
tends to encourage the identification and listing of specific models more than an
examination of reasoning methods, partly because identifying the experience is an obvious
starting point and a fairly tractable problem. In addition, many examples of experiencebased mental models can neither be internally examined nor broken down into subsidiary
concepts or submodels. Experience-based mental models therefore tend to lack a precise
description of reasoning within models.

2,2.3

The Mind's Eve

Addressing reasoning within models was of particular interest to researchers who
approach mental models as mental simulations. Mental simulation was frequently
described as a process of visualizing a system, identifying imagining with imagery
(Holyoak, 1984). The term 'the mind's eye' is suggestive of an analogue in one's mind to
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the eyes in one's head Mental simulation involves creating the illusion of perception of an
object that exists only in one's mind. In addition to emphasizing the visual aspects of a
model and the object it models, the simulation approach has emphasized the dynamic
aspects of an object, and has tended to be associated with models of complicated physical
systems and their behavior. Simulations also tended to be associated with mental
representations that mimicked the organization of the system represented The idea of
analogue representations generating mental simulations identified these simulations with
their objects just as mental models considered under the structural paradigm were identified
with their object.
Many simulation models have been developed as computer models of expertise.
Such models have been based on the intuitions of researchers, interviews with experts, and
case studies of student problem solving. Models have also been based on established
techniques for the representation and analysis of systems like system dynamics or circuit
diagrams. Some of the first computer models of understanding and mental simulation of
physical systems addressed understanding circuits and were based on such techniques as
differential equations and circuit diagrams (deKleer and Brown, 1985; deKleer, 1985;
Williams, 1985). These computer representations took as top level objects devices and
connections. Systems' behaviors were modelled with a state space. Each state contained
values for all variables associated with the devices at a particular instant in time (the amount
of flow through a wire, for example). A new state was constructed each time the value of
any variable changed. Kuipers provided a fuller mechanism for reasoning about time
explicitly. Kuiper’s system was provided with ‘landmark values,’ the points at which a
system variable shifted, from increasing to steady, for example. Kuipers’ system was
capable of deducing a new, ‘previously unsuspected’ landmark value in certain cases
(Kuipers, 1985, 174). Most other systems assume that the system is provided with all
significant points of transition.
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Ail of the models devised by these researchers were in the domain of physics, and
almost all modelled knowledge about circuits. The goal of these systems was to infer the
function and behavior of a system from its structure by propagating the local effects of the
devices through the specified connections to produce a complete model of the system's
behavior. The systems of deKleer and Brown produced descriptions of all possible
behaviors, called envisionments, using constraint propagation and proof by contradiction
(deKleer and Brown, 1985). In addition to these two methods, deKleer and Brown used
heuristics to produce 'causal' explanations, an ordering of events and identification of the
influences of event on event. To handle synchronous behavior that cannot truly be
ordered, such as feedback, they introduced mythical time and mythical causality to stretch
out the synchronous behavior into a series of minute adjustments. Iwasaka and Simon took
issue with deKleer's argument for the need for special assumptions to impose a causal
ordering on events such as feedback, debating with deKleer and Brown in several papers
(Iwasaki and Simon, 1990a, 1990b; deKleer and Brown, 1990). They argued for the use
of a method that has been used in the modelling of systems from thermodynamics to
econometrics, comparative statics, which imposes a causal ordering on a system of state
variables according to which variables can be solved by substituting a subset of the
remaining variables. Iwasaki and Simon retained the full quantitative differential equations
and a crisp, clear and limited definition of causality. Their techniques never attempted to
impose a causal ordering on a feedback loop, so they needed neither the relaxed criteria for
a causal explanation nor the heuristics used to limit possible explanations that deKleer and
Brown discussed. One drawback to their techniques is the requirement for precise
mathematical formulas for the partial derivatives (Weld, 1990a, p.414).
Qualitative reasoning, as the name suggests, covers situations in which a precise
mathematical description is not available as well as interpretations of the partial derivatives
or other indicators of change in a mathematical description. Weld tackled the same task of
determining how various changes in the parameters would affect the behavior of a system.
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He developed a notation and system of inference rules, ‘comparative analysis, to predict
the effects of such perturbations while using truly qualitative descriptions. Weld s system
was designed to work in conjunction with Kuipers’ qualitative simulator (Weld, 1990a,
p.397; Kuipers, 1985). Weld has also developed the technique of predicting the effect of a
slight perturbation by exaggerating the magnitude of the perturbed value to a boundary
value, such as infinitely large, and deducing that a smaller change in the value would
produce a similar, if smaller, effect (Weld, 1988). This technique works only with a
system whose behavior funtion is monotonic. Weld argued that this technique seems to be
similar to the informal strategies many people employ to make such prediction for physical
systems.
For the sake of making explanations understandable and addressing truly difficult
reasoning tasks, most researchers in this field have accepted the relaxation of the
constraints that produce unambiguous and precise results.

Such tasks included the

simulation of feedback, oscillation, or similar looping events. Forbus analyzed the
problem of distinguishing between two such looping events, oscillation and what he called
'stutter' (Forbus, 1985, p. 150-152).

A process of oscillation involves inertia and the

lingering effects of a cause that overlap the development of another cause. For example, a
pendulum continues its swing past the low point of potential energy, causing a
corresponding vertical displacement that will in turn cause the return swing. A process of
'stutter' involves events which enable each other in turn, but does not involve such
interlocking and simultaneous effects, seeding causes, resulting in effects. Forbus used the
example of a decaying equilibrium of water levels owing to changing water pressures in a
series of three tanks connected by pipes at the bottom (Forbus, 1985, p. 151). The
problem of combining repetitive behaviors into an identified loop is a concern of many
researchers (deKleer and Brown, 1985; deKleer, 1985; Forbus, 1985; Weld, 1990b).
In contrast to the device approach, Forbus based his representations on an ontology
of processes (Forbus, 1985). Forbus' qualitative process engine could handle a wider
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range of domains and behaviors than most of the device-based simulators. It was designed
to find and postulate applicable processes from a hierarchy of possibilities in memory as
well as to combine the already specified behavior of a network of structures into a single
model of behavior, as the device-based simulators did. Devices, as physical objects, and
processes, as events or series of events, are fundamentally different.

However, as used in

these simulations, they are alike in many ways. Forbus adopted similar constraints of
behavior to localized effects. A device is an artifact designed by someone with a purpose
and an associated behavior very much like the behaviors associated with a process. A
process has associated objects, frequently with associated behaviors, that are similar to
devices and components of devices. Forbus set objects under a process, making the
functional description of multiple effects on multiple objects easier, but the analysis of all
influences on a particular object harder, as Bobrow noted in his discussion of qualitative
research (Bobrow, 1985, p. 4).
Forbus and Gentner provided an analysis and taxonomy of observed causal
reasoning observed in this research on qualitative reasoning about physical systems
(Forbus and Gentner, 1990). The authors classified ways of handling causality and
simulating behavior to form a dimensional space of approaches. Three main distinctions
were made, from 'explicit' to 'implicit' mechanisms, from 'directed' to ’nondirected’
connectives, and between a variety of ’measurement scenarios' (Forbus and Gentner,
1990, p. 668).

An explicit mechanism was one that clearly identified a vehicle that links

causes and effects among the events in the simulation. A prime example is Forbus'
processes, which were defined as agents of causation (Forbus, 1985). An implicit
mechanism has no oven identification of causal links. Such links must be deduced from a
simulation of behavior and the system's response to perturbations in its variables.
Simulations using the device approach tend to be of this type (deKleer and Brown, 1985;
Williams, 1985). The systems' structure of devices and links were described but those
devices or variables that drive the behavior were not identified in the representation. The
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links constrained where causes and effects could occur but provided no information on
where they would occur or the direction of influence. The use of an explicit mechanism
tended to encourage the use of directed connectives, in which the equations that describe
the behavior of the system incorporated information on which variables were original
causes and which were being influenced or derived from a cause. For example, in the
equation F=ma, the changes in behavior usually result from a change in force or mass.
Acceleration is generally the quantity that responds to changes. Thus, this undirected
constraint equation with its implicit mechanism could be written in a directed and explicit
form as a <- F/m. The constraint equation is more concise and powerful, as it is equivalent
to the three directed forms that solve for each of the three variables a, F and m. However,
while mathematically solving for mass from force and acceleration is a powerful tool,
saying that mass is an effect of force and acceleration makes little intuitive sense (in
everyday life, at least). The use of an implicit mechanism has tended to encourage the use
of nondirected connectives, in the form of constraint equations such as F=ma or V=IR.
However, some simulations that used implicit mechanisms and a device approach
incorporated both types of connectives (Kuipers, 1985; Williams, 1985).
The measurement scenarios varied more widely than either of the first two
dimensions, reflecting the mathematical representation and the treatment of time in a
simulation. The authors identified four different scenarios, involving 'one change in a
sequence,' 'the difference between initial and final states,' 'the divergence between
alternate possible worlds' and 'something which is occurring continuously' (Forbus and
Gentner, 1990, p.667). 'One change in a sequence' involved the mythical time and
mythical causal models with which deKleer and Brown handled the problem of explaining
behavior involving vast and instantaneous balancing or feedback. Such behavior can be
very difficult to understand in a qualitative way and very difficult to explain according to a
chain of causes and effects. Stretching out simultaneous events into a chain of rougher
effects instead of a large set of parallel, mutually interacting, minute events made an
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explanation easier to handle and easier to understand (deKleer, 1985; deKleer and Brown,
1985; Williams, 1985). The difference between initial and final states involved treating a
system or part of a system as a black box, considering only what goes in and what results
without decomposing the internal workings (Weld, 1990a). 'Alternate possible worlds'
has involved generating an envisionment of all possible behaviors, as in deKleer's
research, or a hypothetical change in some variable to see how that variable affects the
behavior of the rest of the system, as in Forbus' work (deKleer, 1985; Forbus, 1985;
Weld, 1988). The second strategy, used in Forbus' qualitative process theory, is
associated with the partial ordering of events. 'Continuous behavior' is the most common
approach, used in many of the device based simulations, in which all states are considered
and time is abstracted into meaningful intervals rather than sampled at landmark points
(deKleer and Brown 1985; Forbus, 1985; Kuipers, 1985; Williams, 1985). To simulate
the modelling of circuits, Kuipers used 'qualitative differential equations' derived from the
quantitative differential equations for the circuits without explicitly representing the devices
(Kuipers, 1985, p. 169). He concentrated on finding the landmark values and their time
points and reasoning about their interactions. Researchers have made use of landmark
points provided to the system or derived from the qualitative equations of variable,
(Forbus, 1985), but Kuipers has focused on deducing likely new landmark points by
examining the interactions of old ones (Kuipers, 1985). These different measurement
scenarios represent various strategies for simplifying the complex interactions in systems'
behaviors by dividing up descriptions of time and behavior in a meaningful and tractable
way.
Simulation models have tackled complex real world systems using expert
knowledge and tactics. They examined ideas about the best ways of organizing and
representing knowledge of systems in the physical world, about how causality should be
defined for explanation, and about how time should be represented. Simulation models
have provided the most information about reasoning within the context of a mental model.
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Experience-based models were accessible to observation and provided a great deal of
information about peoples' preconceptions about physical laws and their likely strategies
for solving difficult and unfamiliar problems. Experience-based models provided the most
information about locating, retrieving, and remembering different mental models.
Structure-based models are not an active area of research, although the idea of mental
models was developed under the structural paradigm. However, many of the
epistemological distinctions developed for structure-based models, such as structure and
function, have been used as a foundation for the development of simulation-based models.
The structural approach is best suited to providing supporting knowledge for the other two
approaches.

7.3

Mechanisms for Reasoning with Mental Models

Most studies of mental models have addressed the subject of reasoning with mental
models. Much of the emphasis of these studies was on cuing and on the use of multiple
models and different types of multiple models, because the question of whether a model is
being used is usually easier to answer than the question of how a model is being used.

2.3.1

Managing. Retrieving and Discarding Mental Models

Mental models are generally defined to be internally organized modes of thinking
about a situation. They may derive from an analogy or a common view of the world, but
within themselves, they tend to be complete enough for a problem solver to remain with the
model for some length of time. These characteristics imply that selecting, remembering, or
'cuing' the right model is more than half the battle in reaching a solution, and selecting the
wrong model is extremely difficult to recover from, since once a model is in use, only
concepts internal to it tend to come into use. DiSessa discussed the issues involved in
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retrieving and abandoning primitive, experienced-based models, or phenomenological
primitives, when faced with a physics problem (diSessa, 1988). Cuing priority was
defined as the likelihood that a subject will recall and use a particular phenomenological
primitive in a given situation; reliability priority was defined as a subject's reluctance to
abandon a p-prim, once it has been activated. DiSessa described several cases in which he
claimed that incorrect preconceptions stemmed from a higher cuing priority for the wrong
p-prim in the problem situation. The persistence of incorrect preconceptions such as the
impetus preconception in the face of standard physics course work intended to teach the
correct theory would come from a reliability priority that is too high (Clement, 1983;
McCloskey, 1983). DiSessa was concerned with characterizing the factors involved in the
mental management of experience-based models. In this paper, he has gone no further than
the first steps in developing a strategy to address them in teaching.
The partial success of an experiment on circuit analogies conducted by Gentner and
Gentner may have been caused by the cuing and reliability priorities of the mental models
for the analogies examined in the research (Gentner and Gentner, 1983). The authors
found that getting a student to adopt a targeted analogy as his or her own mental model was
unexpectedly difficult, even though the use of that analogy was explicitly requested. This
issue came up in the second part of this study. This second experiment compared three
analogies, two hydraulic analogies, battery as a pump and battery as a raised reservoir, and
a moving crowd analogy. The analogies were presented to the students as descriptions in
text, with mixed results. The students demonstrated misconceptions about the behavior of
batteries in series, when using the analogies should have helped them to correctly
understand. The first half of this experiment used the students' spontaneous analogies and
obtained results as predicted by the author's analysis of the particular strengths of each
analogy. This second experiment may have produced negative results because the
presentation of the analogies as one-page summaries did not successfully induce the
students to use the analogy. However, testing of the students' knowledge in the analogy,
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which was a hydraulic system with water flowing from raised reservoirs, showed that they
had similar misconceptions for that system. Thus, they could have earned misconceptions
either from the analogy over into the domain or, since they had the more immediate
experience with the circuit problems, from the domain over into the analogy. On the other
hand, in the first half of this experiments, in which the students were grouped according to
the analogy they spontaneously used, the analogies affected the students' understanding of
the domain as predicted.
Minsky brought together findings from the schools of machine learning, natural
language, cybernetics and connectionism in artificial intelligence and findings in cognitive
science, linguistics and neurology in an attempt to develop a description of the processes of
forming, accessing and using a mental model (Minsky, 1990). Minsky addressed the
question in the course of developing a general theory of learning and thinking. Minsky
defined a 'k-line,' to be a state of mental activation, larger versions of k-lines, mental
models reactivated experience. These models are like the experience-based models given in
case-based reasoning, except that they are more extensive, the mental attitude, and the
stimulated parts of the personality are reactivated along with the memory of what happened.
A model would be retrieved by the activation a k-line, which would recreate the mental state
associated with a previous, relevant experience.
In computer models of reasoning from experience, known as case-based reasoning,
cuing priority, or the indexing of cases by the most relevant features, is an important
mechanism for learning and problem solving. Hammond's system for generating a new
recipe by finding and modifying recipes in memory learned to avoid past mistakes and
exploit past successes by indexing recipes by the goals they failed to serve as well as by the
goals they successfully served, or initially failed at but were modified to successfully serve
(Hammond, 1987). Ashley and Rissland's system for constructing legal arguments used a
complex system of indexing on numerous relevant dimensions to find precedents to use in
argument (Ashley and Rissland, 1987).
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Retrieving an effective model for a problem is critical, given how strongly the
model used affects the understanding and interpretation of a problem. The features of a
situation identified as important determine the criteria for finding a model. Most of the
research on the process of finding a model that shares these important features has been
done in the context of experience-based models.

2.3.2

Multiple Models of Increasing Complexity

Multiple models may complement each other in different ways. A teacher might
attempt to induce mental models that incrementally increase in complexity, gradually
leading to a greater understanding of the domain without overwhelming a student.
Younger models add concepts to older ones, or extend the range of the model, building on
older models.
White and Frederiksen discussed the use of mental models of increasingly complex
systems (White and Frederiksen, 1987). They described an intelligent tutoring system that
used a sequence of progressively more sophisticated models of electronic circuit behavior
and a flexible tutoring strategy that incorporated student initiative to teach circuit theory and
troubleshooting. White and Frederiksen used a series of simplified models of circuits,
called zero order models, and progressed to a general troubleshooting algorithm. Each
implemented model could explain its own reasoning. They provided for several alternative
learning strategies, including open-ended exploration, problem-driven learning, exampledriven learning, and student directed learning, in which the student selected from the
previous three options. It was the range of behaviors and explanations in the domain that
increased in complexity here.
Lijnse recommended that students’ alternative conceptions of energy, reinforced not
only by early experience but by various energy crises reported in the popular press, be
addressed with a progression through three levels of discussion from a level of students’
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informal ‘life-world’ preconceptions through a ‘quantitative’ life-world’ level to a
theoretical level (Lijnse, 1990). The author recomended the progression from the first to
the second level be accomplished by a process of discussion and elaboration to make the
fragmented preconceptions into a descriptive and consistent model and a focus on practical
applications of energy. The transition to the third level required a ‘discontinuous’
reorganization of the students’ models. Lijnse provided only a sketch of how this
reorganization was to be induced. The level of physics theory would be taught as a
separate context, as it usually is, and then the middle ‘descriptive’ level would be returned
to periodically to discuss the practical implications. Students are all too willing to retain
knowledge in separate and unintegrated contexts and would probably require more support
to integrate these levels.
John Clement provided an example of just such support as he discussed models that
increased in a different type of complexity (Clement, 1986). This complexity came not
from systems in the domain of increasingly complex behavior but from domain and
analogical models that were progressively non-intuitive. The first of the three models was
a base model, an analogy about which the students had correct and confident intuitions, the
last, the target model, a model that supported correct understanding of the system in the
domain but which the students were uncertain about, and the intermediate a bridging
model, an analogy that related the base to the target. The bridging analogy thus allowed a
student to see the similarity between a correct intuition in a simple physical situation and the
problem being taught through their mutual correspondence to the bridging analogy.
In all of these studies it was the problems in the domain that increased in
complexity: the first in the scope of domain behavior studied and the second and third in the
distance of the models from students’ original intuitions. While Lijnse proposed broad
levels by which to organize a study of energy, Clement showed a technique by which ideas
at different levels could be integrated.
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7 * t>

Competing and Complementary Multiple Models

Competing and complementary models involved the replacement of one model by a
more satisfactory one or the alternate use of models for complementary aspects of the
domain. Managing multiple models of this type required fairly sophisticated pedagogical
and reasoning strategies, particularly when more than one model must be maintained during
explanation.
The classic example for conceptual change studies involved drawing out students’
initial models until a contradiction within models or with experimental evidence is reached.
The students were then receptive to a shift to a competing model developed with the
guidance of the teacher or other learning resources. Joshua and Dupin used class
discussion to draw out and generate a resolution between students' preconceived models of
a circuit, students' models developed in response to an experiment that contradicted their
preconceptions, and an analogy presented by the teacher that resolved the contradiction
(Joshua and Dupin, 1987). These models complemented each other in that the first two set
up a conflict, resolved by the third. The students’ models were developed communally
during class discussion.
Wertheimer discussed the conditions that produce a shift between competing mental
models in his study of what constitutes productive thinking, in the book of the same name.
These shifts were characterized by unexpected combinations, mental imagery, and shifts in
context that change the nature of the problem. Wertheimer did not provide an analysis of
the cognitive processes involved, relying on descriptions of protocol and behavior
informed by introspection. He was interested in the activity that leads to an 'aha'
experience in geometry problem solving and physics (Wertheimer, 1959). Wertheimer
reported several cases in geometry and social problem solving, two famous cases of
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scientific problem solving, Galileo’s and Einstein's, and a childhood accomplishment of
Gauss in the realm of mathematical series.
In the case of the social problem, an unusual domain for this type of study, a
conflict arose while two boys were playing badminton. The older one was soundly
defeating the younger, who felt bad about it. The older boy arrived at a solution by
inventing a new game that moved their interaction up from the context of a competitive
game into the larger context of play.
Wertheimer also discussed several cases of developing informal geometry proofs.
The proofs were arrived at by remaking a figure using such dynamic imaging operations as
looping the figure around, bisecting it and linking its ends to form a simpler figure.
Wertheimer described his own problem solving process in arriving at a formula for finding
the angles of a polygons which generalized the formula for finding the sum of the angles of
a triangle. Wertheimer then generalized his formula to three dimensional figures,
eventually reaching a deep understanding of why the original triangle formula worked.
Wertheimer discussed experiences in the search process such as being aware of a
solution that is just out of reach, but not quite being able to see it or know its nature. He
focussed on shifts to a competing model that replaced the old one, including shifts in the
underlying understanding along Gestalt lines. Ontological categories were shifted,
underlying premises challenged, and model relations reorganized.
Many computer implementations to simulation models have made use of nested
models for processes, components and systems of components, which can be treated as
black boxes when examining the systems rough behavior but can be opened up when
necessary. Domains have included modelling and understanding circuits and steam engines
(Williams, Hollan, and Stevens 1983; Falkenhainer and Forbus, 1990). The
complementary models discussed by Stevens and Collins, functional vs. structural,
indicated different explanatory strategies, a general black box treatment of the components
vs. an examination of them. Drawing on the same two explanatory strategies, DeKleer
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used a grammar of the purposes of components to resolve ambiguities in his structural
analysis of the system's behavior (deKleer, 1985). The topological and geometric models
of Stevens and Steinberg reflected different types of structural descriptions (Stevens and
Steinberg, 1981).
Hayes, Collins and Forbus, and Collins and Gentner have researched
complementary models for reasoning about liquids and gases that depended on very
different physical models and categories (Hayes, 1990b; Collins and Forbus, 1990; Collins
and Gentner, 1990). Hayes discussed two theoretical models for reasoning about liquids.
One model was based on the idea of contained stuff, in which the placement and identity of
a liquid is determined by its container. If the liquid’s constituents are gradually replaced it
will be considered the same object as the container is the same. Thus, a lake containing
water that continuously arrives from a brook and departs through a canal will remain the
same lake. The competing model for liquids, briefly discussed by Hayes and more fully
developed by Collins and Forbus, determines the identity of a liquid object not by its
container but by its constituent molecules. This competing model can thus be nested within
the container model and considered an expansion to a lower level of detail. However, basic
aspects of their underlying ontologies such as the determination of location and identity are
in conflict. Collins and Gentner find evidence for both of these models in their study of
peoples’ explanations of the evaporation and condensation of gases.
Competing models are frequently derived from competing analogies. Dedre
Gentner and Donald Gentner compared two alternative analogies to circuits, the hydraulic
analogy and the teeming crowd analogy, each of which supported the correct modelling of
one type of component particularly well (Gentner and Gentner, 1983). For purposes of
comparison in the study, subjects remained with one analogy. However, the study seemed
to imply that for teaching a student should be able to use the analogy best suited to
modelling the behavior of the component under study. Circuits in practice and study in
depth usually have many different types of components linked in complicated ways. It may
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not generally be clear which type of component requires most support in understanding,
thus which analogy is best to use for the circuit as a whole. Perhaps the use of a single
analogy is best suited to introducing circuits with problems specifically geared towards
exploring the behavior of one type of component A good strategy for a more complex
circuit might be to cycle through a series of analogies, each of which supports
understanding of different components. Another strategy is the use of analogies
circumscribed to specific components, producing a combination of different analogies to
model the circuit as a whole. However, the use of such a technique to teach beginning
circuit theory could potentially produce for the students errors and hellish complications at
points of connection where the separate analogies must interact.
Clement and Gentner have reported a study on the interactions between a domain
model and its analogy (Clement and Gentner, 1991). They offered evidence for
systematicity, a preference for the analogical mapping of relations that are embedded in
structures of corresponding relations. The authors found that people not only used
systematicity as a criteria for choosing the preferred mapping, but also used systematicity
as a criteria for choosing the preferred inference. This study thus went beyond the
mapping process usually studied into the process of using an analogy to make inferences
and transferring the inferences back to the domain.
Complementary multiple models also frequently involve different analogies to a
domain. Allan Collins' component models were analogies to circuit components used in
conjunction to form a loosely connected model of a circuit (Collins 1985). Rather than
imposing a single analogy on the entire circuit, participants drew their model for each
component model from its own separate analogy to some mechanism. Many of the
complementary models of Stevens and Steinberg, such as ‘information flow’ or ‘stuff-as-a
transport medium,’ reflected generalized analogies applied to the whole system (Stevens
and Steinberg, 1981, p. 6-8).
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Spiro, Feltovich, Coulson and Anderson suggested that multiple complementary
analogies were less likely to lead to inappropriate overuse than a single analogy and
proposed some intriguing interface techniques for presenting them. They discussed the
hazards of using analogies and strategies to combat them in complex domains such as the
biomedical domain (Spiro, Feltovich, Coulson and Anderson, 1989). Despite their focus
on the negative effects of analogies, Spiro et al ultimately provided valuable strategies for
using rather than misusing analogies. They suggested techniques such as superimposing
one visual representation atop another, highlighting and fading competing representations
to draw attention towards or away from a representation to aid in the presentation of their
multiple analogies. Flowever, there appeared to be a danger of overloading the user with
information. Typical users in their field of applications were advanced medical students
who of necessity must process large amounts of complicated and interconnected knowledge
presented in several modes. Their sophisticated techniques probably depended on the
sophistication of the users.
When faced with a complex domain, people spontaneously used analogies. Spiro,
Feltovich, Coulson and Anderson found misunderstanding of the nature of heart attacks
based on misapplied analogies. They suggested that warnings of the limits of analogies,
even stressing the limits of a particular analogy during instruction, does not prevent the use
or misuse of analogies. The problems with analogies occured in the context of a powerful
tendency towards reductive explanations. This tendency dangerously simplifies complex
knowledge that affects domain explanations as well as analogies. In the use of analogies
this showed up as a tendency to believe a complete understanding had been achieved with
the analogy. The findings of Spiro et all illustrated the need to confront rather than flee
from analogies, above all problematic analogies. They believed that the use of multiple
analogies, each one strong where the others were weak, was the best way to minimize the
hazards of analogical reasoning.
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The authors gave an example of multiple analogies to support a complete
explanation of the working of the heart muscle and the meaning of enlargement and failure
of the heart. Some of the analogies were successively refined, with new elements brought
in to support underserved concepts in the domain. Other analogies were drawn anew from
different systems and superimposed over the previous analogies. Physical elements of the
analogies were lined up for superimposition. Thus, this technique could not tolerate
topological shifts in the physical structure of the system.2 Spiro et al summarized the
techniques for managing and integrating these analogies, crucial in order to get full value
from multiple models. Some techniques involved introducing analogies in tight
succession. They differed depending on the ways in which the analogies related to each
other and the focus of the explanation. Analogies that were in contradiction with neither
each other nor the domain could ‘supplement’ each other with more detail or different
domain matches. An analogy that contained a bad domain match but was otherwise
valuable could be ‘corrected’ with a new analogy which provided a good match to the same
part of the domain. An analogy could be ‘enhanced,’ ‘magnified,’ or ‘altered’ to produce a
new analogy, with a patch that introduced a finer or more detailed domain match or repaired
a bad domain match. A new analogy could be designed to cluster its domain matches to
produce a different focus in the domain model in a ‘perspective shift.’ Only ‘competition,’
and ‘sequential collocation’ did not involve the simultaneous acceptance and integration of
more than one analogy for the same domain model. In competition one analogy won out
and its competitor was discarded; in sequential collocation each stage of a process was
represented by a different analogy (Spiro, Feltovich, Coulson and Anderson, 1989, p.
525-528). These two techniques were treated by Collins and Gentner in the domain of

2
topological shifts from domain to analogy and between successive analogies are discussed in
,.c!?aPtor on results, in sections 5.2.1.2 and 5.2.1.3. Students S4 and S14 shifted from a broken circular
w j contiguous endpoints, topologically equivalent to a line segment) to an unbroken circle,
cirri l dl"5red m underlying topology as well as in layout Students S14 and S8 shifted from a broken
,,,^fPatti to a straight line segment and a 180 degree arc, which were all topologically equivalent but very
in tcrms °f physical layout None of these shifted model could be superimposed over the domain
uuei as in Spiro et al because their physical layouts were very different.
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evaporation models (Collins and Gentner, 1990). Spiro, Feltovich, Coulson and Anderson
have focussed more on multiple analogies, all partially correct, applied to the same domain

model. The learner partially accepted multiple analogies, each imperfect but valuable, and
juggled them as needed for a complete explanation.
The use of competing and complementary models has been a widely researched area
in reasoning with mental models. Because mental models are defined as largely selfcontained mental entities, interactions between multiple models is a difficult and neglected
area of research. Interactions between competing analogies should be an interesting area of
research. The current study has found that students may repair one analogical model by
patching in a concept taken from a previous analogy, and that students may carry a
misconception developed in one analogical model into a subsequent analogy. Cross-model
interactions can be elusive but they must be taken into account.

2.3.4

Internal Alterations of a Mental Model

This type of reasoning with mental models is important and also underresearched.
The internal alterations are similar to the interactions between complementary models
discussed in the previous section and observed in the pilot study. Most alterations involve
replacing parts of the model, dividing up categories of elements into finer distnctions, and
manipulating the level of detail in other ways, such as through elaboration to the parts of
elements or ‘magnification,’ as Spiro et al call it (Spiro, Feltovich, Coulson, and
Anderson, 1989). Falkenhainer and Forbus have developed a system to build models out
of ‘model fragments’ by managing this level of detail and the assumptions needed for each
model (Falkenhainer and Forbus, 1991).
Researchers have examined ways of altering an existing model. Stevens and
Collins described several ways of refining models that they observed (Stevens and Collins,
1980). The authors defined 'Adding parts to a model’ to be a type of elaboration in which
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sibling elements within the model are added using structural and causal links, as distinct
from elaboration along generalizing links or specializing links to the model or its elements.
‘Replacing parts of a model’ occurs within the model, ‘replacing one part of the model
with another part.’ ‘Differentiating parts of the model’ is also an elaboration down a level
of detail to subcomponents (Stevens and Collins, 1980, p. 183).

Kuipers emphasized the

ability of his qualitative simulator to deduce a ‘previously unsuspected’ landmark value
from the system behavior, thus reorganizing the behavior description into new significant
time intervals (Kuipers, 1985, p.173). Computer simulations of experience-based
reasoning perform extensive internal alterations in order to make a retrieved case fit a
current problem. Hammond's cooking planner substituted ingredients in retrieved recipes
(Hammond, 1987). Ashley and Rissland's legal reasoner perturbed variables in the current
problem to generate extreme limiting cases, used in argument to weaken or strengthen the
court's dependence on those variables. Ashley and Rissland, 1987). Rissland has argued
for the importance of counter-examples and extreme cases in pure mathematics (RisslandMichener, 1978). This technique of taking a variable to a limiting value to gain an
understanding of a system's essential behavior has also been discussed by Weld, who calls
it 'exaggeration,' in the context of computer simulation of qualitative reasoning (Weld,
1988). Weld has also developed a technique called 'aggregation,' in which the events of a
cycle that repeats until a limiting condition is reached can be generalized into a single
process and treated as a whole (Weld, 1990b).
Although most of the research on simulation-based mental models has concentrated
on working out all the ramifications of an existing structural description, this approach has
begun to seriously address reasoning and alterations inside a mental model. While
cognitive studies of experience-based models have tended to focus on retrieval and
application rather than on modification, computer simulation of experience-based reasoning
which adapt previous cases to current problems, always involve modification. Because the
cases in the knowledge base generally all served similar goals, the modifications involved
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were well defined techniques of substitution and variable perturbation. Modifications
within models, whether induced by reasoning within a model or the need to integrate
multiple models, are an important and fascinating are of research. Hopefully this case
study will map out new areas to explore.

11

Evidence for Existence and Utility of Mental Models

Evidence for the effect of subjects' mental model of a text on their understanding of
that text has been found by several researchers. Glenberg, Meyer and Lindem found that
the aspects of a text most readily recalled by subjects were determined by the structure of
the events described by a text, not by the structure of the text itself (Glenberg, Meyer and
Lindem, 1987). An element's importance in the storyline affected subjects' ability to recall
it far more than the element’s physical position in the text —how recently it had been seen,
for example. Subjects built up a mental model of what happened in the text, rather than
simply following the meaning of each word in the text. Morrow, Greenspan and Bower
found that subjects' reaction time needed to decide the spatial location of some object
described in a text depended on the objects' proximity to the protagonist of the story, rather
than how recently in the text the object had been mentioned (Morrow, Greenspan and
Bower, 1987).. These studies imply that the mental model of a text, reflecting the structure
of the events and situations described therein, completely overrides the physical succession
of words and sentences in the text
The preceding studies showed that something more is in a reader's head than that
which can be directly observed in their reading matter. They did not, however, offer any
evidence for how to usefully represent what is in a reader's head. Robertson assessed a
technique for student evaluation derived from an analysis of student protocols (Robertson,
1990). Before looking at the students, Robertson devised a 'cognitive map,' a semantic
network model which represents his idea of the network of concepts associated with an
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understanding of the 'system concept' in Newton's Second Law. To solve a physics
problem in this area, a student must take the situation depicted in the problem and represent
it as a system, deciding what parts are relevant and what approach in Physics to use.
According to Robertson, the system concept guides this process of choosing what to
consider a system in order to model it in equations. Making inferences about the students'
mental models from their protocols, the author rated how much of his 'cognitive map' was
possessed by a subject. This rating turned out to be a good predictor of subject's
performance on transfer problems. This finding supported the utility of protocol analysis to
infer a mental model, and the representation of a mental model in a cognitive map.
Science teachers frequently try to support their students' mental modelling of a
physical system by suggesting an analogy to think about. Some studies have examined
whether a given analogy affects students’ mental models, as observed from their behavior.
Gentner and Gentner found that the analogy used by a student affected the concepts
understood (Gentner and Gentner, 1983). In an evaluation of a teaching strategy using
predictions from students with class discussion, contradicting experiment with more class
discussion, and a proposal by the teacher of an explanatory analogy to resolve the
conceptual conflict, Joshua and Dupin (Joshua and Dupin, 1987). found that a
contradicting experiment and free discussion was not enough to induce a conceptual shift,
but the final offering of an explanatory analogy did the trick. Thijs developed and
evaluated a short course designed to draw out and correct students’ preconceptions about
force using class discussion with a constructivist approach (Thijs, 1992). Students were
left to discuss and elaborate their own models of force while sharing or confronting each
other’s models. Thijs found that the ability and sex of the students did not affect their
response to the course, but that those students who enjoyed discussing their ideas benefited
most. Thijs found experiments very valuable in eliciting richly elaborated models from the
students.
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These studies suggested that mental models do affect peoples' understanding and
performance, and that those teaching strategies which take possible mental models into
account work well. Analogies, experiments and student explanations and discussion all
help elaborate and refine mental models.

2,5

Discussion

Mental models cannot be directly observed, and are risky to infer. However, they
are central to understanding. There are different sources of mental models, resulting in
multiple models, different methods of reasoning within and without models and different
ways of representing models. These various aspects of mental models are complementary.
The best representation for a mental model depends on what the model will be used for.
The section on the background of mental models discussed the study of mental
constructs through the Gestalt movement and Piaget's work.The sources from which
researchers have believed mental models are constructed or derived were described.
Different postulated sources result in a different approach to describing, representing, and
inquiring into people's mental models. This section gave an overview of what the sources
were, where they were originally postulated, and what some of the general consequences in
research were.
Some of the methods for reasoning with mental models observed and devised by
researchers were reviewed. There is a significant amount of research on multiple models,
but little research on reasoning within a model as opposed to choosing among different
models and little on the process of building a mental model, which also involve operations
on concepts internal to a model. These are important areas for future research. Finally,
some of the representative literature demonstrating the existence, effects, and pedagogical
utility of mental models was cited. Mental models have been shown to have an effect, and
have been successfully used to improve teaching. The experience-based model approach
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has proved fruitful, and the structuralist and simulation perspectives provide important
clues to reasoning within a model, an under-examined area of reasoning with mental
models.
Fruitful directions for future research include further study on reasoning within a
mental model. It is easier to identify the use of a particular model, as is done in many of
the studies of preconceptions from past experience discussed in Section 2.2.2. The
strength of these studies lies in their convincing evidence of the powerful effect of past
experience on current inferences. Questions of how a model is used to make inferences
and how these inferences affect the structure of the model are more difficult to answer but
well worth pursuing. A great deal of interesting work in this area has taken place in the
studies of computer simulation of reasoning about physical systems, discussed in Section
2.2.3. Research in this area has included the construction of such computer simulations,
comparisons of these computer simulations to human reasoning, and the use of methods of
representing knowledge inspired by these computer simulations to analyze human
protocols. Constructive research in this area would combine the strong indications of the
presence of a mental model and its effects on a subject's conclusions that can be seen in the
preconception studies with the fine grained analysis of reasoning within a model that can be
seen in studies on the computer simulations of reasoning about physical systems. Some of
the studies reviewed that seem to show both these strengths include the studies by Collins
and Gentner (discussed in Section 2.3.3), Gentner and Gentner (discussed in sections
2.3.1, 2.3.3 and 2.4), Forbus and Gentner (discussed in Section 2.2.3), and Robertson
(discussed in Section 2.4) (Collins and Gentner, 1990; Gentner and Gentner, 1983; Forbus
and Gentner, 1990; Robertson, 1990). It is hoped that the proposed study will follow in
their path.
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Chapter 3

Pilot Study

This pilot study examined the explanations of a teacher and student during a tutorial
on simple circuits. Both teacher and student used analogies for various reasons. The
analogies used during the session were categorized according to two main factors: the
explanatory goal the analogy was used to fulfill and the way in which the analogy was
modified to better fit its goal. An initial conceptual model for this process was described.
Drafts of the diagrams and questions used in the treatment and instruments can be found in
the appendices of this dissertation. The teacher, expert El, later provided expert
explanations and models for Section 5.1.

li_Problem

This study examined the analogies used during a tutorial session on circuits, as well
as the student’s conceptual progress and the teacher’s strategies during the session.
Experimental equipment consisted of batteries, a battery case, wires, light bulbs, and
capacitor with varying capacitance.1 Given an explanatory analogy designed to explain
circuits built with this equipment and a teaching goal of inducing the student rather than the
tutor to produce the explanations, the task of the tutor was to induce the student to willingly
use the target analogy to explain the circuits built. In addition to the target analogy used by
the teacher, participants in the session used several other analogies. This study examined
the goals these analogies were used for during the tutorial and the ways in which the

iarJo^„Capacit0rs wefe used; one with capacitance of 25 farad and one with capacitance of .0005 farad. The
ger capacitor was also used in the main study.
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analogies were modified to meet those goals. In addition to the teaching session, two sets
of pretests and posttests were administered. The circuit tests provided an indication of the
participant’s ability to explain and understand circuits without capacitors; the analogy tests
addressed the participant’s understanding of equilibrium.

* 7

Method and Materials

This case study was composed of a pretest, a tutorial, and a posttesL Materials
included analogies to equilibrium and several simple circuits containing capacitors. The
tutorial involved unstructured discussion and instruction between the teacher and a student.

3.2.1

Description of

Participants

The teacher, El, was a veteran college physics teacher. Student SO was a graduate
student in the Department of Computer Science at the University of Massachusetts,
working in the field of Artificial Intelligence and Intelligent Tutoring Systems. He might
thus be expected to be sophisticated about analogies, and cognitive investigation. Student
SO had taken a year of physics as an undergraduate, but stated he could not remember a
thing. The author participated in the experiment in the role of the interviewer.

3.2.2

Treatment

Student SO was tutored in circuit theory by a college physics teacher for two hours.
The experimental equipment used consisted of two batteries, two light bulbs, several wires,
a moderately large capacitor and an extremely large capacitor. Both capacitors were large
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enough

to visibly light the light bulbs while charging and discharging.1

Figure 3.1 is a

diagram of the first two circuits used in the tutorial, in which a large capacitor is charged
and then discharged.

Circuits Used in Tutorial
capacitors

light
bulbs

circuit for discharging
capacitor

circuit for charging
capacitor

Circuits Used in Treatment: Charging and Discharging a Capacitor
Figure 3.1
The teaching goal was to induce the student to use the gas flow analogy to correctly explain
these circuits, as well as other variations with fewer light bulbs or a smaller capacitor. In
the gas flow analogy, current is viewed as air flow, wires are viewed as pipes, a capacitor
is viewed as a pair of air tanks and the battery is viewed as a vacuum attachment
The teacher and interviewer followed some loose guidelines during the tutorial.
Before each experiment, the interviewer diagrammed the circuit involved and asked the
student to predict and explain the circuit’s behavior. Diagrams were not labelled. Student
SO was encouraged to illustrate his explanation on the circuit diagram and to write down
anything he felt was needed. The teacher then hooked up the circuit and allowed the

1 Most smaller capacitors charge and discharge so quickly that the lighting and extinction of a connected light
Dulb appear instantaneous to the human eye.
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student to observe the results. The teacher then asked the student for an explanation of the
circuit’s behavior during the experiment. When the student appeared to be mired in an
incorrect model, questions intended to cause the model to fail and thus induce the student to
construct a new model were asked by both the teacher and interviewer. Both teacher and
interviewer refrained from answering the student’s questions or suggesting the target
analogy until near the end of teaching session.
Both the circuit pretest and the circuit posttest consist of a single question on a
somewhat more complicated circuit, to test the participant's knowledge of the subject area
without specifically priming his knowledge of capacitors. Figure 3.2 is a diagram of this
circuit, which requires a knowledge of batteries and series and parallel resistors. In both
tests, the participant was asked to explain a diagram of the circuit and annotate the diagram
as needed.

Pretest and Posttest Circuit

Steady State Circuit Used in Pretest and Posttest
Figure 3.2
Student SO’s explanations of this circuit in both the circuit pretest and posttest were
both analyzed in the same way and the results compared for evidence of changed
understanding. The results of these tests were compared to the student’s questions and
explanations during the tutorial.
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The analogy pretest and posttest were intended to examine the student’s view of the
processes in a circuit. Both tests consisted of a single question about two analogies,
shown in Figure 3.3. The diagrams shown to the student were unlabeled.

Pretest and Posttest Analogies

□

□

_

S

analogy 1 : static system

S

analogy 2 : balanced system
Analogies to Equilibrium Used in Pretest and Posttest
Figure 3.3

These analogies are simple systems of board, blocks, and fulcrums. Student SO was asked
to decide which was more analogous to the general processes going on in any circuit In
the first analogy, the removal of either block will not affect the behavior of the board. In
the second analogy, an apparently unchanging situation is maintained by a tension between
effects that cancel out. If either block is removed, the stability of the system will be broken
and the board will move. This system is thus more like the equilibrium process in a steady
state circuit, which involves the balancing of potential and flow and the constant loss and
replacement of moving material by its motion. It was expected that a student who
understood the processes in a circuit to be a dynamic process of balancing in equilibrium
would pick analogy 2, while a student who looked on a circuit as a static system would
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either choose analogy 1, be unable to choose, or pick analogy 2 but be unable to explain his
choice.
The pretest and postest were intended to indicate any conceptual change on the part
of the student. The circuit addressed the student’s beliefs about concepts in the domain
such as current, resistance, and potential difference. The analogies addressed the student’s
understanding of equilibrium.
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Results

Results included the student’s explanations from the pretest and postest and the
explanations exchanged by the student and the teacher during the tutorial. The student
showed conceptual change for the pretest and postest circuit but not for the pretest and
postest analogy. Both the teacher and the student made creative use of analogies during the
tutorial.

3.3.1

Pretests and Posttests

The pretest and posttest provided information on the student’s habitual ways of
understanding circuits. The circuit tests indicated that the student’s confidence increased
during the course of the tutorial. The questions and explanations served as a reminder,
reinvigorating his memories of the introductory physics course he had taken several years
before. Student SO’s explanations for the pretest circuit indicated that the strategy he used
to understand circuits consisted of breaking down the components, the parts of the circuit,
into their constituent parts and describing the interactions of those parts. This bears on the
analysis of the student’s analogical goals and modifications. In several cases the student’s
strong tendency to break down components into parts to gain explanatory power is
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overcome by the overriding influence of these modifications. These cases will be
discussed in Section 3.3.3 on analogy goals and modifications.
The analogy tests asked the student to determine which of two analogies, one a
stable system and the other a balanced system, was more analogous to a circuit.

Figure

3.4 shows the diagram as presented to the student. Throughout this dociment, all labels
shown in italics and parentheses are included in the figure for clarity and were not in the
original drawing as presented in the interview. Labels included in the original drawing will
be shown in plain type. The analogy test was included to find out if the tutorial produced
any change in the student’s view of the equilibrium process in circuits, an important
teaching goal.

Pretest Analogies

AA
(a)

A
Equilibrium Analogies Labelled for the Pretest:
Italicized Labels Not in Original Drawing
Figure 3.4
The analogy tests did indeed elicit thoughts on balancing and equilibrium in the student. In
the following protocol from the analogy pretest, the student not only chose the balancing
analogy as more analogous, he even mentioned equilibrium.
Student:

This [student indicates balancing analogy at point a] seems more
analogous in the sense that if you remove this weight, ok ... then there’s
some, some well, there, there may be an analogy from here, and
analogies are not my strong point, ok?
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Interviewer:

Student:

Mmm hmm.
. .
Uh, eh, from here ... to the analogy that you’ve got some potential to
absorb electrons, you know, and ... the electrons move through a wire
then other electrons fill the sort of void that they leave, in the sense that
if you remove this weight then there would be, there would no longer be
equilibrium here.

Because the student chose the correct analogy, the balancing analogy, in the analogy pretest
before the tutorial, as well as in the analogy posttest afterward, no conceptual change could
be measured. This student held the concept of a circuit as a system in equilibrium from the
beginning. As can be seen from the quote above, the student was not confident about his
ability to deal with analogies. He could thus be expected to be reluctant to use them.
Despite this, he attempted to repair the analogies by making bold changes. Student SO
seemed to require a notion of movement and replacement of the moving element before he
would consider an analogy to the process of a circuit good enough. He stated of the
balancing analogy that "it would be nice if you could pull this weight out of here and ... the
other weight would come sliding in to take its place" The aspects of these analogies that
failed to match the student's notion of the processes of a circuit (for example, lack of
movement and replacement) elicited some interesting behavior from the student, to be
discussed at length in the following Section 3.3.3.2. The analogy pretest thus failed to
measure a conceptual change in the student’s notion of equilibrium, which was already
beyond the scope of this question. However, the student’s perceptions of failed matches
between the analogy and circuits impelled him to reshape his model of the analogy in a
striking and comprehensive way. As will be seen in the main study as well as in this pilot
study, the very failures of the analogy stimulate powerfully creative responses from the
students.
The student’s responses to the pretest circuit indicated a great deal about his
approach to explaining circuits. He used the reductive strategy which lies at the heart of
physics. In other words, he showed a tendency to explain the the circuit in terms of its
components, and the behavior of the components in terms of their own constituent parts.
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Interviewer:

Student:

So what do you think of when you think of electricity?
Electrons. ...Here’s a wire, ok, and then here’s a bunch of electrons,
right? ...that go zipping down this way.

The student’s focus on electrons as the key to understanding electricity and his discussion
of current in terms of its constituent electrons appears to be a case of breaking something
down into its components, current into electrons, in order to explain it in a literal context.
Later in the circuit pretest, the student again demonstrated the tendency to break
down elements of the circuit system into their components for a literal explanation when
explaining how current flows through a wire. Here, he broke down the wire into its
constituent atoms.
Student:

Interviewer:
Student:

Now this obviously only works if it’s a metal wire, and it conducts
electricity, whatever that means, ok? Umm, I think what happens is,
the atoms are able, the atoms, the, the metallic atoms are able to absorb
electrons which -there’s this battery thing over here, [indicates
battery]
Ok, and it’s spitting them out
And it, they’re just, they’re absorbing, probably they’re absorbing
electrons, or something, and the electrons are zipping down this way.

The level of detail in the student’s explanatory model is an important issue in this
domain. For a beginner in circuit theory, understanding potential difference becomes much
more complicated when it is explained in terms of mutually interacting electrons and
protons, rather than in terms of the state of the wire and current. Thus, these indications of
the student’s low level of detail in the posttest flagged a new goal for the teacher, to control
the level of detail in the student’s explanatory model without being overbearing. In the next
section we shall see how the teacher made use of analogies to serve this goal.

12,2

Analogical Explanation: Goals and Modifications

The standard model for reasoning with an analogy consists of four stages: retrieval
of analogy, mapping from domain to analogy, manipulating the analogy to solve the
problem, and transferring the analogical knowledge back to the domain. The modifications
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described here appear to have been done after the analogy was selected, and after the
elements of analogy and domain were identified as matching, unknown, or failing to
match, but before the analogy was used in understanding the domain.
A table of some of the explanatory goals the analogies may have fulfilled and the
types of modifications that may have been performed on the analogies to make them suit the
goal is given in Table 3.1, along with the number of examples of such analogies found in
the experimental protocol.

Table 3.1
Table of Goals and Modifications

Explanatory
Goals
Avoid a
Conceptual
Conflict

Modifications of
Explanatory Models
Delimit
Analogy

Number of
Cases

1

Persuade

Elaborate through
Analogy

2

Differentiate a
Crucial Concept

Patch old Analogy
to form new Analogy

1

Elaborate through both
Analogy and Domain

1

Constrain the
Level of Detail
in the Explanation

Delimit Domain
Explanation

3

Fix a Bad Match
between Analogy
and Domain

Patch Analogy

1

Explain the
System

The two goals, avoid and persuade, appeared as explanatory goals of the student. Both
goals were satisfied by citing the analogy without fully elaborating the analogy, the domain
model, and the links between. ‘Avoid’ involved the use of an analogy to avoid a conflict
between two contradicting ideas in the domain. Student SO shifted to an analogy, but its
scope was limited by the failed matches to the domain, so that the causes in the analogical
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explanation

were never mentioned.

‘Persuade’ was an attempt by the student to convince

the teacher of the correctness of his explanation without giving a full causal explanation in
terms of the domain. It differed from ‘Avoid’ in that the causes within the analogy were
elaborated and discussed. However, the corresponding causes in the domain were never
matched or mentioned. Thus, the only path of linked causes connecting the two behaviors
lay through the analogy. When the internal links that form the causal chain in the analogy
were matched back to the domain, the explanatory model was fully elaborated and fulfilled
the goal to ‘Explain.’
‘Differentiate a crucial factor’ involved the teacher’s attempt to direct the student’s
attention to some concept underlying the student’s explanatory model, some cause of which
the student was not yet aware. The teacher took the student’s explanatory model and
patched it, replacing an element of it with a new element that produced an obvious
contradiction in behavior between the student’s original model and the teacher’s newly
constructed model.Student SO was thus impelled to find the underlying cause of the
contradicting behavior, the crucial factor which would also contradict the teacher’s model.
‘Control the level of detail’ was also a goal for the teacher, interesting in that it used
the limits of an analogy, the parts that fail to match, to teach. The stereotyped ways of
dealing with the limits of an analogy involve regretfully recognizing an analogy’s limits and
avoiding the failed matches, or, more rarely, delivering a meta-lesson that failures in
explanatory models occur. In this tutorial session the teacher used the failures as a teaching
tool to partially control the student’s explanation, keeping it to an optimal level of detail by
requesting that the student use an analogy that failed at a lower level of detail.
The explanatory goal to ‘fix a bad match’ was handled in a way similar to the goal
to ‘differentiate crucial factor,’ but is a possible goal for either teacher or student The
instance of this behavior observed in the session was exhibited by the student. If an
explanatory model must be used despite failed matches that are in an important area, then
the analogy may be fixed by patching the failed matches. The bad matches should be
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relatively isolated and circumscribed for this strategy to succeed This was the most
common goal observed in the main study, discussed in chapter 5. Because the main study
consisted of interviews with students who were asked to explain problems using analogies
they were given, all students worked under an assumption that the explanatory goal was ‘to
explain’ by elaborating each analogy as far as possible. When the analogies contained
concepts that critically failed to match critical parts of the domain, such as induction, the
goal ‘fix bad match’ frequently came into play. These explanations will be discussed in
Section 5.2.2 on patching explanations.
As an initial attempt to devise a possible conceptual model of this type of analogical
reasoning, diagrams of the networks of concepts that may underlie the observed
explanations will be presented in this section. These diagrams are merely possible models
for the explanations observed. The initial explanatory model will appear on the left, and the
analogy to it on the right. The symbols used in these diagrams are discussed in the
introduction and will be briefly reviewed here. The key to these symbols is shown in Table
3.2.

Table 3.2
Symbols used in Pilot Conceptual Maps

Key to Conceptual Maps
|concept |

concept in the domain
concept in the analogy
links concept filling a role to
concept providing the role

Si

links two matching concepts
links two conflicting concepts
indicates an unmatched concept
all concepts on the side indicated
by the arrow are unavailable for
use in explanation
concept derived from another model
has replaced a conflicting concept or
filled an empty role
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The thick lines link concepts that fill roles to concepts that provide the roles. The latter
concepts are identified by the crosspiece. The analogical links between the models run
horizontally and are annotated according to the type of links, including a successful
analogical match, annotated

’, a concept with no known match, annotated *?’, and

concepts that are bad matches, annotated ‘X’. A bad match indicates that the two concepts
should match because the related concepts in both models match, but for some reason they
do not. An example of this type of diagram is given in Figure 3.8.

3.3.2.1_Explanatory Goal: Persuade

This example of the student using an analogy to persuade occurred in response to a
misconceived partial model the student developed in the course of the tutorial session.
While attempting to explain why the capacitor allows current to flow even though electrons
cannot pass from one plate to another, the student postulated a two-way current. In the
student’s model, electrons flow out of both ends of the battery to the two capacitor plates
while it is charging. While discharging, the electrons flow back out of the plates and meet
in the connecting wire.
Student:

What’s got to be happening is that electrons are traveling in both
directions in the wire, right?

He attempted to persuade the teacher and interviewer that his theory was plausible by
comparing the wire with opposite currents flowing past each other to a divided highway.
Below, the student was responding to a question from the interviewer as to whether the
lights shouldn't shine more brightly with two way traffic while discharging than with one
way traffic while charging.
Student:

Maybe it was just the same amount of traffic, except half going each
way. You've got a two lane road, right? Cars going both directions, so
you just split it up and have cars going either direction.
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Figure 3.5 shows a possible model for this explanation. In order to persuade the
interviewer that there is no reason why the lights would shine more brightly, despite a flow
of electrons in both directions which would presumably mean more conflicting traffic in the
wire, the student constructed a causal explanation through the analogy. In the student’s
description of the domain, the concepts of ‘current in both directions’ and ‘no brighter
light’ are only linked through the analogy’s causal explanation. Despite the traffic of cars
in two directions, there are no more crashes than on a one-way road because the cars are
divided. However, the cars are ‘split up’ by a divider. Student SO provides no
information on how the electrons might be ‘split up.’ The concepts ‘separates’ and
‘divider’ have no analogue.
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Persuade / Elaborate through Analogy
causes

causes

L_y no (resistance)
no (brighter)
lights

separates
electrons - - Ai

, : cars

two way (current)

one way (current)

one way (traffic)

other way (current)

A4

nth^r way (traffic)

Conceptual Map for Student Explanation to Persuade
Figure 3.5

Without completely explaining how the domain works, this analogy attempts to provide
causal links between the theory and the observed behavior of the circuit to persuade the
student’s audience that the theory accounts for the behavior.
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Explanatory Goal; Avoid

Two examples of the student goal ‘Avoid’ will be discussed here, but only the first
will be mapped in a concept network. In the second example, the student's analogy, used
by him to avoid a conflict, was then used to fulfill a second goal by the teacher,
'differentiate a crucial factor,' and will be mapped for the discussion of that goal. The first
example occurred during the circuit pretest. Student SO proposed an analogy only once in
the pretest, but it was put to a fascinating use, to avoid a conceptual conflict. In the
following protocol, the student felt he had to accept the word of a colleague that electrons
don’t “pile up” in front of a resistor.1 This notion is correct, but understanding it requires a
more advanced understanding of circuits than the student possessed. In order to make
sense of the circuit at his stage of understanding, the student needed the idea of electrons
piling up. At the beginning of this protocol, the student had already drawn the diagram
shown in Figure 3.6, with the exception of the dots representing electrons, points b, c, and
d, all of which he drew during the protocol.

less conductive
Student Drawing of Resistor Model
Figure 3.6
Student:

Well, less of them, umm, less of them are conducted through this
section of wixe.f indicating resistor at point d] Umm, I... would-

preserve
?f ^ colleague. ‘John,’ is in quotations because the name was altered to
authority i^ maSrfteiectridtyWaS 3 fe ”°W graduate student>student’s office mate, and a trusted
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Student SO began his explanation intending to avoid the idea of piling up and found he
could not continue. He then explained his conflict.
Student:

--If you asked me this, say, two weeks ago I would tell you that the
electrons pile up here,[indicating wire at point c] but I was told that’s
not true. Ok, the electrons don’t pile up in front of a resistor. Ok? But
... I would have thought, you know, if I had come this, it, this— ‘John’
mentioned this to me last week. Ok, I would have thought, here come
all these electrons, ok, and then, maybe, let’s say half, they get through
this resistance half as fast, and they get through this resistance half as
fast. So maybe there’s like, you know, you know, 6,7 per unit or
someth... there’s obviously some time involved here, but then... I’d
only put three there [draws dots at point d] and then, you know,
there’d be a bunch of them piling up —but that doesn’t happen, umm,
for some strange reason.

Clearly, the student was dissatisfied with the explanation he is forcing himself to adopt.
He hesitantly attempted to explain the behavior of the electrons going through the resistor
using his new model.
Student

So I would say that less just sort of zip through here, they don’t zip
through as fast.

The phrase ‘less just sort of seems to indicate discomfort with the idea. The two ideas,
less electrons all the way through the resistor and slowing electrons all the way through the
resistor, are not clearly explained; and there is no word in the protocol linking the two ideas
logically. Student SO’s attempt at a correct explanation is nowhere near as voluble or
forceful as the preceding description of the old explanation, ‘electrons piling up,’ that he is
trying valiantly to discard. Student SO attempted to avoid the conflict by fleeing the domain
for an analogy.
Student:
Interviewer:
Student:

I was gonna say people going through a revolving door?
Uh huh.
You know, I mean everybody has to sort of slow down, you know, and
maybe people don’t pile up, you know, as I thought they would, but...

Student SO was probably hoping that some underlying mechanism at work in his analogy
would also explain the paradox of electrons piling up, yet not piling up.

One could draw

an analogy between the effect of the people seeing the revolving door ahead of them and
hesitating, crowding but not bumping into each other, and the effect of electric potential.
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However, the student did not search for the reasons why people going through a revolving
door ‘sort of slow down’ but do not pile up. At this point he had neither recalled electric
potential nor the forces of attraction and repulsion. The absence of any concepts in the
domain that could match to the causes of people ‘sort of slowing down’ in effect delimits
the analogy, preventing the student from explaining the causes of the phenomena in the
analogy. Figure 3.7 shows a conceptual map that might correspond to this explanation.

Avoid / Delimit Analogy

Conceptual Map for Student Explanation to Avoid a Conceptual Conflict
Figure 3.7
In his explanation, the student began with the ‘piling up’ model in the domain, to the lower
left of the Figure. He reacted to the difficulty of producing a correct explanation by
following the analogical match links, annotated ‘~\ to the ‘slowing people’ model in the
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lower right of the figure. The absence of any domain concepts to match the cause of the
slowing people, represented by the links annotated *?’, delimits the bounds of the
explanatory analogy, preventing the inclusion of the causes in the analogy. Student SO
proposed this analogy to handle the unknowns in his new domain explanation, but he has
allowed the same unknown causes in the domain to limit the analogy’s scope. Thus, the
analogy did not provide an explanation of the causes of the behavior, but rather allowed the
student to avoid dealing with the unknown.
The analogy in the second example of the student’s attempt to avoid a conflict was
also used by the teacher to construct a new analogy for the goal ‘Differentiate a crucial
factor,’ and is therefore described more fully in Section 3.3.2.3. Student SO had just stated
that electrons released from a charged capacitor spread out in the wire. The teacher then
probed for the exact mechanism.
Teacher
Student:

Why would they do it?
For the hell of it. Um, just like, when you release gas into a vacuum, it
spreads out.

This seemed in large part to be a conflict of goals: the teacher wanted the mechanism
explained, but the student did not much want to provide the mechanism. Student SO
reacted by proposing a gas analogy to persuade the teacher he was correct Again, he
provided the analogous behaviors but not the internal causes connecting them. The
released and then spreading electrons corresponded to the released and then spreading gas.
The teacher initially attempted to push this analogy from avoiding into explaining by
elaborating the internal causes of the analogy himself, hoping the student would take up the
elaborated causes and map them back into the domain to fulfill the goal ‘explain.’ The
teacher seemed to be hoping the student would match the concepts ‘banging around each
other,’ and ‘push each other out’ to comparable concepts for electrons in the charged
capacitor.
Teacher

Well, we know what happens there. It’s because the gas molecules are
banging around each other. They push each other out.
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Student:

It’s not just for the hell of it.
Well-

Student SO did not respond by elaborating the domain causes that correspond, that
electrons also move, and thus, current, as an aggregate of electrons, ‘spreads out’ in the

wire. The teacher next tried a different strategy, namely, ‘differentiate the crucial factor.’
This protocol is continued in the next section.

Explanatory Goal: Differentiate a Crucial Factor
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This goal generated perhaps the most complex modification observed, as it
involved two analogies, one proposed by the student, the other by the teacher, as well as
the domain model. The teacher pursued this goal in response to the student’s analogy,
which was proposed to persuade the teacher that electrons released from a charged
capacitor will spread out in a wire. The protocol continues where that of the previous
section left off.
Student:
Teacher

WellIf I put stones here, they’d stay. They don’t go out for the hell of it.
...If there’s a vacuum out there and I put stones in here, would they go
out?

The teacher had taken the student’s gas analogy and patched it to produce contradictory
behavior, replacing gas, which spreads out, with stones, which stay in one place. Figure
3.8 illustrates the student’s analogy and the contradicting analogy constructed from it. The
patched concept, ‘stones’ is shown in outline font. The contradiction that is immediately
apparent to the student, ‘spreads out’ as opposed to ‘stay,’ was intended to induce him to
elaborate his gas analogy enough to find the internal concepts. High kinetic energy caused
by the ‘banging around’ of the volatile gas molecules caused their continued movement.
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This concept was in contradiction to the cause of the stones' behavior: the low kinetic
energy in each stone deriving from its greater weight and causing it to stay.1

Differentiate Crucial Factor / Patch
release into„j===s^!fc^=i^^sa»put into
tank

spreads out:

causes
has pressure:
aggregate of

.aggregate of

has high
kinetic energy

has low
inetic energy

moves

Conceptual Map for Teacher Explanation to Differentiate a Crucial Factor
Figure 3.8
The teacher had succeeded in engaging the student in a search for the causes of the gas
spreading. Student SO reverted to his gas analogy and asked about the mechanism he was
uninterested in exploring before.

l .j,
resulfofS^rlPna
“"PE*
fiction between die stones and the surface they are on, the
off each oi^Lh^8,, ^ ^eigKt of ,the stones, keePs them from moving. They thus cannot drift, bounce
uuier, ana scatter as the gas molecules can.
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Student:
Teacher

Student:
Teacher

Student:

Um, well why don’t they just bang around in one little area?
Beg your pardon? [The teacher is momentarily at a loss, not realizing
that the student has switched to the case of gas molecules.]
Why don’t they just bang around in one little area?
They would if the door was closed. But if I have things that are
banging around, don’t some of those bang against the wall, they get soOh, sure, that makes sense, ok.

The teacher probably hoped that the student would take his newly acquired model for
released gas and patch the concept that causes gas to spread in contrast to stones back into
the domain where electrons also spread. Figure 3.9 shows an explanatory model of this
process.

Patched Domain Model

Conceptual Map of the Possible Effects of Differentiation
Figure 3.9
In this sequence of analogies, the teacher appeared to be actually using the failed matches in
an analogy as a teaching tool. In the hands of a sophisticated teacher, analogical limits and
failed matches are useful teaching tools. The next section discusses another example of this
teacher’s use of the limits of analolgy.

1^24-Explanatory Goals; Control Level of Detail and Explain

As discussed in the results of the pretest, the student explained the circuit by
breaking its components into their constituent parts. The teacher used an analogy several
times to keep the student from descending to a finer level of detail in his explanation. A
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general model for the use of the target analogy to control the level of detail in the student’s

explanation is presented in Figure 3.10. This goal came into play whenever the teacher
requested the target analogy. One example of such a protocol will be discussed here.

Control Level of Detail / Delimit Domain Explanation
connected by

i

I

—

connected by

i

composed of

Conceptual Map for Teacher Explanation to Control Level of Detail
Figure 3.10
In Figure 3.10, it can be seen that the absence of known matches to the parts that make up
the main components of the circuit limits the analogical explanation. By requesting an
explanation in terms of the analogy from the student, the teacher was able to keep the
student at the most efficient level of detail for understanding electric potential and the
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balancing process in a circuit without constantly forbidding him to mention electrons.
Student SO could accept the delimitation of the analogical model because the use of an

analogy provides explanatory power that obviates the need to break down the main
components into a lower level of detail.
This protocol is taken from the end of the circuit posttest. Because the circuit
diagram referred to in the following protocol, shown in Figure 3.11, has been extensively
annotated over the course of the posttest, the discussion leading up to the sample analogy
will be summarized. The annotations to the original circuit, drawn during this explanation
by the student and teacher, are shown in plain text The original circuit with its original
labels in boldface can be seen in Figure 3.2 without these annotations. As the protocol
begins, the annotations at point g, the three short lines from top to bottom and the letters “P
& R,” had not yet been drawn by the student. All the other annotations had already been
drawn. As always, the labels in italics were not in the postest drawing and are included
here for clarity.

(a)
HI

Drawing of Posttest Circuit with Annotations by the Teacher and Student
Figure 3.11
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The dots around the battery and at points a, b and f represented electrons moving
through the wire and were drawn by the student and the interviewer during the end of the
pretest and beginning of the posttest. The annotations “HI, HI, HI, HI MED, LO MED,
LO, LO” were made by the teacher during the student’s explanation of the circuit in terms
of pressure in the wire and record the student’s prediction of what the pressure would be at
those points in the circuit The annotations on the rightmost resistors, “More, Less” with
the brackets, and the arrows through the resistors, were also drawn by the teacher in
response to the student’s claim that the pressure difference between points c and d was
greater than the pressure difference between points d and e. The teacher and student were
using hypothetical numbers to help make the explanation of the changing pressures more
concrete. They had designated the pressures at c and e to be one hundred fifty and fifty
respectively; the interviewer made the annotations “150, 50” to reflect this. One hundred
was thus the value midway in between. The interviewer made the annotations “100, 85,
80” as the student claimed that the pressure would be lower than the midpoint. As the
protocol began, the teacher asked for confirmation of the student’s belief in his predictions.
Teacher

Student:
Teacher.
Student:
Teacher
Student:
Teacher
Student:

[indicating point d] So ... are you arguing that this pressure’s got to
go down below the midpoint? Below the midpoint between here
[indicating point c] and here? [indicating point e] So it’s got to be
below a hundred?
Yes.
So—
Yes, definitely.
So, is that your reason for saying it’s low medium? [indicating point d]
Yes!
And over here? [indicating point b]
High medium, yeah. Because the majority of— I mean, what I did is, I
just took, you know, x and y, and then said the majority of resistance is
here [indicating the resistor at point c] , so the majority of pressure
difference is here, therefore the, the pressure, you know. I mean, I just
went, like, you know, like, low, [draws bottom line below point g]
high, [draws top line just above point g] and then, instead of picking
halfway, I probably went up somewhere around here, [draws middle
line just below point g; then annotates ‘P & R' J

It is interesting to note that the student used the annotations “HF and “LO” surrounding
point as impromptu end points for a scale he constructed next to it, using the scale to
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measure

and illustrate the relative value of the middle pressure, “HI MED.” After the

student had refined the explanation of interacting pressures, he indicated difficulty applying
his understanding of the circuit in terms of pressures to his own literal explanation at the
level of electrons. Although he was now capable of predicting the circuit’s behavior in
terms of the analogy, he showed little confidence in his understanding in the terms of the
domain.
Student:

You could grill me on the numbers of electrons going through here, I
guess it’s the same, right? [gestures around circuit from point a to
point b to point f] That’s something I’m not clear about, are there more
electrons hanging out up here [indicating point a] then are coming
through here? [indicating point f]

The teacher responded to the student’s uncertainty by invoking the concept of pressure
from the gas flow analogy, obtaining an immediate response from the student in terms of
the analogy.
Teacher
Interviewer:
Student:
Teacher
Student:
Teacher
Student:
Interviewer:
Student:
Interviewer:
Student:

Well, you said the, what’s—
—It’s high pressure, like—
-High pressureYou said the pressure is higher here [indicating point a] than here,
[indicating point f]
—high pressure—
-what would that say?
I guess that’s what that would mean. High density, right?
Yeah.
So the high density electrons, [indicating point a] the lower density,
[indicating point b] and then, fairly low density, [indicating point f]
Yeah.
Sure, ok.

Student SO was now confident enough to explain the concept by translating it back into
terms of the domain, “high density.” While “number of electrons” indicated the lower level
of detail preferred by the student in the domain, “high density” indicated the level of detail
preferred by the teacher and encouraged by the use of the gas analogy. Thus, the teacher
unobtrusively controlled the level of detail in the student’s explanation by using terms from
the gas analogy. Student SO adapted this level of detail in his own domain response. He
has matched the concept of “pressure” from the level of detail in the gas flow analogy, back
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into the new concept of “density,” from the same level of detail in the domain. Now, the
student has become more confident in applying the concepts he had developed with the gas
flow analogy. The interviewer then explicidy raised the gas flow analogy once more to
encourage this trend. In pursuit of a different goal from the teacher’s control of detail, the
interviewer introduced a match at a level of detail in the analogy neither the teacher nor the
student had addressed. The interviewer was now moving to the goal of explaining, in
which all possible correspondences between domain and analogy should be elaborated It
is of course possible to match electrons and atoms of wire to elements of the gas analogy,
and the interviewer did so.
Interviewer:
Student:
Interviewer:
Student:
Interviewer:
Student:

Interviewer:
Student:

Just like if it was gas.
Ok.
You know what you’d say about how many gas molecules.
Right, ok. [nods]
Right?
Sure. But, but they’re not moving any faster, right? These [indicating
point a] aren’t moving any faster than these, [indicating point f]
Right?
Yeah.

Ok.

Student SO followed the interviewer back into the low level of detail, shifting quite
naturally to the domain term “electrons” and elaborating his new found knowledge of the
distinctions between density and velocity as regards current.
Teacher
Student:
Teacher
Student:

That’s what’s so hard to see, that you can have more, but not be moving
faster.
Yes, exactly. Exacdy. Right! Ok,
I think you’ve sorted it out. Umm,
I, I’ve never, see, that’s what’s always been the problem, is, you’ve got
tons of electrons up here, [indicating point a] and, not so many here,
[indicating pointf] but, you know, what’s going on, in terms of their
speeds, yeah. Ok.

Here, the student finished by confidently diagnosing his former conceptual difficulties with
the workings of resistance, pressure, and potential. The goal of explaining by elaborating
every part of domain and analogy has been served. The goal of controlling the level of
detail is not dependant upon making a match at a low level of detail completely impossible;
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as can be seen here, the analogy can be elaborated ‘down’ to match the student’s electrons
and molecules. The control of detail and the delimitation of the analogical model which
generated that control were enabled by two factors. The first factor was that the lower

level matches are less intuitive and vivid. Student SO has had no opportunity to observe
gas molecules and so has no sensory model for such things. It is not usual to draw an
analogy at such a level. Furthermore, an explanation is generally an elaboration to related
concepts. The correspondences to an analogy provide such an elaboration, mitigating the

need to elaborate the domain model to a lower level of detail. Thus, the act of citing and
describing the gas analogy as it corresponded to the components and behavior of the
domain system carried sufficient explanatory power. Following either analogy or domain
down to electrons was thus unnecessary.

3.3.2.5_Explanatory Goal: Fix a Bad Match

In the analogy pretest, the student correctly picked the balancing analogy as closer
to the processes in a circuit. However, the student expressed reservations about the
suitability of the analogy. Student SO seems to want the analogy to incorporate movement.
replacement, and a continuous cycle.
Student:

Interviewer:
Student:
Interviewer:
Student:

I mean, when you pull this weight out of here, um, unfortunately, this
thing is just gonna tip like this, and nothing’s —you see, it would be
nice if you could pull this weight out of here and another, and, and the
other weight would come sliding in to take its place.
Mmm hmm.
That would be pretty nice.
Then you’d think it was the same.
... Yeah, then I would see a closer analogy. But what’s gonna happen
is you’re gonna pull this weight out of here, it’s gonna go clunk. Heh,
and then it’s just gonna sit there.

The phrases ‘pull this weight out’ and ‘sliding in’ indicate a desire for movement in the
analogy. The phrase ‘just gonna sit there’ seems to indicate a desire for a continuous cycle
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of events. ‘Take its place’ introduces the notion of replacement into the newly fixed
analogy. Figure 3.12 shows the patched analogy and its relation to the domain.

Fix a Bad Match / Patch
causes

replacing

C2ULE§©§

in circle

move
:stores

current
balanced;

uilibrium
move
other weight ■

tnis weight

electrons

supports
board

circuit

supports
fulcrum

Conceptual Map of Student Explanation to Fix a Bad Match
Figure 3.12
The process now incorporated cyclic movement and replacement to keep the system in
balance, just as the movement of the electrons in current kept the circuit in equilibrium, and
the electrons replaced each other as they moved around the circuit. Student SO had patched
the unsatisfactory analogy with a network of concepts, rather than just one. This was the
most elaborate patch observed.
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?,4 Discussion

The pilot study was intended to explore ways of teaching introductory circuit theory
using analogies and focussing on capacitors. The goal of the instruction was to promote a
qualitative understanding of the process by which a circuit reaches equilibrium to
supplement the meaningless manipulation of equations, with which all too many students
remain.
The circuit pretest appeared to indicate uncertainty in the student about both terms
and the likely behavior of the circuit. The circuit posttest appeared to indicate greater
confidence in the student. In both pretest and posttest, the student showed a preference for
giving explanations in non-analogical terms at a low level of detail, breaking down a wire
into its atoms and a current into moving electrons, for example. In the analogy pretest, the
student identified the balancing analogy as more like a circuit, saying that equilibrium was a
factor in that analogy. However, the student was not satisfied with that analogy and used
one of the strategies under examination, patching, to repair it These tests indicated a
student who was uncertain about specific terms and predictions but had enough of a grasp
of the circuit process to cite 'equilibrium' as a concern.
Seven different explanatory goals appeared to be pursued by the teacher and student
involved in the tutorial. At various times, the student appeared to be attempting to avoid
conceptual conflicts, attempting to persuade the teacher of the validity of a model without
giving a full treatment of that model, attempting to fully explain the system using both
domain and analogy, and, during the analogy pretest and posttest, attempting to repair an
unsatisfactory analogy. At various times, the teacher appeared to be attempting to
differentiate a crucial concept by modifying the student's analogy to create a contradiction,
attempting to constrain the level of detail in the student's explanation, and attempting to
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build the student's confidence in his domain explanation by requesting it in terms of an
analogy.
These different goals appeared to be served by a limited number of strategies
which, when applied to either domain, analogy or both, resulted in patterns that served
these goals. These strategies included delimit, elaborate, patch, establish and request. The
goal of avoiding a conflict was served by the pattern created when the analogy was
delimited by an unknown match in the domain. The goal of persuading the teacher of the
validity of a model was served by the pattern created when the analogy was elaborated to
link concepts in the domain that could not themselves be linked by an elaboration through
the domain. The goal of fully explaining the system was served by elaborating through
both analogy and domain. This goal tended to be addressed by the student in response to
the teacher’s addressing the goal of building the student’s confidence in his domain
explanation, which the teacher achieved by requesting an explanation in terms of the
analogy they had established earlier. The goal of repairing an unsatisfactory analogy was
addressed by patching the analogy with concepts from the domain. The teacher addressed
the goal of differentiating a crucial concept by patching the student's analogy to form a new
analogy that included a bad match to the crucial concept in the domain. The goal of
constraining the level of detail in the explanation was achieved by delimiting the domain
model using the absence of matches in the analogy for low level concepts in the domain.
The main issues included whether an analogy was proposed by the teacher or by the
student, what effect the use of an analogy had on the level of detail of the explanation, the
purpose for which the analogy was used, and how the analogy was modified to fit that
purpose. The teaching methods used included the use of a target analogy, the gas flow
analogy, and experiments involving an observable process of balancing charges and
reaching equilibrium in circuits containing large capacitors. The main study examined
whether the identified explanatory goals can be found in other explanations, whether such
goals, if found, are associated with similar patterns of concepts, and whether the strategies
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discussed continue to appear to be employed in the construction of these patterns. All of
the modifications discussed here, including delimiting, patching, elaborating, and punting,
were observed in the course of the main study.
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Chapter 4

Research Study

This section describes the research problem examined by the proposed study, the
selection of participants in the study, the materials used in the study and the design for data
collection and data analysis. The materials included the set of circuit problems presented to
the participants and the method for analyzing participants’ explanations and for generating
conceptual maps for these explanations.

4.1

Problem

In the pilot study, the uses of analogies in explanations of circuits were examined.
The analogies used seemed to serve goals of increasing understanding or avoiding conflict,
and these goals seemed to be enacted via certain patterns of concepts in the explanation. As
discussed in the introduction, the goals of avoiding a conflict, persuading, differentiating a
concept, explaining, constraining the level of detail, building confidence, and repairing a
model were found to be associated with a limited number of strategies: namely, delimiting,
elaborating, and patching. These three strategies produced patterns of concepts associated
with each goal depending on whether they were applied to the domain or analogy. The
research questions of this study addressed whether these goals, strategies and patterns
could be identified in other explanations and whether the analysis that produced these goals
and patterns appeared plausible to participants in the study.
In the pilot study, a natural interaction between a student and a teacher was
recorded, and explanations from both were analyzed. In the current study, this interaction
was separated so that analyses of the teacher's explanations could be used during the
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recording and analysis of student explanations and reactions. In the initial stage of the
proposed study, experts in the field were asked to explain the treatment circuits, propose

analogies for them and analyze the strengths and weaknesses of the analogies. Tables of
these explanations were generated by the researcher and reviewed and revised by the
experts. These explanations were analyzed in their own right and were also used as a guide
to the interpretation of the student explanations by the researcher. Answering the research
questions about whether a student has delimited, elaborated, or patched a domain model or
an analogy depends on knowing what concepts he or she might be expected to consider.
The research questions that apply to this initial stage, the expert consultation, include the
following.
• What were the domain explanations experts give for the treatment problems?
• What analogies did they recommend for each problem and what explanations did
they give for the problems in terms of these recommended analogies?
• After the method of analysis described in Section 4.3.2 on coding and
reexamination is applied and the tables are reviewed and revised by the experts, what
models for these domain and analogical explanations will be produced?
• Can any of the goals and patterns used by the teacher in the pilot study, such as
elaborating, building confidence, or delimiting a crucial concept, be observed in these
explanations and maps, and do the experts find that these goals and maps plausibly apply to
their explanations?
This expert consultation should provide a sound basis for a model of competent, working
knowledge of these circuit questions to guide the interviewing of students and the analysis
of their answers.
The stage of the proposed study that examined student explanations was composed
of two student sessions and an interval of transcription and analysis that occurred between
the sessions. There are two types of student explanations that were requested. The first
was undirected student explanations, in which the students explained the problems in any
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fashion they chose using any domain model or analogy they preferred. These explanations
were recorded at the beginning and end of the first session. The second was directed
explanations, in which the students explain the problems using the analogies recommended
by the experts. These explanations were recorded during the first session. Questions that
applied to these explanations included the following.
• What domain or analogical explanations were given as undirected explanations?
• What conceptual maps wee generated for the directed and undirected
explanations?
• Based on an examination of statements during the explanation and on a
comparison of the maps of the student explanation to the maps of the expert models, what
goals and strategies were identified in the student explanations?
• Could unmatched or conflicting concepts be identified in any student analogies?
• Was there any evidence of the strategies of patching, delimiting, or elaborating in
the domain or analogical explanations?
Of particular interest was the following question on the goals which are more likely to be
used by students.
• Were students attempting to avoid conceptual conflicts, persuade themselves or
the researcher of the validity of a model, fully explain an analogy, build their own
confidence in an explanation, repair an unsatisfactory analogy, or handle a poorly matched
analogy?
There are two areas in which student reactions were recorded and student analyses sought.
First, students provided an analysis of sample explanations taken from the pilot study and,
during the second session, of their own explanations, taken from the first session. The
research questions included the following.
• What goals did students identify as factors in these explanations after seeing a list
of possible goals?
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• What rating of the fit of the selected goals to the explanations did the students
choose to give?
• What goals, if any, would students add to the list?
Second, students provided a critique of the conceptual maps of the sample explanations and
of their own explanations. Students rated the fit of the maps to the explanations and give
comments and suggestions. The question to be answered here follows.
• How plausible did students find the goals and maps produced by the analysis?
These questions should begin to address the uses of analogy and the reaction of the
participants to the methods of analysis and interpretation developed in the pilot study.
The expert consultation and the student sessions provided new explanations and
new conceptual maps to examine. The goals and strategies observed in the pilot study were
observed in the main study. The modifications described appeared to be used by students
in explanation. Participants' reactions to the analysis of the pilot study and of the proposed
study provided information on how far the analysis is in accord with participants' intuitions
about what they are doing. As can be seen from the literature review, analogies are widely
used in understanding physical systems. There is still a great deal to be explored in the area
of modifications within a model during the process of reasoning with it. This study is an
attempt to examine just such internal modifications within analogical and domain models,
after the initial analogical match.

12—Participants

Participants for this experiment included three experts in physics and circuit theory
drawn from professionals, college teachers and tutors in the field and seven students drawn
from an undergraduate physics classes on electricity and magnetism. Two students came
from Simmons College, two from Boston University, and three from the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. Participants were asked to volunteer, and participating students
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were paid six dollars per hour for participation in this study. Participating experts were
interviewed for approximately two hours. Participating students were asked for a time

commitment of approximately four hours over two sessions.

4A

Methods and Materials

In this section the materials and procedure to be used in the proposed study are
described. The materials include descriptions of the treatment problems, electrical
equipment to set up the circuits depicted in the problems included in a kit purchased from
PASCO Scientific, and a discussion of the method for coding the goals and developing the
conceptual maps using an example from the pilot study. The description of the procedure
includes the plans for interviewing the experts and the students.
The design of the proposed study called for a four stage process which includes the
expert consultation, the first student session, the interim transcription and analysis, and the
second student session. During the expert consultation, expert explanations of the
treatment problems in domain and analogy were recorded, conceptual maps of these
explanations were generated and any goals and patterns in these explanations identified.
The reactions of the experts to this analysis were obtained, and the analysis of goals and
conceptual maps were revised accordingly. In the first student session, student
explanations of the problems with and without recommended analogies were recorded.
Students were then asked to identify and rate the goals served by sample analogical
explanations taken from the pilot study and expert consultation. The first student session
ended with the students giving undirected explanations of selected treatment problems to
check the final state of their understanding. In the interim session, all student explanations
were transcribed and conceptual maps of these explanations were generated. In the second
student session, students were presented with transcriptions of their own analogical
explanations and again asked to identify and rate the success of the explanatory goals.
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Students were then presented with conceptual maps of these explanations and of the sample
analogical explanations from the pilot study and expert consultation, and asked to rate how
well these maps describe the explanations. The data collected included recorded
explanations, goal selections, goal and tnap ratings, and reactions to these goals and maps.
Analysis of these data took place during the expert consultation and the interim session as
well as after all the data for this study was obtained.

in

Treatment Problems and Analogies

The following questions were used in the proposed research to elicit explanations
from the participating students. Students were presented with diagrams and questions and
asked for predictions. After each question the circuit were constructed, and the students
will observe and respond to the experimental behavior. These explanations and responses
were recorded on audiotape, transcribed, and analyzed for analogies, explanatory goals and
patterns of concepts. The questions were developed by interviewing an expert physics
teacher, Professor Melvin Steinberg. In addition to participating in this research. Professor
Steinberg has directed the development of a curriculum called The Castle Project (Steinberg
et al, 1995). This curriculum was consulted for background on the circuit problems. This
treatment was given during step 2 of the experimental procedure (Section 4.3.3), in which
students were asked for free explanations.
Student explanations were only reported for Circuits 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 12.
Circuits 1, 3 and 4 were omitted from the study, and circuit 11 was only reported as an
expert explanation. Circuit 9 proved to be the most valuable circuit for eliciting a model of
the capacitor from the students. Circuit 12, which examined the structure of the capacitor,
proved to be the most valuable teaching tool for students with weaker knowledge of
capacitors. As explanations for circuits 1, 3 and 4 were omitted from the study, the
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presentation of these circuits has been moved to the appendices. Figure 4.1 shows Circuit

2 as presented in the interview, including the diagram and the accompanying question.

What happens when you connect this circuit?

Circuit 2
Figure 4.1
This question introduces the capacitor. If the break in the flow of electrons the
capacitor represents is a conceptual problem, it will appear here. One possible partial
model, observed in the pilot study (chapter 3), postulates current in only half the circuit (the
one that receives electrons from the battery) and lighted bulbs that 'eat' current, a
subsidiary misconception that explains discharging. Another possible partial model, also
observed in the pilot, postulates electron flow from both ends of the battery, which
produces two currents in opposite directions that flow into the two plates of the capacitor.
This model then postulates discharging as a process of opposing currents that flow from
the capacitor plates to meet and cross in the wire, resulting in two-way current flow that
oscillates from plate to plate until all the current is 'eaten' by the lighted bulbs. Figure 4.2
shows the diagrams and question for Circuit 5.
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5

Will these two circuits behave the same? Will
there be any difference in the two capacitors?

Circuit 5
Figure 4.2
The long bulbs in the left circuit, have four times greater resistance than the short
bulbs in the right circuit. Thus, the right circuit will take approximately a fourth of the time
the left circuit takes to reach equilibrium (observed when the lights go out). However, the
batteries and capacitors are the same size, so the amount of charge were the same in the
end. This experiment is designed to get students to decide if the rate of flow, that is, how
long it takes these circuits to finish charging, is distinct from the amount of charge that is
finally transferred. In the pilot study, the student mixed up these two concepts. Figure 4.3
shows the diagrams and question for Circuit 6.

What happens when you connect these
circuits? Would they behave the same way?

Circuit 6
Figure 4.3
This question is intended to distinguish between two possible mental models of
current, current as a moving amorphous blob, and current as a flowing stream. With the
notion that current is made up of stuff produced by the battery and by nothing else in the
circuit (neither wire, bulbs nor capacitor), a student should predict that the left circuit would
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light its bulbs, as the stuff flows from the battery, while the right circuit will not light its
bulbs, because the battery cannot pull its stuff back in with the break in the capacitor. With
the further notion that the stuff the current is composed of is a blob rather than a stream, a
student should predict that the bulb closest to the battery in the left circuit will light first,
and the further bulb will light a short time later. Figure 4.4 shows the diagrams and
question for Circuit 7.

We can place a compass over the wires at
various points on these two circuits and see
whether the needle moves. If the needle
moves, what would that mean? If the needle
does not move, what would that mean?
What direction does the needle move in?

Circuit 7
Figure 4.4
This question is meant to illustrate a series of experiments in which the compass is
placed over various spots in the wires of a circuit as it is charging, discharging, and
recharging the other way. The compass needle is deflected by the magnetic field of the
current, providing direct evidence that something is happening --possibly moving— in the
wires. The needle deflects the other way when the current is reversed by discharging and
recharging with a reversed battery, providing direct evidence that direction is a factor in the
something that is happening in the wires. Figure 4.5 shows the diagrams and question for
Circuit 8.
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8

What happens when you connect the left
circuit? Suppose after the left circuit is
stabilized, you add a second battery, as in the
right circuit. Would anything happen?
Would the bulbs light? If you held the
compass at some point over the wires at the
same time, would the compass move?

Circuit 8
Figure 4.5
After the capacitor in the left circuit is charged up, a second battery can be inserted,
charging the capacitor still more. This illustrates the further compressibility of the 'stuff in
the capacitor. It shows that the plate out of which the stuff flowed was not completely
emptied. If the battery is made stronger, the plate will provide more to flow. Figure 4.6
shows the diagrams and question for Circuit 9.

Hh®Hh HhoHh
Suppose you linked up the left circuit? What
would happen? If you took the left circuit
and put in another battery to get the right
circuit, what would happen?

Circuit 9
Figure 4.6
These two circuits repeat the 'further compressibility of stored charge' finding of
question 8. They contradict the idea that current is composed of stuff that is solely
provided by the battery, because the central bulb lights despite having no direct connection
to the battery. These models make a notion of force at a distance necessary to explain the
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circuit. Current as moving substance is no longer sufficient as a mental model. Figure 4.7
shows the diagrams and question for Circuit 10.

10

-

Red
= High
Orange
Yellow = Normal
Green
Blue
= Low

We can use a spectrum of colors to represent
the 'pressure' of the flowing current at each
point in the wire. We know that these
circuits would reach stable states in almost no
time at all. This process would happen too
quickly to see, but imagine we could stretch
out the time to think about what happens as
they reach equilibrium, as we saw with the
capacitors in circuit. Suppose you've just
linked up the circuit at the left. Use the color
spectrum to illustrate what you think would
be the state in the wires. Suppose the middle
circuit has been linked up for a short time,
what colors would show what is happening
in the wires? Suppose the right circuit has
been linked up for a long time, what colors
would show what is happening in the wires
now?

Circuit 10
Figure 4.7
This question introduces colors to represent gradations of 'electric pressure'. This
spectrum could also be introduced in question 3. Answering this question requires
thinking about the events leading up to a steady state. An understanding of these events
must be developed to explain the capacitors of the previous questions as they charged and
discharged, changing the state of the circuit in a short but observable time. This question is
intended to elicit this same understanding in the more difficult case of a circuit which
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reaches a steady state instantly. Although changes in the circuit cannot be observed, it is
hoped that the ability to explain the changes in the capacitors were used here. This

description is supported by the qualitative color scale used to describe the potential in the
wires. An analogy to air pressure and air flow may be helpful here as well. Figure 4.8
shows the diagrams and question for Circuit 11.

Suppose you have the left circuit connected,
and the three bulbs are lighting. What
happens when you connect a capacitor
around the long bulb to form the right circuit?
Use the color spectrum to describe anything
that is happening in the wires connecting the
capacitor.

Circuit 11
Figure 4.8
This circuit goes through a three stage process of balancing. Correcdy describing
this process requires a good understanding of the changing pressure model, and therefore a
causal model of the balancing processes at work capable of being sustained over a long
reasoning chain. The three stage process is as follows. In the left circuit, the greatest
potential difference occurs across the long bulb, because it has the highest resistance. When
the capacitor is connected, a three stage process will occur. First, there was a potential
difference across the two plates, and they will basically short out the long bulb, which will
go dark as they charge up, while the two short bulbs remain lit and get brighter because of
the decreased resistance caused by bypassing the long bulb. As the capacitor approaches
capacity, the long bulb will gradually come on and get brighter and the short bulbs will get
dimmer until they all show the same degree of brightness. The charged capacitor will have
shorted itself out of the current flow. Decreased resistance from shorting out is a factor;
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changing pressures inducing changing current flow is a factor, brightness measuring
current flow is a factor. This circuit requires the most extensive chain of causal factors for
an explanation of its processes, because it requires a notion of differential pressures
affecting each other in several stages. It is unique in that the behavior of the circuit
provides vividly experienced evidence for those three stages in the lighting and dimming of
the lights. Stages of balancing must be hypothesized to explain the other circuits in this
series, but do not produce visible results in behavior. Figure 4.9 shows the diagrams and
question for Circuit 12.

We can make a capacitor with a
moving plate, so that we can make the gap
wider and wider. For this experiment we
will use a neon bulb, which requires little
current to light. What happens when you
move the top capacitor plate further away?

Circuit 12
Figure 4.9
The moving capacitor plate is intended to illustrate the electric field around the
plates, and the way the field falls off in intensity as you move the plate away. The second
figure shows the field, and is best introduced after experiment. This circuit illustrates that
force at a distance in the form of electromagnetic attraction is a strong factor in the behavior
of a capacitor.
These circuit problems were presented to the experts, who were asked to give
domain explanations and recommend analogies for each problem. The problems will then
be presented to the students, along with equipment for setting up the circuits described.
These problems are designed to induce qualitative reasoning about causes of the circuit
behavior and to induce specific conflicts in certain simple models of currents, capacitors
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and other aspects of the understanding of circuits. They are intended to require reasoning
about

changes in behavior over time — in some cases, over the mythical divisions of time

and action that provide a causal account of synchronous phenomena.
The following analogies were presented to the students during the directed analogy
session of the interview. Some analogies were devised by the researcher, and some were
suggested by the experts. Like all analogies, indeed, like all scientific models, each
analogy has limits, shortcomings, elements which can only be related to the domain by bad
matches inducing contradictions within or between the models of domain or analogy. One
of the goals of this research is to explore the pedagogical value and effects of these
analogies on these problems for students with varying degrees of knowledge and expertise.
The analogies can be divided into three categories: moving crowd models, fluid models,
and distant action models. The moving crowd and fluid systems modelled the capacitor as
a set of containers. Most of these analogies modelled the separation of plates, but not
attraction or repulsion between the plates. Two analogies, the hockey teams and the car
park, modelled the capacitor as a single unit, similar to the self capacitance analogies of E2,
discussed in Section 5.1.
Each analogy was presented in a compressed form as a table of matches of objects
in the analogy to top level components in the domain. The same matches were presented
for each analogy, although the order of the matches was varied. The analogies are shown
here with the same order of matches for clarity. The analogical matches were based on the
consultation with the experts and the researcher’s own designs. The analogical objects
mirrored the physical structure of the components, with one exception. In order to provide
an analogy that permitted induced flow between the analogues to the capacitor plates, the
pinball analogy was developed. A component, a balance or pivot, was introduced between
the analogue plates, the gutters, to provide for a shift in the potential energy of one gutter in
response to a change in the weight of balls in its neighbor.
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The researcher presented cards with some correspondences of objects on each
cards. The researcher allowed the students to diagram the analogy if they wished, but in
general, the researcher diagrammed the analogy. These drawings are presented with the
student explanations.
Table 4.1 shows the moving crowd models. In each of these analogies current
corresponds to a moving crowd of animate entities. Thus, these analogies can predict flow
without the use of potential difference. They support a model of the battery as a gate that
simply lets things out, but they can be easily elaborated to include a cue to the animate
agents of the crowd to begin moving, meaning that the battery analogue starts the
movement but does not affect it thereafter. An animate crowd analogy is less likely to raise
a requirement for the cause of movement. These analogies did not model induction
between the plates of the capacitor.

Table 4.1
Animate Crowd Analogies

high school students
battery:
wires:
long bulb:
round bulb:
switch:
capacitor:

trucks

cafeteria
halls
dark hall
very dark hall
locked/unlocked
double doors
classrooms

greyhounds
battery:
wires:
long bulb:
round bulb:
switch:
capacitor:

battery:
wires:
long bulb:
round bulb
switch:

city
highway
some construction
lots of construction
traffic cop

capacitor:

north/south rest
stops

hockey teams

kennels
race track
somewhat tight
track
very tight track
gate
corrals
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battery:
wires:
long bulb:

bench
ice rink
some defensemen

round bulb:
switch:
capacitor:

lots of defensemen
referee
goal

The hockey team analogy is the only one here that models the capacitor as a single unit.
This system also involves a different topology than the others. Instead of a looped path,
the hockey team system provides a continuous plane on which flow occurs. This may
support shifts in topology of the system, because the initial mapping of the analogy
produces an initial topological shift.
The following analogies may involve issues similar to the animate crowd analogies.
The moving objects are not animate in themselves, but they are directed by animate drivers.
These analogies are depicted in Table 4.2

Table 4.2
Possibly Animate Crowd Analogies

traffic jam openings

train
battery:
wires:
long bulb:
round bulb:
switch:
capacitor:

battery:
wires:
long bulb:

station
railroad tracks
somewhat difficult
tunnel
very difficult
tunnel
crossing gate
sidetracks

round bulb
switch:
capacitor:

garage entrance
ramps
some double
parked cars
lots of double
parked cars
parking attendant
top level parking

The train analogy, which was approved by expert E2, provides support for a distinction
between electron flow and the electrical impulse. The traffic jam analogy was taken from
an explanation of semiconductors by expert El. It provides support for modelling two
kinds of charge as cars and where there are no cars, but was generally found to be too
abstract for students to successfully use. Invariably, students talked about cars and ignored
openings in traffic. The traffic jam analogy also modelled the capacitor as a single unit.
Neither of these analogies did modelled induction between the capacitor plates.
The following analogies supported induction and the electric field between the
plates. The pinball analogy was developed by the researcher for the purpose of this study.
The pivoting gutters were a set of cups connected by a balance. The term ‘gutter’ was
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intended to convey the ability to hold pinballs and the ability to release them. The pivot,
which would tilt balls in one gutter out as balls filled the other gutter and pushed it down,
modelled repulsion across the plates of the capacitor. The heat analogy modelled the
electric field around a plate as a temperature field.

Table 4.3
Distant Action Analogies

heat

pinballs
battery:
wires:
long bulb:
round bulb:
switch:
capacitor:

battery:
wires:
long bulb:
round bulb:
switch:
capacitor:

springloaded lifts
lanes
some bumpers
lots of bumpers
gate
pivoting gutters

candle / ice
spoons
tissue
potholder
contact/no contact
metal plates

The heat analogy, which conflated the flow of heat, the field analogue with the flow of
current, stimulated the researcher to construct an analogy to a steam system, with flowing
steam modelling current and the heat of the steam modelling the electric field. This
explanatory analogy is discussed in Section 5.2.3.
The fluid analogies model current as a flow of air or water. These analogies are
fairly well established for these circuits. These analogies are the analogies students are
likeliest to have seen. All of the experts mentioned the water flow analogy, which is a
common one in introductory circuits. The structure of the analogues to the capacitor shown
here is intended to mirror the physical structure of the capacitor as two containing plates
separated by an insulator of some kind to prevent flow between the plates. Because fluid
analogies are so commonly applied to beginning circuits, students are at greater risk of
applying them unsuccessfully to capacitors. Thus, the unknown match to induction
between the plates is the analogical limit most likely to be encountered by students.
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Table 4.4
Fluid Analogies

water

air
battery:
wires:
long bulb:
round bulb:
switch:
capacitor:

round bulb

pump
pipes
somewhat clogged
pipe
very clogged pipe

switch:
capacitor:

valve
tanks

battery:
wires:
long bulb:

fan
pipes
somewhat
constricting pipe
very constricting
pipe
valve
tanks

The analogue to capacitors did not provide a match to induction between the plates. Many
of the students who were knowledgeable about capacitors repaired the air flow analogy to
include induction, and one student repaired the water flow analogy.
The analogies that appeared in the explanations reported in this study included only
the following analogies.
• Air: A system of air blown by a fan through pipes. The capacitor was
represented by a pair of air tanks.
• Water: A system of water pumped through pipes. The capacitor was represented
by a pair of reservoirs.
• Hockey Teams: A system of players skating on a rink. The capacitor was
represented by the goal.
• Greyhounds: A system of greyhounds running on a track. The capacitor was
represented by a set of corrals.
• Pinball: A system of pinballs rolling along a lane. The capacitor was represented
by a set of cups linked by a balance.
• heat: A candle flame producing heat, extended to heat flowing through spoons.
The capacitor was represented by hands to introduce the idea of pulling back, or repulsion
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with increased heat, and by plates, which introduced the idea of storing heat and the
transfer of heat from one plate to the other.
Analogies presented by the researcher for which student explanations were not
reported included trucks on a highway, trains on a track, high school students in a hall, and
cars crawling through a traffic jam in a parking garage. The traffic jam analogy was too
complicated for the students to use as written. The high school students analogy worked
for the circuits without capacitors, which were omitted from the reported results, but poorly
for the circuits with capacitors. While the trucks and trains analogies were accessible to the
students, they did not support modelling the capacitor and did not elicit any student
modifications. In addition, one analogy proposed by a student rather than by the researcher
was included. This analogy involves riding a mountain bike up a trail. When the steepness
of the trail becomes equivalent to the rider’s efforts, the bike stops, illustrating equilibrium.
The student ignored the problem that if a bike’s forward motion is arrested, it falls over.
All of these analogies were designed to fail to match in different ways. The pinball
and distant action analogies matched induction across the plates, while the moving crowd
and fluid analogies did not. The distant action analogies violated the separation of the
plates with respect to the flow of current, because they conflated the action of the field with
the flow of current. The pinball analogy and the traffic jam analogy were very complicated
and difficult to reason with. This study is concerned with the strategies students employed
to address these limits.

13.2

Instrumentation and Coding

Instruments to be discussed in this section include the scale, list of goals, and
method of coding the explanations to generate the conceptual maps. The scale was used by
students to rate the fit of an explanation to the analyses of its goals and conceptual map.
The list of explanatory goals were provided to the participants for use in identifying goals
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of explanations presented to them. The scale used for rating was the set {-1,0, 1}, an
ordinal scale. The list of explanatory goals includes avoiding a conflict, persuading,
differentiating a concept, explaining, constraining the level of detail building confidence,
repairing a model, and abandoning a model. The last goal was not observed during the
pilot study, but is included for completeness.
The transcribed explanations were analyzed to identify the goals they serve. The
first stage in generating conceptual maps involved segmenting the protocol into the
explanations using individual models and identifying them as domain or analogical models.
Models were identified from the terms used in the explanation. A model may be taken up
again in a later explanation. This may be indicated by the use of the same terms as the
earlier explanations. Figure 4.10 shows an initial segmentation of a protocol from the pilot
study into explanations involving one domain model and two analogical models.

Ill

Identification and Separation of Explanations derived from
Domain and Analogical Models
.-.domain model-Student:

Teacher:
Student:

There (are) more electrons over here
(indicates charged capacitor)
than there are over here
(indicates wire).
So they tend to flow back this way.
(indicates direction of wire)
Why would they do it?
For the hell of it.

.-.analogy to gas released into a vacuum.
Student:

Teacher:

Student:

Just like, when you release gas into a vacuum,
it spreads out.
(draws tank with adjoining pipe, fills with some dots)
Well, we know what happens there.
It's because the gas molecules are banging around
each other.
They push each other out. It's not
just for the hell of it.
Well--

.-analogy to stones put in a
vacuum..
Teacher:

If I put stones here, they'd stay.
(indicates pipe)
They don't go out for the hell of it.
... If there's a vacuum out there
(indicates tank)
and I put stones in here,
(indicates pipe)
would they go out?

.analogy to gas released into a
vacuum.
Student:
Teacher:

Why don't they just bang around in one little area?
They would if the door were closed.
First Stage of Coding
Figure 4.10

The return of the student's explanation to the 'gas' model after the teacher's use of the
stones' model is signaled by the use of the term 'bang', which was last used in the gas
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analogy. Because the teacher talks of the elements 'banging around', it is clear that the
elements are gas molecules, which are in motion, rather than stones, which in the teacher s
model are not in motion. There is some interpretation involved in identifying two
explanations with a common model. In fact, the teacher was momentarily confused as to
which model was being discussed. His reaction is omitted here, but discussed in the pilot
study in Section 3.4.3.4. The shifts between models can usually be identified. A shift to
an analogical model is indicated by the use of terms that do not come from the domain of
circuit theory. The particular analogical model is identified by the particular terms used.
The next step in generating the maps is selecting the terms in the explanation that
appear to represent concepts in the model. This must be done in several passes in which
terms that appear to be insignificant are dropped out and terms that appear to be significant
are annotated. Figure 4.11 shows a first pass, in which terms that have logical significance
such as 'like' and 'when' and terms that identify objects or behavior are circled to be
abstracted. The referents of pronouns must also be identified, which is not difficult in most
cases.
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Identification of Terms
.analogy to gas released into a vacuum.
Student:

Just
(when) you (releas<^(gas)(intq) afvacuum)
(Jt)C spreads out)
(draws({anky>ith adjoining(pipe)fills with someQlots))

'Like' signals analogy, 'when' identifies situation. Pronoun'it' and
dots correspond to 'gas'. Tank drawing corresponds to 'vacuum.'
Teacher:

Well, we know what happens there.
(IFsXbe cause) theCgas molecules)(are banging around)
teach other!)
(ThevjfpusivXeach otherXouD
C just for the hell of it)

Pronoun 'It' refers to the situation 'spreading out in a vacuum.
Pronouns 'each other' and 'They' refer to the gas molecules.
Phrase 'just for the hell of it' quotes the student's domain
explanation and describes action without intention or cause.
.-analogy to stones put in a vacuum.
Teacher: (jf) I (pu^stones)(hereXthey’d)(stay) (indicatesfnpe])
(They)(don])(go out)(for the hell of it.)
...If there's a vacuum out there (indicates tank)
and I put stones in here,
would they go out?

(indicates pipe)

Pronoun 'they' refers to 'stones'. 'If implies the second event
is a consequence of the first. 'Here' refers to the pipe leading
into the vacuum tank. 'For the hell of it' is as described above.
Second Stage of Coding
Figure 4.11
In general, verbs that describe behavior and prepositional phrases that indicate
location were considered relations, and nouns that refer to physical objects in the system
will fill roles associated with these relations. Some phrases, such as 'just for the hell of it,'
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must be interpreted by the researcher using an intuitive understanding of the English
language.
The result of the next pass is shown in Figure 4.12. To simplify matters and limit
the length of this discussion, only the gas analogy and the stone analogy are depicted. The
terms that have been judged inessential have been dropped out. Pronouns have been
replaced with placeholders.
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Identification of Term Roles and Relations
and Common References
-gas released into a vacuum-

1

-'-c

(like) (when) (releas^(ga3)(mtg) (vacuum tank) ^(spreads out)
1

-L

1-

—©(becaus<^

^

(gas molecule^ fare banging around)
t

.(2^)

I

Qfc not)(just for the hell of~lt?)

Key: ©

pronoun
links pronoun to its
reference
links relation
links term that fills a role
in the relation

Third Stage of Coding
Figure 4.12
The bold lines link the relations (the behavioral verbs, place prepositions, and
logical connectors) with the concepts that fill roles in these relations as described in the key
at the bottom. The plain lines link the pronoun placeholders with their referents. In the
next stage the diagram is rearranged to simplify and straighten the links. Once this is done,
the role-relation links can be moved to the referent concepts from the pronoun placeholders.
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and

the pronouns can be dropped. The rearranged diagram of the two models is shown in

Figure 4.13.

Arrangement of links
gas released into a vacuum

stones put in a vacuum

Fourth Stage of Coding
Figure 4.13
It may be necessary to add terms representing related concepts that were not mentioned in
the explanation, to provide context and to fill in holes in the explanations. Such concepts
are usually attributes of the terms mentioned. In the maps for these explanations discussed
in the pilot study, such background concepts were inserted. In these models, for example,
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'spreads out' and 'stay' are in contradiction because one involves motion and the other
does not, and these attributes were inserted in the map. In the figure, these background
concepts are shown in italics. In the study, the background concepts were distinguished
from the terms in the student protocols by the use of parentheses.

Concepts that were

derived from the researcher’s interpretation of a pronoun or other abbreviated reference
were shown in brackets, and terms used by the researcher during the interview were shown
in slashes.

After the maps of the individual models are complete, the analogical matching links
can be identified. Figure 4.14 shows an initial match between analogy and domain.
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Analogical Match: Initial Stage
gas released into a vacuum

stones put in a vacuum

(wheifrz

(Tf ]

Key: (term) analogical term
(gas molecules")-

—

9

links term filling
a role in relation

©=?
old analogy

new analogy

Matching of Coded Analogies
Figure 4.14
Matches can be made between terms that fill the same role in instances of a relation that
appears in both models, or between instances of a term that appear in both models. For
example, 'vacuum' appears in both of the analogies in the example. Some matches may be
suggested by a consideration of the meanings of the terms. For example, 'release' and
put have roles that include a containing area and an element that is moved. They are also
linked to instances of the same term, 'vacuum.' Terms with no apparent match are
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annotated with a'?' and terms with contradicting attributes are annotated with an 'X.' In
the map, the bad match between the behavior of the gas and the behavior of the stones is
indicated by the analogical link annotated with an ‘X.’ This map would then be simplified
to produce a completed map such as those discussed in chapter 3, the pilot study.

Identification of the explanatory goals is based on the protocols, the maps, and a
consideration of the expert models as well as the background concepts taken from them.
Some of the major indications for these goals follow.
• Indications for the goal 'avoid' include unmatched concepts in the analogy and
conflicting concepts in the domain, particularly between terms from the student protocol
and terms from the expert model.
• Indications for the goal 'persuade' include unmatched concepts in the analogy.
• Indications for the goal 'differentiate' include conflicts between the two
analogical models and the appearance of instances of the same term in the two models.
• Indications for the goal 'explain' include no unmatched or conflicting concepts
and few instances of background concepts from the expert model omitted in the student
model.
• Indications for the goal 'constrain detail' include unmatched concepts in the
domain.
• Indications for the goal 'build confidence' included no unmatched or conflicting
concepts, a cycle of domain explanation, analogical explanation, and domain explanation,
and little elaboration.
• Indications for the goal 'repair an analogy' are unmatched concepts in the domain
in the initial analogy and instances of the same term appearing in both the final analogy and
the domain explanation.
• Indications for the goal 'handle widespread bad matches' are, obviously,
widespread unmatched concepts and conflicting concepts, particularly in places that render
the model unconnected.
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These goals were thus closely identified with their conceptual maps. There is no way of
inferring a goal aside from examining its pattern of concepts.

Identification of strategies is based on similar considerations.
• The strategy 'delimit' is characterized by unmatched concepts in the model being
delimited. These concepts should only be used when the model being delimited is
discussed outside the context of the analogical comparison. Within the context of the
analogical comparison, the unmatched concepts from this model should not be mentioned.
Such unmatched concepts can be identified from student explanations outside this context
or from expert explanations of the concepts that may make up the likely models for a
problem.
• The strategy 'elaborate' is characterized by multiple links and chains of links in
the model being elaborated, which should be fully connected. It is also characterized by a
minimal number of terms in the expert model that cannot be identified in the model being
elaborated by the student.
• The strategy 'patch' is characterized by two types of relations in the old and new
models: conflicting concepts and closely matched or identical concepts. Within each
model, the concepts in conflict with the other model should be fully connected but limited
in scope (that is, they should not occupy the whole model). Within each model, the
concepts not in conflict should be closely matched or identical.
• The strategy 'punt analogy' is self explanatory: the analogy is abandoned,
possibly with complaints, and not revisited.
The same strategies appear to produce different goals and patterns when applied to different
types of model.
The analysis required to develop the maps and identify the goals and strategies is
complex and requires increasing numbers of inferences. As can be seen from the example,
generation of the maps from the explanations requires several cycles of extensive revision.
The goals are in effect applications of the strategies to specific models with certain types of
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matches between them. They cannot be separated, but since the same strategies are used

for different goals, other goals may be found which use these strategies.

4 n Procedure for Data Collection

The treatment consists of three sessions in which data was collected by recording
the explanations given by participants in response to treatment problems and to conceptual
maps of previous explanations. The first is the expert consultation. The next two are
student sessions. The procedure for this study has been broken down into numbered steps
in Figure 4.15. In the expert consultation, experts in circuit teaching will give explanations
of the problems, including likely conceptual conflicts for beginning students and any
analogies that support, induce or remediate such conflicts. The researcher will generate
conceptual maps of these explanations and present them to the experts for review and
revision. Once the expert maps of domain models and analogical models have been
developed, any expert explanations that show the analogical goals and patterns were
extracted. The analogical models provided by expert E3 was used, along with the
analogies described in the pilot study, to develop the analogies that students were asked to
use in the directed explanations. Several sessions were then set up individually with all
participating students.
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Procedure
Expert Consultation
1 Expert explanations of the problems and recommendation of analogies.
Analysis of explantions and generation of conceptual maps. Expert review
of maps and identified goals and patterns. Revision of maps and analysis
according to expert critiques.
First Student Session
2 Undirected student explanations of problems with optional experiments.
3 Presentation of directed analogies. Student explanations of each system
using its analogy. Student selection of what goal each analogy best serves
and rating of the analogy's fit to that goal.
4 Presentation of transcribed analogical explanations generated by the
coders and illustrating the goals and patterns of matches. Student
selection of what goal each analogy best serves and rating of the analogy's
fit to that goal.
5 Undirected student explanations to check final state of domain models.
End of First Session
6 Transcription of all student explanations, coding of the goals of all
analogical explantions given and mapping of the pattern of concepts in
the analogical explanations.
Second Student Session
7 Presentation of transcription of any analogical explantions given during
step 2 and of transcriptions of explantions using the directed analogies.
Student selection of the goal each analogy best serves and rating of the
analogy's fit to that goal.
8 Presentation of the conceptual maps of these analogical explanations
generated in step 6. Student rating of how well the maps describe their
explanations. Recording of any student comments.
9 Presentation of sample analogical explanations from step 4. Student
rating of how well the maps describe the explanations. Recording of
any student comments.
End of Second Session

Procedure for Collection of Data
Figure 4.15
In the first student session, students was asked to give an undirected explanation of
a series of systems, to be transcribed following the session and analyzed for explanatory
goals associated with analogies. This explanation will also be examined for indications of
students' initial knowledge of the domain. Students were presented with a succession of
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directed analogies, each drawn from a different physical system, and each depicted to
instantiate the pattern of analogical match and explanatory goal defined by the theory. They
were asked to explain each system using its presented analogy and decide what goal, if
any, they think the analogy would be good for. Students were presented with a list of
goals from which they will select the one that they think best describes the purpose of the
analogy. Students were asked to rate how well the analogy serves the goal they selected.
Students will then be presented with transcriptions of sample analogical explanations that
illustrate the goals and patterns of matches. These sample explanations include quotations
from the pilot experiment and, possibly, explanations extracted from the expert
consultation. Students will choose the goals they think the quoted explanations fulfill by
the same method as in step 3. Finally, students were asked to give an undirected
explanation of selected treatment problems to ascertain their domain model and current
knowledge of the circuits after having been through the first session.
Between the first and second session, all student explanations were transcribed and
goals associated with analogical explanations coded as described in the section on
instrumentation and coding.
In the second session, students were presented with transcriptions of any
analogical explanations they had given during step 2, the free explanation, and
transcriptions of the directed explanations they had given using the recommended
analogies. They were asked to identify their explanatory goals and rate how well they were
fulfilled, as they will have done in steps 3 and 4. While requesting student reactions to the
conceptual maps, the interviewer must assure the students that they should feel free to
criticize the conceptual maps. Students will then be shown the conceptual maps of their
own analogical explanations. Students' reaction were recorded and later transcribed.
Students were asked to rate how well the maps describe their explanations. Students were
shown the analogical quotes from step 4, drawn from the pilot experiment, and asked to
rate how well the maps describe the explanations. As in the previous steps, their reactions
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were recorded. The treatment problems and equipment were available so that students can

refer to them during their evaluation of the explanations and analyses.

4^4 Data Analysis and Presentation of Results

The initial stage of analysis involves the production of expert conceptual maps.
Experts in the field of physics and in explaining circuits will be consulted. They will be
asked to explain the behavior of circuits in the list of treatment problems. They will be
asked to indicate likely problems in understanding. They will be asked for good analogies
to these circuits. They were asked why the analogies are good, what their limits are, and to
give a sample explanation of the circuit using the analogies. During this consultation, all
explanations were recorded. These explanations were transcribed after the sessions. The
conceptual maps of domain explanations and analogical explanations will then be generated
according to the coding procedure described in Section 4.3.2. Coding was performed by
the researcher and a co-coder familiar with the procedure. These maps will then be shown
to the experts together with their transcribed explanations. Their reactions were recorded.
The conceptual maps were revised according to the experts' recommendations. Together
with the explanations and conceptual maps developed in the pilot study, these expert
explanations and maps provide the sample analogical explanations and patterns to which the
students were asked to react
There are five types of data to be drawn from the two student sections, transcribed
explanations, selected goals, ratings, conceptual maps of the explanations, and recorded
reactions to those maps. The most important is the transcriptions of student explanations in
domain and analogy, taken from the undirected explanations in step 2, from the directed
explanations in step 3, and from the undirected explanations in step 5. The two sets of
undirected explanations serve as an indication of student conceptions before and after the
experiments and domain and analogical explanations of the first session. These
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explanations were identified as domain explanations or analogical explanations; all directed

explanations are analogical explanations. Conceptual maps were generated for these some
of these explanations by the researcher. Goals and strategies were identified by the
researcher.
Student reactions are the last source of data. Goals were identified by students
from transcripts of their own explanations and of the sample explanations. In some cases,
students identified the goals of their explanations during review of the maps of their own
explanations.

Students selected the goals they think fit these explanations from a list of

goals provided. Some students suggested additional goal. These were reported as student
additions to the list of goals. Data on student identified goals is reported in the treatment
assessment, Section 5.3.2.
In addition, students were asked to critique the conceptual maps developed for these
explanations by the coders. Students rated how well they thought the maps described the
structure of the explanations. The goals identified by the students during their review of
their own explanations and of the maps of their own explanations, and the ratings that
suggested their approval, indifference, or disapproval, were compared with the goals
identified by the coders. The ratings of the maps were reported in the section on student
explanations with the discussion of the map they applied to. In addition, the student ratings
of maps were reported in the section on treatment assessment so that the student
identification of goals, the researcher identification of goals, and the student rating could be
compared. Two students developed a parallel rating system to express their concerns about
the maps. This parallel rating is reported for those maps to which it was applied.

Any

additional undirected explanations given by students in the course of explaining their
reactions in the second session are discussed in the section on the treatment assessment.
Maps of the student explanations were modified in accordance with comments or
suggestions made by the students. Additions to the maps suggested by the students are
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boxed

to distinguish them from the original map. Additions to the map by the researcher

after the reviews were completed are also boxed to distinguish them from the original map.
The results were presented in three categories: expert tables, student explanations,
and an assessment of the treatment The expert tables provided an overview of the domain,
an indication of the expert strategies and goals in explanation, and a list of possible
alternative concepts and reasoning strategies that might be observed in the students.
Excerpts from the expert explanations were presented to illustrate the conceptual maps and
expert recommendations.
The presentation of the analysis of student explanations was organized by type of
strategy. For each strategy, the student explanations that showed evidence of the use of
that strategy were presented, together with the researcher’s identification of the goal which
that strategy served. Conceptual maps for selected parts of these explanations were
included in the pocket material. Each plate was numbered and identified by the student
responsible for the explanation.
Any identifiable goals and patterns such as avoiding, constraining the level of
detail, or explaining were discussed. It was expected that goals and patterns were
associated with the same strategies in the proposed study as they had been in the pilot
study. It was expected that goals and patterns not seen in the pilot study might be
identified, but it was hoped that they would be associated with the some of the same
strategies that were postulated in the pilot study, such as patching or delimitation. It was
hoped that students will give favorable ratings to the goals, patterns, and conceptual maps
produced in this study.
The assessment of the treatment was presented in two sections. In the first section,
the pretest and posttest results for each student were compared. Excerpts from the first set
of free explanations given by the students were presented to illustrate any identifiable
preconceptions. Excerpts from the final set of free explanations given by the students were
presented and compared with the initial explanations. Any changes were discussed. The
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pretest and posttest results were used to categorize the students by degree of knowledge of
capacitors and confidence in that knowledge. Students were categorized as novice,
intermediate, or expert with respect to capacitors.
In the second section, student additions to the list of possible goals and systems of
rating were presented. The student ratings of the maps were summarized, and selected
student comments were discussed. The student assessment of each sample explanation and
map were discussed, as this assessment has bearing on the student assessment of the
methods of analysis in this study. As a case study, this research was designed to identify
issues to be explored by further research. It was hoped that the strategies by which
analogies are modified to serve their goals could be identified and a more refined
understanding of them and their goals attained.
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Chapter 5

Results

This chapter presents the results of the study. The expert tables are presented in
Section 5.1. The expert explanations provided an overview of the domain issues with
bearing on these circuits and of some of the possible alternative models that students might
develop. The experts also made use of the strategies of patching, elaboration and
delimitation observed in the pilot study. The goal of controlling the level of detail was of
great importance to experts El and E2, and the need to delimit the scope of analogical
models appropriately was of paramount concern to all of the experts. Delimitation emerges
as one of the most valuable model modifications that students could employ. The experts
were found to favor analogies limited to a single entity, described as device analogies,
because it carried with it an automatic delimitation of the scope of the model. The one
expert who favored system analogies, El, was concerned with introducing novice students
who knew nothing of capacitors to circuits containing them. The results of this study
support El’s approach, as those students with little knowledge of capacitors tended to
delimit analogies rather than elaborate them inappropriately. Finally, expert E2 provided an
illustration of the use of patching, elaboration and delimitation in expert models of circuits,
highlighting the importance of the development of skill and sophistication in the use of the
modifications examined in this study.
The student explanations showed a link between a student’s knowledge of
capacitors and the type of modification they tended to employ. Advanced students who
knew a great deal about capacitors tended to patch the analogies to include induction. They
tended to modify the analogy to match the domain, serving the goal of fixing a bad match
from the analogy to the domain. Intermediate students, who knew enough about capacitors
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to be confident of describing their behavior but not enough to give a completely accurate
model for the circuits tended to patch the analogy to match the behavior and flow patterns
of the circuit rather than to match induction. They were also most likely to over-elaborate
or repair analogies to form incorrect models. They tended to pursue goals of explanation,
persuasion and avoidance, explaining the domain with the analogy or elaborating the
analogy to resolve internal contradictions or match domain behavior, rather than delimiting
or patching the analogy where it did not match the domain.
The advanced students had a conception of the relative importance of the features of
the capacitor circuit, never making a modification which violated features such as the
separation of the plates. The intermediate students did not have the same conception of
relative importance. There was some evidence that the process of repair and rejection of
analogies began to strengthen the notion of the relative importance of capacitor concepts in
one of the intermediate students. The other intermediate student came to a complete
understanding of capacitors by elaborating in both the analogy and the domain. The
experiences of the intermediate students shows that while analogies can help them attain
skills at delimiting appropriately and knowledge of the relative importance of domain
concepts, they are very dangerous without guidance from a teacher.
The novice students were much more helped than hurt by the analogies. The novice
students, like the advanced students, tended to delimit the analogy where their domain
model could not provide matches to it, fulfilling the goals of avoidance and persuasion. To
gain an understanding of the circuits, novices required analogies which supported the
behavior of the system. The pinball and heat analogies were thus found to be valuable for
such students.
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F.xpert Explanations

Three experts were interviewed .to provide explanations and models for the domain
and the pedagogical issues involved in the circuits. The maps provided here are intended to
be rougher guides to the topic rather than a fine grained depiction of a particular
explanation. While the experts were interviewed on all of the circuits, only those circuits
for which results from the student interviews are reported are included here. Due to
equipment failure and experimental error, E3’s responses to circuits 11 and 12 were not
recorded. Because E3 could not be reached in time for the review, neither explanations for
circuits 11 and 12 nor reviews of the other circuits are available from him. Experts El and
E2 both reviewed the tables that described their explanation and rated them positively. The
tables have been revised according to their wishes. The expert maps were originally
organized as three distinct tables, one for each expert. The columns of each table were
organized according to the distinctions each expert drew for his own explanation, while the
rows were organized according to the main topics associated with learning these circuits.
Thus, for all experts, the rows included as general topics, Model Type, Pedagogical Issues
and Problem Solving and Explanation, and as domain topics, Field, Potential Difference,
Current, Capacitor, Emf Source, and Resistance. The tables for the three experts have
been combined here for the purposes of comparison. In essence, the contents of each table
presented here are drawn from one or two rows in each of the expert tables. El and E2
have reviewed, revised and approved their tables.
Because the expert explanations are used as a guide to the topics relevant to the
learning of these circuits, the expert maps were generated using looser conventions than the
students maps reported in chapters 3 and 5. Rather than mapping the individual concepts
with links between them and analyzing the modifications of links and concepts that produce
a single explanation, each explanation is reported in the map as a self contained unit. The
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explanations have been trimmed as far as possible while retaining the original meaning.
These explanations were sorted along dimensions that reflected the distinctions each expert
made in his explanations. Phrases inserted by the researcher for clarity, for example
references or the circuit problem the explanation was referring to, are shown in brackets.
Phrases that were stated by the researcher and then quoted by the expert have been included
in some cases, and these are shown in slashes. In cases, some first explanations were
supported or undermined by subsidiary explanations, links are provided. A supporting
explanation provides further evidence or elaboration for the first explanation. An
undermining explanation provides evidence that contradicts the first explanation or concepts
that contradict concepts in the first explanation. The key is shown in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1
Key to Expert Maps

phrase
[phrase]
/phrase/
first explanation

phrase spoken by expert
phrase inserted for clarity
phrase stated by researcher
first explanation supported by
subsidiary explanation
first explanation undermined by
subsidiary explanation
first explanation supported by second
explanation from another category
first explanation undermined by second
explanation from another category

/||\
subsidiary explanation
first explanation
/x\
subsidiary explanation
first explanation
<---=—
second explanation
first explanation
<--x-—
second explanation

Within a category, subsidiary explanations are shown below the supported or undermined
explanation; between categories, subsidiary explanations are shown to the side and just
below the supported or undermined explanations. When more than one subsidiary
explanation occurs under a first explanation, the links relate to the explanation at the top of
the group.
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The analogies El described reflected the primacy of pedagogical goals, which
reflected his current research on teaching circuits. He has directed the development of a
book and curriculum, The Casde Project, and the treatment used in the pilot and current
research were developed under his directions (Steinber et al, 1995). He discussed different
types of reasoning and how each contributed to the formation of a model. His focus was
on introducing students who knew nothing about circuits and capacitors to the domain.
His explanations and analogies carefully build up a model from simple supporting concepts
to deeper causes. He preferred to use self capacitance modelled by air pressure in an air
flow analogy to explain simple circuits, gradually introducing the idea of induction as the
transfer of pressure from one air tank to another through a flexible divider such as a balloon
and at last describing the electric field in terms of the heat of a candle flame. He described
his teaching strategy during the interview.
El:

My whole framework is starting with people who know zero about
electricity. So they don't know about electrons and they have some
words but the evidence they don't know. It's like telling a child about
germs.

Of all the experts interviewed, he discussed the most alternative student concepts, linking
them to alternative methods of reasoning about a system.
El:

The default strategies for dealing with complexities that students have
are .. sequential reasoning, that upstream can influence downstream and
not the other way around... And .. also local reasoning that what
happens here is not influenced by what happens anywhere else, in
particular at a junction where half goes each way... Some people think
of local reasoning, at least at a junction, as another form of sequential
reasoning... This sequential reasoning is .. not something tied to
electric circuits. It's showing up in other areas. It seems to be a
strategy for dealing with complexity.

He also discussed the need for causal reasoning to supplement mathematical reasoning and
reasoning from principles of conservation.
El:

..They [students] don't have a conception of electric potential as a
causal agent.. Because it's introduced in [the] .. formal mathematical
way, electric potential is, it isn't a concept which emerges out of any
concrete experiences. .. It's also introduced as an energy-related
concept, which is not a causal agent concept... Energy has some nice
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features about it in that you use conservation reasoning. If something
disappears here then some has got to appear there, and that's a very
secure form of reasoning, but it isn't grounded in the feelings about the
way it works.
Such conservation reasoning was of paramount importance to E3, who used it to explain
every circuit. El’s teaching strategies, primarily his use of the analogy of pressure to
potential, were based in a pedagogical goal to induce students to use causal reasoning to
supplement these alternative styles of reasoning.
The analogies expert E2 proposed reflected both pedagogical and problem solving
goals. E2 is currently working on domain research, although he has extensive experience
teaching physics. Where El clearly developed his ideas of what would work for students
mainly from experiences teaching students, consultations with other teachers, and an
awareness of the historical development of science, E2 appeared to develop his ideas of
what would work for students more directly from the models that worked for him. Both
El and E2 cited pedagogical issues, but where E2’s issues tended to be firmly grounded in
the domain, El’s issues involved theories of different types of student reasoning derived
from discussions and research on student ideas. E3 discussed many pedagogical issues.
His domain models reflected a great deal of spontaneous problem solving. In many cases,
his predictions for the circuits were initially wrong but were vigorously corrected with a
mathematical which he then used to guide his causal model. E3 had a firm belief that
analogies were very dangerous, and proposed almost none. As a fervent constructivist, he
deeply believed that a student’s model should direct the explanation and that the teacher
should never propose an analogy. He accepted analogies to specific devices as possibly
valuable in some circumstances, but he viewed analogies to systems very negatively.
The expert explanations appeared to fall into distinct sets of types. El explicitly
distinguished the possible models he described by the type of reasoning that gave rise to the
model. E2 did not talk much about the categories of his explanations, but they appeared to
fall into several categories. His domain explanations were causal, generally explaining the
phenomena at a micro-level. This level was discussed by El. The researcher presented
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some analogies in development for the treatment, including the analogy of flame to field
and the pinball analogy and both El and E2 suggested modifications. E2 cited
experiments, experience with the domain, and experience with students. He suggested
analogies of his own, which seemed to be fusions of analogy and domain. His
explanations appeared to used objects and behavior from the water flow analogy, webbed
together with domain relations to give the causal links and described behavior wherever the
fluid analogy fell short. The pattern of patching and delimitation was evenly spread
throughout the model, which is why it was called a fusion model.

E2

I think in terms of a current as being something flowing and .. these
resistances.. as.. like .. a large or a small constriction of the pipe,
although more abstractly than that. .. But beyond .. just saying ..
follow this down, and at every step ask yourself if you were a current,
which would be the easiest way to go,.. to find the path of least
resistance, I really wouldn’t [use an analogy].

As with El, these explanations seemed to reflect the final product of models that had been
modified over the years of study and practice that made him an expert.

Working with

the researcher, expert E3 developed a hierarchy of models from most valuable, student
models in whatever form they took, to least valuable, system analogies. E3’s sorting of
models was driven by a pure pedagogical goal to meddle as little as possible with the
student’s constructions.
E3:

I’ll tell you, I do answer as few questions as I possibly can, in my
teaching. .. If somebody raises a question I’ll say well, let’s try it, and
see what does happen then. .. And so in a sense I help to build
constructions by coming back with questions and saying now, is this
what you expected? .. I think that.. you feel as though the way you
saw it first was the best way, and then they’ll say yes or no, and decide
for themselves. .. I do .. mess with their constructions, but not, I don’t
think, in an aggressive way. .. I think I mess passively.

E3 conditionally approved device analogies as less intrusive than system analogies.
R:
E3:
R;

That brings us another question. Do you object to an analogy to a
specific device as much as you don’t like analogies to the whole circuit?
I think that.. his analogy, where he talks about ‘batteries are pushers,’
.. I think I remember using that kind of language. That’s not bad...
Do you think that’s less [a matter of] telling them what model?
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E3:

I think that that’s less, yeah...

The the hierarchy of models was suggested by the researcher and heartily approved by E3.
So, we’ve got a hierarchy of values here, where the student models that
R:
work and device analogies that are so limited that you can’t be seen
telling what the circuit is, which are slightly less intrusive than system
analogies, that this is a hydraulic system.
Right. My god. I’ve never thought of this before.
E3:
[drawing table] Analogies, but from the teacher, from the teacher.
R:
[draws Analogies at the bottom] .. Where do student models that make
incorrect predictions fall on this scale of good to moderately good?
.. I think that they’re very good. .. Especially if you give them a chance
E3:
to test their predictions. Because I think that’s the whole idea, and this
is the whole idea of laboratory.
E3’s hierarchical distinctions were determined by the lack of intrusiveness of a model. The
student’s own successful models represented the least intrusion and were thus the most
valuable. The student’s unsuccessful models represented an opportunity to ‘mess
passively’ without too much unwarrented intrusion. Either of these might involve student
generated analogies, which would be approved by E3 because they were not suggested by
the teacher. Device analogies suggested by a teacher carried with them an automatic
delimitation of the analogy to the scope of the device itself, thus minimizing the intrusion
into the student’s model for the circuit and limiting the possibilities of elaboration into
incorrect models. System analogies suggested by a teacher were the most intrusive and
least valuable. Thus, the most valuable modification for a teaching explanation was
delimitation, to keep the teacher’s contribution within limited bounds and afford the student
a wide scope for elaboration of a personal model.
Table 5.2 shows the dimensions of each expert taxonomy of explanations. El’s
dimensions describe the types of reasoning and relations used to build a model. The single
asterisks indicate the alternative reasoning strategies he has observed in students and heard
about from colleagues. E2’s dimensions describe the types of explanations he gave during
the interview. His fusions of analogical objects with domain relations were striking. E3’s
dimensions show the most valuable models at the top, and the least valuable models at the
bottom.
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Table 5.2
Dimensions of Models for Circuits

Expert El

Expert E2

♦Local Reasoning
♦Sequential Reasoning

Experience &
Applications
Domain Models

Conservation Reasoning

Domain-Analogy Fusions

Formal Reasoning

Analogical Models

Expert E3
♦♦Student Models that
Work
* ***Student Models that
Don’t Work
Device Analogies from the
Teacher
System Analogies from
the Teacher

Causal Reasoning
Analogical Reasoning
* Student Alternative Reasoning or Partial Models
** May include causal models, formal models, constraint models
*** May include causal models or analogies

E2 gave the greatest number of anecdotal explanations. His citing of lab experiments, his
professional experiences as a student, teacher and researcher and his discussions of the
applications of circuits and the limitations and complications of equipment were categorized
as the general type experience and applications. El or E3, remained mostly with causal
explanations and general pedagogical prescriptions. E3 was the only expert who used
formal reasoning with mathematical equations in his own explanations. He relied on
formal reasoning to check his intuitions. These types are not included in the taxonomy
because he did not choose to categorize models along those lines. The distinctions between
the models discussed by El and E2 were based on different strategies for modelling a
circuit, while the distinctions discussed by E3 were based on pedagogical goals. These
dimensions formed the columns of the expert maps. The following tables collect the
contents of single row in each of the expert maps for the purposes of comparison Only
major concepts from a row are presented.
The experts’ pedagogical concerns give indications as to the goals they might
develop during a teaching session. The explanations presented here were all drawn from
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the pedagogy row in the individual expert tables Information on these concerns was drawn
from general statements on teaching strategy and experiences with students and from
frequent pedagogical concerns raised during explanation. The most pervasive pedagogical
concerns

for the experts are shown in Table 5.3.
Table 5.3
Expert Pedagogical Strategies

El
WE WANT PEOPLE TO
EXPERIENCE MODEL FAILURE,
WHICH IS A LITTLE DIFFERENT
FROM ANALOGY FAILURE

E3

E2
PREACHED .. LOOKING AT THE
PROBLEM AND TRYING TO
UNDERSTAND IT
CONCEPTUALLY BEFORE ..
START WRITING EQUATIONS
MAKE RELEVANT
COMPLICATING FACTOR
.. BUT ..
STUDENTS SHOULD BE MADE
AWARE OF AT SOME POINT
CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS ARE
ABSTRACT

IF PEOPLE ARE PREDICTING ..
ACCURATELY.. LEAVE THEM
ALONE.. WHATEVER
CONSTRUCTION THEY’RE
USING
/IN
MESS WITH [STUDENT’S]
CONSTRUCTIONS .. BUT NOT ..
IN AN AGGRESSIVE WAY ..
MESS PASSIVELY

/IN

GIVE [STUDENTS] A CHANCE TO
TEST THEIR PREDICTIONS ..
WHOLE IDEA OF LABORATORY
KEEP.. PEOPLE FOOLING
AROUND WITH CAPACITORS
AND LIGHT BULBS FOR A LONG
.. TIME .. [THEY] WILL CREATE
THEIR OWN STRUCTURES
/IN
DON’T THINK .. MAKES .. A LOT
OF DIFFERENCE WHAT YOU DO

El and E3, who shared the basic philosophy of constructivism, both believed that the best
way to induce students to modify or shift their models was to provide experience that
contradicted their expectations. El would provide carefully selected and delimited
analogies for students to use in this process. E3 would leave students to build their own
model and concentrate on the cycle of prediction, experimentation, and explanation.
All three experts stressed the importance of this cycle. E2 also emphasized the
practical aspects of experimentation, such as where equipment behaved in a less than ideal
way. His constant concert was that the less than ideal aspects of equipment, such as the
physical limits on capacitors and resistors and the battery’s internal resistance, could be a
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‘complicating factor’ but that students ‘should be made aware’ of them. E2 was more
oriented towards problem solving. He thought causal explanations as vital in guiding
problem solving strategy.
Table 5.4 shows extracts from the expert maps of problem solving and explanation.
These explanations were drawn from the row of the same name in the expert tables. E2
andE3 generally described their own problem solving strategies, while El was focussed
on the desired student strategies for explanation.
Table 5.4
Expert Table of Problem Solving and Explanation

El
GO THROUGH THE ACT OF
CONSTRUCTING A MODEL
IDEAS ARE .. MORE USEFUL,
LESS USEFUL, AND .. EVERY
IDEA REACHES A LIMIT

E3

E2
ASK .. WHICH STEP IS ..
HARDEST TO DESIGN METHOD
OF SOLUTION
NOT.. HAVE ONE SYSTEM OF
SOLUTION [FOR] ..
EVERYTHING

GIVE YOURSELF PERMISSION
TO USE SOMETHING FOR
LIMITED PURPOSES EVEN
THOUGH YOU DON’T
UNDERSTAND EVERYTHING
ABOUT IT

FOOL WITH [CIRCUIT] .. FIRST
BEFORE.. USE MATHEMATICS
/IK
SPIRAL PROBLEM SOLVER
*K
GO AROUND .. GET BACK .. GO
AROUND AGAIN .. IF HAVING
PROBLEMS .. SECOND TIME ..
TRY.. THIRD TIME

/IK

FULLY EXPECT .. FIRST TIME
THROUGH .. PROBLEM ISN’T
GOING TO GIVE .. RIGHT
ANSWER

El stressed the idea of limits, the importance of delimiting where a model fails. He was
sanguine about limited, partial matches between domain and analogy because of the
importance he ascribed to the idea of limits for all models. E2 was oriented towards
problem solving. He stressed the importance of gaining an understanding of the problem
first to guide the choice of a problem solving strategy, and the importance of not relying on
only one method. E3 illustrated these principals in his strategy for tackling the circuits. He
felt his intuitions about the behavior of a circuit were often wrong, and he had trained
himself to be a ‘spiral problem solver,’ first ‘fooling’ with the circuit and generating some
intuitions, then checking his predictions by reverting to a formal mathematical model, then
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resolving contradictions within a causal model. E3 illustrated the importance of adroit
shifts from model to model in expen reasoning. The ability to shift from model to model
productively rather than destructively was a major factor in the explanations of all three
expens.
The remainder of the expen maps were devoted to their explanations of various
aspects of the circuits, including field, potential, current, capacitor, emf source, and
resistance. The expert explanations that bear on their general approach to modelling circuits
are shown in Table 5.5.
Table 5.5
Expert Table of Approaches to Modelling Circuits

E2

El
IF SOMETHING DISAPPEARS
HERE THEN SOME HAS GOT TO
APPEAR THERE
/IN
SECURE FORM OF REASONING
LIFE.. LIVED AT A
MACROSCOPIC LEVEL [TO]
MOVE FROM EXPERIENCESTART THERE
MICROSCOPIC PICTURE.. GETS
.. INTO A LEVEL OF DETAIL
THAT CAN BE .. PARALYZING
CONVENTIONAL FLOW
/IN
MORE THAN THE NORMAL
AMOUNT. LESS THAN THE
NORMAL AMOUNT OF ONE
[KIND OF CHARGE]
MOVING SUBSTANCE DOESN’T
COME ONLY FROM THE
BATTERY

IS THERE A CONSERVED
QUANTITY
CURRENTS ARE REAL AND
CONSERVED
/IN
KIRCHOFF’S LAW
LOWEST RESISTANCE PATH
/IN
FOLLOW [PATH] DOWN .. AT
EVERY STEP ASK .. IF YOU
WERE A CURRENT, WHICH
WOULD BE .. EASIEST WAY TO
GO .. TO FIND THE PATH OF
LEAST RESISTANCE
/IN
SIMPLIFY CIRCUIT SO YOU
DON’T HAVE TO LOOK AT ..
WHOLE THING

E3
CONSERVATION OF CHARGE..
[IS] MY APPROACH TO CIRCUITS
/IN
I THINK THAT CONSERVATION
OF CHARGE IS .. ONE OF THE
MOST IMPORTANT CONCEPTS
IN ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS
LOOK AT .. DIFFERENCE IN
POTENTIAL
/IN
DON’T THINK ABOUT
POTENTIALS AT POINTS ..
ALMOST OF LITTLE VALUE ..
WHEN.. DOING REAL
ELECTRICITY

ELECTRICAL IMPULSE..
TRAVELS AT ALMOST THE
SPEED OF LIGHT

/IN
ELECTRONS IN .. WIRE REALLY
MOVE .. VERY, VERY SLOWLY ..
HARDLY MOVE AT ALL

All experts cited conservation reasoning at some point. El and E2 regarded such
considerations as important and reliable, ‘secure,’ as El said. However, El and E2 both
tended to build causal models from the effects of current and potential differences. E3
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relied on conservation of charge to explain every capacitor circuit He explained the single
capacitor circuit using conservation of charge as the main cause of behavior. Where he
mentioned potential difference, it was as an effect of conservation of charge. El s
preference for explanations at a macroscopic level led him to prefer conventional flow and
the analogue of potential to pressure, which appears in the following table. El felt that an
essential concept that students could construct using these circuits was that the moving
substance in the current came from the wires, capacitor plates, and other components of the
circuit as well as from the battery. E2’s approach to modelling circuits involved the
strategy of following the path of least resistance to simplify the circuit. He tended to
explain circuits serially. He used his fusion model of flow for current, tapping but domain
concepts such as field and potential difference when needed. E2’s contrast of the electrical
impulse with the movement of electrons was used by the researcher during the interview
with S8. this exchange is discussed in Section 5.2.1.1. S8 used the researcher s
explanation of the impulse to patch his water flow analogy, shifting his focus from the path
of the water to the path of waves in the water.
Table 5.6 shows the expert maps that have bearing on the capacitor model. These
were drawn from the rows on capacitance and potential difference in the expert tables.
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Table 5.6
Capacitor Models

CONVENTIONAL PRESSURE
CORRESPOND TO POTENTIAL

TO UNDERSTAND CAPACITORS
.. HAVE TO GET INTO ..
ELECTRIC FIELD

PRESSURE .. HIGH WHERE WE
PUT SOME IN .. WHERE WE
DEPLETE.. LOW WHATEVER
MOVES IN ON THE LEFTHAND
SIDE .. IS RAISING THE
PRESSURE ON THE OTHER SIDE
[OF THE CAPACITOR]

IDEA THAT IF.. CLOSER
TOGETHER THE ATTRACTION
AND REPULSION .. IS GOING TO
BE STRONGER IS .. SIMPLE
ENOUGH THAT .. DON’T NEED
TO MAKE IT ANY SIMPLER

lh

STATIC PRESSURE .. WHEN YOU
COMPRESS rr IT WILL SPRING
BACK

SELF CAPACITANCE TENDS TO
BE OF IMPORTANCE WHEN ..
UNINTENDED. .. MESSES UP
THE CIRCUIT

/IN

PCs

[BATTERY AS] A SOURCE OF
CONSTANT PRESSURE
DIFFERENCE
MOVING SUBSTANCE HAD TO ..
COME FROM THIS CONDUCTING
ISLAND [BETWEEN CAPACITORS
IN SERIES]

E3

E2

El

UNNECESSARY COMPLICATING
FACTOR
SELF CAPACITANCE OF YOUR
BODY/IN
TAKING ELECTRONICS LAB ..
CIRCUIT .. WOULDN’T WORK ..
ALL OF A SUDDEN .. START TO
WORK .. TAKE YOUR FINGER
OFF .. WOULD STOP.JUST
ACCIDENTLY FOUND
[SOMEWHERE YOU NEEDED A
CAPACITANCE]

BECAUSE OF CONSERVATION
[OF CHARGE].. GOT TO HAVE ..
SAME CHARGE GOING [INTO
BATTERY ].. AS .. HAVE GOING
OUT [OF BATTERY]
CAN ALWAYS GET MORE
CHARGE ONTO .. CAPACITOR IF
.. PUSH HARD ENOUGH
NOT AN ANALOGY .. BATTERIES
AND CAPACITORS ARE THE
SAME DAMN THING

/IN

CAPACITOR IS .. RESIDIENT
DEVICE .. AMOUNT OF CHARGE
THAT.. CAPACITOR CAN HOLD
.. IS .. FUNCTION OF ..
POTENTIAL DIFFERENCE
ACROSS

REALLY CAN’T EXPLAIN [TWO
CAPACITORS IN SERIES] IN
TERMS OF SELF CAPACITANCE

In their capacitor models, El, E2 and E3 took different approaches. E2 modelled the
capacitor using electric fields to explain potential difference. He felt that the idea of
attraction and repulsion was simple enough to be taught without the aid of analogies, which
might be an ‘unnecessary complicating factor.’ In keeping with his focus on the exceptions
to idea models in lab experience and applications, he discussed self capacitance as a
confounding factor in lab, and the self capacitance of the body. Self capacitance, the filling
of a component with one type of charge, can explain flow in a single capacitor circuit
without the aid of attraction and repulsion if the battery’s role as a pushing and pulling
agent is emphasized. El’s air flow analogy relies on self capacitance, the filling and
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emptying of each plate to work. E2 felt that circuit 9, as it could not be explained in terms
of self capacitance, would prove a valuable tool to get students into explanations of
attraction and repulsion. Many of the patches explanations discussed in Section 5.2.1 were
stimulated by the failure of self capacitance to model flow in the analogies for circuit 9.
El consistently used the air flow analogy to explain circuits with capacitors, with a
focus on pressure as potential. His match of the concept of pressure to potential was
brought into play in the domain as well as explicitly in the analogy. He discussed the
difference between seeing pressure as ‘electron pressure’ and as ‘conventional pressure,
based on the different ways of modelling current. El’s use of pressure reflected a
longstanding patch of pressure, into various domain and analogy models, with the scope
of the idea carefully delimited. This patch was motivated by pedagogical goals stemming
from his long experience in teaching, and by considerations of the history of science.
El:

The property that pushes... I can't think of any better definition of that
property than [Alessandro Volta], who invented the same idea in 1778.
He called it "electric tension," and our phrase "high tension wire" comes
from it He stated very clearly, "What I mean by 'electric tension' is the
effort to push itself out." .. the pressure of a contained compressed
substance, like compressed air. Just striving to push itself out. That's
the idea of the pressure I'm talking about. ..

By using pressure, El could restore Volta’s original formulation of potential as a kind of
spring, deformed by the effects of the circuit, storing potential energy in that deformation,
and springing back when the cause of the deformation was removed. This was a very
good model for effects of potential in a capacitor.
El:

I think .. in the seventeenth century people knew that air was
compressible... They spoke of the spring of the air,.. They thought of
air as like a spring. .. I think they were thinking of it as a static
pressure.. —I'm just raising this to point out that you don't have to .. go
to a microscopic picture... Of the origin of pressure, the main thing is
just that.. your intuition about air is that when you compress it, it will
spring back. This is not electrons, this is propositional knowledge,
isn't it?

Thus, the idea of pressure created by conventional current served to model potential,
introduce the behavior of a spring to model the shifts in potential energy, and delimit the
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‘microscopic picture,’ which El felt was pedagogically inappropriate for an introduction to
circuits. Thus, El’s explanations reflected the longstanding effects of the types of
modifications observed in the pilot and current studies, modifications to secure pedagogical
goals such as control level of detail, modifications performed and harmonized over a long
experience of teaching circuits.
E3 modelled the capacitor with conservation of charge as an explanation for the
shift in potential on the plates. The only analogy E3 approved in the course of the
interview was the device analogy between the battery and the capacitor. He may have
approved it because he felt it was almost an identity. El touched on this matter during his
review of his own expert map.
El:

And you can look at a battery, if you want to, as a self charging
capacitor. It’s got these two metal.. terminals at the ends, to that extent
it’s like a capacitor. But it’s got this pump inside, which the capacitor
doesn’t have. .. There is .. a structural link between a battery and a
capacitor. .. To say a battery is a source of constant pressure difference
makes it sound .. like a capacitor...

Like El, E3 felt that the capacitors were valuable teaching tools. He discussed why while
explaining circuit 9.
R:
E3:

Ok, value for students?
Again,.. I think it’s two things. I think that one is the conservation of
charge, that it’s not a matter of current getting here [indicating left plate
of left capacitor] and stopping and not getting that bulb to light at all.
[indicating middle bulb] .. And the second thing is.. what is potential?
.. It’s the notion of increasing the potential across the circuit... It’s
useful in the sense that.. I think conservation of charge is .. one of the
most important concepts in electrical circuits. .. It takes people a long
time to get it... Each time you do it, it reinforces this notion that this is
an important concept. And .. this will do it. [indicating circuit 9]

S6 appealed to conservation of charge to direct his repair of the water flow analogy with a
patch designed to keep the amount of water in the combined analogue plates constant. The
other advanced students, S7 and S8, tended to cite potential difference or attraction and
repulsion of charges to explain induction.
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While E2’s approach to capacitors was based on a micro-level explanation of
attraction and repulsion between charges, El’s was based on the idea of pressure
difference, and E3’s was based on the idea of conservation of charges. All three
approaches to capacitors could be observed in the student models. E2 used attraction and
repulsion to supplement his fluid model, while El focussed on pressure supported by his
air flow model. E3 remained within the domain and relied on the law of conservation of
charge and his formal mathematical models to keep his vigorous and unruly intuitions in
harness.
The primary alternative reasoning strategy that concerned the experts was a reliance
on a serial explanation for the circuit without considering system-wide effects. Circuits are
notorious for tripping up students who use this strategy, which cannot explain the
balancing processes of equilibrium. Chi and Slotta discuss this issue, which is reviewed in
chapter 2, emphasizing what they consider to be the acausal nature of synchronous
equilibrium processes such as this (Chi and Slotta, 1993). Table 5.7 shows the alternative
reasoning strategies the experts discussed. These explanations are drawn from the rows on
pedagogical issues in the expert tables.
Table 5.7
Alternative Reasoning Strategies

E2

El
local reasoning

A

♦WHAT HAPPENS HERE IS NOT
INFLUENCED BY WHAT
HAPPENS ANYWHERE ELSE
SEQUENTIAL REASONING

A
*THAT upstream can
influence downstream and
not the other way around

E3

♦DIVE RIGHT IN AND START
WRITING .. CIRCUIT
EQUATIONS
A
♦STUDENTS LIKE TO HAVE ..
STEP BY STEP PROCEDURE

/STUDENT MODELS THAT MAKE
INCORRECT PREDICTIONS/..
VERY GOOD .. IF YOU GIVE
[STUDENTS] A CHANCE TO TEST
THEIR PREDICTIONS

/X\

DISSUADE PEOPLE FROM USING
.. SERIAL ANALOGY [WITH
CAPACITOR CIRCUITS]

PROBLEM .. WHAT CHANGES ..
HAVE TO KNOW .. HOW .. [THAT
CHANGE] .. GOING TO CHANGE
.. PROBLEM TO KNOW .. RIGHT
APPROACH
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El and E3 both mention the sequential strategy for modelling a circuit by following the path
of the flow from source to sink, referred to by El as ‘sequential reasoning’ and by E3 as
the ‘serial analogy.’ El appeared to view the cause of this approach as the effects of a
strategy, where E3 viewed it as the effects of a mismatched analogy. El also discussed
local reasoning, in which all the elements of the system are viewed in isolation. E2
discussed the sequential strategy in the problem solving context, ‘dive right in and start
writing’ as the desire for a ‘step by step procedure.’ This strategy is undermined by the
problem of needing to understand the circuit to know the right method to solve it.
These alternative strategies lead to the alternative concepts, shown in Table 5.8. E2
discussed few alternative concepts. E3 saw alternative concepts as an opportunity,
mentioning the ‘serial analogy’ and the two way flow model, observed in the explanations
of S4 and reported in Section 5.2.3. In contrast, El provided a number of examples of
alternative concepts, many of which were observed in the students in this study.
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Table 5.8
Expert Table of Alternative Concepts

El
♦HUGE DIFFICULTY .. TO
TRANSFER ELECTROSTATIC
ideas into circuits

E2
♦COMMON SENSE TELLS YOU
THE CAPACITOR SHOULDN’T
WORK

♦DON’T HAVE A CONCEPT OF
ELECTRIC POTENTIAL AS A
CAUSAL AGENT
♦CAPACITOR LETS SOMETHING
THROUGH
♦GTVE UP CIRCUITAL FLOW
♦CONFUSION BETWEEN
ENERGY AND CHARGE

E3
GOOD IF YOU TEST
♦CURRENT STARTS OUT OVER
HERE [ON BATTERY’S OUTFLOW SIDE] AND .. GOES UP ..
AND .. GETS TO HERE, [PLATE
ON BATTERY’S OUT FLOW SIDE]
AND .. CAN’T GET ANYWHERE
/IN
♦VERY.. BRIGHT ENGINEERING
PEOPLE USING .. LANGUAGE ..
[LIKE] CURRENT STARTS OUT
OVER [AT BATTERY’S OUTFLOW SIDE]
♦MODEL WHERE.. CURRENT
GOES OUT FROM BOTH SIDES
OF .. BATTERY AT THE SAME
TIME

[CHARGE] COMING FROM THE
BATTERY .. GOING OUT AND
GETTING USED UP
♦BATTERY ORIGIN..
EVERYTHING THAT MOVES
COMES FROM THE BATTERY
♦BATTERY AGENCY ..
BATTERY IS DOING
EVERYTHING, NO OTHER
CURRENT PROPELLING AGENT
IN THE CIRCUIT
♦BATTERY AUTONOMY..
AMOUNT [OF MOVING
SUBSTANCE] IS DETERMINED
ONLY BY THE BATTERY
♦[RESISTANCE AS] FILTER
/X\
HAZARD
/X\
FILTER CAN .. MEAN REMOVING
SOME COMPONENT

El felt that electrostatic ideas did not lead to strong models in students, preferring to start
with potential as a cause of behavior, using the analogy to pressure to support that role. He
felt models in which flow from the battery was used up, lost, or stored in the capacitor
were based on a confusion between energy and charge. Sequential reasoning helped
develop this concept, as well as the concepts of battery origin, agency, and autonomy, all
of which consider almost every aspect of the behavior of the circuit to be a consequence of
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the battery. The concept of battery origin in particular produces a strong conflict when the
insulator between the capacitor plates is encountered. The results of one such conflict are
detailed in Section 5.2.1.2, in which the insulating features of the capacitor were modified
to let flow through by students S4 and S14. El also discussed the hazards of viewing
resistors as filters, a device analogy used by S5 and discussed in Section 5.2.2.
Table 5.9 shows the expert comments against system analogies, the bane of E3.
All three experts gave reasons not to use analogies. Most of their concerns had to do with
the complications of modelling a complete system with another complete system.
Table 5.9
Against System Analogies

El

E2

E3

♦TROUBLE.. WHEN SWITCHING
BACK AND FORTH BETWEEN
IMAGERY

CAN’T THINK OF ANY
ANALOGY THAT’S SIMPLER
THAN [LIKE CHARGES ..
REPELLING, UNLIKE CHARGES
ATTRACTING]

♦FAILURES OF ANALOGIES ARE
.. THE .. IDEA .. THAT .. WE .. AS
TEACHERS CAN .. USE THEM IN
TEACHING
/IN
♦MISTAKE TO .. SUGGEST
CONSTRUCTIONS TO PEOPLE

♦ONCE PEOPLE BEGIN TO LEAN
ON ANYTHING .. FOR SUPPORT
.. IT GETS .. MESSY IN TRYING
FROM A DIFFERENT WAY

/IN

GIVEN THAT [STUDENTS]
UNDERSTAND BASIC
ELECTROSTATICS

♦I THINK [ANALOGIES] ARE
TERRIBLE
/IN
♦FIND THAT PEOPLE
INVARIABLY GET SCREWED UP
WITH .. WATER FLOW MODEL
[CIRCUIT 10]
/X\
I CAN’T GET INTO THAT. I JUST
CAN’T... I CAN’T DO IT. .. IT’S
MORE WORK THAN IT’S WORTH

While El discussed the hazards of shifting between models, he was willing to work with
analogies and multiple analogies, preferring to teach the limits of the models. During the
review, El qualified his statements.
I wouldn’t want to get too negative about that trouble. You know, there
are trade-offs .. involved in everything you try to do.
E2 generally considered system analogies superfluous and an ‘unnecessary complicating
factor,’ as discussed previously. However, for concepts he considered elusive, such as the
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electrical impulse and transfer of energy, E2 proposed a system analogy. E3 was simply
against analogies presented by the teacher. E3 was also unable to explain circuit 10, which
asked students to use the air flow conception of pressure to produce a causal explanation
the process of coming into a steady state. He did not specify the reason for his rejection,
but it appeared to be the request to explain the instantaneous process of coming into a
steady state stretched out in time as a succession of causes.
Table 5.10 shows the numerous examples of system analogies presented by the
experts. E2’s analogy of pressure to potential and air flow to conventional current is
included, as are E2’s analogy to distinguish energy transfer and material transfer. In
addition to citing the ‘balls on strings,’ E2 approved the train analogy, which was
suggested by the researcher and drawn from Joshua and Dupin (Joshua and Dupin, 1987).
This analogy was not of much use for students in the current study because it could not
model the capacitor well enough. E3 cited no system analogies in his explanations, but his
comments on the water flow analogy and the pressure analogy in circuit 10 are included
again as they bear on specific analogies.
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Table 5.10
System Analogies

El
CONVENTIONAL PRESSURE
PRESSURE CORRESPOND TO
POTENTIAL
/IN

PRESSURE .. HIGH WHERE WE
PUT SOME IN .. WHERE WE
DEPLETE.. LOW WHATEVER
MOVES IN ON THE LEFTHAND
SIDE.. IS RAISING THE
PRESSURE ON THE OTHER SIDE
[OF THE CAPACITOR]
/IN

STATIC PRESSURE .. WHEN YOU
COMPRESS IT IT WILL SPRING
BACK
/IN

[BATTERY AS] A SOURCE OF
CONSTANT PRESSURE
DIFFERENCE
♦ONLY ONE KIND OF MOVING
SUBSTANCE

E2
SHOWS HOW.. ENERGY
TRANSFERRED WITH VERY
LITTLE MATERIAL TRANSFER
/IN
THAT TOY WHERE YOU HAVE ..
BALLS ON STRINGS .. AND ..
DROP THE FIRST ONE, AND ..
LAST ONE JUMPS OFF .. GOOD
ANALOGY
/IN
/TRAIN ON A TRACK ANALOGY/
.. GOOD ONE FOR SHOWING
WHAT ELECTRONS ARE DOING

E3
♦FIND THAT PEOPLE
INVARIABLE GET SCREWED UP
WITH .. WATER FLOW MODEL
[CIRCUIT 10]
/X\
I CAN’T GET INTO THAT. I JUST
CAN’T... I CANT DO IT... IT’S
MORE WORK THAN IT’S WORTH

FUNDAMENTAL ANALOGY
BETWEEN [GRAVITY AND
ELECTRICITY]
/IN
YOU CAN TAKE THIS ANALOGY
A LOT FARTHER .. AS FAR AS
YOU WANT TO GO

/IN

♦AREN’T TWO KINDS OF WATER

/IN

♦THERE’S NOT POSITIVE AND
NEGATIVE AIR

TEMPERATURE AROUND A
FLAME REALLY ISN’T THERE
UNTIL YOU STICK YOUR
FINGER THERE TO EXPERIENCE

rr

CANDLE FLAME HAS HIGH,
LESS HIGH, LESS HIGH
TEMPERATURE
A PIECE OF ICE HAS LOW, LESS
LOW, LESS LOW, LESS LOW
MAKE A CIRCUIT BETWEEN THE
HOT PART .. AND THE LESS HOT
PART .. NOT CHARGE WILL
FLOW BUT ENERGY WELL FLOW

AIR RESERVOIRS .. EXPLAINING
[CAPACITOR] IN TERMS OF SELF
CAPACITANCE
/X\
♦REALLY CAN’T EXPLAIN [TWO
CAPACITORS IN SERIES] IN
TERMS OF SELF CAPACITANCE
AT THE MATHEMATICAL LEVEL
.. [ELECTRIC FIELD AND
TEMPERATURE FIELD] ARE
VERY CLOSE
/X\
♦AT.. REALLY FUNDAMENTAL
LEVEL .. NOT THE SAME
/X\
[ICE CUBE].. NOT RADIATING
COLD, .. RADIATING LESS HEAT
/X\
NO HEAT CONDUCTORS .. AS
GOOD AS WIRE AT ELECTRICAL
CONDUCTING

E2 drew a distinction between a fundamental analogy, such as gravity and electricity,
which he felt could be elaborated ‘a lot farther,’ and an analogy at the mathematical level,
such as between heat and temperature. He approved of the fit in the mathematical model,
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but pointed out the limits of the analogy. El had suggested ice as a match to negative
charge,

but E2 felt that the underlying behavior did not match. Both El and E2 similar

limits for the air flow analogy.
In general, El and E2 used system analogies opportunistically, delimiting,
repairing, and shifting analogies whenever needed. The one opinion of analogies all
experts appeared to agree on was that device analogies were valuable teaching tools. In
addition to his air flow model, El used device analogies to distinguish the functions of the
battery.
El;

You take the battery out and you replace it with a hand generator. A
hand generator doesn't get used like a battery does; it's a pump. The
energy sources, the muscles of your arms, so you've physically
separated two things which are conflated in a battery, namely: the pump
and the energy which actuates the pump so the students can see...
It takes the conflict between using it up and not using it up, by
separating the two functions; physically separating the two functions of
the battery .. pumping and energy source. ..The generator is the pump
and the muscle is the energy source.

E3 also discussed a device analogy to the battery. In fact, device analogies were the only
type E3 would consider proposing. He enthusiastically assented to the researcher’s
assessment of device analogies. In addition, the only analogy other than the fluid model E2
proposed was a device analogy for the capacitor. His device analogy was a characteristic
fusion model, in which the supporting context was provided by the analogy, a bucket for
each plate, but the relations were provided by the domain, the repulsion of electrons in a
bucket. He may have felt an obligation to come up with some kind of analogy, as the
researcher was asking his opinion about them. Table 5.11 summarized the device
analogies cited by the experts.
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Table 5.11
Device Analogies

E3

E2

El
[BATTERY AS]
HAND GENERATOR
/X\
PHYSICALLY SEPARATED TWO
THINGS WHICH ARE
CONFLATED IN A BATTERY..
THE PUMP AND THE ENERGY
WHICH ACTUATES THE PUMP

THINK OF EACH CAPACITOR
PLATE AS .. BUCKET OF
ELECTRONS. RATHER THAN..
CAPACITOR AS A WHOLE
THINK IN TERMS OF..
CURRENT AS BEING
SOMETHING FLOWING..

/IN
RESISTANCES ..AS.. LIKE ..
LARGE OR.. SMALL
CONSTRICTION OF.. PIPE
/XN
ALTHOUGH MORE ABSTRACTLY
THAN THAT
/IN
AN AREA OF .. WIRE WHERE
[CURRENT] .. DOESN’T FLOW AS
EASILY

/DEVICE ANALOGIES THAT ARE
SO LIMITED THAT.. CAN’T BE
SEEN TELLING WHAT THE
CIRCUIT IS .. SLIGHTLY LESS
INTRUSIVE THAN SYSTEM
ANALOGIES/

/IN
RIGHT. MY GOD, I’VE NEVER
THOUGHT OF THIS BEFORE
SEE CAPACITOR AS .. ANOTHER
FORM OF BATTERY, OR
BATTERY AS .. ANOTHER FORM
OF.. CAPACITOR
IF PERSON HAD ALREADY SEEN
[CAPACITOR] .. LIKE A
DRUMHEAD.. [SHOULDN’T TRY
TO ALTER MODEL]

/IN
PUSH .. DRUM HEAD .. GIVES ..
PUSH HARDER, IT GIVES ..
MORE, AND THEN .. MORE ..
PUSH, .. MORE IT GIVES ..
UNTIL THE THING BREAKS

E2’s fusion analogy for water flow is shown here. The entities in the system were taken
from the analogy, and the behavioral relations were drawn from the analogy where they
match. The model was supplemented by domain relations and generalizations between
domain and analogy, as in the model of resistance, where the effects of a narrow pipe were
patched directly into the model.
E3 discussed a device analogy of the capacitor plate to a drum head that is
reminiscent of the repairs made to the air flow analogy by students S6, S7, S8 and S14, all
of which are discussed in Section 5.2.1.1. He was responding here to a question from the
researcher on the idea of modelling a capacitor plate as a wastebasket. Although he
objected less strenuously to device analogies, the idea of a teacher’s analogy interfering
with a student’s device analogy bothered him intensely.
E3:

It’s all right... If people are predicting things accurately, I tend to leave
them alone,.. and .. whatever construction they’re using... Because I
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R.
P3.

think .. if the person had a successful model in the first place, no matter
how ‘ridiculous’ or ‘stupid’ the thing is .. in yQUI mind, if it works,
then leave him alone, [laughs]
I would never consider anything ridiculous or stupid.
Right! Just leave him alone, for God’s sakes .. because .. if you try to
alter and say, ‘listen. I’ve got a nice model here,.. I see these thmgs as
wastebaskets,’ well if the person had already seen it some other way,..
like a drumhead, or something,.. when you push on a drum head it
gives, and if you push harder it gives some more, and then you can
keep pushing, and the more you push, the more it gives,.. until the ..
thing breaks,.. that’s all right too. So you see it as .. a drum head,.. I
don’t care how you see it, just see it.

E3 was more comfortable with the analogy of capacitor to battery precisely because he
thought it was almost an identity. The imposition by a teacher on a student of a model that
would fail in some respect, as all analogies ultimately do, was his greatest concern. His
was a purist view of the danger that students would elaborate an analogy beyond its proper
scope and limits, or patch analogical concepts into the domain incorrectly, a danger of
which all the experts were aware. Device analogies are safer because they are presented
with the necessary delimitation of the model’s proper scope built in; the analogy is
presumed to apply only to the device. That was why E2 and E3 preferred device analogies.
System analogies are very dangerous; device analogies are somewhat dangerous.
Despite the dangers of over-elaboration, an expert such as E2 used fused, modified
and broken-in analogies to reason about difficult circuits. When he explained the circuits,
he constructed new delimited analogies to illustrate his points. El relied on the air flow
analogy applied to carefully selected problems to teach students to use potential as a causal
concept by tapping their knowledge about pressure as a causal concepts. Both are used by
some teachers, although they may be abjured by others. Once an analogy is rattling around
in a student's head, all sorts of modifications may occur. This study is intended to examine
such modifications, whether they result in a correctly repaired model, or an alternative
model. A greater knowledge of the possibilities as regards students at different levels of
knowledge and background may help guide the use of analogies and the teaching of their
limits.
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This section concludes with a discussion of a fusion model E2 constructed to
explain circuit 11, which was not reported elsewhere. E2’s drawing of this analogy and
the researcher’s drawing of the stages of the corresponding circuit, are shown in Figure
5 1

The three stages under discussion show all the bulbs lit before the capacitor was

linked in, at point a, the middle bulb out after the capacitor was linked in, at points b and c,
and all the bulbs lit once the capacitor had charged, with no more flow through points d and
e. To explain how the charging of the capacitor caused the flow of the circuit to bypass the
middle bulb, E2 drew the three systems at the right. The middle system at f was a fusion
of the current flow in the domain model, where flow continued around the circuit, and a
device analogy of the capacitor to a point, shown to the right of f. The pond during the last
two stages is shown at g and h.

Researcher Drawing of the Stages of the Corresponding Circuit; Expert Drawing of
Water Flow Fusion Model
Figure 5.1
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As the pond filled, no flow escaped it, matching the darkened middle bulb. Once the pond
was filled, the flow passed on, matching the return of light to the middle bulb. However,
as the pond filled, no flow was permitted out. this is what matched the darkened middle
bulb. This would mean that there would in fact be no flow below the capacitor, through c.
This was not consistent with E2’s prediction that the bottom bulb at c would light during
the middle stage. In fact, E2 had delimited the portion of the circuit below c in his device
analogy of the pond to the capacitor. The system at f included the larger flow from the
domain, with the pond patched in to represent the capacitor and the middle bulb. The
systems at g and h represented a strictly delimited device analogy to the capacitor’s effect
on the middle bulb. The series of maps depicting this explanation are taken from E2’s
expert table, from the row on capacitance. Table 5.12 shows E2’s fusion model for this
circuit.
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Table 5.12
Expert E2’s Fusion Model for Circuit 11

domain models

ONCE FULLY CHARGED UP AT
THAT VOLTAGE.. [CAPACITOR]
WONT TAKE ANYMORE
CHARGE

ANALOGIES

DOMAIN-ANALOGY FUSION
MODELS

ONCE [POND] .. FILLED UP ..
WATER .. FLOWS IN ONE END ..
SAME AMOUNT .. GOING TO
FLOW OUT THE OTHER

/IN
—X >
MISLEADING BECAUSE..
[CURRENT'S ] NOT FLOWING IN
ONE END [OF CAPACITOR] AND
COMING OUT THE OTHER ..
[CURRENT'S] BYPASSING
[CAPACITOR] COMPLETELY
/IN
CURRENT FLOWS THROUGH
ONE PATH IN .. CIRCUIT AND
THEN .. FLOWS THROUGH
ANOTHER

/IN
[IN CIRCUIT 11 ] CURRENT
FLOWS .. [OUT OF BATTERY] ..
AND
[CURRENT] FLOWS .. [BACK
INTO BATTERY] [EVEN DURING
CHARGING]/

AS .. POND IS FILLING UP,
WATER FLOWING IN ONE END
IS NOT FLOWING OUT THE
OTHER
JUST CONCENTRATING ON ..
POINT WHERE.. CURRENT
DECIDES WHICH PATH TO TAKE
<—X—
WITH .. POND .. DON’T HAVE
TWO ALTERNATE PATHS
WHEN FULL,.. WATER DOWN
[AT BOTTOM OF POND] JUST
SITS THERE AND .. RIVER ..
JUST RUNS ACROSS .. SURFACE
AND OUT .. OTHER SIDE
<—.X-

It,
CURRENT FLOWING THROUGH
.. SECOND LAMP IS ACTUALLY
COMING FROM .. CAPACITOR

<—X—

/IN.. [POND] ANALOGY
[CURRENT] STOPS IN .. LAKE
WHILE .. LAKE’S FILLING/
/X\
CAN COME UP WITH THINGS
[TO MATCH FLOW BACK INTO
BATTERY]
/X\
BUT.. MORE COMPLICATED
THAN WHAT YOU’RE TRYING
TO EXPLAIN

<-X

GO BACK TO .. ANALOGY .. TWO
PLATES ARE LIKE TWO HALF
FILLED BUCKETS OF ..
ELECTRONS, OR WATER

ft,

CURRENT FLOWING IN,
FILLING UP THIS BUCKET, AND
[CURRENT IS] .. FLOWING OUT,
BEING REPELLED

The path of the discourse can be followed from left to right and top to bottom. The
supporting links are shown for this map, which occupied three columns in the table. E2’s
original domain explanation for the filled capacitor is shown in the top left hand comer.
His device analogy appears to the right, in the fusion column. He matched his analogy
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back to the domain and discovered a contradiction: the capacitor was bypassed when full,
as his pond was not. He elaborated his device analogy to match the domain by describing
the path of the water across the surface of the filled pond as a bypass of the pond. The
contradiction between the complete cessation of flow downstream while the pond was
filling and the continued flow around the domain system while the capacitor was charging
did not trouble E2 because he was modelling that loop in the domain. E2’s fusion analogy
was thus a composition of a delimited analogy within a domain model. The researcher s
objections to the contradiction that had not troubled E2 are shown in the right column
because the researcher was treating this model as a system analogy of the river and pond to
the entire circuit. E2’s response to these objections was to delimit the pond analogy and
advise a return to another fusion model: that of electrons flowing into and out of a bucket.
In this exchange, the researcher was in the role of the student, genuinely unaware at this
point of E2’s strategy. E2’s response can be seen as setting an example of the canny use of
delimited device analogies and patched domain model to produce an integrated fusion
model that matches the circuit. This was the same sort of behavior the advanced students
exhibited, patching analogies where they failed to produce correct models. E2’s melding of
domain and analogy was more radical, more integrated, but it used the same techniques of
setting boundaries and substituting parts of the model. During the review, E2 discussed
the issue of device analogies.
R:
E2:

You seemed to be combining some analogy terms and a lot of domain
relations.
A lot of times you see analogies where .. you set up a whole parallel
system, and .. one problem with that is .. the kind of circuits you’re
talking about here are so simple, that to ask the student to learn this
whole parallel system, which .. can’t be much simpler than the thing
you’re supposed to be understanding,.. and which obviously .. can’t
be as accurate as understanding the circuit itself, it.. seems like that’s
not a good way to go.

E2 then gave his reasons for preferring analogies to devices and components,
recommending using the circuit itself as a framework.
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£2:

I like analogies on a one component level, what does this component
do. There, analogies.. are useful to get the student to get some kind of
a feeling for how that behaves, but when you start putting them together
into circuits,.. at that point.. if they have a feeling for what each of the
components do, I think they can use the circuit itself as the framework.
.. There has to be something familiar there for the students to get a grip
on, and .. that’s why I think that familiar thing should be at the most
basic level, the individual components.

The researcher asked E2 if he used device analogies and fusion analogies as an expert
working with circuits. He confirmed using both.
r:

E2:
R:
E2:

Do you feel like you have that kind of component analogy when you
think about circuits, if you have to come up with a causal model and
work it out?
Yes. Yes.
.. Would you say that over the years you’ve .. combined bits of analogy
and bits of the domain in the ways you’ve seen it work?
Yes.

Thus, E2’s explanations provide evidence that these modifications can be an important
skill in their own right in developing and maintaining expert knowledge of the circuit
While the advanced students, who had mastered the circuits they were being taught and
were not yet facing the task of modelling circuits without the aid of a teacher might be less
likely to need fusion analogies as an aid to causal reasoning about the circuit, E2 was an
example of an expert who did.
The expert models appeared to reflect the result of many years of analogical
modifications. El’s models involved the careful delimitation and elaboration of analogies
to serve pedagogical goals. E2’s involved the delimitation and patching of device analogies
into domain models and fluid analogies to serve mainly explanatory goals. They appeared
to reflect the result of patching in domain and analogical as needed to resolve conflicts or
fill gaps in the model. They appeared to reflect the results of elaborating to analogical
relations where the domain was vague and elaborating in the domain where the limits of the
analogy made a delimitation of it necessary. E3’s involved a radical delimitation of the
scope of those analogies he allowed to respect the students’ spontaneous mental structures
as much as possible. All of these models appeared to reflect the results of delimitation of
the limits of the model, particularly of the limits of the analogy. All of the expert
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explanations suggest that the skills of delimiting, patching, and elaborating are vital to the
use and teaching of models for circuits.

S.J

student Explanations

When the students encountered failures in the analogies or in their domain models
for the circuits, they employed a variety of ingenious strategies to repair their models. The
student explanations for the circuits exhibited all three of the main strategies described in
the pilot study: patching, delimiting, and elaboration. These strategies were associated with
the same goals observed in the pilot study, including some that in the pilot had been
associated with the teacher.
Students with differing levels of knowledge about the circuits noticed different
model failures matching to different concepts in the domain. They thus applied their goals
and strategies in different ways to the failures as they perceived them. Section 5.3 provides
a full discussion of the results of the pretest and its bearing on the students’ differing levels
of knowledge. To summarize, students SI and S5 did not have a model for the capacitor
or induction and were thus considered beginning students in this domain. Students S4 and
S14 were confident that they had a model for the capacitor, but they did not have a reliable
grasp of induction. They were thus considered intermediate students in this domain.
Students S6, S7, and S8 exhibited confidence in their model for the capacitor and had a
reliable grasp of induction. They were thus considered expert students in this domain.
The expert students had a model for the capacitor that involved both a notion of the
filling and emptying of the plates by the current and a notion of distant action between the
plates. The intermediate students tended to focus only on the filling and emptying of the
plates, and the beginning students had almost no model for the capacitor. Table 5.13
summarizes the strategies and goals used by the students at each level of knowledge.
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Table 5.13
Summary of Strategies, Goals and Explanations

Strategy

Explanatory
Goals

Patching

Fix a Bad
Match

Target
Concept

Level of
Knowledge

Stu¬
dents

Num¬
ber of
Ex¬
plana¬
tions

Expert

S4
S6
S7
S8
S14

13

S4
S5
S7

4

SI
S4
S5

5

Intermediate

Delimiting

Persuade

Expert

Control Level
of Detail

Intermediate
Beginning

Avoid a
Conflict
Elaborating

Explain

Beginning
Intermediate

The strategy of patching a model was the most intrusive type of modification, as it
involved introducing new elements to an analogy. This strategy tended to be employed by
the more confident expert and intermediate students.

The strategy of delimiting a model,

which may reflect a lack of knowledge, a lack of confidence or an advanced knowledge of
the nature of models and their limits, was employed by students at all levels of knowledge.
The strategy of elaborating a model, was invited by the nature of the interview. Students
were all asked to explain the circuits using the analogies. Explaining is the goal associated
with elaborating; thus, they were all being asked to elaborate models for the analogies.
Some of the examples reported here involved inappropriate elaboration and illustrated the
hazards of analogies. Others illustrate the elaboration techniques of beginning students, the
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way in which they manage to match analogy and domain despite having less knowledge
and less confidence than the other students.
As in the pilot study, these explanations were mapped by the researcher. These
conceptual maps represent the researcher’s understanding of the explanation. The maps
can be found in the plates included as pocket material in Appendix E. As the student
explanations are discussed in the following sections, the corresponding maps will be
identified and discussed as well. The following keys show the extended symbol system
developed for these maps by the researcher during the process of generating them.
As the maps were hand-drawn so they could be produced in time for the student
review, differing fonts were no longer available. Terms were distinguished by different
types of bracketing symbols. Terms are framed in symbols that indicate the source of the
term. Terms drawn directly form the protocol are not framed. Terms given as
interpretation of pronouns or gestures are shown in brackets with the actual word or phrase
beneath in some cases a single phrase was expanded to several linked terms. Terms taken
from the explanations and used in the map were underlined within the explanations. Thus,
the sources of the maps can be easily seen. Table 5.14 shows the conventions representing
the different sources for the terms.
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Table 5.14
Conventions for Terms Used in Conceptual Maps

Key to Presentation of Terms

TERM

Term used by the student in an
explanation of the domain or analogy

/TERM/

Term used by the researcher in a
question or explanation

[TERM]
'reference

Researcher's interpretation of
student's reference, such as pronoun
or pointing

(TERM)

Term inserted into the map by the
researcher during analysis as an
interpretation of the context

The different types of links between terms indicated whether two terms were related as
parts of the same explanatory model, by referring to the same entities: two references to the
water flowing through the system, for example, by one of the three types of link implied by
an analogy mapping: an analogous match, a bad match or an unknown match. Table 5.15
shows the different types of links.
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Table 5.15
Conventions for Links Used in Conceptual Maps

Key to Presentation of Links

Links two terms used in an explanation, including
student terms, researcher terms, and student references
interpreted by the researcher

Links two terms inserted by the researcher as an
interpretation of the context

Logical or temporal link between parts of the model

=====

X —
ft*

Links two terms that refer to the same object in an
undetermined match
Links two contradicting or inconsistent terms in a bad
match

Links two analogous terms in a match
9
•

Links a term with an unknown match

The first four links involve links between the terms in a single explanation. These terms
would occur in close proximity in the text. A single unbroken line links two terms that are
directly related within an explanatory model: for example, ‘flows’ and the ‘water’ that
exhibits the behavior indicated by ‘flows.’ The single broken line is intended to suggest a
weaker version of the same link. It designates a link two or between those concepts
inserted by the researcher as an interpretation of the context to include omitted references,
limited consequences, and other terms judged by the researcher to bear some relation to the
explanation. The linked circle, generally presented with a term such as ‘then,’ ‘and,’ ‘or,’
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‘like,’ indicates a logical or temporal connection between parts of the explanatory model.
Such links are generally placed at the top of the model.
The last four links, all doubled horizontal lines, involve relations between different
models or different parts of a model, either analogical relations or references to the same
entity. The un-annotated doubled link indicates two terms, frequently pronouns or
pointing, that refer to the same physical entity. An example would be ‘the water’ and ‘it.’
The remaining three doubled links indicate the three possibilities in an analogical mapping
discussed before: an analogous match, a bad match, and an unknown match. In an
analogous match, the two terms correspond, in a bad match they contradict either in their
definitions or in their related features, in an unknown match no other term can be matched
to the term in question.
Table 5.16 presents the system of annotations developed to indicate the presence of
the strategies and modifications that arise in response to goals described by this study.
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Table 5.16
Conventions for Inserts and Modifications in Conceptual Maps

Key to Presentation of Inserts and Modifications

INSERT

■ LINKED
•
1 ADDITIONS'

PATCHED CONCEPT

Notation inserted into the map either after it
has already been reviewed by the student or
during the course of the student review

Contains a set of interlinked terms inserted
by the researcher as an interpretation of the
context

Final notation for a patched term added to
the model by the student

Alternate notation for a patched term added
to the model by the student

Boundary of model: concepts beyond are
unavailable for explanation

Boundary of model indicating terms and
concepts explicitly rejected by researcher
or student: a type of overt delimitation

Link between two related concepts
indicating elaboration

The only strategy with no special annotation to distinguish it is the strategy of elaborating,
in which new links and terms are introduced to the model by the student. All terms and
links introduced during elaboration are depicted in the unbroken single line shown at the
top of Table 5.15. In the course of developing the maps, the notation used by the
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researcher to depict patching evolved from a double circle to a bent arrow. In some of the
earlier maps, bent arrows have been inserted after the student review using the notation that
represents such editing, the boxed boundary. In some cases, the boxed insertions were
added during the review, generally by the researcher in response to the student’s
comments. These cases are distinguished in the discussion of the maps.
Because of the time constraint imposed by the necessity of finishing the maps in
time for the student review, these maps are more sprawling than those of the pilot study,
and cleave more closely to the text of the explanations. With only a few exceptions,
students rated these maps positively. Although some students found the maps forbiddingly
complicated, as, unfortunately, they are, all appeared to understand them well enough to
pronounce an opinion. The results of the student review will be discussed in Section
53.2.2. The following sections will describe the patching, delimiting, and elaborating
explanations in that order.

5,2.1

Patching Explanations

Some examples of the use of patching to repair bad matches in analogical
explanation are presented in the following section. The examples have been organized
according to the part of a student’s domain model involved in the failed match, the part that
elicits a repair of the analogy. These parts included the concept of induction, the need to
see the system as a complete circuit, the need to highlight the effect of the battery, and the
concept of equilibrium. In most cases, particularly the induction patches, students’ domain
models are accurate. However, in several cases, the part of a student’s domain model that
elicited the repair is incorrect, usually owing to an over generalized preconception. An
example would be seeing the insulating gap between a capacitor’s plates as a break in the
circuit, and repairing the analogy by introducing a path between the analogue plates.
The patches in these explanations affect three main areas of the circuit explanations.
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• Induction: Many of these analogies do not provide a match to the effect of the
electric field between the positive and negative plates of the capacitor. It is thus difficult to
explain why the analogue current should flow out of one plate’s analogue in response to a
buildup of analogue current in the other. A flow on both sides of the analogue circuit will
still occur as long as the analogue to the battery is considered to pull from one side as well
as push from the other. The induction patches either introduced a new element into the
system, usually placed between the two analogue plates, or modified an existing element.
• Unbroken Circuit: Some students felt that a path must exist through the capacitor
so that the current could flow from one end of the battery to the other in an unbroken
circuit. Unbroken circuit patches generally involved introducing some type of hole into the
barrier between the plate analogues.
• Broken Circuit: In contrast, other students changed the topology of the circuit
from a circular path of contiguous components to a linear system with the analogue plates at
either end. This broken circuit patch dealt with the need for a current shift in both plates by
maximizing the influence of the opposite ends of the analogue battery on the plates rather
than by inserting an element between the plates to model induction.
Issues in the uses and effects of these model repairs also arise from the classes of
knowledge in both domain model and analogical model involved in the matching and
repairs. Aside from the areas of circuit knowledge summarized above, the domain
concepts involved in the bad matches may be correct or incorrect. If the bad match occurs
between the analogy and correct domain concepts, the effect of the repair will be to fix a
model failure. The repair may also temper and strengthen the student’s confidence in the
domain concepts used to correct the analogy, by showing how their absence leads to
failures in the system’s functions. However, if the domain concepts are incorrect, the
result of a misconception or an over generalized preconception, the repair will not only
perpetuate a misconception from the domain into the analogy, it will block the student’s
sense of conceptual conflict and search for a resolution. The student may never learn the
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correct model or become aware of the problem. One of the pedagogical goals that analogies
serve in complicated domains like circuit theory is to generate such conflicts. Student
elaboration of a common sense analogy is an important tool for discovering as well as
remediating such misconceptions. If a domain misconception is patched into the analogy
but not mentioned by the student to his or her teacher, the process of remediation cannot
even begin. If analogies are to fulfil their potential as an indicator of students’ real mental
models and intuitions, as a way of tapping their commonsense knowledge and getting them
to accommodate as well as assimilate new knowledge, this potential pitfall must be
avoided.

5.2.1.1_Fixing a Pad Match to Induction

The most common model repair appeared to be the induction patch. Most of the
common analogies to circuits do not provide a mechanism for the charge on one plate of the
capacitor to affect the other plate and induce current flow. Of the analogies as originally
presented to the students, only the pinball system provided a physical mechanism to
produce an analogue to induction.1 Students used different strategies to handle the potential
model failure. The use of patching appeared to be associated with a more confident
knowledge of the role of induction. Three examples of induction patching are discussed in
Section 5.2.1.1.1. The first example was a model devised by S8 for Circuit 5 using an
analogy to water flowing between reservoirs. He modelled induction with a contact force
as one tank bumped the other. The last two used the compressions and expansion of air to
model induction. The second modelled induction in air flow systems with a flexible
membrane devised by S7. The third modelled induction in the air flow system with a

caPac'tor was modelled as a set of cups linked by a pivoting beam. As one cup filled with water, it
rnnw!,8™^ heavifT. The increased weight would push up the other cup, which might then empty and
£ro'? “ghter, further pulling down the first cup. The pivoting beam provided a physical link
u a mechanism for the state of one cup to influence the other.
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bellows compressed by a balloon devised by S14. S 14’s model succeeded two models in
which flow was achieved without a model for induction by violating the insulator between
the analogue plates. Without modelling induction, he restored this insulating function on
the next analogy to hockey teams, reported in Section 5.2.1.3. With this air flow analogy,
Si4 reclaimed his knowledge of induction between the plates, becoming confident enough
to patch the model to match the capacitor.
In Section 5.2.1.1.2, an induction patch that was based on a match between the
domain and a previous analogy is presented. To model an extended version of Circuit 6,
S6 patched the physical mechanism for induction from the pinball system, the pivot that
linked the two cups, into the water system, linking the two reservoirs both physically and
by cause and effect. Two other attempts to devise an induction patch based on a previous
analogy, one successful and one unsuccessful, are described in the next section.
In Section 5.2.1.1.3, two induction patches for air flow systems that were guided
and enabled by intervention from the researcher were discussed. Both students had used
induction patches in previous models. S8 and S6 had already developed the water flow
analogies discussed in Section 5.2.1.1.1 and Section 5.2.1.1.2. In both cases, they had
already begun to patch the air flow systems. Using his patched water flow system as a
model, S8 had successfully patched his air flow system, when the researcher’s
interpretation of his explanation caused him to expand his air flow patch. The researcher’s
intervention caused S8 to change the nature of his repair, but did not affect his original goal
to patch or the original strategy employed in his repair.
While S6 had also initiated the goal of patching the air flow system, suggesting two
unsuccessful patches, it was only the researcher’s modification of the air flow system that
enabled S6 to generate his patch. The researcher merged the walls and insulator of the two
tanks into a single divider, focussing S6’s strategy on a modification of that divider and
enabling him to postulate the same flexible membrane between the tanks that S7 had used.
Therefore, in the case of S6, it cannot be concluded that he would have successfully
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repaired the analogy without the researcher’s intervention. From his unsuccessful attempts
to model induction with the pivot patch from his water flow analogy and the an air valve, it
can be concluded that S6 sought the goal to patch for that system before the researcher’s
intervention. It can also be concluded that S6 was able to provide a patch once the walls of
the tanks had been merged and his attention drawn to them.

5 21,1.1

Patching from the Current Analogy

Circuit 9 was unparalleled for inducing student to confront the need for induction
between the plates. Because two capacitors are in series, current in the section of the circuit
between them cannot be explained in terms of self capacitance, an emptying or filling of a
component by a particularly strong effect of the battery. That leaves only an influence from
one plate to its neighbor to explain that flow. This was thus the most valuable circuit for
inducting a conceptual change on the subject of induction. Circuit 12, which examined the
behavior of the components of the capacitor, was the most valuable for inducing students to
refine their model of the capacitor at the micro-level. The remainder of this section
discusses the induction patches.
S8’s repair of the water flow analogy was based on a term suggested by the
researcher. S8 had given a domain explanation of the path of the electron and the working
of repulsion and attraction between the two plates of the capacitor. This explanation was
stimulated by his four earlier repairs of the water flow analogy for Circuit 5. The four
earlier models will be discussed in Section 5.2.1.3, as they involve modifications to the
circular topology of the system as well as to its orientation with respect to gravity.
In his final version of his water flow analogy, S8 introduced induction through a
contact force. He placed the tanks close together and postulated that the motion of the
water against the wall of the right tank would move it just enough to bump the other tank.
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causing motion in the other tank’s water. This patch was inspired by the researcher s
comments about the motion of the electrons and used the concept ‘bump direcdy.
Yeah. There's one thing, though, that the two kinds of charge do that
the water doesn't.
Create a field across the capacitor?
•• right.
But there's, I'd have to think about a way you could model that with
water.

S8:
R:
gg:

S8 responded by producing the drawing shown in Figure 5.2. The circuit being modelled
is shown at the right. This system was seen from above, with the gravity vector oriented
into the page.

S8 Drawing of Water flow analogy; Corresponding Circuit 5a
Figure 5.2
S8 had initially patched only the orientation of gravity by constructing a system with the
circular shape of the domain system but as seen from above. S8’s earlier models of this
system altered the direction of gravity but always left it parallel to the page.
S8:

Make the pump some kind of thing like this, [drawing analogy 5] ..
And then have one reservoir be here, and one reservoir be here .. that's
just.. a rough sketch from the top, but these would be the same as the
reservoirs, and they'd have water at the bottoms of them, and then when
the pump pumped, it would pump the water over here,.. [indicating left
tank]
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S8’s intention at this point may have been to make the effect of the pump, or battery,
stronger by removing the effect of gravity on the force it exerted. Previous modifications
of the direction of gravity, discussed in Section 5.2.1.2, appeared to have been intended to
enhance the force of the pump’s influence on the rest of the circuit S8 next restated the
problem he had not yet succeeded in solving.
S8:

It's hard to get the idea of.. continuous flow from a capacitor because ..
current doesn't actually flow .. through the loop,.. If you follow .. one
piece of,.. one electron, or one- whatev- proton or, well, electron, it
doesn't actually start here and go around here. .. the electrons go this
way, and then .. the ones on this side are repulsed, and go this way, so
it's hard to— .. it's hard to model the fact that the reason it flows this
way is because of the repulsion in here, [indicating gap between tanks]
.. that's really important, to be taught..

The underlined phrases are mapped in Plate S8-IEI, as indicated by Label 1. S8’s
‘continuous flow’ corresponded to the idea of circuital flow around the circuit, enabled by
the ‘repulsion’ acting between the electrons.
S8 had had a complete domain model to guide him in his analogy repairs, as was
clear from his pretest. Moreover, the process of making and remaking the water flow
system that had focussed his attention on the repulsion between the plates. He had begun
to draw a distinction between movement of the flowing material and the influences that
cause the flow. Using the differentiations of the slower physical movement of the electrons
from the swift propagation of the shift in potential provided by El and E2, the researcher
elaborated on S8’s description of the electron movement.
R:

S8:
R:

A capacitor doesn't actually work unless the plates are close enough to
create an electric field. It's not enough to have a big tank for charges ..
It’s not essential that the electrons actually make a circuit, but it's
absolutely essential that the bump make a circuit, you know what I
mean?
Right ..
And, that's what's happening here. It.. bumps the electrons, and they
bump across here, and they bump all the wav around. That's what
travels at the speed of light, the bump, not the electrons.

The researcher’s contribution to the emerging model is indicated by Label 2 in the same
plate. Those researcher’s phrases that are mapped are underlined above and shown in
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slashes in the map. The term ‘bump’ used by the researcher enabled S8 to complete the
mechanism for induction in analogy 5 as a contact force exerted by one tank on its
neighbor. Label 4 indicates the term S8 introduced to set up the patch, ‘almost touching.’
This term introduced the possibility of contact between the tanks, enabling the use of the
researcher’s terms ‘bump’ as a patch into the water flow system.
S8-

The only way I can think of to model it would be to, you know, haY£
these be almost touchine. [indicating reservoirs] and then say, well this
.. pumps water out of here really fast, and .. when .. the watei comes
rushing along really fast and hits this, [indicating left reservoir] it hits
this one, [indicating right reservoir] and then the water's given a push
from that, and the water starts .. or, it hits it and creates some waves...
So .. the pump pumps the water this way, [indicating right of battery]
pumps a little bit of water out of here, [indicating left of battery] but
then it pumps the water hard through here, [indicating right reservoir]
and then .. they're close enough that it maybe hits, and starts some
waves, and the more you keep pumping it, the more it's gonna kind of
hit it [indicating left reservoir] and keep the waves going.

Label 5 indicates the behavioral model for the newly configured system with the tanks
‘almost touching.’ The behavior that propagated the waves, ‘hits’ and ‘given a push,’ was
patched in by S8 through the analogical match to the researcher term ‘bump,’ as can be
seen by the analogical match linking these concepts in the map. Label 6 indicates S8’s final
patch, a substitution of ‘waves’ for ‘water.’ The contradicting match between water and
waves is shown at the base of the map. The term in parentheses, ‘send or carry energy’ is
inserted as an interpretation of the implications of this model repair. S8 may or may not
have accessed this concept, but it is part of the definition of waves.
S8’s repair thus introduced a new role for energy in the system. In most student
models, energy was stored in the analogue capacitor through the displacement of some
material into or out of the analogue plates. S8 had in fact viewed energy in that way in his
four previous water flow models, discussed in Section 5.2.3. Here, S8 used a propagation
of energy as the analogue to the current. While both the electrical impulse and the storage
of energy through the displacement of electrons are important features of this and other
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circuits, introductory students generally match the second feature and ignore the first, as S8
did in his earlier systems.
S8’s final water flow model omitted the storage of energy through the displacement
of the material contained in the analogue plates, an essential feature of the capacitor.
However, S8 continued to reform and improve his models. With the first four water flow
systems, S8 had played with the storage role of the capacitor. With his final water flow
system, S8 explored the path of the analogue to the electrical impulse and the continuity of
that impulse through the barrier between the plates. In his subsequent air flow system, S8
incorporated both of these features into his model, producing a complete analogy to the
capacitor in all its functions. S8’s model for the air flow analogy, discussed in Section
5.2.1.1.2, incorporated both wave motion and the compression and expansion of air
displaced into and out of the tanks and wave motion into its model. The result was a model
that matched the domain on many levels.
S8’s air flow model will be described in the next section, as it is based on patching
in concepts from a previous analogy. However, two other students also produced air flow
models that patched in compression and expansion to model induction. The remainder of
this section is concerned with these two air flow systems. S7’s model was devised in
response to the domain, while S14’s model was inspired by his previous model repairs
described in sections 5.2.2 and 5.2.3 on unbroken circuit patches and broken circuit
patches.
S7 had used self capacitance and relied on the battery as the sole agent of flow for
all the single capacitor systems. When faced by the need for flow between the inner plates,
S7 introduced his induction patch. He replaced the insulator between the neighboring tanks
with a flexible membrane, which would be displaced and displaced as one tank expanded
and the other was compressed.
S14 had modelled the single capacitor circuits by violating the separation of the
plates to gain flow in both sides and by using self capacitance, with the effect of the
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movement into and out of the analogue plates enhanced by a modification of the topology
of the system, converting a circular path into a linear one. Confronted by Circuit 9, in
which self capacitance cannot explain the central flow, S14 produced a complicated patch,
elaborating the air tank into an expanding balloon to match the left plate, and patching in the
same component he had used to model the battery, a bellows, to use as the right plate.
S7 introduced induction into a system of a fan, pipes, and air tanks used to model
Circuit 9, shown in Figure 5.3. He changed the walls of the air tanks into a single flexible
membrane. Thus, when air fills one tank, the membrane is pushed outwards into the other
tank, thus forcing air out of that one.

Hh©HH
ICorresponding Circuit 9 a
Figure 5.3
S7 had no trouble modelling the circuit with the air flow analogy. He was clear about the
equilibrium as the fan reaching a ‘limit of power’ rather than running out of air, matching
the voltage of the battery. However, S7 provided a causal model linking the outer plates,
he did not provide an explanation for the state of the inner plates or for flow through the
middle bulb. This is the classic problem with the air flow system. With only self
capacitance available as a model, a part of the circuit divided from the battery, as here,
cannot be modelled. Initially, S7 delimited the behavior of the inner plates and bulb,
describing only the effects of the fan on the outer plates.
S7:

You have a fan filling up this tank, drawing from this end, [indicating
left plate of left capacitor] .. you fill up this tank here, [indicating right
plate ofrisht capacitorl until the fan reaches its limit of power. It can't
move any more air into this tank over here [indicating right plate of
right capacitor]. The fact that there's so little air in this tank.
[indicating left plate of left capacitor] is, I guess, attracting air into it.
And then the tanks reach a point where they're full, despite the best
efforts of the fan... and it stops.
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S7’s initial model was mapped in Plate S7-I. It is indicated by labels 1-5. The phrases
underlined above were used in the map. Label 6 identifies the initial delimitation of this
model. Beyond this boundary lay the structure and behavior of the middle section of the
system: the middle plates and the constricting pipe that linked them. Label 1 indicates the
beginning of the behavioral model for the outer tanks, as air is drawn from the left side and
pumped into the right tank. Label 2 indicates the transition to the end of this process.2
Label 3 indicates the causes of the end state: the ‘limit’ of the fan’s ‘power’ to move air,
and Label 4 indicates the consequences. Terms inserted by the researcher during the
process of mapping are shown in parentheses and include the connection between the left
and right sides through the fan. These terms are shown below the fan in the map. It was
the lack of any connection or influence between the outer system and the middle tanks and
pipe that caused the middle tanks to be delimited from this explanation.
The researcher’s request for an explanation for flow through the middle pipe
revealed S7’s delimitation. This section was not mapped, but the phrase ‘constricting pipe’
was inserted by the researcher during the process of mapping the next explanation. This
explanation first introduced the issue of the behavior of the system in the middle pathway,
pushing S7 past the delimitation.
S7:
R:
S7:
R:
S7:
R:
S7:
R:

When you add another fan, it has quite a bit more power to .. pull some
more air through .. this passageway, but it, too runs out of power.
Through what passageway?
Through this .. constricting pipe.
Ok, how does it affect the air in here? [indicating middle pipe]
You add the second fan.
Yeah, or, in the first case, how does it affect the air in there? [indicating
middle pipe]
I guess [silence]
[drawing air analogy] Ok, you've got: tank, another tank, constricting
pipe, tank, another tank and you have the battery here.

In the earlier maps, concepts in parentheses were inserted as interpretations of the underlying model but
vtprTi,;mserted,10 simplify the map by eliminating multiple links. In later maps, concepts that were used
Rpr Jnc'^r!k^s Wlth0ut,bemg named like air or fan were recopied as insertions to simplify the system of links,
wered
1 Sp^iT earbCr maP’thC t£m lthC fan’ has muldP‘e Unks- The maps for S8’s water flow system
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The researcher then provided visual support for S7’s model of the air flow system. Figure
5 4 shows the researcher’s drawing of the air flow system. S7 drew the dividers in their
two flexed and upright positions during the following protocol..

Researcher Drawing of S7 Air Flow Analogy
Figure 5.4
S7’s response to the researcher’s drawing was immediate. He devised the patch of a
flexible membrane between each tank, drawing and redrawing the straight and flexed forms
of the divider until they are heavily scored into the page. The following protocol is mapped
in Plate S7-I under labels 7 through 13. The model was developed on the far side of the
delimiting boundary identified by Label 6.
S7:

Ok. I guess these tanks have some kind of membrane between them? ..
[heavily scoring straight divider between tanks] And if they did, then
this filling up would push out this membrane here this way, [heavily
scoring curved divider between right tanks] .. it would also push this
membrane this wav, [drawing curved divider on left tanks] so you'd get
some flow of air from this tank [indicating middle right tank] into this
tank [indicating middle left tank], S2 you'd get some flow through this
pipe here, [drawing path between tanks] And when you add the
second .. fan... it has a little more power to push this.. a little bit more.
.. this a little bit more. So you have probably more flow through .. that
pipe. [indicating middle pipe] But then it may reach the limit of its
power.

S7 achieved his repair of the air flow system by inserting a new component between each
set of tanks. The patch of the left and right membranes between the left and right sets of
tanks is identified by labels 7 and 9. On this early map, the patched concepts were
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enclosed by double circles to indicate their source. Label 8 identifies the constricting pipe,
an area of the system that had been delimited out of the model but was now addressed by
the explanation. The terms ‘movement,’ ‘from,’ ‘to’ and ‘through,’ all of which are
presented in parentheses on the map, were inserted by the researcher as an interpretation of
the implications of S7’s explanation. The behavior of the membranes patched into the
model is identified by Label 10. The concept of pushing out serves as the cause of the
flow, identified by Label 12. S7’s patch of two new components and their behavior
enabled him to extend his explanation to the variation on the system he had been unable to
address before. Labels 11, 12 and 13 indicate S7’s explanation for the system after the
addition of a second fan.
The changing state of this membrane, from straight to varying degrees of flex,
simulated the effects of induction and visibly illustrated the changing force. This
membrane provided an elegant and physically solid analogue to the electric field between
the plates. Like all the successful induction patches, this analogy depended on a spring-like
mechanism, in which the physical displacement of a component stores potential energy to
be released when the force that caused the displacement was removed.
S6 used a similar repair in his own air flow model and S14 and S8 use related
repairs in their air flow models. The repair used by S8 for his fifth model for the water
system was no less elegant but somewhat less simple and concrete. Rather than patching in
a new component to exert the needed analogue influence for induction and placing it in the
obvious position between the analogue plates, S8 extended the set of attributes of the
existing components to encompass the needed behavior. The pipes became a little more
flexible, the tanks a little heavier and closer together, and the possibility of a contact force
was thus introduced. The only new element inserted into the repaired model was the
bump’ suggested by the researcher, which was then a consequence of the extended
attributes.
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S14 reacted to the need for an induction mechanism in the air flow analogy by
matching an analogue to potential difference and patching in a mechanism to transfer
potential, just as the other students had. S14 devised a mechanism of bellows and pressure
valves between each plate that was more complicated but nevertheless used the idea of
compression to transfer pressure from one side of the analogue capacitor to the other. S6
attempted to use the air valve for the same purpose. S6 conceived a different structural
model for the air valve, based, just as S14’s model was, on his different structural model
for the air pump. This structural model prevented his patch from succeeding.
Initially, S14 drew the air flow system as only including the two outer tanks
directly affected by the pump. The model for the pump S14 used in his previous water
flow system and again here was a bellows. The structure of the bellows afforded S14 the
option of highlighting its features of containment and compression. When S14 used the
bellows as an air valve to induce flow these features permitted him to sustain the model.
Figure 5.5 shows S14’s initial drawing with the corresponding circuit. Using
conventional current, S14 followed the flow from the pump at a into the tank at b. The
sequence of his explanation indicated an initial strategy of sequential reasoning.
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Student Drawing of First Air Flow System; Corresponding Circuit 9a with Student
Annotations
Figure 5.5
S14 identified the bad match to induced flow, or ‘how these capacitors touch.’ He then
elaborated the flow into tank b to include building pressure. The phrases underlined in the
protocol were mapped in Plate S14-VI.
S14:

So, the pump is right here on the bottom through the bellows..
squeezing it in. [drawing bellows or pump at a, and pipe into tank at
b;[ The air goes into this pipe till you get to the capacitor- tank.
[drawing flow arrows into tank b; drawing tank at c; drawing pipe
back to pump a] We didn’t have any analogy between how these
capacitors touch. Well, the air pumps through until it gets more and
more compact.. in here, [indicating tankb] Just fills this whole place
up until it gets like all the pressure is built up all around, like a balloon.
[drawing pressure arrows in tank b]
In Plate S14-VI, Label 1 indicates S14’s initial behavioral explanation, beginning at

the pump and following the path of the air to the left tank. The terms in parentheses, ‘air in
left tank,’ were inserted for clarity. S14 ended this phase of the explanation by comparing
the tank to a balloon. The possibilities raised by the balloon would be critical for S14’s
patch.

S14 then emphasized the lack of a match for induction, which he misidentified as
inductance.’ For S14 this was a slip of the tongue, as he showed no tendency to model
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the capacitor as a solenoid. S6, however, had misidentified the capacitor as a solenoid in
the pretest, correcting himself in the directed analogies interview. The somewhat more
serious consequences for S6’s explanation are discussed in Section 5.3. Here, S14 clearly
identified his purpose as ‘trying to get’ a match for induced flow between the capacitors.
514;

[indicating space between tanks b and c] Then there’s a connecting pipe
between these 2 capacitors, but this analogy does not hold because you
cannot have flow from one capacitor to another. Thgrg’s no analogy for
inductance, [induction] .. which is what I’m trying to get here.

These statements about strategy and purpose of the explanation were mapped in the middle
of Plate SI 4-VI. Label 5 indicates the map of S14’s identification of the failure of the
model to explain the flow of air between the middle plates of the two capacitors. Label 6
indicates the domain concept that S14 was unable to match: induction.
S14 had so far matched the two outer plates of the capacitors, leaving the inner
plates and bulb undrawn as they were unmatched. The researcher began to inquire about
the exact mapping of components between the domain and the analogy. S14 decided that
he had not yet mapped the middle portion of the domain system. He retrieved and
reviewed his earlier drawing of the water flow analogy and found that he had not been able
to match induction there either.
R:
S14:

R:

Is this both plates of that left capacitor? [indicating tanks b and c]
No, actually it’s only the left hand plate of the left capacitor [indicating
tank b] and this is only the right hand plate in this side, [indicating tank
c] How did we do that before without it? [referring to drawing of
water flow analogy] Yeah, I still have the same problem.
With die water, you had a plug and you £& them on the drain.
[indicating water flow analogy]

The researcher’s naming of the mechanism for flow in the water flow system may have
stimulated S14’s next patch. The researcher’s contribution to this model is shown in
slashes and indicated by Label 2. A plug and drain and an air valve have some general
features in common: they permit flow under selected circumstances and involve an aperture
in the drain or valve. The mention of the drain may thus have helped S14 retrieve the
concept of a valve. Certainly, he patched the air valve into the same position and for the
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same

purpose of allowing flow. Using the concept of ‘pressure’ he had used as the latest

state of the air tank, he patched in the air valve to fill the role of the adjoining plate. This
patch is indicated by Label 2 and identified by the broken arrow that signifies a patch.
S14:

Well, I guess you could say there’s a high pressure valve over here.
[drawing valve at d] All right, now, when this thing feels pressure
pouring from here, it squeezes down, it’s forced down, [circling valve
d and drawing arrow to indicate motion downwards]

Label 3 identifies S 14’s continuation of his explanation. He defined the function of the
valve and continued to elaborate his structural model. To match the second capacitor, he
added a second set consisting of a balloon and an air valve. The balloon provided the
function of receiving, containing and transmitting the causal agent, air pressure. The air
valve patch provided the function of inducing flow as a result of this air pressure. S 14’s
completed drawing of the air flow system is shown in Figure 5.6. Points d and f indicate
the valves, modelled on the pump, patched in to model induction and cause flow out of the
negative plates.
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Student Drawing of Second Air Flow System
Figure 5.6
Because the structural mapping between the components of S14’s system and the circuit
shifted, the corresponding circuit is provided at the left, with the letters indicating the
apparent mapping at this point. Left tank b was clearly mapped to the left positive plate,
and left valve d appeared to be mapped to the negative plate. The mapping of the left
components, collapsed tank e, valve f and tank c was ambiguous. Rightmost tank c
performed no function in the new system; it merely allowed air through. Collapsed tank e
served the function of a positive plate, receiving the flow of current, and valve f served the
function of a negative plate, emitting a corresponding flow of current in response to the
changing state of its neighboring tank. As a relic of the initial mapping, tank c also mapped
to the right negative plate. S14 had not as yet mapped the bulb into the circuit.
S14 defined this structure and provided the functions of the newly patched
components as he completed the drawing above.
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514:

So the air comes out here and gets forced 'nto another tank. CMId
another plate, [drawing thin pipe at g and collapsed tank at e] Thi$ is
stupid. But it’ll work into here, into another valve right next to it.
[drawing pump at f and pipe into tank c]

This structural explanation was mapped below Label 4 in Plate S7-VI. It completed the
structure of this air flow analogy and the analogical mapping between this system and the
domain.
S14 then explained how his patched system could now model the function he had
been attempting to match. He explained how induction, which he continued to call
‘inductance,’ was matched by the expansion of the tanks and the compression of the air
valves. To exaggerate the expansion of the tanks, he shifted from describing the tanks as
‘like a balloon’ to describing them as being balloons.
S14:

That’s inductance [induction] because then this thing fills up like a
balloon, [indicating tank b] You could actually make this into a
balloon, [drawing larger outline at b] Rise up like a balloon, pushes
that down, [indicating valve at d] pressure would make this [indicating
valve d] .. force the air out here and get into this tank, [indicating
collapsed tank e]

S14 followed the path of the air to explain the function of the second pairing of tank and air
valve. The final portion of his explanation of the functions is indicated by Label 8. A bent
arrow indicates the components patched into the structure to complete the circuit: the
collapsed right tank e and the right pump, or valve, at d. Tank c at the far right, which
remained from the original structure, was patched in to this new structure. It now served
the minimal function of a pipe.
S14:

And this tank increasing in size, [drawing enlarged outline of tank e]
would cause the same thing if they’re induced again. Make another
pump like that [indicating valve at f] and then it’ll blow air into this tank
[indicating tank c] and then .. fill it all back up into here. [indicating
pump a]

S14 ascribed no active effects to tank c; it simply allowed air to pass through it to the
pump. The researcher therefore asked what component of the circuit tank c should be
mapped to.
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r.

Now for the right capacitor you only have 1 tank, [indicating tank c]
.. so I don’t know what’s happening with the other plate. ..

S14 responded by eliminating tank c from his model and mapping in bulb d. Figure 5.7
shows his final model. The corresponding circuit shows a mapping based on the functions
of the air flow components.

Student Drawing of Final Air Flow System; Corresponding Circuit 9a
Figure 5.7
S14’s final structural explanation drew a distinction between the bellows at point a as a
manual pump, and the bellows as air valves, referred to here as pumps.
S14:

We’ll say it like this. This is a pump right here, this a bellows. You
can use your hands to pump this. Manual, [indicating pump a;
labelling ‘manual’] These are pumps, this and this is a pump,
[indicating pumps a, d and f] and this isn’t a tank, [crossing out
interior of ballooned tank c] This is just a pipe through here. And this
is working now.

The manual pump was worked by energy from outside the system which made it a source
of energy within the system rather than a transmitter of energy. The most exact analogue
would be a hand generator of the sort described by El. The bellows functioning as valves
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were worked by the effects of the expansion of other components, making them
transmitters

of energy. Because the bellows modelled very little containment, only the

balloons or tanks were available as storers of energy.
S14, however, focussed on the function of the analogue capacitors as inducing
flow. Because his system successfully modelled the induced flow between the components
without violating the separation of the plates, he found it satisfactory. Beginning with his
manual pump, S14 followed the path of the flow around the system to produce a complete
behavioral explanation using the structure and functions he had already described during
his series of patches. This explanation is mapped in Plate S14-VII.
S14:

You fill up the air from a manual pump. [indicating pump a] It flows
into this balloon [indicating ballooned tank b] and the balloon fills up
and the size of the balloon causes this attached pump to become smaller.
[indicating pump d] Constriction of this pump forces the air into this
other balloon, [indicating collapsed tank e] then this balloon grows up
and the same thing forces this pump even smaller, [indicating pump f]
forces the ail down this way [indicating pipe at c] back into the original
pump, [indicating pump a]

With the structure and functions repaired, S14’s explanation of the processes flowed along
smoothly. Label 1 indicates the beginning of this behavioral explanation. S14 followed
the flow of air from its causes in the pump through the analogues to the left capacitor. The
‘size’ of the left balloon matched the electric field of the left capacitor’s left plate, increasing
its influence on its neighbor, the compressed ‘pump,’ or ‘valve,’ as it is filled by the
current.

Label 2 indicates the propagation of effects to the expanding right balloon at e

and so to the right pump, forced ‘even smaller.’ At Label 3, the right pump responded by
forcing the air full circle into the manual pump. S14 had completed a complete model of
the causes of flow.
Confident of the structure, functions, and behavior of his system, S14 now refined
the analogical mapping by introducing the constricted pipe into its proper place to represent
the bulb.
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S14:
R:
§ 14:

Then you will have .. this little constriction there, [circling and
labelling ‘constriction’ at g]
In between.
So that this pump [indicating pump d] can only squeeze so fast which
means that this balloon [indicating collapsed tank e] can only rise so
fast. The balloon can only fill up so fast. That works.

Label 4 indicates S14’s model of the constriction’s function and behavior in resisting flow
through the system. S14 had completed his causal model of the final system by describing
the effect of the resistance of the constricted pipe on the behavior of the pump and balloon.
Although S 14’s final explanation for the structure, functions and behavior of the
system was complete and correct, some problematic effects of S14’s shifts in the mapping
remained. In his final remarks about this model, S14’s identification of the
correspondences between the domain and the analogy became inconsistent, not only
compared to the domain but even compared to the final explanation discussed above. The
effects of his initial delimitation of the middle portion of the circuit returned, revising the
domain system into the equivalent of a single capacitor. S14’s explanation of his mapping
reflected this. He mapped the left balloon correctly to the capacitor’s left plate but lumped
the rest of the components together into an analogue to the ‘other plate.’ Moreover, he
entirely delimited the right pump from his analogy. Label 5 indicates the single consistent
mapping and Label 6 the inconsistent mapping. The dashed circle indicates the single role
the rest of the patched components were required to play in S14’s review of the mapping.
S14:

The balloon [indicating ballooned tank b] is comparable to the positive
plate and the pump [indicating pump d] and the other balloon
[indicating collapsed tank f] is comparable to the negative plate.

All of the components S14 had patched in after his initial delimited model were either
delimited or combined into a single role. These included the air valve, the collapsed
balloon, and the second valve. S14 was attempting the shoehorn his final model with its
patched components into the mapping he had developed for his initial model. While the
analogical components were drawn from S14’s final patched model, the domain
components were drawn from his initial domain model, the one he had delimited in
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response to his initial analogy. Thus, in this mapping S14 juggled too many analogues for
too few domain components. While S 14’s model during explanation was completed in
structure, behavior, and function, his review of the mapping to the domain showed the
effects of his shifts in the system.
The final mapping showed S14’s difficulties keeping track of model shifts.
However, the resounding successes of S 14’s final model during explanation must not be
neglected. S14’s air flow system modelled induction using the compression and expansion
of air to store and transmit potential energy in the manner of a spring. Although he did not
model the capacitor plates symmetrically, this model contained all the elements of
induction. S14’s series of model repairs on the water flow, greyhound, and hockey team
analogies had led him to the point where he could fully repair an analogy and identify the
important domain concepts that required maps in the domain.
The students who provided these explanations all possessed expert knowledge of
capacitors. Three of the students began the study as experts: S6, S7, and S8. The
intermediate student, S14, had at this point become an expert by explaining the previous
analogies. All of these expert students were serving the goal of fixing a bad match to
induction. They achieved this with their patches of the various mechanisms to allow the
contents of one analogue plate to affect another.

S^‘l'1'2-Patchin2 from a Previous Analogy

The following section discusses induction patches that were derived from elements
in previous analogies. Although S6 and S8 both addressed the same failed match to the
domain, a failure to provide a means of induction, using the same analogy, a system of
water, pipes and reservoirs, S6 used completely different concepts to repair his model. As
discussed in Section 5.2.1.1, S8 constructed his patch by elaborating the researcher’s
comment about a propagating effect, a ‘bump’ that travels around the circuit into a physical
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model in which the reservoir receiving the first wave of water would be displaced and so
‘bump’ the other reservoir, which would generate waves on the other side of the system.
S6 constructed his patch using a match between the domain and a previous analogy, the
pinball system.
This explanation was given in response to a circuit devised as an extended version
of Circuit 6. This extended version was used only with students who demonstrated
confidence with the simpler circuits of the original treatment. The diagram, which was
produced by linking the left and right circuits in Circuit 6 and doubling the battery on the
right hand side, is shown in Figure 5.8. During the pretest, S6 redrew the circuit as
shown, labelling the nodes and voltages. The italicized numbers were not in the student’s
drawing. They were used to refer to the plates during the directed analogy interview.

Corresponding Linked Circuit 6c; Student Drawing of the Circuit
Figure 5.8
S6 began his explanation with the water flow analogy by referring to his redrawn circuit
while using terms from the analogy.
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55;

Right. So, pump 2 [indicating right battery] i$ pumping water 2ULQf
this reservoir, [indicating right plate of right capacitor] So then,.. we
already said that there’s.. no water moving through this, [indicating
middle wires] so then .. the amount of water .. in this middle reservoir- it's sort of got two reservoirs and they're connected— [indicating two
middle plates of left and right capacitors] the amount of water there is
the same.

S6’s initial approach to this circuit was based on conservation of charge applied to
conservation of water between the reservoirs. This explanation is mapped on Plate S6-I.
In these maps, the reservoirs 1 through 4 were sometimes abbreviated ‘Rl’ through ‘R4.’
Label 1 indicates S6’s initial behavioral model. It is circled to depict the correspondence S6
drew between this model and the circuit during his review of these maps. All the domain
concepts corresponding to the concepts in this model that S6 provided during the review
are depicted in boxes. The researcher annotated the original map of the analogy with the
domain concepts as S6 discussed them. Label 2 indicates S6’s model for the cause of
movement through the middle wires and their analogue. During the review, S6 provided
the domain concepts needed to match conservation of charge within the middle plates to his
original formulation in the analogy, ‘The amount of water.. is the same.’
S6 could easily see how conservation of charge applied between the middle plates
because they were a isolated and internally connected system. However, he needed
something more. In order to provide a cause for flow between the middle plates S6
required conservation of charge to operate between the neighboring plates within each
capacitor.
S6:

But then we have to change it somehow iq say that.. with these
reservoirs [indicating plates of right capacitor] the total amount of
water has to be constant.. between the two. I don't know what..
you'd say is making that happen. .. In other words as more water
comes in here-- [indicating left plate of right capacitor] the .. total's
gotta be the same so some water has to leave out of this one. [indicating
right plate of right capacitor]

Label 3 indicates the model shift S6 was attempting to make. He could not immediately see
how to apply conservation of charge to two unconnected plates. Labels 4 and 5 indicate the
twin actions in the behavioral model, actions for which S6 was trying to devise a cause.
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S6 had postulated this behavior, the parallel movement of water into and out of the
neighboring reservoirs, as an analogical match for conservation of charge: the total has got
to be the same.’ On the plate, this informal principle, which S6 had applied to both the
connected middle plates and the unconnected neighboring plates, is starred to indicate its
status as a guiding principle for the model.
S6 required an analogue to electric field between the plates, some way for the state
of one plate to influence the state of its neighbor. This requirement had been supported by
the pinball analogy. By inserting a balance between the reservoirs S6 found a mechanism
to implement the analogue to conservation of charge.
S6:

.. Maybe a balance like with the pinbaUs, that water) PQUtSd out- as
this .. side gets heavier, the other side is lifted, and it pours, or
something like that

Label 6 shows the point at which the previous analogy entered S6’s explanation, linked by
the underlying domain concepts that matched both analogies. S6 first provided a patch to
the structure of the system, patching in the ‘balance’ with its essential function, ‘poured
out.’ The matching domain concepts underlying these patched concepts were provided by
S6 during his review of this map. These concepts, the ‘influence’ of one plate on its
neighbor via an ‘electric field,’ are shown boxed on the map because they were provided
by S6 after the map was completed Labels 7 and 8 indicate S6’s fuller description of the
functions patched into this model from the previous analogy. S6 began with the effect of
flow into reservoir 3, an increase in weight. Assuming the response of that reservoir
would be to sink, he patched in the effects propagated by the balance to the neighboring
reservoir 4, lifting and pouring. During the review, S6 matched the concept of pouring
with moving charge. Patching in the behavior of pouring water out of one reservoir in
response to the filling of its neighbor completed the functional description. S6 then
provided a complete behavioral description, which was not mapped but is described below.
The displacement of the reservoir matched a change in potential in the domain, with
similar effect: a flow from high potential or a raised reservoir to a region of lower potential
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or a lower part of the system.

Figure 5.9 shows the researcher’s drawing of the initial

stage for S6’s new model. Italicized labels were not in original drawing.

(])

(2)

(3)

(4)

UIU
Researcher’s Initial Drawing of S6 Water Flow Analogy
Figure 5.9
The researcher drew the first two stages the S6 had described. In the first, shown above,
all the water levels were equal. The researcher added the arrow below reservoir 3 to
indicate that it was about to fall as water flowed into it.
R:

[drawing initial water flow analogy] So, you've got empty reservoirs,
half full, and the pipes come out. .. connected on a balance, and the
pipes come out of here, and another set of reservoirs. .. connected on
another balance and the pipes come out of here and the pipe that goes
out of here, in which there's no flow. .. water comes in here, so that's
being .. lowered, [beginning second drawing of water flow analogy;
drawing reservoir 1 lower] .. gets heavier than normal, which raises
that one a little bit. [drawing reservoir 2 higher] .. Is that right?

Figure 5.10 shows the second stage of the water flow model. The researcher drew
reservoirs 1 and 2, and S6 drew reservoirs 3 and 4.

(\)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Researcher’s Second Drawing of Water Flow Analogy with Student Addition
Figure 5.10
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S6 agreed with the researcher’s depiction of the unbalancing of reservoirs 1 and 2 and
continued with the explanation.
S6:

Right. .. Then on this side, [indicating right reservoirs in first
drawing] this pump, too, is pumping water out of this one, so that
one is getting lighter in comparison with this one, because they both had
the same amount to begin with, so that one goes up and that one drops
down, so then you have this next one, that one's lower and that one's
higher. [In second drawing, adds reservoir 3 lower and reservoir 4
higher with pivot in between] And so then some water flows between
those, [drawing flow line from reservoir 2 into reservoir 3] but there's
the same amount in these two together, [indicating reservoirs 3 and 4]

S6 had extended the model to the second stage, as the reservoirs responded to flow into
and out by unbalancing, causing more flow. He now elaborated the explanation to include
effects of the doubled strength of the right pump. Initially, S6 referred to the circuit
diagram which depicted all the parts of the system. He then shifted to drawing the final
stage of the system.
S6:

..this pump [indicating right battery in circuit diagram] is pumping this
amount into this reservoir [indicating left plate of left capacitor and then
it's wanting to bring some in here., [indicating middle wires] This has
got twice the capacity to pump [indicating right battery in circuit
diagram] .. twice the amount of water per time .. so it's .. gonna
supply the water that this [indicating left battery] is pumping in, and
it's got that amount left over also, so that's gonna go up this way.
[indicating middle wires] That's where it has to go. .. And then it's
pumping water out of this reservoir that way. [indicating right plate of
right capacitor]

Figure 5.11 shows S6’s final drawing. Reservoir 1 has fallen, and the arrow inside shows
the rising of its water level, increasing its weight and therefore pulling it further down.
Reservoir 2 has risen because of the pivot. With the arrow above the reservoir, S6
indicated the motion of the reservoir upwards. Arrows between reservoirs 2 and 3 show
the flow of water up the middle pipe and into reservoir 3, with reservoir 3’s water level
drawn and redrawn to show the rise. The arrow above reservoir 4 indicates its rising due
to the loss of water, and the arrows drawn inside reservoir 4 show its falling water level
and flow out of the reservoir.
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S6 Final Drawing of Water Flow Analogy
Figure 5.11
S6 executed this final drawing during the following protocol. He began by specifying the
flow from the pipe into reservoir 1, the flow from the pipe out of reservoir 4 and the flow
into reservoir 3 from the pipe between reservoirs 2 and 3.
S6:

So then in this case there's.. water coming up this way,[drawing flow
arrow upward at left] down that way, [drawing flow arrow downward
at right] and coming up that way. [drawing flow arrow upward at a
point below the middle junction] And .. this [indicating reservoir 4;
drawing two downward arrows from water level in reservoir 4] is
twice that amount, [indicating reservoir 1; drawing one upward arrow
from water level in reservoir 1] Because this pump was twice as big.
[indicating right battery in circuit diagram]

Having summarized the flows in and out of the reservoirs, S6 followed the chain of rising
and falling water levels and falling and rising reservoirs across the reservoirs.
S6:

So this capacitor- [indicating reservoirs 1 and 2] they all started out
with the same amount and then .. this one's gonna be filling more,
[indicating reservoir 1] so that level is rising, making this heavier
[indicating reservoir 1] and unbalancing it like that, [indicating
reservoir 2] now it’s gonna go up, and this one is .. going up,
[indicating reservoir 4] the water level’s going down , so this one's
lowering [indicating reservoir 3] and you’ve got that sort of thing
again. But then there's more water coming in here, [indicating middle
pipe] so it's going to .. go in here, too. [indicating reservoir 3] Yeah,
I guess all of it would. [drawing water level higher in reservoir 3]

S6 concluded that reservoir 3 would received a double flow from the middle pipe and from
reservoir 2. He began his final behavioral explanation with the flow of water into reservoir
3 from reservoir 2 and the junction between reservoirs 3 and 2. He compared the double
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source of water into reservoir 3 with the double loss of water from reservoir 4, due to the
stronger battery linked below. The reason the flows into and out of reservoirs 3 and 4,
which matched to induction and conservation of charge in the domain, is given by S6 as
not ‘to unbalance it.’ The term was appropriate to conservation of charge and equilibrium
conditions, and a term intimately linked to the pivot, which, after all, was a balance. All
phrases in italics are inserted for clarity and were not spoken by S6.
S6:

So, there's water coming out of [reservoir] 2 iniQ [reservoir] 2, and
this water that's coming up between [reservoir] 2 and [reservoir] 3 is
.. also gonna go into [reservoir] 3. .. Because .. this [indicating
reservoir 4] is unbalancing at twice the rate, or, it’s losing water at
twice the rate .. so [the water level in reservoir] 3 is rising at twice the
rate [reservoir] 2 is rising. And so that extra’s needed to go into
[reservoir] 2, [indicating flow up between reservoirs 2 and 3 and over
into 3] I guess, because [reservoir] 2's rising and [reservoir] 3's
lower. .. Because [reservoir] Ts decreasing so fast ]t [indicating
reservoir 2] won't fill up lreservoir] 3, [so as not] to .. unbalance it
or go back the other way or something.

S6 thus completed his behavioral model using his patched system. The pivot taken from
the pinball analogy modelled induction between the reservoirs, spilling out water in a match
to repulsion between the charged plates. S6’s strong model of induction enabled him to
repair this analogy with a part taken from a previous one. The pinball analogy was a
complex one, difficult to model, but S6 clearly found a use for it.
Plate S6-II shows S6’s final and most complete behavioral model for the patched
structure. The central function of responding to an ‘unbalancing’ appears as the cause of
flow up the middle pipe into reservoir 3, indicated by Label 1. During the review, S6
identified ‘unbalancing’ with the ‘charging of capacitor.’ In the map, S6’s reference to
‘between 2 and 3’ was interpreted as ‘middle pipe’ by the researcher. ‘R’ was an
abbreviation for ‘reservoir.’ Label 2 shows the relation between the amount of water and
the displacement: a precise, mathematical description of the process. S6’s domain matches
are presented in the boxes at Label 3. During the review, he associated the attraction of
charge with the flow of water into reservoir 3, caused by the balance. Label 4 indicates the
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completion of this model, in which S6 described the flow of water from both the middle
pipe and reservoir 2 as sufficient to prevent the state of ‘unbalancing’ from continuing.
While reviewing these maps, the researcher suggested that S6’s model for the
conservation of water had been carried over from the earlier explanation, mapped in Plate
S6-I. This portion of the model is indicated by Label 4. It is boxed to indicate it was
inserted during the review by the researcher, and it was starred to indicate its source in the
previous Plate S6-II, in which it is also indicated by a bracketed asterisk. In the earlier
explanation, S6 had developed this notion of conservation of the water to correspond to
conservation of charge and serve as a basic principle for the system. In the current
explanation, this basic principle appeared as the function of the pivot. The pivot was
introduced to prevent an ‘unbalancing’ which would violate this principle. S6 was thus not
only able to repair the water flow system, he was able to describe the functional
requirements motivating the repair. S6’s understanding of the effect of induction was
similar to E3’s view of the essential concept underlying the capacitor’s behavior:
conservation of charge, or ‘the total water has gotta be the same.’
S8 also made use of a patch derived from a previous analogy when he repaired his
air flow system in the image of his water flow system. Because the researcher affected his
development of these repairs by interpreting a structural description incorrectly, this
explanation is reported next, in Section 5.2.1.1.3.

-Patching with the Researcher’s Assistance

S6 was unable to repair his air flow system until the researcher suggested
combining the two tanks into one tank divided by a single wall. This cued S6 that the thing
to modify in any repair was the intervening wall. The replacement of two separated
components into one component and the new closeness of the tanks simplified the required
patch into a replacement of one component by another. This enabled S6 to replace the wall
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with a flexible membrane and elaborate the same air flow model as S7 had. S6 had
previously introduced induction by patching the pivoting balance from the pinball analogy
into the water flow system. Because the separating elements of the inner walls and
insulator had been merged by the researcher, S6’s patch replaced all three with the flexible
membrane.
This patched system of tanks modelled induction in a manner similar to the
accordion tanks of S8. An excess of air in one tank pushed the membrane into the other
tank, forcing air out. In fact, in S8’s original model of the accordion tanks, the flexible
folded wall served as a single divider between the two tanks exactly as in the model of S6.
The term ‘accordion’ was first suggested by the researcher in response to S8’s more vague
description of ‘some kind of compressible chamber tanks.’ Without that cue from the
researcher, S8 might have developed a system of tanks divided by a membrane that exactly
matched that of S6.
S6 approached Circuit 9 with a focus on the need for an analogue to conservation of
charge, so that the total amount of material in flow remained constant for the linked
components. Thus, S6 treated the middle two plates from each of the two capacitors as one
and the outer two plates from each of the two capacitors as one for the purpose of
conservation of charge or analogue charge. Because the system S6 eventually devised was
based on a configuration of the components provided by the researcher, this explanation
was not mapped or reviewed. However, the protocol and drawings are reviewed here.
The circuit with S6’s annotations is shown in Figure 5.12.

12

3 4

Corresponding Circuit 9a with S6 Annotations
Figure 5.12
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S6 recognized that flow between the plates in Circuit 9 could not be modelled without
introducing
with

an interaction between the plates. The extended Circuit 6 that he had modelled

the patched water flow system had raised a similar conflict with its two capacitors. S6

described

the effects of the battery on the outer plates, thus maintaining a conservation of

the total amount of air between them. He then attempted to find a reason why the inner
plates
S6:

would

respond to the change in the outer plates.
I guess the battery's gonna force the air into tank 1 and it's going to pull
air out of tank 4. And all three start at the same amount of air. And then
for tanks 2 and 3,1 guess it could be the same sort of a balance kind of
idea, but,.. a tank with air doesn't change weight that much,.. but if..
tank 4 .. lost air then tank 3 would be able to take air, or would .. have
to.

To fix the system’s bad match to induction, he cited the balance he had used to repair the
water flow system. As he recognized, the increased weight of the water filling the
reservoir is the cause of the pivot’s displacement. Without that cause, the pivot could not
perform its function. Air lacked the feature of weight on a scale that could affect the pivot.
This unknown match to the weight of the water disabled S6’s prospective patch.
S6:

In other words, son of like on the other one .. 3 and 4 combined should
have the same amount of air all the time. And 1 and 2 combined
together should have the same amount of air all the time. So, if we
force air into 1,.. then air is gonna be somehow forced out of 2...
Maybe with the balance idea in water, but I don't know how that would
work in air.

S6 described the function he required for the two tanks, that the combination of their
contents should be the same at all times. What one gained, the other must lose. This
function is described in almost identical terms during his water flow explanation. The need
for conservation of charge in the domain was the dominant match to the two analogies and
guided his attempts at patching both.
S6 then attempted another patch, this one drawn from the analogy. His strategy
was identical to S14’s. Both proposed an air valve that would induce flow in response to
pressure in the receiving tank and both based their structural model for the air valve on their
model for the pump. The difference in their structural models for an air valve made the
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difference between success and failure. Where S14’s bellows had just enough features of
containment and compression to model a plate, S6’s fan would not work. The causal link
between compression and forcing air out would have required yet another component
between the receiving tank and the fan. While the containment function could be served by
the tank, the proliferation of components to be matched to a single plate was difficult.
S6:

Maybe if there was some sort of pressure valve on .. 1, and as the
pressure increased, then,
- well, I don't want to say another fan, [silence]

S6’s main objection was that the fan was already matched to the battery.
S6;

I guess I could say that, I’m not sure, though. .. I want to say,..
another fan or something that would force air out of 2. .. as 4, as
pressure decreased then there would be a fan over here for 3 that would
want to push air into 3... But saying a fan is probably bad since that s a
battery.

Although there is analogy between the battery and the capacitor, in fact an identity, in E3 s
opinion, there is no analogy between the battery and a part of the plate of a capacitor. With
reason, S6 did not like where his strategy was taking him. He rejected the model.
It was here that the researcher’s intervention occurred. It was not initially
successful. The researcher proposed a single tank for the two capacitors, hoping that S6
would be able to elaborate the flexible membrane in between.
R:
S6:

Ok. How about a single tank for 1 and 2, and a single tank for 3 and 4.
.. I.. don't know .. when the flow of air would stop. Since the .. tanks
are connected, flow in,.. there's air filling everything right now, and
then we pull air out one way and force air in one way by the fan, and
that just forces air through.

S6 interpreted the proposal as a suggestion that each capacitor be modelled by a single
undivided tank. He rejected it because it did not match the containment and induction of the
domain model. The entire system of two capacitors would have become one long pipe.
The researcher asked S6 to explain the system with the car park analogy, hoping
that the single lot model for the capacitor would inspire S6 to elaborate or patch a solution.
This did not work. S6 could not devise a repair for induction other than the air valve
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without the support of a concept of two tanks separated by a single barrier. The researcher
concluded

discussion of that model by describing the problem.

r:

—The same problem that you have with the two air tanks. The two
water tanks you can solve by putting a see saw between, like the
pinballs, you can do that. ..
Whenever you have two separate holding things that have no way to
influence- .. If you have a single air tank or a single parking lot, it's all
happening in the same space...

The researcher provided propositional information on the problem: ‘two separate .. no way
to influence’ and on the reason for merging the tanks into a single one: ‘it’s all happening in
the same space.’ The researcher then drew the system shown in Figure 5.13. For the first
time, S6 had a visual representation to use in his model repairs. As with S7, he responded
to the drawing.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Researcher Drawing of Air Flow Analogy with Student S6 Annotations
Figure 5.13
Initially, the researcher drew tanks 1 and 2 and tanks 3 and 4 as single units with no
dividers at all. The researcher then drew the single vertical divider in each, emphasizing the
domain concepts that should guide the patch. The two plates were ‘separate but influence
each other.’
.. Back to the airflow analogy. .. Make the two capacitors into single
tanks, [drawing analogy with single tank at 1 and 2 and single tank at 3
and 4] Now you have the problem .. you have two plates but one tank.
What could you do about that?
The two plates are separate but influence each other. If you're gonna try
to do two plates with a single tank, you need both of those factors...
Let’s put a wall in between, [drawing vertical line between 1 and 2 and
between 3 and 4] ..
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While S6 formulated the domain concepts guiding the repairs in terms of the function of
each plate as dictated by conservation of charge, the researcher formulated the domain
concepts as a requirement for a causal link between the plates. The single divider provided
an indication of where the causal link should be implemented and the drawing provided
visual support for the act of modelling. S6 began modelling the system at the tank
receiving air from the pump and patched in the link to the neighboring tank..
S6:

Maybe if this.. wall was like a balloon or something, and would ..
displace due to how much pressure was over here, [drawing flow into
tank 1; drawing curved divider between tank 1 and tank 2 ]

The displacement of the balloon transferred the increased pressure from one tank to the
other. This forced a flow out of tank 2. S6 then moved to the other point of direct contact
with the battery, and patched a balloon to transfer the lowered pressure of tank 4 to tank 3
by increasing the area.
S6:

So that forces, and at the same time .. we're pumping air out over here,
[drawing flow from tank 4 to the left] so that's gonna make these do
that, [drawing curved divider between tank 3 and tank 4] and so ..
there's the same amount air in this middle tank, [indicating tank 2] and
it’s gonna shift over that way. [indicating tank 3] So it's gonna flow
through.

He finished by linking the increased pressure of tank 2 to the decreased pressure of tank 3
and at last explaining the flow between the inner tanks. The air flow model was complete.
The induced potential differences that caused the current between the inner plates had been
matched to induced pressure differences that caused the air flow between the inner tanks.
The pattern of beginning with the effects on the outer plates and linking in the
effects on the inner plates reflected the domain model, in which the battery charges the
outer plates which induce opposite charges in their inner plates. S6 had used this pattern in
his explanation of the water flow system. S7 had also used this pattern in his explanation
of the air flow system. It indicates causal reasoning from primary to secondary effects
rather than sequential reasoning from the source of flow to its sink. This latter pattern was
followed by S8 and S14 in all of their analogies.
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S8 addressed the need for an analogue to induction in the air flow model with a
mechanism that was reminiscent of both the flexible membranes of S6 and S7 and the
compressing bellows of SI4. Originally imagining a flexible divider between the two
tanks, S8 decided on two tanks with a common solid divider but with flexible side walls.
The tanks individually expanded and contracted as the bellows did, but without the handles
that enable the bellows to serve as a manual pump. While S14’s bellows were taken from
his analogue to the pump, used in both his water and air flow analogies, S8’s flexible wall
appeared to be initially derived from the colliding tanks of his final water model, discussed
in Section 5.2.1.1. The flexible folded divider was inserted into the system at the point
where the contact occurred in the water model. The researcher, however, initially
interpreted S8’s description of ‘compressible chamber tanks’ as a container with
compressible walls.
S8:

Ok. Capacitor — tanks. So I guess this one's gonna be similar to the
water one with the model for the capacitor? .. You could somehow
view it a fan pushes the water one way — pushes the air one way, kind
of sucks in some air this way, and then maybe the tanks are some kind
of compressible chamber tanks where when water fills up .. [silence]
Compressible chamber tanks. We could have like an accordion -?
[drawing single chamber]

R:

The researcher’s use of the phrase accordion and drawing encouraged S8 to use a flexible
folded surface to model induction. Figure 5.14 shows the researcher’s interpretation of
S8’s description.

rWVW
LAWA
Researcher’s Drawing of Compressible Chamber Tanks
Figure 5.14
S8 continued to use the folded surface, but redrew the tank to match his original model, in
which the flexible surface was placed at the point of contact to better convey the force.
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[drawing small tank with flexible folded sides] And then, you want the
other one next to that?
Well, you could put.. like a .. I guess I would kind of see it being a
good model, is like, you've got your fan guy here, [drawing air
analogy] .. all right, I like this one. Instead of actually .. [draws solid
divide] Oops, screwed it up. [redraws flexible folded divide at a]
Figure 5.15 shows S8’s initial air flow system with its corresponding circuit.

(a)

>
S8 Initial Drawing of Air Flow Analogy; Corresponding Circuit 7a
Figure 5.15
S8 began to elaborate the structure of his tanks, then decided to adopt the researcher’s
interpretation in addition to his own, making the tanks responsive to pressure on almost all
sides.
S8:

.. Needless to say, I am not an artist. But, there should be two .. tanks
and then you have this kind of, I, it's hard to draw, but kind of like
accordion type system between— well, they go, the wall between them,
but the, I mean the wall.. can be solid, as long as there's, I guess it
would be more accurate to put the accordion things here? [redrawing
flexible folded sides of tanks at b and c]

Figure 5.16 shows S8’s second air flow system. Without the researcher’s intervention, S8
would probable have used a flexible membrane system as did S6 and, after the researcher’s
intervention, S7. In the figure, the labels b and c, which were not in the original drawing,
refer to both sets of flexible walls on both sides of the tanks.
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S8 Drawing of Second Air Flow Analogy
Figure 5.16
S8 proceeded to elaborate the behavior of his system. He gave his reason for adopting the
accordion tank, ‘the wall just.. goes back and forth’ and the compression was
accomplished in the sides.
S8:

Because these are .. what.. moved, [indicating flexible walls at b and
c] and the wall just kind of.. goes back and forth [indicating flexible
divider at a] .. And basically, what happens is when .. the system's at
rest, it just kind of sits there. Then once you start it going .. it's gonna
pump the air through, and some air is gonna be sucked in, air is gonna
be pumped through, and then .. the air kind of hits against the wall,
[indicating flexible divider at a] so .. it looks like .. you've got a
separation here,.. it shows them that no air actually goes across the
wall, there's no air passing through, [indicating flexible divider at a]

S8 matched the separation of the plates to the divided tanks. He emphasized the point he
made during his development of the final water flow analogy, that the current doesn’t pass
through, only the impulse. He described the transmission of a force through compression
as a ‘spring.’ As discussed in Section 5.1, El used a similar analogy to describe air
pressure.
Figure 5.17 shows S8’s final air flow system. S8 decided that the flexible walls
better served the function of his mechanism, a ‘compressible chamber’ by maximizing the
reduction and increase in area for a distortion in shape. He therefore shifted to the flexible
walls, and made the divider inflexible.
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wind gusts

S8 Drawing of Final Air Flow Analogy
Figure 5.17
Describing the walls as a spring system highlighted their function as propagators of energy.
The flow caused a displacement of one tank. That displacement and its resulting potential
energy was passed to its neighbor, which released the energy to generate the returning
flow.
Sg-

But because the air hits this side,.. kind of like a spring, it's gonna hit
and push, this kind of comes back, and it's gonna push it again, so it's
gonna kind of create waves, just like the water, kind of like air waves,
or~

S8’s behavioral explanation was mapped in Plate S8-III. Label 7 indicates the central patch
of the concepts ‘hit’ and ‘push.’ S8 derived these patches from a match to the concepts of
‘bump,’ ‘hitting’ and ‘waves’ in his earlier water flow system. S8’s water flow system is
shown at the top of the same plate. Label 8 indicates the underlying comparison being
made to the general system of a spring. S8 was thus beginning to understand and articulate
the mechanism he was using to match induction for flowing water and air at a higher level.
All of these induction patches depended on the introduction of a spring-like mechanism to
store, propagate and release energy. One of the potential advantages of using analogies,
particularly multiple analogies, is the possibility of inducing a student to build a higher level
understanding of the domain. The process of repairing the water and air flow systems
seemed to have helped S8 articulate, if not develop, such an understanding.
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Label 9 shows the rest of the patched concepts, with ‘air waves’ cited and then
refined to‘wind currents.’ S8 cited‘wind currents’in the protocol that follows. With the

term ‘Wind currents,’ S8 moved to a more refined terminology. He translated the ‘wave
concept he had taken from the water flow domain into language that suited the air flow
domain.
S8:

R:
S8:
R:

So these would be, I guess you'd model these, this is just, I guess ..
just straight wall, [crossing out folded divide; redrawing solid divide at
a] But these are modelled as .. some kind of spring system on both
sides, [indicating flexible tank sides at b and c] .. And .. so the air hits
it, and it kind of moves, and pushes that air, but then it comes back
because of the springs, but then, because you're still pumping it through
it keeps pushing it, until you have a whole big buildup of air here, and
not as much air here, because you've, you know, beaten it all—
Like wind.
Right. It creates kind of wind currents.
Wind gusts. .. [writing ‘wind gusts’]

It was clear that S8 was patching the propagated waves of the water flow system into the
airflow system as wind currents. S8’s final system made use of a basic shift from the path
of current to the path of the impulse, patched in from the water flow analogy. He
combined this shift with modifications to the parts of the air flow system to compensate for
the causal factor in the water flow system that had no match in the air flow system. S6
described the same unknown match in his air flow system. He, too tried to reuse his patch
of the water flow analogy to repair the air flow analogy and introduce induction. He noted
that ‘air has no weight,’ and that the patched pivot in the water flow analogy, which relied
on the transmission of the displacement of one reservoir by the force of gravity on the mass
of the water to a displacement of the other reservoir, resulting in an increased potential
energy for the raised water, causing a flow outwards.
The conversion of the effects of the flow into potential energy, transmitted between
the analogue plates and resulting in a new flow on the second plate was the common
strategy for repair of these patching models. In the case of S6’s water flow system, an
increase in the amount and therefore weight of the water caused a displacement with respect
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to gravity. This displacement was transmitted by the pivot as an increase in potential
energy due to the increased height of the neighboring reservoir. In the case of S8 s water
flow system, the impact between the tanks transmitted energy as waves. In the case the air
flow systems of SI4, S8, S6 and S7, the increased amount of air due to the flow caused an
increase in pressure.
In all of these models, the tank was modified to incorporate the flexible structure
and function of a spring, storing potential energy when displaced. S14 made the tank into
a balloon, flexible on all sides. S6 and S7 made the tank into a rigid container with a
flexible membrane at the point of contact where the distortion had to be transmitted. S8
used the strategy of S6 and S7 at first, then added flexible walls in response to the
researcher’s interpretation, producing a modified tank similar to S14’s balloon. He
concluded with a model that used the only possible configuration remaining, flexible walls
with a rigid divider. In these cases, the spring-like features of compressed air, which El
commented on, were used to provide a model by modifying the container itself to be a
spring which could reflect and transmit the behavior of the air. While the tank receiving the
transmitted distortion was modelled symmetrically by S6, S7, and S8, S14 developed an
model for the second plates that was not symmetric to the first. He used an air valve,
depicted as a bellows. This air valve would be displaced and compressed by the expanding
balloon, as in the other models and would convert the energy of displacement into a flow.
S6 had considered and rejected a similar use of an air valve to induce flow in the other
plate. S6 took his model for an air valve from the fan he had used to model the pump.
Because S14 had modelled his air pump as a manually operated bellows, he was more
comfortable with using it as a model for a valve. The bellows already incorporated the
features of containment and compressibility. The question of whether all the air released by
the bellows was originally stored there, as it should have been, could be ignored. This was
not possible in the case of the fan.
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y.1,2_Fixing a Bad Match to Unbroken Circuits

Students know that for current to flow a circuit is needed. Problems can arise when
a capacitor is introduced because the insulator between the plates may appear to violate this
constraint. In order to successfully model a capacitor, students must come to an

understanding of the way in which induction ensures that the effect of the potential
difference makes a complete circuit, even though the physical stuff moving in the current
does not. Some students may treat induction as a special case in which flow is caused in
and out on either plate, applying the circuit constraint everywhere else. Others may deepen
their understanding of the constraint itself.

5.2.1.2.1

Patching from the Current Analogy

When he shifted the path affected by this unbroken circuit constraint, S8 gained just
such a deep understanding of circuital flow. This shift occurred in both his final water
flow analogy and his subsequent air flow analogy, for circuits 5a and 6a respectively. The
induction mechanism patched into these explanations was discussed in Section 5.2.1. This
same repair affected S8’s handling of the circuit constraint. The contact force and
subsequent displacement between the two tanks in this analogy provided a crucial link in
the unbroken circuit as well as an analogue to induction.
Instead of interpreting the circuit constraint as a requirement that the flowing
materiel, whether water or air, follow a continuous path around the system, S8 interpreted
the constraint as a requirement that the displacement of materiel follow a continuous path.
S8 based this interpretation on the researcher’s domain explanation of the path of the bump
felt by the electrons in the current as a circuit is hooked up.
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,

p.

A capacitor doesn’t actually work unless the plates are close enough to
create an electric field. It's not enough to have a big tank for charges ..
It's not essential that the electrons actually make a circuit, but it s
absolutely essential that the bump make a circuit..

This explanation by the researcher established the idea of movement in a circuit for
something

other than the materiel

in

the current, in this case, the bump between the

electrons. In the water flow analogy, the waves caused by the pump moved into the left
tank, causing it to be displaced. As a result, the left tank bumped the neighboring right
tank, inducing waves there, which completed the circuit by entering the pump. The
displacement

thus passed through the system as waves in flowing water, then as an impact

between tanks, and then again as waves in flowing water, finally reaching the pump intake.
S8:

.. the water comes rushing along really fast and hits this, [indicating
bottom reservoir] it hits this one, [indicating top reservoir] and then
the water’s given a push from that,.. or, it hits it and creates some
waves. ..

S8’s final water flow system and air flow system were examples of a successful handling
of the possible conflict between the circuit constraint and the capacitor. S8’s air flow
system, patched from this water flow system, is discussed in Section 5.2.1.1.2.
Unfortunately, the remaining examples of unbroken circuit patches involved model
repairs that retained an unbroken path for the flowing material but that resulted in incorrect
models. They were thus examples of the perpetuation of misconceptions. The
misconceptions of S4 and S14 arose from the same issue: a feeling that the divider or gap
between the plates in the capacitor constituted a break in the circuit, and that a path for the
current to pass between the plates was needed. However, the ideas of S4 and S14
stemmed from very different sources. S4’s misconceptions were based on preconceptions
about circuits that she had integrated with her teacher’s instruction on capacitors. S4 had
repaired her domain model of a capacitor to satisfy her understanding of the circuit
constraint by patching in a conductor between the two plates to allow current to flow from
one plate to another. S14’s misconceptions were developed during the directed analogies
interview. S14 was responding to the inadequate model for induction provided by the
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water flow analogy as originally presented. S14 originally introduced a drain into the
reservoir model of the capacitor to provide a way for the filling up of one reservoir to affect
the rest of the circuit downstream from the source of water. S14 actually earned this
incorrect ‘repair’ into the next analogy, greyhounds on a track, by patching a hole into the
barrier between the holding pens. By the end of his explanation of the greyhound analogy,
S14 had repaired this temporary misconception by returning to the domain and reaffirming
his correct understanding of induction.
The progress of S14 paradoxically illustrated the pitfalls of repairing analogies,
which may result in incorrect concepts imported into the domain, as well as the potential for
increasing a student’s reliance on his own domain understanding through the vigorous
rejection of these mismatched concepts. The explanations of S4 illustrated the difficulty of
addressing a misconception. The same mental resources that had enabled S4 to remake her
instructor’s correct explanation and instruction on the workings of capacitors into an
incorrect domain model that satisfied her understanding of the circuit constraint also
enabled her to prevent the analogies presented to her in the interview, which she used as
presented without introducing a violation of the insulation between the capacitor plates,
from suggesting a contradiction with her original repairs. S4’s initial assimilation of her
mutually inconsistent domain model and analogies will be discussed in Section 5.2.2, on
delimitation. The explanations of S4 discussed in this section were all domain explanations
given during the pretest and illustrate the patch that S4 had used to assimilate the earlier
instruction on capacitors long before this study took place.
S4 had been taught that current cannot pass between the plates of a capacitor. Her
instructor had explained that one plate influenced the next, but that there was an insulator
between them. S4 had assimilated this explanation, leaving her belief in the need for a
connected path for the current all the way around intact. She had patched the instructor’s
model to serve the goal of avoiding a conceptual conflict.
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S4:

..Even though .. the plates are here .. they are still connected, and
therefore the same amount of current is flowing through. .. Even
though there's in the middle, the insulator, the plastic,.. the plates are
still connected to each other.

S4 appeared to have assumed that the influence of one plate on its neighbor that her
instructor

had described, the induction, is actually a hidden connection through which the

current can flow.
S4;

You have these two plates and they are separated tsy an insulator.. and
some people would say how would .. the current go from one plate to
another if we have an insulator, i2Ul •• I think they .. are connected hy ••
something that has zero resistance. SO the current would flow.
S4’s original patch is shown in Plate S4-I. Despite the conflict with the original

concept of ‘separated,’ S4 has patched in ‘something’ to permit flow between the plates.
The bent arrows indicating the patched concepts are boxed as they were not included in the
original map shown to S4. They were inserted after the student student review to show the
repair more clearly. At Label 1, the conflict between the separation of the plates and the
patched connection is shown by the annotated ‘X’ link, a bad match. This internal conflict
in the model of a capacitor was induced by S4’s higher level concept of a circuit.
S4 had already used the instructor’s description of the original experiment on
capacitors to provide a physical mechanism for her patch, to serve as the path for the
current.
S4:

I think .. long time ago there was a physicist.. I don't know .. when he
was, and .. he explained the capacitor, that.. these two plates, they are
separated bv .. an insulator and they are pal in some kind of jar. I think,
and the current flows. When current flows it doesn't flow through
here, [indicating insulator between plates] it flows through ..
something— They are connected by something because, you know,
insulators do not conduct electricity. .. And current,.. is charge
moving, so .. charge cannot move from here to here [indicating the two
plates] because we have an insulator here. So I think we have here ..
conductors that would conduct the two plates, connect the two plates,
and the current would go from one plate to another.

The Leyden Jar S4 was referring to was discovered when an assistant to Professor
Musschenbroek of Leyden holding an insulated jar of charged water unknowingly became
the second plate of a capacitor. When he touched the lead of the battery charging the water
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he sustained a severe shock (Edward M. Purcell, 1965, p. 347). The jar separating the
charged water and the charged assistant, which in reality served as the insulator between
the plates, has become in S4’s explanation a mysterious pathway, the ‘conductor’ by which
the current bypasses the dividing gap.
This explanation was mapped in Plate S4-I. Label 2 indicates the patched concept
‘some kind of jar’ and the reference to Musschenbroek as ‘a physicist.’ The path ‘through
the plates’ was inserted by the researcher for clarity. In this explanation, S4 developed a
behavioral model, further discussing the bad match. The annotated ‘X’ illustrates the
contradiction. S4 stated that the current flowed through one plate to its neighbor, yet the
current did not flow through the insulator located between the plates. The delimiting
boundary below Label 3 represents S4’s inability to specify what the ‘jar or something’
would be inside the capacitor in front of her. It may be that S4 suspected that her
explanation was incorrect or was troubled by the internal contradiction in her model. The
delimitation prevented the patching of a specific component to fill the role of conductor.
This may indicate a cautious, canny reluctance in S4 to commit to a solution when she
suspected her repair could be erroneous. ‘Something’ could serve as a placeholder for the
unfilled role. A more specific repair might have compounded the mistake and led her
further down a road of which she was uncertain. However, the fact that S4 repeated her
explanation that ‘something’ served as a conductor between the two plates indicated that
despite her caution she was very strongly drawn to that strategy.
Later in the interview, S4 gave a causal model for the circuit involving the jar as a
pathway for current. Although the exchange occurred during the discussion of Circuit 7,
S4 referred back to Circuit 2, and her original explanation using the jar. In this model, S4
generalized the jar as ‘something else, some other connections.’
S4:

II [current!.. doesn't go through the insulator, but it goes through
something else, some other connections. .. this capacitor has two
plates [referring to Circuit 2] .. and there's an insulator between these
two plates, but there are some other connections that will let the current
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go from one plate to another. .. So .. when the current floats h£I£> the
current will be able to travel, be able to move from this side [indicating
left side] of the capacitor to this side, [indicating left side] and
eventually it will go to the light bulb.
The map for this explanation is shown in Plate S4-H Label 1 indicates the beginning of
S4’s explanation, as she asserted two contradicting concepts: the flow of current from one
plate to another and the impossibility of flow through the insulator. Label 2 indicates S4’s
patch of an unspecified version of the jar, ‘some other connections,’ with the resulting
behavior also patched into the model. The bent arrows indicate the concepts introduced by
the repair. Label 3 indicates the completion of the causal model. The current would move
from one plate to the other, the bulb would therefore light, indicating a complete circuit.
Delimiting the actual mechanism for the bypass avoided the conflict between S4’s
knowledge that insulators let nothing through and her premise that if a circuit was
complete, if lights lit and current flowed, then there was an unbroken circular path for the
current from source to sink.
During her explanation for Circuit 12, S4 again cited the jar from the original
experiment. Circuit 12 involves the behavior of a capacitor when the plates are gradually
separated. The diagram for Circuit 12 is shown in Figure 5.18. Because a battery of
sufficient power could not be obtained, it was not possible to construct this circuit for the
students.
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Corresponding Circuit 12; Researcher’s Drawing of Physical Components
Figure 5.18
During the interview, the researcher drew a picture of the components as they would appear
in an experiment This drawing is included in Figure 5.18.
R:

Ok, let me show you what we've got. [drawing physical components
of capacitor] A metal plate and a plastic insulator,.. and a piece of foil.
That's all we've got.

S4 seemed to think current would flow, that the light bulb would go on after a longer time,
reflecting the greater distance. As a follow up to her earlier explanations about conductors
between the plates, S4 was asked about the path of the current.
R:
S4:
S4:

•• Could you draw the path of the current on this bigger picture? You
have plate, plastic and aluminum?
.. It will go like that, [gestures across plates]
Ok, and how is the connection made, that you were talking about?
Well, I don’t know, but there's like a iar here. I think, or something.

This explanation is mapped in Plate S4-II. Label 3 indicates the causal explanation, with
something’ performing the function of ‘jar.’ The original patch of the concept of
bypassing has been integrated into the behavior of the circuit.
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At last, the expected contradiction appeared, the contradiction between the absence
of any possible plate to plate conductor in the drawing of a capacitor and S4 s assumption
that there were conductors that were simply omitted from the formal circuit diagrams.
R:
S4:
R:
S4:

No, there's nothing but what I've drawn in the picture.
Well, there's the capacitor, so there’s somethingThe capacitor is a pie plate, a piece of plastic, and a piece of foil, and
nothing else. ..
.
But if the light bulb went on the first time, there must be something IMI
connects these two plates.

Label 4 in Plate S4-I3 indicates the role of this expression of the rationale behind S4’s
repair. The lighting of the bulb convinced S4 that this was a complete circuit. Her higher
level definition of a complete circuit included ‘something’ connecting the circuit all the way
around. This, together with her limited confidence in her ability to repair the model led S4
to use a patch and delimitation together. The ‘jar or something’ and its behavior as a
bypassing conductor was a patch because S4 introduced it into the model in response to the
absence of a match to her higher level concept of a complete circuit. The ‘jar or something
was a delimitation because the concept being introduced was never specified.
The researcher then attempted to induce S4 to explain her model further, with
limited success. S4 appeared to think that something not illustrated in the drawing of the
capacitor connected the two plates. To find out what, the researcher then suggested that S4
extend the system. Once again, S4 described the required component in general terms, but
not as a physical entity, even when asked to illustrate her modification.
R:
S4:
R:
S4:

So, what would you like to add to this to make it work?
.. a conductor.
Ok. So you could draw it in.
I don’t know how they do it, but, I have to hook up, these two plates
should be connected by a conductor, so that the charge will flow.

S4 then assented to the researcher’s proposed patch, a physical conductor, but did not
elaborate the explanation.

S4:

So suppose we used .. a strip of aluminum foil? Would that work? Or,
maybe, a wire?
Yeah, sure,.. a wire.
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As S4 was willing to accept the suggestion of a wire to fill the role of the ‘conductor, she
did not appear to believe that there was a real jar somewhere in the capacitor.
Clearly, S4’s patch went beyond the mere idea that there ought to be a jar
conducting the current, as in the historical experiment. The jar was a term taken from a
previous case in the domain, her instructor’s explanation of the construction of a particular
capacitor. S4 used it to indicate the need for a conductor on an abstract level without
having to develop it as an actual component. S4 may even have been aware that the
influence was not exerted by a physical connection, but was not prepared to say so because
she was not equipped to provide an alternate explanation. Her awareness of the conflict
between her premise of unbroken current and the structure of the capacitor had delimited
her model at the level of the objects and agents of behavior.
S14 began with a correct domain model of induction. The absence of an analogue
to induction in the water flow analogy motivated S14 into repairs that resulted in a system
that initially exhibited behavior S14 considered analogous to the domain, but introduced a
violation of the insulator between the capacitor plates in S14’s original domain model.
These patched concepts eventually led to problematic behavior in the new system.
S14 initially patched a drain into his water system for Circuit 6a to provide a model
for discharging. The drawing produced by S14 and the diagram of Circuit 6a are shown in
Figure 5.19.

S14 Drawing of Water flow analogy; Corresponding Circuit 6a
Figure 5.19
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In the following protocol, S14’s use of the term cup was taken from the pinball analogy
used on the previous circuit. Here, S14 has made a point of noting the discrepancy
between the behavioral model in two analogies. The simple, unelaborated patch of the
term cup for tank, occurred as S14 differentiated the two analogies.
Si4;

Water’s going to flow through these pipes, go through the somewhat
clogged pipes, two of them in a row, and get to a reservoir. And then
once in the reservoir, it doesn’t want to pull that cup dowp.
Or tank.

R:

S14 was referring to an earlier explanation he had given for Circuit 5 using the pinball
analogy. A part of this earlier explanation was mapped as an insertion by the researcher to
make the context of S14’s water flow explanation clear. This earlier explanation showed
S14’s sophisticated mapping of filled and empty to the domain concepts of positive and
negative.
S14:

So it fills up this cup. That cup stays empty and this cup goes down
and then that’s it. It should stop there by this analogy till.. the ball
somehow comes back on the other side of the track. .. So, one charger
knows how to be exactly opposite of the other one... This empty cup
would be the opposite charge of this pinball-filled cup... And if you call
the pinball the electron, say that this is the negative side and then the
empty side is positive.

These explanations were mapped together at the top of Plate S14-1. Label 1 indicates S14’s
explanation of the behavior of the cup or tank in the water flow analogy. In the pinball
system, the cup was pulled down by the weight of the material collecting in it In the water
system, S14 felt that the position of the cup, or tank, would be fixed. Label 2 indicates a
map of the pinball explanation to which S14 was referring. The portion of this map that
was inserted by the researcher based on that earlier pinball explanation is shown by the
dashed circle surrounding the insertion. The bad match between the movement of the cup
and the stasis of the tank is indicated by the annotated ‘x.’
Although S14’s behavioral model for the pinball analogy did not violate the
separation of the analogue capacitor plates as would his water flow model. However,
Sl4’s tendency to look for a continuation of the path of the flow made its first appearance
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in this explanation. The drain S14 added to the water flow system provided that
continuation, along with a mechanism for discharging that took the place of the pinball
system’s shifting cups.
S14:

Once it gets into the tank, it will just fill up that tank until lll&lull- And
once the tank is full that’s it. until you provide something that will let il
flow hack out of the tank, qt drain, which would be like discharging.

This explanation was mapped on Plate S14-1. Label 3 indicates the behavioral model for
charging. The end of that process in provided in the researcher’s insert, an interpretation of
Si4’s phrase ‘that’s it.’ Label 4 indicates the establishment of S14’s first patch within this
system, a drain at the base of the tank. Initially, S14 described it as ‘something,’ keeping
the needed object unspecific as S4 had done with her ‘jar or something.’ The patch
occurred to S14 through an association between ‘flow,’ ‘discharge’ and ‘drain,’ which he
patched into the model at this point.
S14 explained the process of discharging, using his repair to provide a behavioral
model. Opening the drain permitted the water to flow back and the system to reach a
neutral state once again. In a creative use of terminology from the water flow analogy, S14
described this neutral state as ‘sea level.’
S14:

Then the entire system will reach this equilibrium level all the way
across, so it will all flow out of here, [indicating tank, drawing arrows]
fall through the drain and just stop right there. It will tend to stay at sea
level, at its own level all the way through the pipes, so it’s all
horizontal.

The student’s drawing of the water flow model at this point is shown in Figure 5.20.

Student Drawing of Water Flow Model Discharging
Figure 5.20
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The researcher then probed for the mechanism by which the drain came into play. S14
patched in a chain to form a causal link between the removal of the pump and the opening
of the drain.

r:
$ 14:

r.

S14:

r;

S14;
R:
S14:
R:

Did you say drain? Where’s the drain?
The drain is on here.
So did you, did you open up the drain when you took out the pump?
Uh-huh.
Or did it just get unclogged when you took out the pump?
No .. vou also have to open the drain. Same action. I guess.. these
bellows are attached to the drain hy a cork with a chain or something.
Yeah. You could drive a chain across.
Really?
Sure, [drawing chain]

This explanation was mapped in Plate S14-II. Label 1 indicates the requirements of S14 s
behavioral model. Since opening the drain and taking out the pump were mapped to the
same domain action, reconnecting the circuit without the battery, the two events had to
happen at the same time. Label 2 indicates S14’s patched solution. Physically linking the
two components satisfied the analogical link they shared by being mapped to the same
domain action, the initiation of discharge. The new model is shown in Figure 5.21.

S14 Drawing of Water Flow Model with Discharging Mechanism
Figure 5.21
This patch from within the analogy thus provided a simple fix to the unmatched domain
concepts of potential difference and induction, the concepts that actually caused the flow
from the right plate during discharging. The introduction of this concept distorted the
previously existing structural relations in the model. As the drain distorted the separating
function of the sink, which reflected the insulator, so the chain distorted the pattern of
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connections

between the pump and the drain. Where before, they had been connected only

through the pipes, now they were directly connected.
The remainder of S 14’s explanation for this system was not mapped because it did
not involve the process of matching but rather an elaboration and resolution of
contradictions. It is discussed here, however, because it showed S14’s struggles with the
bad domain matches of his original conception of the capacitor as a sink.
S14 addressed new failed matches as he elaborated his model to account for Circuit
6b. During this explanation, S14 assumed the absence of the resistors labelled 1.
S14:

Well, you can’t get the same effect because in order for the pump to
pump the water under here [indicating resistors at 2], it’s got to come
from somewhere. The water’s got to come through here, [indicating
bottom pipe] so it’s got to flow past these clogged places... In case 2
it’s got to be sucked through here, rather than in case 1 it’s pushed
through the clogs. In case 2 it’s kind of sucked through. It’s also being
pushed through by a varied force down here, [indicating drain]

S14 continued to annotate his drawing of the water flow analogy, modifying it to
correspond to Circuit 6b. In Figure 5.22, S14 has added the resistors labelled 2 to
correspond to the new circuit, shown at the right.

S14 Drawing of Water flow analogy; Corresponding Circuit 6b
Figure 5.22
S14’s model for the new circuit presents a potential problem. Where did the water flowing
through the resistors at 2 come from? S14 discarded the plug to provide a source of water
to flow through the resistors. This represents a tendency, also observed in SI, to see the
part of pipe where the resistors are as drawing or meriting the bulk of the flow.
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R:
S14:
R:
S14:
R:
S14:
R:
S14:

Ok, so .. Is the plug in the drain or out of the drain when the pump is
on?
I guess you’ve got to leave it out. I guess you’ve got to always leave it
out.
So the capacitor has some water in it that is now being pumped out.
Right.
And then when you take the pump out of the system in case 2, is the
plug put in or taken out?
The plug also has to be out so that it works.
So it’s always out for this?
Right, but, then, I don’t know how the capacitor/reservoir will fill up,
ever. I don’t think it ever will until you add more water to the pipe
system.

S14 had reached a dead end. The concept of leaving the plug out at all times had been
intended to provide water to flow through the resistors at 2 during charging. Unfortuately,
this concept introduced several internal contradictions and bad matches to the domain, all of
which were fatal to this version of the system. With the plug out, the sink would never fill
up. A filled sink was a major precondition for S 14’s model of discharging. Without a
filled sink to provide water the flow back during discharging could not occur.
Furthermore, critical domain concepts linked to the capacitor were now connected to bad
matches in this version of the analogy. The capacitor’s storage of charge, which had
successfully matched the plugged sink’s filling with water, was now in direct contradiction
to the unstoppered sink’s draining of water.
The researcher tried to reorient S14 by suggesting an end condition for discharging,
when all the water might be used up. This discussion of boundary conditions for the
model propelled S14 forward. In response, S14 returned to his original patch, in which
the plug was in during charging and out during discharging.
R:
S14:

R:
S14:
R:
S14:

So, the lights going out would be all the water’s... What would the
lights going out be here?
TTie lights going means the water’s not flowing anymore. .. I get it
The plug is in there only during movement one way. When you’re
filling the reservoir, the plug is in. Then you pull it out and it flows out
through here. So it’s going to be here a certain time.
Then you pull the battery out So it’s in there when you’re putting
water in?
When you’re filling it, right.
So, in this case, case 2, you put the pump in and start pumping before it
goes in?
Right.
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R:
S14:

Ok. So, the water just comes from this pipe?
Right.

S14 had apparently decided that the water in the lower pipe will have to do as a source of
flow for this model because the modifications that would change the source of flow bring
the entire model down. S 14’s intuition seemed to be that placing the analogue resistors, the
clogs at 2, ‘downstream’ from the capacitor, or sink, rather than ‘upstream’ at 1,
introduced a need in the model for water directly from the pump through the sink. S14’s
introduction of a drain in the previous explanation of discharging had provided a
mechanism that could be extended to handle this case, although he eventually judged the
extension unsuccessful. S14’s intuition on this need seemed to arise from several
interacting factors. S14 may have been concerned with the idea that the main flow came
downstream from the pump and that the amount of current passing into the pump either
was not significant or was not caused by the pump actively drawing in current. This weak
or nonexistent flow would thus not be a sufficient cause for flow in the clogs, which
themselves exert a drag on the flow. The student may have felt that the direct effects of the
pump must be maximized to compensate for the unmatched induction by increasing the
portion of the circuit affected by the flow from the battery.
This approach would be similar to the model modifications devised by S8 and S14
to compensate for the lack of an induction model by increasing the apparent influence of the
battery analogue.1 Both achieved this increase in part by violating the circular path of the
circuit and separating the analogues to the plates of the capacitor, setting everything on a
straight line to the analogue battery. Because of the model failure induced by the
modifications intended to address this intuition, S14 choose rather to ‘deactivate’ those
concepts, or delimit the model. In his final explanation, concepts having to do with a direct
source of battery flow water for the capacitors at 2 were not mentioned. However, S14 did
not specifically disavow these concepts, he simply did not mention them again. The final

hockeiftp^!^1^008
formed by S8 in two early versions of his water analogy and by S14 in his
nockey team analogy. These models are discussed in section 5.2.1.3
y
U1 8
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analogical
though

model was thus not elaborated to include those concerns from the domain, even

they had previously been matched. This final explanatory pattern thus served the

goal of avoiding bad matches.
In both of these examples, the students modified their analogue capacitors to
address the same incorrect concept. S4 was operating from a strong preconception that
circuits require an unbroken circular path through which current can flow from one end of
the voltage source to the other. In this light, she had interpreted her instructor’s
explanations of induction as a detour through which the current could bypass the break in
the circuit represented by the divided plates. Her repair involved the introduction of
conductors, but it differs from most of the other repairs seen in these interviews in that her
patch is neither made concrete or elaborated. She called for conductors, but never
identified what these conductors might be. The role of conductor was cited but never
filled. In the course of most of the other patching, students came up with a concrete
suggestion for a physical addition to the analogical model. S4’s patch seemed to more
directly represent the principle it serves without instantiating that principle. S14 was
specific about his patches. He introduced the drain and plug in the sink as new
components. He extended the structural model by patching in a chain. This completed the
causal link between the events that initiated discharging, the removal of the battery and re¬
connection of the circuit, and the behavior of the newly patched components that causes
discharging, the removal of the plug to allow flow through the drain.

12A22_Patching from a Previous Analogy

In two cases, students carried their unbroken path patches into their next
explanations. S8 provided a model for the air flow analogy that was nearly identical to his
final model for the water flow analogy. S14’s patch of his drain and plug mechanism into
his subsequent greyhound analogy proved critical to his progress towards reaffirming his
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original domain model. In the course of elaborating the new greyhound analogy S14 again
encountered all the bad matches to the domain caused by the patch in the greyhound
analogy derived from the drain in the water analogy. S14 eventually rejected this repair in
favor of his domain model, patching the correct concepts from the domain model back into
the greyhound analogy. The greyhound analogy may have provided more support for this
return than did the water flow analogy because the self directed motion of greyhounds can
mask the need for an analogue to voltage, whether from the battery or the capacitor, needed
to cause a flow. This may have made S14’s return to the domain model easier.
S8’s air flow analogy for Circuit 9a, discussed in Section 5.2.1.2, achieved an
unbroken path not for the moving air but for the gusts. S8’s final water system for Circuit
6a had introduced an unbroken path by correctly shifting the constraint from the path of the
current to the path of the change in potential, in the case of water, the path of the waves.
S8 patched this shift into his air flow system for Circuit 9a, moving from the path of the
air to the path of the wind gusts. As they were covered in the earlier section, the maps for
this explanation will not be discussed here. Figure 5.23 shows S8’s drawing of the air
flow analogy.

wind gusts

S8 Drawing of Air Flow Analogy
Figure 5.23
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S8 signalled the shift by importing the idea of waves into his air flow analogy, patching in
the term ‘wind currents,’ renamed ‘wind gusts’ by the researcher.
S8:

.. it looks like .. you've got a separation here,.. it shows .. that no air
actually goes across the wall, there's no air passing through, but
because the air hits this side,.. kind of like a spring, it's gonna hit and
push, this kind of comes back, and it's gonna push it again, so it's
gonna kind of create waves, just like the water, kind of like air waves,
or-- ..
Like wind.
Right. It creates kind of wind currents.
Wind gusts. .. [writes ‘wind gusts’]

R:
S8:
R:

With the term ‘wind gusts,’ the researcher intended to strengthen the correspondence
between S8’s patch, ‘wind currents,’ and the term ‘waves,’ the source for this patch from
the previous water flow analogy. The arrows that indicated the path of the flowing air now
referred to the ‘wind gusts’ as well as the forward progress of the air in the current.
S14 imported the drain used in his water system into his model of the greyhound
analogy. In the following protocol, S14 began his explanation with the greyhounds
released from the kennel, which run along the track through the tight track into the right
corral. Finding nothing in the analogy to produce movement in the left corral and track,
S14 omitted it.
S14:

In terms of greyhounds. You’re going to have the greyhound dogs
coming out Qf ihg kgnngls, running along the racetrack unfil ihey run
into a very tight track. At which point, less greyhounds will go through
per unit of time. They slow down until they eventually come into the
corrals where they all fill up the corral. ..

This was a fairly straightforward behavioral model for the greyhounds racing through the
right of the system. It was mapped in Plate S14-HI and is indicated by Label 1. Figure
5.24 shows S14’s drawing and the circuit under discussion. At this point, S14 had drawn
neither the hole and the fence nor the dogs on the left side of the racetrack.
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Student Drawing of Greyhound Analogy; Corresponding Circuit 7a
Figure 5.24
S14 then recognized the need for dogs and movement in the left side of the circuit. His
term ‘continuation’ was reminiscent of the term circuit. S14’s solution echoed the drain in
the water flow analogy, a hole under the fence between the corrals allowed the dogs to
completely circle the track and return to the left side of the kennel.
S14:

R:
S14:

And then we’ve got to have continuation somehow, say he’ll go under
the ground or something... Make a little spot in here. Make a little
wooden fence, [drawing fence and holes]
The dogs dug under the fence.
Yeah, exactly, under the fence... [drawing dogs entering and exiting
holes] .. So they go through here and they creep through here, come
down like that, go down the holes. Then they come up the holes and
they dig up there. Come out and then they run back.

This explanation was mapped in Plate S14-III. Label 2 indicates the researcher’s insertion
of concepts from the previous water flow analogy that appeared to be influencing S14’s
repair of the greyhound analogy. Label 3 indicates S14’s patch of ‘holes,’ a patch
suggested by the analogical link to the ‘drain’ of the previous system. This is depicted in
the map below labels 2 and 3. Label 4 indicates the behavior S14 was trying to build into
the model with his patch. The concept of the greyhounds running ‘back’ was closely
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related to the concept of the water flowing ‘back out of the tank. This analogical link is
depicted below labels 2 through 4. Thus, S14 patched in an object to allow continuation
and the return to the source that object allowed, with the patch based on an analogical match
to the repaired concepts in the previous analogy. Whereas S14 had settled on using the
drain to explain discharging, his initial model for the greyhound analogy used the holes to
explain charging. This created a problem for the greyhound analogy. It was not clear how
the corral could be filled if the dogs were passing through during the initial stage to provide
movement in both side of the track.
The tactic S14 had used to initially avoid this issue in the previous water flow
analogy did not work for the current greyhound analogy. He had initially delimited the
behavior of the water downstream from the sink and plug. He had not discussed whether
the water moved or not. This delimitation was supported by the configuration of the
circuit, which had no components other than wire in that position. S14 confronted the lack
of a reason for flow downstream from the sink in the second circuit, in which both
resistors were placed downstream, moving through several failed models before settling on
the idea that the water was drawn through the pump from the pipe downstream from the
capacitor. In the greyhound analogy, the kennel did nothing to move the greyhounds,
providing no matches to the battery’s functions in the domain. S14 addressed this question
first by splitting the difference between the need to fill up the corral, which required an
impeded passage out under the fence, and the need for movement on the left track, which
required some dogs to get through under the fence.
SI4:

So, eventually this is going to get all filled up, the corral, [indicating
right corral] And, it’s tighter to go through here, [indicating hole] so
they slow down through here, [indicating hole] then they go back
through here [indicating left corral] and they got to pull back over that
way. [indicating left track to kennel]

S14 then responded to the researcher’s probe about how the passage of the dogs under the
fence affected the filling of the corral with a reference to the domain model. .
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R:
S14:

So, once it’s full they go underneath the fence?[indicating right corral]
Well, you have to release something.

S14 may have fused the need for continuation, an unbroken circle linking the two ends of
the kennel, with the release of charge that occurs during discharging. During discharging,
an impediment was similarly removed and a path forged when the battery was extracted and
the two wires leading to the rest of the circuit joined together.
S14 then explicitly related the hole under the fence which linked the two corrals
with the process of touching the two wires together to initiate discharging. He thus
returned to his final model for the water flow analogy in which the plug was removed only
during discharging. However, rather than adding a physical link between the analogue
battery and capacitor to link their fates together, as he had done with the chain in the water
flow analogy, S14 reversed the analogical match between the greyhound system and the
circuit. He had elaborated a false match between the hole he patched in and the linked
wires during discharging. This match was inconsistent with the topology of the circuit, as
the linked wires connected the battery with the rest of the circuit, not the capacitor plates to
each other.
S14:

Actually, they only go under the fence when you discharge your
capacitor or touch these 2 sides to each other, [indicating wires at poles
of battery] When you touch these 2 sides of the battery to each other,
that’s the same thing as going underneath. .. But then the flow is
backwards then, so that’s not a good analogy because the flow should
be back this way.

The behavioral model entailed by this, a bad match, introduced still more bad matches to
the domain. The direction of the movement in his analogy would be opposite to the
direction of the flow during discharging. The researcher established the correct match to
the point of connection for discharging by matching the opening of a path through the
kennels with connecting the wires during discharging. This gave S14 a solid match
between domain and analogy from which to work.
R:

This discharging would be after [you] finished, you open something in
the kennels, so... for this path, [gesturing left to right through the
kennels at the top]
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The researcher then moved the explanation on to the reversal of the battery in the second
circuit, so that the issue of the direction of movement could be further elaborated.
R:

So, what about turning the battery around after it’s charged up. What
would that be?

Figure 5.25 shows the rabbit, patched in by S14 to provide direction to the dogs, with the
circuit that corresponds to the new situation.

Student Drawing of Greyhound Analogy; Corresponding Circuit 7b
Figure 5.25
Remaining with the analogy, S14 correcdy predicted the reversal of flow when the battery
was reversed.
S14:
R:

Well, then, the dogs just turn around and run this way. [gesturing and
drawing arrow right to left across the bottom]
.. Why would they turn around?

When asked for a cause, S14 elaborated the analogy to cover the previously unmatched
domain concepts of voltage and potential difference. The kennels had not provided a cause
for the movement of the dogs, so S14 introduced a new concept drawn from an elaboration
of the way the greyhound races work in real life.
S14:

‘Cause the rabbit is going the other way now on the track... That..
bunny rabbit that they chase.
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When pressed for the matching domain concepts, the effects of the battery, S14 provided
the role the newly elaborated concept fills in the analogy.
R:
S14:
R:
S14:
R:
S14:

Does the rabbit have something to do with the battery?
Yes, that’s what makes the dogs run. They’re chasing it.
So, when you’re discharging, what happens with the rabbit?
It turns around the other way.
Ok. And what happens with the hole under the fence?
Then it just goes back the other way. It’s the same hole, but they go
back this way. It’s like this is way 1 [gesturing left to right] and this is
way 2. [gesturing right to left]

S14 had completed the new model, in which the direction of movement was reversed when
the battery is turned around or during discharging, and the movement in either direction
was caused by the movement of the rabbit
S14 had produced a model that matched the direction of flow during discharge and
provided movement in all parts of the circuit despite the weakness of the analogue to the
battery, the kennels, as a cause of movement. However, as in the water flow analogy, S14
had achieved this model at the price of a bad match to the separation of plates in the
domain. S14’s restatement of his reason for introducing the hole under the fence,
prompted him to reevaluate the effectiveness of the repaired analogy’s match to the domain.
R:
S14:

Ok. Why do you want the hole under the fence?
Well because this side of the track is also going to be occupied with
dogs.

S14’s phrase ‘the real analogy’ indicated his growing recognition of the contradiction
between the path between the corrals he had patched in and the domain model. He
proceeded to repair the analogy once again, this time in the image of the domain rather than
the previous analogy. He introduced two sets of dogs, half in the kennel and half in the
lower left side of the circuit.
S14:

The real analogy of this would be to say that some dogs are starting
down here, [indicating left corral] some dogs are starting in the
kennel. [indicating kennel] But the ones on this side of the corral
[indicating left corral] as soon as you say, “On your mark. Go!”, they
gQ.in thi§ direction [gesturing clockwise up the leftside] at the same
rale that these other? go in this direction, [gesturing clockwise down the
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right side] So they will be constantly l SO degrees away from eacll
other, [draws bisecting line across track]
This explanation was mapped in Plate S14-IV. Label 1 indicates S14’s initial
reconfiguration of the behavioral model, with the dogs split into two sets, some from the

kennel and some from the left corral. Repairing the model appeared to involve patching in
the two sets of dogs to replace the original concept of dogs ranging the system. The bent
arrows indicating patched concepts are boxed because they were inserted by the researcher
after the review. Label 2 indicates S 14’s behavioral model for the two sets of dogs with
their mirrored movements in opposite directions.
S14’s description of that movement had now become more complicated. The two
groups moved symmetrically ‘180 degrees away from each other.’ Figure 5.26 shows the
importance of the spoke that relates the symmetric movement of the dogs at opposite points
in the circle.

Final Student Drawing of Greyhound Analogy
Figure 5.26
S14 had repaired his greyhound analogy by patching in behavior taken from the analogical
match to the domain model. His description of the consequences of the new flows of
greyhounds hewed closely to the domain model. Patching in and supporting the concepts
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of ‘filling up’ and ‘unfilling’ as the function of the system have now been established as the
primary goals of S14’s repair.
S14:

And then that would sav .. this fills up [indicating right corral] aM
this gets unfilled, [indicating left corral] And switch currents, this [left
corral] fills up down here and this [right corral] gets unfilled over
here.

Label 3 indicates S 14’s completion of his behavioral model. S14 repaired the structure of
the system at Label 1 and proceeded to repair the behavior of the system at Label 2,
patching in the opposite directions corresponding to the movement of the two sets of dogs.
By drawing in the ‘spoke,’ the constant angle maintained between the two sets of dogs and
describing it as ‘180 degrees away from each other,’ S14 patched in the spatial relationship
defining the movements of the two sets of dogs with respect to each other. S14 used these
structural and behavioral models as a causal explanation to support the higher level
behavior shown at Label 3. The constant spatial relationship between the two sets of dogs
caused the result of one set’s movement, ‘filling up,’ to imply the opposite movement for
the other set, and thus the opposite result, getting ‘unfilled.’ Indeed, the term ‘un-filled,’
used in place of a more common and less dependent term such as ‘empty, appears to
indicate its source as an an inverse.
For the first time, finding an analogical match for the functions of the capacitor
plates as they filled and emptied had a higher priority than finding a match to general
requirement for a circuital flow around the system. S14 confirmed the superior match of
this analogy to the domain.
S14:

That’d be a better wav, actually. If you had this constantly 180 degree
dog running 180 degrees to this dog here.

Label 4 indicates S14’s high level model summarizing and approving the model he had just
repaired. On request, S14 quickly patched in the cause of movement on the track to
account for the new configuration of dogs by inserting another motivational rabbit at ‘ 180
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degrees’ for the dogs to chase. Label 5 indicates this final patch, with the bent arrows
indicating the concepts introduced.
R;
S14;

What about the rabbit?
Oh. well, you know, there’s another rabbit thaLs exactly 1§Q dggrggS
there. But this is being very complex for what used to be a simple
analogy, you know?

S14’s coda on this analogy expressed mixed feelings. His analogy repairs have produced a
‘very complex’ model, which decreased the value of an analogy as a simply means of
understanding a complex system. This is a constant pitfall during a process of model repair
such as S14 followed.
S14’s final comments involved a high level explanation of his process of repairing
analogies. This explanation, indicated by labels 6 and 7, described the hard won
knowledge S14 gained through his process of repair.
S14:

But that’s how, I guess, you can make the concept work. ..In fact, if
you do use this tunnel it’s wrecking the whole point of a capacitor.
you shouldn’t use that concept.

The map and explanation illustrate the ‘whole point’ of using and repairing analogies.
Label 6 indicates S 14’s completion of his process of repair: a delimitation of his earlier
patch of the tunnel and of his earlier strategy of preserving ‘continuation’ at all costs. Label
7 indicates the higher level knowledge S14 had gained through the process of repairing
these analogies, that a violation of the separation of the plates destroyed the function of the
capacitor, wrecked ‘the whole point of a capacitor.’ It was this higher level realization that
induced the delimitation of that earlier patch. In building and repairing his water flow and
greyhound systems, S14 had been prepared to jettison the separation of the plates. The
experience of repairing analogies has enabled S14 to develop the knowledge he had lacked,
knowledge of which concepts in the model of a capacitor were high priority functions that
must not be eliminated or interfered with by any model repair.
Simplicity, understandability, vividness are all major goals that analogies must
serve. S14’s final version of his water flow analogy served these goals well, although the
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drain and plug involves serious bad matches to the domain model of a capacitor. The need
for predictive power and an accurate match, which any model, including an analogical
model, must serve can induce a process of repairs that damages the original motivation for
using an analogy.
However, the process of repairs can be rewarding as well. Despite his long
sojourn through the models of a capacitor as a filled sink and a set of corrals, models that
violated the insulation integral to the domain model, it was through the process of repairing
and evaluating the model of a capacitor as a set of corrals that S14 reaffirmed his domain
model. The statement ‘it’s wrecking the whole point of a capacitor’ indicated a recognition
of the integral role the insulator plays, a recognition that was lacking before. In subsequent
analogical explanations, S14 never again violated the separation of the capacitor plates.
Both S4 and S14 knew a great deal about circuits and felt some degree of
confidence in that knowledge. What they did not have was a grasp of the priorities of the
constraints in conflict with which they had been confronted. Both students erroneously felt
that the need for a continuation of flow throughout the circuit outweighed the need to
maintain the structural integrity of the capacitor and the separation of its plates. They
therefore sought to fix the bad match that they had erroneously identified. S4 made her
assimilation, modification and patch during the pretest. She may even have made this
modification before this study began, during her course work. S14 made his modifications
during his analogical explanations. Using analogies freed S14 to speculate on ways to
modify the model to repair the conflict, where S4 was willing to modify the model from the
beginning. In both cases, the process of model repair revealed their lack of knowledge of
the priorities of these circuit concepts.
Essentially, both S4 and S14 knew enough about circuits to confidently strike out
through an explanation and propose repairs when inconsistency and conflicts were
encountered However, neither had a higher level grasp of the degrees of importance that
should be attached to their circuit concepts, of what could be discarded for a particular

.
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model and what had to be retained. Faced with a conflict between the general requirement
for continuous circuital flow and the separation of the plates, the correct response would
have been to discard their idea of simple continuity of flow in the case of capacitors and
accept the separation of the plates. They could then have redefined the continuity constraint
as a seamless set of influences, and rebuilt the model accordingly. Instead, S4 and S14
jettisoned the concept they should have kept, the separation of plates, and kept the concept
they should have jettisoned, the simple unbroken flow from source to sink.
How would a teacher tell that a student who appears knowledgeable and confident
lacks this knowledge of the relative importances of his or her concepts? Analogies can
serve this purpose. In the case of S14, the use of analogies freed him to make repairs and
thereby show his knowledge of the priorities of his concepts. How, then to help a student
build this knowledge of the priorities? In general, this higher level knowledge is built up
slowly through a process of confrontation of model failure and conceptual change. In S14,
progress through multiple analogies stimulated this process. Again, the repair and
discarding of multiple analogies proved useful. However, the danger of analogies can also
be seen in the case of S14. Since analogies are by definition an imperfect comparison, they
free a student to make changes to the model. These changes may lead to misconceptions
transferred back to the domain. For students with enough confidence to attempt these
changes, but without the higher level knowledge of priorities to know where changes can
be made, analogies pose a terrible danger.
Confident and knowledgeable enough to attempt model repairs, S4 and S14 lacked
the knowledge of priorities that should have guided those repairs. Students S6, S6 and S8
had used their knowledge of these priorities to guide their repairs. They knew that
maintaining separation of the plates was essential, and that any repair should be in the
direction of providing a way for the state of one plate to influence the state of the other
plate. S14 initially lacked this knowledge of priorities, as demonstrated by his treatment of
the water flow and greyhound analogies. However, through the process of repairing and
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discarding these multiple analogies, he built up that knowledge of priorities. By the end,
he was able to repair the air flow analogy to produce a complete model that accounted for
induction. His final model was described in Section 5.2.1.1. S14 thus illustrated both the
dangers of analogies for students with some knowledge, and the potential rewards of
analogies used to build a knowledge of model limits and the relative importance of the
domain concepts.

5.2.1.3_Fixing a Bad Match to the Battery Effects with a Broken Circuit

During the explanations discussed in the previous section, students went to great
lengths to maintain a continuous circular path through which the materiel in the current
could flow. In contrast, the repairs of these models violated that same fundamental
requirement for some kind of loop that those previous explanations were at such pains to
preserve. In the following explanations, students S14 and S8 shifted the topology of their
systems from a continuous circular path to a line segment. S14 had devised two of the
unbroken circle patches previously discussed; in this section, we will see how he
subsequently employed the contrasting broken circle repair.
These repairs appeared to be motivated by a desire to maximize the effects of the
battery by lining up the components of the circuit around the battery poles in the center.
The repairs thus fixed a bad match from the weak causes of flow in the analogies to the
strong role of the battery as a cause of flow in a circuit. This change had a particularly
strong effect on the models for three of S8’s water flow analogies. The potential energy of
the level of water in a tank with respect to that tank, and therefore the work required to
displace the water, are strongly affected by such modifications.
S 14’s topology shift occurred during his explanation of the hockey team system,
which immediately followed his water flow and greyhound models with their unbroken
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circle repairs. In this explanation, S14 held to the reaffirmation of the separation of the
capacitor plates he had reached at the end of his greyhound explanation. The insulator
between the capacitor plates was never breached in any of his hockey team explanations.
However, other consequence of the topology shift occurred. The structural integrity of the
capacitor was violated, and certain factors that were vital to the domain model, such as the
proximity of the plates and the forces interacting between them were lost. S14 adapted to
these gaps in the matching concepts by including some matches between abstraction in the
analogy and domain.
The hockey team analogy was a vivid one for SI4. He immediately assumed
ownership of it by naming the two teams after his hometown team, the Sabers, and the
Bruins from Boston, where these interviews took place.
S14:

Ok, let’s talk about the Sabers. Say the Sabers are on offense and the
Bruins are on defense.

These concepts of offense and defence would soon turn out to be the cornerstone of S14’s
model repairs. However, in his initial explanation, S14 remained with the analogical
matches as presented to him, without any other elaboration. In this presentation, the
capacitor was identified as a single goal and the puck was unmatched. The plates of the
capacitor were unmatched. The focus of S14’s explanation was a flow to one of the goals,
matched to the capacitor.
S14:

R:

The hockey teams, the players, go off the bench, skate onto the ice rink,
do their circles, and .. go through some defensemen here, till they
eventually get to the goal, [indicating right goal] At which point, they
will all collect at the goal, crowd around it, and there’s no mention of
the puck, so we never know if they score or not.
The puck might be in there, [drawing puck at left]

Although he noted the absence of a match to the puck, S14 did not elaborate. By word
and deed, the researcher confirmed that the puck could be introduced, which may have
made S14 feel comfortable about extending the model, as he had done in previous
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analogies. He used the puck in subsequent explanations. Figure 5.27 shows the
researcher’s drawing of the analogy with the corresponding circuit.
Bruins

Researcher Drawing of Hockey Team Analogy; Corresponding Circuit 8a
Figure 5.27
In this drawing, the capacitor matched the goal at the right. The Sabres, representing the
flow of current, were moving the puck towards this goal, and the Bruins, representing the
resistors, were defending it. The battery matched the two benches. The battery was thus
no longer at the opposite end of the system, as it was in the circuit diagram at the right.
The right goal and the portion of the rink beyond the battery were unmatched and were not
specifically mentioned in S14’s initial explanation. They thus seemed to be unknown
matches delimited out of the explanation rather than bad matches to the circuit. The rink, a
continuous surface matched to the wires of the circuit, was already lacking a linked circular
path. The topology of this analogy was thus in flux from the initial drawing by the
researcher. Whereas all the other students responded to this analogy and this drawing by
delimiting their model and allowing the exact topology of the system to remain vague and ill
defined, S14 capitalized upon the opportunity beautifully.
S14 revised this model in response to the researcher’s request for an explanation of
discharging for Circuit 8a. This revision originated in an elaboration of the analogy. This
elaboration extended from the concrete elements of the analogy to the abstract stages of a
circuit’s behavior. The two modes of offense and defense are important factors in a hockey
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game, and these elements provided a vivid match to the processes of charging and
discharging in the domain.
S14:

Discharging is when the Sa hers are on defense and the Bruins go Qn
offense and they shoot the puck down here and &Ii the players CQlleet
down at the other end. One side of the ice is open here, everybody’s on
offense here, even the defensemen who were up past the red line,
because they’re all on offense.
So, they’re all on the other side.

R:

This explanation was mapped in Plate S14-V. Label 1 indicates S14’s treatment of the shift
in the hockey game from offense to defense, which provided S14 with a match at the
higher level of charging and discharging. In the previous explanation, S14 had just
patched the puck into the system. The researcher inserted the term ‘puck’ in parentheses at
the left to indicate the previous patch. For the first time, S14 patched in the left side and the
left goal, which had become the foci of the action for the mode of defense. The concept of
emptying a side was introduced by S14’s description of the mode of defense. The ‘right
side’ which had originally held the players was now ‘open.’
Working from these rarified levels of abstraction back down to the level of physical
elements, S14 remodelled his analogy by patching the analogue to the capacitor. These
modifications were signalled by S14’s identification of ‘the splitting line,’ a concept critical
to his repair of the capacitor analogue. He felt it was important enough to draw into the
analogy diagram.
S14:

This is the splitting line here, [drawing line to bisect rink] They’ll all
either be here [indicating left side of rink] or all the players will be here.
[indicating right side of rink]

Label 2 indicates this crucial patch. S14 introduced the ‘splitting line’ and added to the
drawing. He described the filling and emptying of each side as the mode of the game
shifted. Because S14 was working down from charging and offense to discharging and
defense, he matched the movement of the players to a position on one side of die system or
the other, corresponding to the movement of charge towards one side or the other. Thus,
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the movement of the charge towards the left plate during discharging was patched into the
analogy before the matching of the left plate to the left goal had taken place.
The researcher then asked for analogues to the capacitor plates, requesting an
extension to the scope of the domain model that would include both the plates of the
capacitor.
r;
S14:

Where are the plates? The capacitor plates?
I would say that’s the goal, I mean, whenever the goal gets filled up.
That’s the M capacitor plate.

Instead of matching the goal to the capacitor, as he had before, S14 matched it to the ‘full
capacitor plate.’ Label 3 indicates this patch. The goal getting ‘filled up’ had been matched
to the capacitor. Now, in place of the capacitor, the capacitor plate was patched in as the
matching domain concept. Thus the part of the domain to be considered for a match to the
analogy has been elaborated to include the two distinct plates, a level S14 had ignored to
concentrate on the capacitor. The filling capacitor plate has been patched into the analogical
mapping as a match to the filling goal.
The analogy was still delimited to exclude the left goal. However, S14’s
introduction of the ‘splitting line’ and the movement of the players to fill one side of the ice
at charging, and back to fill the other side of the ice at discharging had brought the left side
of the ice into the model. Using the concepts newly linked to the left side of the ice, S14
patched in the left goal to correspond to the other plate. The linked concepts that allow this
repair are the states ‘filled up’ and ‘empty.’ It had been the halves of the rink that were
gaining or losing players. Now, it was the goals that were ‘filled up’ or ‘empty.’
R:
S14:

-

R:
S14:

What about the other plate?
This one gets filled up: that one’s empty. That works out perfectly.
Cause this side of the ice, this goal is full. This other side of the ice,
this goal fisl empty. ..
So, at the point where it’s discharged, where are the players?
They’re either on the left or the right. When it’s discharged, on the left:
when it’s charged on the right, [labelling domain and analogy states]
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Label 4 indicates S14’s behavioral model, shown under the higher level comment that
works out perfectly.’ S14 appeared to be indicating that he felt he had completely repaired
the system. He patched in the term ‘empty’ as the state of the other goal. Now, his model
described the state of the system throughout the rink rather than just at the focus of the
players. His summary of this model is indicated by Label 5. He linked the alternative
explanations for ‘filling’ and ‘emptying,’ the players on ‘the right’ or ‘the left.’ Label 5
indicates this description of the two possible states of the model, linked by the term
‘either.’ The domain terms for the two possible states described by this model were
patched in as indicated by the bent arrows. The arrows are boxed to indicate that they were
inserted by the researcher as a correction after the review.
S14 then reviewed the two states, linking the terms for the analogical states to the
terms for the domain states. This final explanation was mapped under Label 6. The
inverse relation between the states was inserted by the researcher as the term ‘(opposite).’
S14:

So, iLs the offense. When we’re doing discharge, we get on defense.
Somebody slacked off.

The reason for switching between the states of offense and defense was easily supplied by
S14’s wit. One of those Sabres must have been giving less than 110%. The remainder of
S14’s explanation of the hockey system was not mapped. Figure 5.28 shows the analogy
drawing after S14 has indicated the two states of the model in domain and analogy. S14
placed these matched states on the side of the drawing that contained the goal that the
players approached during that state: the right during charging or offense, and the left
during discharging or defense. Naturally, all this is described from the perspective of
S14’s beloved Sabres.
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Bruins

discharged
defense

charged
offense

The Two States of the Hockey Team Model
Figure 5.28
Before, S14 had unenthusiastically matched the capacitor to one goal, leaving the other goal
unmatched and providing no analogues to match the plates of the capacitor. In this new
model, the capacitor was essentially wrenched apart, each plate matched to a goal on either
side of the rink. The rest of the circuit lay between the two plate analogues. Flow from
one to the other was based on the mode of play, offense or defense, the abstract concepts
that had initiated the model revision.
Although this model completed the description of the states in hockey, it implied a
bad match to the domain. Instead of seeing discharging as a process of finding a normal
balance in every part of the circuit, S14 was now modelling discharging as a process that
completely emptied the plate that had been filled and completely filled the plate that had
been empty. This model of discharging is symmetric to the model of charging, but with the
the plates reversed. The discharge model appeared to have been constructed from the
charge model, by copying the charge model and patching in the opposite plates. S14 did
not immediately see a problem with leaving the plates oppositely filled and emptied after
discharge because he did not have a strong model for the initial state of the capacitor before
charging. The researcher alerted S14 to the conflict by explicitly representing the initial

state of the capacitor in a new domain explanation that focussed on the enlarged plates.
The researcher’s addition of this domain drawing is shown in Figure 5.29.
MtM
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Drawing of Analogy and States
with Researcher’s Enlarged Capacitor Plates and States
Figure 5.29
Going from left to right, the initial state of the plates is shown in the first group, the
charged plates are shown in the middle, and the discharged plates are shown on the right.
The researcher restated the student’s analogical models for each state so that he would
review his mapping between domain and analogy.
R:

S14:
R:
S14:

So, in terms of the capacitor, that’s what you start with, [drawing large
plates] Then charged is everybody on the right of the rink, [drawing
and labelling charged plate]
Mm hm.
.. Now you discharge it, so everybody on the left, [drawing and
labelling discharged plate]
Yeah.
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r;

So does that [indicating hockey rink] mean this? [indicating drawing of
plates]

S14 responded to this review by revising his analogy so that the plates after discharge
returned to a neutral state. In terms of the hockey teams, some of the players remained in
the middle or moved to the right of the rink.
S14:

Actually, I guess that would mean that some of them discharged should
be able to stay in the middle, or just burst off to the right, [indicating
right side of rink]

Thus, after a quick re-match, this model was fully repaired. S14’s assumption of
symmetric states resulting from charging and discharging, in this case offense and defense,
led to a bad match. Because offense involved all players moving to the right, S14 assumed
defense would result in all players moving to the left. After returning to the domain model
to reaffirm the result of discharging, S14 repaired the analogy. It may be that establishing a
solid concept of the initial state of a capacitor as a neutral state of equilibrium could help
prevent this over-correction of the states of the plates.
S14’s hockey team system involved a model of the buildup of charge on the
capacitor plates that was unusually non-localized. Players crowded near the goals that
corresponded to the plates but did not enter these goals. This analogy may thus provide
support for students who tend to see the wires as initially empty and unimportant,
focussing on the components of the circuit rather than the system as a whole.
S14 shifted the topology of this system by degrees. His first model modification
was a delimitation. As the plate losing charge did not appear to map to anything near the
right goal that was serving as an analogue to the plate gaining charge, S14 did not choose
to mention it. Only after he had introduced the left side of the rink as gaining players
during discharge did S14 introduce the left goal and map it to the left plate. Each plate and
goal was matched when it was in the position of gaining charge or players. After both
goals were matched in that context, the concept of the goals losing players was introduced.
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S14’s shift to a linear system bounded at either end by the goals compensated for
the lack of influence of one analogue plate on the other. As the state of the system changed
from offense to defense, one goal necessarily filled as the other emptied, all according to
the rules of the hockey game. The analogue battery was limited to the role of providing the
players, the purposeful, animate agents modelling the substance of the current. Offense
and defense, the analogues to the states of charging and discharging, provided the
motivating force for the movement, just the rabbit had motivated the greyhounds in S14 s
earlier patch of the racetrack analogy.
S8 shifted the topology of his water systems in a greater variety of ways. His
analogies 2 and 4 were both straight and bounded by the analogue plates, but were oriented
differently with respect to gravity.1 Analogy 3 was similarly bounded but was crescent
shaped, thus falling midway between the original loop and the two completely straight
systems. Only analogies 1 and 5 retained the loop in the original circuit. S8’s Analogy 5
was an example of a patched induction and was discussed in Section 5.2.1.1. One critical
difference caused S8 to reject Analogy 1 but declare Analogy 5 a success. Analogy 1 made
no use of the proximity of the tanks in the behavior of the parts of the analogy and the
forces operating within it. In Analogy 5 the proximity of the tanks enabled the forces of
contact to match the electric forces behind induction. As we shall see, S8’s abandonment
of the idea that the tanks must be in close proximity during his explanations of analogies 2
through 4 allowed him to make far better use of that idea when he restored the close
proximity of the tanks in Analogy 5.
S8’s comments as he began to explain this circuit indicated that he understood how
the capacitor worked. His discussion of induction later in the session confirmed this.
S8:

I understand how it works. I.. know how a capacitor works with
charge. I just have trouble with the models.

The water flow analogy does not truly match the circuit unless the circuit is idealized to discount forces such
as gravity and the pipes are completely full of water. Thus S8’s half filled pipes and consideration of gravity,
while intuitive, are inmmert
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However,

at this point, he couldn’t manage to model induction using these analogies. His

current understanding of induction and capacitors in the domain had not yet given him the
ability to repair the analogies. Moreover, his explanation of his domain understanding is
not very specific.
In explaining Circuit 5, S8 began by focussing on the left side of the system, in the
direction of the conventional current that he had chosen to use, glossing over the right
side.2 He initially described the action of the pump and the flow of water to the left
reservoir, then went on to the question of where the water being pumped came from,
declaring that it was already in the pipes. He did not mention the right reservoir. He
followed this with the explanation shown below, describing at each stage in his explanation
the corresponding behaviors for each reservoir.
S8:

To start with you have about the same amount of water in either
reservoir... It's probably about.. half way .. You've got about half
water here, half water here. [Student draws vertical levels bisecting
tanks c and d] And .. maybe .. static water along the pipes... And
then when you turn the pump on, pump pumps water. .. Depending on
how you want to model, the current's positive, [drawing arrow at
pump a] pumps water, and the water gets taken out of here, [indicating
tank d] and the .. water will.. fill up in here, [indicating tank c]
[researcher redraws new levels to the right of equilibrium levels]

There was no mention of any interaction between the tanks to match induction. The tanks
were only affected by the components between them: pump, pipes, and the water they
contained. The chain of causes ran from one tank through the rest of the system to the
other tank, but no causes related one tank directly to the other or to the space between them.
Figure 5.30 shows the researcher’s drawing of this analogy, with the topology and
configuration of the water system identical to that of the circuit. The components were
labelled by the researcher during the explanation

2
S8 stated that he would use conventional current
jo:
Well, depending on how you want to model, the current's positive.
At Me point later in this explanation, S8 asked whether he should use conventional current or electron flow.
w^was | d 1113111 W3s his choice. Whether he remained with conventional current directions after that point
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Researcher Drawing of Water Flow Analogy; Corresponding Circuit 5a
Figure 5.30
The researcher first mentioned gravity and its direction, setting the stage for S8’s later
modifications of that direction.
R:

We have no idea which way gravity goes.

S8 indicated that gravity played an essential role in the behavior of the system, as the force
that the pump works against, the force that would restore the water levels to equilibrium if
the pump was removed.
S8:

R:
S8:

Right. And .. there's more water in this reservoir [indicating tank c]
and less water in this reservoir. [indicating tank d] And as soon as you
turn the pump off it wants to rectify its situation, so the water goes back
down here, [gesturing left to right across a] and back up there.
[indicating tank d]
Ok, why does it want to rectify that?
I guess you’d have to assume some kind of gravity situation.

This explanation was mapped in Plate S8-I as the starting point for S8’s series of water
flow systems. As indicated by Label 1, S14 could not provide the cause of the behavioral
model for the flow of water. He was only able to state that there was a ‘situation,’ in other
words, that the system was out of equilibrium. Label 2 indicates S14’s patch of the term
gravity, the cause linking the system’s behavior to the situation.
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S8 had not specified the direction of gravity needed. The drawing is partially
consistent with several directions. First, the researcher’s orientation of this system on the
page, drawn to match the circuit, suggested that the tanks were above the pump. Then, the
vertical orientation of the water levels drawn by S8 and the researcher in the two tanks
suggested

a horizontal gravity vector without specifying a direction to the left or right.

Another possibility was a gravity vector into the page as seen from above. The water level
in c and d could be the edge of a spreading pool. S8’s final repair of the closed loop
system in Analogy 5 involved specifying the direction of the gravity vector.
However, S8’s first response to this ambiguity was to propose Analogy 2.
Because no concepts in the model for Analogy 1 were related to the close proximity of the
tanks, that proximity, and the loop it creates, could be discarded. By discarding that loop,
S8 was able to highlight the effects of gravity by lining up the components of Analogy 2
with respect to it. Water was pumped out of tank d at the bottom into tank c at the top.
S8:

R:

At the beginning, it's in equilibrium. .. instead of modelling it like that,
[indicating Analogy 1 ] you could model it.. just to show the gravity
pan of it. [drawing Analogy 2] .. It's.. harder to see the .. loop in
that, but... it's a lot easier to .. understand how the system is working.
.. If you have, let’s see,.. water here, [drawing faint line to bisect tank
d]
[darkens student’s line in d; draws arrow from d to c]

Virtually all of S8’s explanation here was of his higher level strategy; he described the
system by drawing it. Label 3 in Plate S8-I indicates S8’s explanation of the advantages
and disadvantages of his model. By dropping out the loop S8 was trying to make ‘the
gravity part’ clearer. Label 4 indicates the researcher’s insert of a possible behavioral
model to illustrate ‘the gravity part.’ This insert is shown bounded by a dashed circle with
its terms in parentheses. S8 had reconfigured the system to maximize the difference
between the terms ‘(up) and ‘(down),’ ‘(top)’ and ‘(bottom),’ terms that described the
function of the pump and the actions of the system.
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Figure 5.31 shows S8’s drawing of Analogy 2. Maximizing the displacement
between d and c with respect to gravity ensured the greatest possible difference in the
potential energy of the water between destination and source. It maximized the work
needed for the pump to move the water from d to c. S8 maximized the effects of the battery
of the battery by configuring the system so that the battery’s analogue did as much work as
possible.

Student Drawing of Water Flow Analogy 2:
(my italics)
Figure 5.31
This figure, with the water line and arrow indicating flow was the only form of specific
explanation S8 provided for this model. He rejected this analogy as soon as he finished the
initial diagram. Exaggerating the difference in the position of the water had introduced a
new contradiction.
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Sg;

Yeah, but I don't like this one either, now that I look at it. [laughs]
Now all the water's gonna want to— Ah ..

In this system, the water would tend to remain in tank d in the absence of a force to move
it. The uncompleted phrase ‘all the water’s gonna want to’ seemed to signal his awareness
of this.
S8 quickly revised the system to produce Analogy 3. In a gesture that would affect
the development of Analogy 4, S8 turned the page perpendicular to its original position to
find space to draw.
S8:

I know how you could do it. .. I think. Maybe have a system like
[Turning page on the perpendicular; drawing Analogy 3] -where it's
.. got equal ..

In Analogy 2, S8 had exaggerated the variable of the straightness of the system to its
boundary value by making it completely straight. He now relaxed that exaggeration to
produce a system that was curved but not a closed loop in Analogy 3, shown in Figure
5.32. Flow in this system was from left to right during charging.
(d)

(e)

(a)

(b)

(c)

Student Drawing of Water Flow Analogy 3:
(my italics)
Figure 5.32
The pump was now the same height above d and c. The slope of the left pipe at e meant
that the pump would have to do some work to move the water up from tank d. The
configuration of the right side mirrored that of the left. It was initially unclear what forces
S8 expected to come into play on the right side. Although the physical configuration was
symmetrical, the fact that tank c was the destination of the flow rather than the source made
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the consequences of that sloping pipe very different. While the left slope at e increased the
stresses on the pump, the right slope at b decreased them.
The researcher began by asking the orientation of gravity, explicidy labelled by S8
for the first time.
R:
S8:

Ok, so which way does gravity go? ..
Oh, gravity's- [drawing g vector].

S8 began his explanation of this system by applying the concepts introduced by his latest
repair to the placement and state of the water.
58:

So, you have water in here, [drawing levels to bisect tanks d and c]
and .. you've got a little bit.. on the bottom in here, [drawing levels to
bisect the two pipes at e and b] .. So,.. in the pipe they're stagnant,
they're not moving, and there's water here. [indicating tank d]

Label 5 in Plate S8-I indicates S8’s structural explanation for this analogy, placing the
‘stagnant’ water into the pipe and left tank. S8 had seemed to reject Analogy 2 because all
the water would flow into tank d in the absence of any other forces. Now he emphasized
the initial position of the ‘stagnant’ water in both tanks and in the pipe.3
S8 was troubled by the steepness of the slope in the pipes, which made the idea of
water remaining in them difficult to sustain within the analogy. This feeling was probably
caused by a contradiction with a strong domain concept that electrons remain in the wire at
all time. In contrast, the concept of water in the pipes at all times was not well supported
by this model. The researcher reassured S8 that the pipes could be considered ‘almost flat’
to make the concept easier to sustain. This statement related this model to the flatness of
the previous system.

The phrase ‘stagnant water’ had been introduced by the researcher in response to the student’s phrase ‘static
water’ during the student’s explanation of analogy 1. The following explanation was given towards that
beginning of that explanation.
S8:
You've got about half water here, half water here.
R:
Ok. [drawing level]
S8:
And then- and maybe, you know, water, static water along the pipes.
R:
Ok. Stagnant
_ S8:
Yeah, stagnant And then when you turn the pump on, pump pumps water.
j8 appeared to have drawn the term ‘static’ from the domain and patched it into his description of the analogy.
Ibis appeared to be a minor modification affecting only the term “static’ and not associated relations such as
charge and friction. When the researcher provided a matched term drawn from the analogy to water and
unplying the same immobility, the student adopted it and used it in successive models.

.
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S8i
R.

So,.. this would, I mean if the picture was better, it would ..
You could make that almost flat, and then the water could go across and
be a little bit in there, [indicating pipes] That's good enough.

The water level now reflected the action of the pump rather than the effects of gravity.
Gravity simply provided a force for the pump to work against in the slope of the pipes.
Label 6 indicates S8’s higher level comments about his system repairs, taken from the
following explanation. S8 felt that now the effects of the pump would be clear on visual
inspection of the water levels, acting as both system component and measuring scale for the
forces.
S8:

Ok
T think it models better like this than in the loop, because you can
see that when you pump it.. lhis water level's gonna go down,
[indicating tank d] and this water level's gonna go up. [indicating tank
c]

This behavioral explanation for the pump’s effect on the water levels was mapped below
Label 7. The dashed circles bound the researcher’s insertions of the concepts referred to by
‘it,’ ‘this,’ and S8’s gestures. The corresponding water levels in the two tanks moved in
opposite directions. The ‘stagnant’ water remained in the pipe, and the pump caused the
water levels in the tanks to ‘go down’ and ‘go up,’ maximizing the effects of the potential
energy shift.
Just below Label 7 S8’s higher level conclusion about this analogy can be found.
S8 decided that more repairs were required.
S8:
R:
S8:

Right. Oh. I don’t like this one either.
[draws lower level in tank d and higher level in tank c]
Because .. once you do that, it looks like it should stay here, [indicating
tankc] .. because it has to go uphill to go back. So that doesn't look
right either.

The water in the tanks after charging faced a slope to the battery. Even considering the
slope as almost flat, the water would not rush back to its original levels. Label 8 indicates
the internal contradiction in S8’s model, shown in the map as a bad match annotated with
an ‘X.’ In the system as it stood, the behavior of the water would be to ‘stay,’
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contradicting the behavior of ‘going back’ out of the right tank. S8 knew that that return of
the water would be required if the system was to model discharging.
Rather than expand on the stage of discharging, S8 chose once again to return to a
higher level in the domain, the abstract concept he was attempting to illustrate with his
models and model repairs.
This is a tough one .. but, you .. have to establish the fact that there s
some kind of equilibriumEquilibrium was the goal towards which all of S8’s systems were intended to approach.
Here, the researcher proposed a new use of one of S8’s previous systems. Referring to
Analogy 2, already rotated by the angle of the page, the researcher proposed Analogy 4.
R:

What if it was flat? [indicating Analogy 4, the perpendicularly tilted
Analogy 2 ] And the water level just goes like that? [drawing line
across mid horizon] Right? .. And then you turn the pump on--

Figure 5.33 shows the rotation of the original student drawing that illustrated Analogy 4.
The vertical level in c and the long arrow from right to left, annotations from Analogy 2,
were ignored during the explanation of Analogy 4. Flow in this system was from left to
right for charging. This system was closer to the conventional hydraulic analogy. Vertical
displacement of the water in the tanks corresponded to electric potential in the plates. With
virtually no difference between the vertical position of the parts of the system, there were
now no confounding effects from a sloping path between those parts. The potential energy
caused by the raising and lowering of components had been eliminated from the model.
That potential energy was unrelated to the action of the pump and the displacement of the
water in the tanks and had no matching concepts in the domain system. The only electric
potential in the circuit was induced by the action of the battery and the buildup of charge in
the plates.
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(d)

(e)

(a)

(b)

(c)

Student Drawing of Water Flow Analogy 4:
(my italics)
Figure 5.33
S8 eagerly picked up the thread of the explanation. He emphasized the concepts that
enabled this system to model equilibrium. The raised water level in the filled tank was now
maintained only by the continuous action of the pump, without help from a sloped pipe.
S8:
R:

S8:

R:

Right, and it pumps water out of here-This goes down- [indicating tank d; redrawing levels in tanks]
And this goes up, [indicating tank c] and the only reason it stays up is
because the pump is on... Once .. the pump .. bums out, or you turn it
off ..
.. You have to take it out and connect the pipe. With a 'whooshing'
sound effect, it would go back there- [laughing]

The map of S8’s new behavioral explanation is indicated by Label 1 in Plate S8-II. The
term ‘stays’ was now linked to its correct cause, ‘when the pump is on.’ This new link is
indicated by Label 2. In the map, the researcher’s contribution to this behavioral model,
‘this goes down,’ is shown in slashes. The terms in parentheses and bounded by dashed
circles were inserted for clarity. They depict the gestures of S8 and the researcher towards
each of the tanks. The new direction of the gravity vector, now perpendicular to the system
at every point, ensured that the water level would tend towards its equilibrium level at all
points instead of being trapped in the tanks or the pump.
The process of discharging could now be modelled as well. Although he
acknowledged the loss of the loop, S8 declared Analogy 4 a comparative success.
S8:
R:

.. I guess .. that would be the best model. To .. visualize it, but then,
unfortunately, you wouldn't have the loop.
Do you think that's more accurate, to have it flat, instead of one part
higher than the other? .. Is that more .. like the circuit? ..
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S8;

Yeah,.. I’d say that gives a pretty .. accurate model...

S8 was pleased that the analogy isolated the push and pull of the pump and that the water at
rest was evenly distributed throughout the system.
Sg.

I think that's .. a good way of doing it, where it has, once side has a
pileup of water and one side has deficiency of water, so it.. wants to,
because of gravity, or— it wants to reach equilibrium conditions, it
wants to transfer back. At a certain point, it wants to transfer back.

Although the system had no interaction directly between the filled and empty tanks to model
induction, the concepts of equilibrium and discharging could now be supported.
gg.
r:
S8:

[indicating model 2/4] I thought that totally bombed, and didn t work
at all.
It turns out it wasn’t bad, with the right gravity.
Right.

Out of Analogy 2, which had failed, was developed the only acceptable system of the four.
However, the most profound teaching effect of these four analogies arose as much
out of the sequence of failed matches, including some in Analogy 4, as the relative success
of Analogy 4. All of the first four water analogies lacked a model of induction. S8
returned to the domain to describe these unmatched concepts in the workings of the
capacitor. This explanation was mapped in Plate S8-II.
S8:

They're a terrible model, because what's .. going on in the capactiQE is
that there's .. a build up of one kind of charge on one side aM a MM
up of the other kind of charge on the other side. .. It's hard tQ model,
like, negative water.

For analogies 1 through 4, the best analogue to positive and negative charge that could be
devised was the notions of a pileup and a deficiency of water induced by the pump from
Analogy 4. S8’s final evaluation is indicated by labels 3 and 4. The terms ‘a terrible
model’ and ‘hard to model’ showed a high level judgement about the merits of the water
flow analogy in all its permutations. The contradiction between the buildup of negative
charge and the lack of negative water delimited the scope of the model. There could be no
analogue to attraction and repulsion. The unknown match from negative charge is depicted
by the link annotated with an *?.’ The lack of a match for negative charge has delimited the
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scope of the water flow model. In fact, just to describe the need for such a match and the
lack of a corresponding term in this analogy, S8 found it necessary to patch in the term
‘negative’ and link it to ‘water.’
S8’s criticism of all of the first four models may have helped him devise a way to
successfully model induction with the patched Analogy 5. S8’s first move was to restore
the original loop and reorient the circuit with respect to gravity once again.
R:
S8:

Do you fmd it difficult that there's no circuit? [indicating analogies 1-4]
No,.. it doesn't bother my way of thinking. .. I wonder if you could
somehow .. it could be modelled so that it is a circuit. ..I mean, from,
like a top view? .. [drawing Analogy 5]

Figure 5.34 shows the final state of the page with drawings of all five analogies. The
analogies have been numbered by the researcher and the gravity vectors drawn by both the
student and the researcher.
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Student and Researcher Drawings of Analogies 1 through 5
with Student’s ‘g’ Vectors
Figure 5.34

Analogy 5 can be seen in the upper middle of Figure 5.34. S8 has oriented the system as
seen from above, with gravity directed into the page. As with Analogy 4, gravity is
perpendicular to the system at every point, minimizing any distracting effects. From
above, the vector could only be drawn as a dot. Neither student nor researcher attempted
to do so. Orienting the system so that this vector would appear as small as possible may
indicate progress towards the conventional hydraulic analogy system as used by teacher, in
which gravity is not a factor. However, because of various other factors, this was not a
conventional hydraulic analogy. For example, the pipes in Analogy 5 were never full. In
fact, S8 used the exposed surface of the water in the pipes as an integral part of the model.
S8’s development of Analogy 5 is discussed in detail in Section 5.2.1.1. S8’s
discussion of the domain concepts that were not satisfactorily matched influenced his repair
of Analogy 5. Even Analogy 4 was ultimately found lacking, although it matched the
behavior of the system adequately.
S8:

..It's hard to get the idea of.. continuous flow from a capacitor because
.. it doesn't really- current doesn't actually flow .. through the loop,..
If you follow .. one electron,.. it doesn't actually start here [indicating
left side of circuit diagram] and go around here, [indicating right side
of circuit diagram] ..The electrons go this way, [ indicating left plate]
and then .. the ones on this side are repulsed, [indicating right plate]
and go this way, [gesturing down right side of diagram] so .. it's hard
to model the fact that the reason it flows this way [indicating right side
of circuit diagram] is because of the repulsion in here, [indicating gap
between plates] I mean, that's.. really important, to be taught..

The researcher responded to his diagnosis of the concepts in the domain model facing a
hole in all the first four analogies by elaborating S8’s discussion of repulsion with the
concept of the ‘bump’ of electrons propelled by the battery making a circuit around the
system.
R:

S:
R:

It's not essential that the electrons actually make a circuit, but it's
absolutely essential that the bump make a circuit, you know what I
mean?
Right..
And, that's what's happening here. It.. bumps the electrons, and they
bump across here, and they bump all the way around. ..
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S8 used this concept to shift from a focus on the path of the substance in the current,
whether electrons or water, to a focus on the path of the displacement caused by the battery
or pump. Restoring the loop, he developed a system in which the action of the pump
caused waves which crashed against the left tank in Analogy 5. The left tank then
‘bumped’ the right tank next to it The impact then caused waves in the right tank, which
rushed back up the right side into the pump. The analogy is shown at the top of Figure
5.34.
Sg.

..The only way I can think of to model it would be to, you know, have
these be almost touching, [indicating tanks] and then say, well this
[indicating pump] .. pumps water out of here really fast, [drawing left
arrow, wave curves down from pump to left tank] and this [indicating
left arrow] hits this, [indicating left tank] and .. when .. the water
comes rushing along really fast and hits this, [indicating left tank] it
hits this one, [indicating right tank] and then the water's given a push
from that,.. or, it hits it [indicating tanks] and creates some waves.

Using the newly restored proximity of the tanks, S8 thus patched in the bump between the
tanks to model induction between the plates. Furthermore, in his air flow analogy for the
next circuit, S8 employed that same repair. He introduced an impact between the air tanks
and elaborated it to include forces of compression and expansion by constructing the air
tanks with flexible walls.
In Analogy 1, the water was only affected by the action of the pump. In Analogy
5, the water was affected by the force of one tank knocking against another. S8 was able
to discard the proximity of the tanks in Analogy 1 because that concept was not used for the
behavior of the analogy. Because this proximity was sparsely connected to the rest of the
model, it was easily removed. The resulting delimitation of the domain model, prevented
S8 from considering any issues surrounding the proximity of the actual capacitor plates.
The process of modelling and remodelling analogies 2 through 4 without using the
proximity of the plates as a topological constraint stimulated S8 to return to the original
configuration with Analogy 5. Only by discarding the proximity of the tanks and playing
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around with the resulting models could S8 build up the connections needed to use this
proximity for his model repairs.
S8 thus seemed to be applying the goal of differentiating a crucial concept to
himself. In the pilot study, discussed in chapter 3, this goal was pursued by a teacher, El,
tutoring student SO. In the current study, however, S8 appeared to play the roles of both
teacher and student El had differentiated the characteristics of electrons released from a
battery using the same type of repair. He took student SO’s analogy of gas spreading out in
a tank and patched stones in place of gas. Because stones would stay put in the tank, this
produced a surface contradiction in the predicted behavior of the system. El thus focussed
SO’s attention on the causes of the contradicting behavior in both analogies: the
characteristics of stones that were in contradiction with the characteristics of gas. These
characteristics produced a bad match not only to the crucial concepts in the student’s
analogy but to those same crucial concepts in the domain, the key to understanding the
domain model. Recognizing why the teacher’s differentiating analogy did not match the
domain enabled SO to recognize why his own analogy did, and thus what crucial concepts
in the domain would produced the predicted behavior.
S8’s discussions of the domain at the end of his explanations of the first four
systems showed the effects of delimiting and highlighting the domain concepts that were
placed in contradiction. Before the differentiation, S8’s comments were vague, he
‘understood how the capacitor worked’ but he ‘couldn’t model it in the analogy.’ After the
differentiation, he talked about a ‘build up of one kind of charge on one side and a build up
of the other kind of charge on the other side.’ He described a match to these concepts in
Analogy 4 as a ‘pile up of water’ and a ‘deficiency of water.’ He could identify the
concepts crucial to induction that lacked matches in the original water flow analogy.
R:
S8:

There's one thing, though, that the two kinds of charge do that the water
doesn't.
Create a field across the capacitor?
.. Right.
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S8:

But there's, I'd have to think about a way you could model that with
water.

It was the process of grappling with the failed matches to the domain that stimulated S8 to
his most lively and precise explanation of induction. This was the explanation that
immediately preceded his patch of bumping tanks into Analogy 5 to match this repulsion.
The electrons go this way, [indicating left plate] and then .. the ones on
this side are repulsed, [indicating right plate] and go this way,
[gesturing down right side of diagram] so .. it's hard to model the fact
that the reason it flows this way [indicating right side of circuit
diagram] is because of the repulsion in here, [indicating gap between
plates] I mean, that's .. really important, to be taught..
The process of trying to make the patched analogy match the observable behavior in the
domain allowed S8 to first identify and activate the crucial concepts in the domain that make
up induction and then, with the help of the researcher, form an idea of which concepts in
the analogy could complete a model for induction.
Because he understood the domain system, S8 was able to play the teacher and
patch the analogy to violate a surface concept in the physical configuration of the capacitor,
one that he knew enabled induction to occur in the domain. Because he did not know how
to model induction in the water flow analogy, S8 was able to play the student and
manipulate the new system he had proposed to himself. He constructed a series of models
in which the visible domain characteristic which enabled induction between the plates was
replaced by a contradicting concept, sundering the tanks to the opposite ends of the system.
S8 then progressed through various configurations of this system, attempting to simulate
the domain behavior and noting further contradicting concepts as he progressed. When he
used the researcher’s discussion of a bump to introduce the contact between the tanks that
matched induction, S8 completed the model.
Whereas S8’s explanatory goal turned out to be differentiating a crucial concept,
S14’s explanatory goal was to explain, as were most of the other students who used
patches to repair their analogies. S8’s topology shifts were precisely calibrated and
occurred on several variables. These included changes in the orientation of the systems
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with respect to the viewer as well as with respect to gravity, and changed along a
continuum of shapes from loop to half loop to straight line. S14’s topology shift was less
precisely defined and occurred in an analogy that had already blurred the topology of the
circuit by eliminating the bounded path and the single hole in the middle. S14’s topology
shift was governed by his elaboration of the scope of the analogy to include a match of the
models of the game, offense and defense, to the stages of the circuit, charging and
discharging. His elaboration to a higher level of generality induced a reorganization of the
matches between the physical pans of domain and analogy. S8 tended to perform his
model modifications at the level of physical components and their behavior. For both S8
and S14, the introduction of a straight path heightened the effects of the mechanisms that
induced flow in each.system. The pumping of the water proceeded down the simplest path
possible with the resulting displacement of the water levels easily marked in the tanks. In
the other case, the motivations of the offensive and defensive players were made clear by
the matching of the plates to the opposing goals they pursued and defended.

5.2.2

Delimiting Explanations

Delimiting Explanations differ from either patching explanations or elaborating
explanations in that they do not involve introducing new concepts into the model. Rather,
delimiting explanations involve setting problematic areas of a model ‘out of bounds’ for the
current explanation. This is most likely to happen for problematic areas that were only
distantly connected with the current focus of an explanation. Delimitation is always called
into action at some point in the use of any analogy, because all analogies, by definition,
break down at some point. Thus, the proper use of an analogy involves knowing where it
breaks down and not attempting to use it in that area, delimiting it. When a domain novice
faces a breakdown in an analogy, a dilemma arises. Is the breakdown an indication of the
legitimate limits of the analogy or is it a red flag for misconceived domain knowledge? In
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the former case, a delimitation is the most efficient and appropriate response. In the later
case, an elaboration of the domain model should be used if at all possible. If it is not
possible to elaborate, then a patch from the analogy may be used until a richer domain
model can be developed. However, novices may not know enough to resolve this
dilemma appropriately.
The legitimate limits of the analogy are indicated by badly matched concepts that are
obviously expendable or irreparable. Concepts are expendable if they are far enough away
from the focus of explanation and disconnected from it. They are irreparable if the damage
is too extensive, involving too many bad matches or internal contradictions. When a
student has no concepts in the domain corresponding to the contradicting concepts in the
analogy, thus, no way to repair it, delimiting the analogy is the strategy that is generally
used, whether appropriate or not.
The explanatory goals served by delimiting include avoidance, persuasion, and
control of the level of detail. The explanations discussed in this section included two that
served the goal of persuasion, one that served the goal of avoidance, and one that served
the goal of controlling the level of detail in an explanation.
S7 proposed an analogy to biking up a hill to explain the concept of equilibrium.
His goal of persuasion was shown by his disinclination to resolve lingering contradictions
in his model. He had proposed the analogy for his own purposes and saw no need to
elaborate it to fulfill a goal of explaining that he had never intended to for. S5’s resistor
analogy also appeared to serve the goal of persuasion, providing a model that matched the
behavior of the potentials in the circuit. The potentials were identified as pressure in the
context of a fluid analogy to either air or water and described using a scale of colors to
indicate strengths. A chemistry major, S5 was inspired by the colors indicating the
pressure in the pipes to tap her knowledge of filter systems. She devised a filtration system
to change the color of water and mapped the pressure to the ‘heaviness’ of the combination
of the water and substance dissolved in it.
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S5’s domain explanation, given during the directed water flow analogy for Circuit
7, served the goal of controlling the level of detail in the explanation with a delimitation of
the behavior and causes of charge at the micro-level. She shifted to the context of analytical
chemistry. In this analogy to the interpretation of a different domain to the same system,
the terms of the description remained the same, but the epistemological strategy was
changed. S5’s understanding of her analytical chemistry permitted an explanation of
behavior of a material by citing that behavior as a property of the material without giving an
explanation for why the material had that property at the atomic level. While atomic level
explanations are indeed a part of chemistry, particularly physical chemistry, S5’s
experience of analytical chemistry permitted this explanatory strategy.
S4’s explanation for discharging in the water flow analogy served the goal of
avoidance. She had originally elaborated her model for charging from the single current all
the way around the circuit that had played such an important role in her domain
explanations to two opposite currents in the two sides of the systems. These two sides
were separated by the divided reservoirs of the capacitor analogue at the top and the battery
at the bottom. It was the fact that the opposing currents never occupied the same space in
the circuit that allowed S4 to accept this elaboration. Her model for discharging thus
induced a conflict by removing the battery which separated and redirected the opposing
currents. She introduced an event, the splash of the opposing currents, that would perform
the same separation and redirection functions of the battery. This enabled her to avoid and
delimit the possibility of the opposing currents occupying the same space and the necessity
of mapping the opposing currents into the domain.

Persuading of Equilibrium and Resistance

S7 treated his own spontaneous analogy to bike riding very differently from the air
flow analogy and the other instructional analogies presented by the researcher. With the
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instructional analogies, S7 had operated under the constant assumption that the explanatory
goal was to explain as fully as possible at all times. That was, after all, the task the
researcher gave him. He thus elaborated the analogy to all possible areas that might match
the domain, paying particular attention to behavioral predictions, micro-level behaviors and
an unbroken link of causes. In contrast, S7’s treatment of the bike riding analogy that he
had proposed to explain a state of equilibrium suggested that his goal was to persuade
rather than to explain. He therefore did not bother to resolve the internal contradictions and
bad matches affecting his model, delimiting the inconvenient causes and effects. A
fundamental difference between S7’s treatment of the bike riding analogy, proposed by he
himself, and the air flow analogy, proposed by the researcher, was clear.
S7 had proposed the bike riding analogy to illustrate his new model for equilibrium
in Circuit 9b. S7 had treated Circuit 9a as reaching equilibrium when plates filled and
emptied. Noting the extra battery, he saw the need for equilibrium based on a balance of
influences, rather than on the exhaustion of the material in flow. This explanation was
given in the context of the air flow analogy. As the protocol begins, he had just stated that
the flow stopped when the fan reached the ‘limits of its power.’
S7:
R:
S7:
R:
S7:

But then it may reach the limit of its power.
Ok. What happens when they reach the limit of the power, is that a
matter of.. running out of gas?
It's not that they shut off, it's that.. they’re spinning, but they're n£i
accomplishing anv more.
Why?
There's enough- [silence]

This explanation was mapped in Plate S7-II. Label 1 indicates S7’s correction. The higher
level description of S7’s explanation as a ‘correction’ was inserted by the researcher and is
thus depicted in parentheses. S7 proposed an analogy to illustrate the idea that the fan,
although still ‘spinning’ was not ‘accomplishing any more’ because the effects of the fan
were balanced by the pressure in the circuit. Rather than elaborating the air flow analogy to
cover this phenomenon, S7 chose to illustrate it with his own analogy, apparently drawn
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from personal experience. S7 described the ‘force’ exerted by the rider of a bike on its
pedals being balanced by the steepness of the hill.
S7:

Like when you're riding a bike up a hill, when vou get to a certain
point— if you're in .. a really high gear, you get to a certain point wfigrg
vou can put all sorts of force on this pedal. iM you're not going any
further.

In Plate S7-II, Label 2 indicates the beginning of this analogy, signalled by the term ‘like.’
S7 specified the structure of his system at Label 2, and at Label 3 defined the initial
situation leading into his behavioral explanation. This behavioral explanation continues
below Label 4 on the map. Label 5 indicates the delimitation S7 imposed on this model.
The ending of this behavioral explanation was delimited by suppressing any elaboration.
At first, what might happen after the rider stopped on the hill was simply not elaborated,
represented by the boundary marked ‘Do not elaborate.’ Later in the explanation, S7
shifted to a complete delimitation. He stopped discussing an end to the ride. The terms
indicated by Label 5 appeared in the S7’s causal explanation, which is given below.
S7:

It's like you've come to some kind of equilibrium where the hill's
pushing down on vou the same wav you're pushing on the hill. You're
stopped, so vou fall over.

Label 6 indicates S7’s description of the causes of this behavior, a kind of ‘equilibrium’
between the hill and the rider. The term ‘equilibrium’ was patched in from the domain.
Because this was an earlier map, the patch was depicted by the double circle around the
term, but the more standard bent arrow has been added to clarify the map. The patching
arrow is boxed to show it was inserted after the student review. The unknown match for
the equal ‘pushing’ between the hill and the rider is boxed because it also was inserted by
the researcher after the student review. Label 5 indicates S7’s treatment of the ending
condition in his behavioral model, for which the concept ‘you’re stopped’ leads to the
concept ‘you fall over.’ These concepts were presented but not elaborated. It was this
delimitation that served S7’s explanatory goals for this analogy.
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The situation S7 described would both be internally consistent and match the
domain beautifully if the ‘equilibrium’ was considered to be a constant velocity. The rider
would accelerate on the approach to the hill, but the greater work required on the slope
would balance his efforts, leading to a constant velocity. However, the condition S7 used
for the state of equilibrium was zero velocity rather than zero acceleration. This
formulation may have been supported by an underlying assumption of impetus, ‘force as a
mover,’ in diSessa’s formulation (diSessa, 1993a). The main reason for S7 s use of zero
velocity in the bike riding analogy was probably the behavior in the domain model and air
flow analogy that this bike riding analogy was intended to explicate. The flow of charge or
of air in these systems decelerated to zero velocity as the pressure or potential increased.
S7 returned to his air flow explanation illustrated his focus on movement. The
spinning of the fans was enough to maintain the air stored in the tanks, but not enough to
change the system, hence, no air flow would be observed.1
S7

.. So .. these fans are spinning, and they're just putting enough toJcssE
the system the wav it is. they're not doing enough to Change the system
any more because they can't.

Label 7 indicates the map of behavioral explanation for the air flow analogy. S7
constructed this explanation to match his behavioral explanation for his biking analogy.
The ‘force on the pedal’ which fails to move the biker ‘any further’ matched the ‘spinning’
of the fans which cannot do enough to ‘change the system.’ S7 described no ending
condition for his air flow system. The system would be kept ‘the way it was.’ Thus, the
unelaborated ending for S7’s biking system, in which the bike would ‘fall over’ had an
unknown match in both the air flow analogy as well as the domain. This unknown match

1 This reading of S7’s explanation is also supported by earlier protocol. In his initial model for the air flow
analogy, S7 had described the state of the system after the tanks had been filled to capacity as one in which no
air flowed.
SI:
.. you fill up this tank.. until the fan reaches its limit of power. It can't move any
more air into this tank... The tanks reach a point where they're full, despite the best
efforts of the fan,.. and it stops. When you add another fan, it has quite a bit more
power to .. pull some more air through .. this passageway, but it, too runs out of
power.
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is indicated by the analogical link annotated with a question mark at Label 5. It is boxed
because it was inserted into the map by the researcher after the student review to make the
cause of delimitation clearer. This unknown match induced S7’s delimitation of the end of
the bike ride.
The central purpose of the biking analogy was to illustrate the concept of
‘equilibrium’ for the air flow analogy and the domain. S7’s proposal of the biking analogy
suggested that he felt his domain and air flow explanations needed a further causal link to
explain equilibrium. In the cause and linked concept which were introduced by the biking
analogy but which were not in S7’s original air flow explanation, we can see what more
was needed. The biking analogy introduced the steepness of the hill. In the domain, this
was the potential induced by the charged plate; in the directed air flow analogy, this was air
pressure. It was air pressure that provided the influence that opposed and balanced the
action of the fan.
Given a match back to the air flow analogy for the steepness of the hill, this would
have been a completely elaborated model proceeding from the original air flow analogy to
the biking analogy and back to the original air flow analogy. This pattern of a completely
elaborated mapping would have served the goal of explanation. Why hadn’t S7 provided
this match from the steepness of the hill to pressure in the air flow analogy? It seemed clear
that he was serving the goal of persuasion rather than the goal of explanation. He was
forging his chain of causes for an explanation of the system’s behavior in three stages.
First, he began the chain with the system’s behavior with part of its causes in the original
model, the air flow analogy. Then he described the behavior and all of its causes in the
new model, the biking analogy. Finally, he returned to the behavior in the original model,
delimiting from this model the one causal concept that was not raised by the top level
behavior model, air pressure.
S7 forged his chain of causes from the spinning and ineffective fans with their
limited power to the peddling but stilled rider on the equally steep hill, back to the spinning
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and ineffective fans. In the analogy, the stalled rider falling over matched neither the
analogy’s own end condition of mutually balanced effort nor the domain s behavior, in
which the fan continues to spin ineffectively. Instead of inducing a patch or an elaboration,
as these contradictions would have induced for the goal of explanation, the contradictions
were simply delimited. The concepts themselves were included in the model without being
elaborated. However, the implications of those contradicting concepts, any possible
repairs, and matches to the contradiction in the domain were delimited out of the model.
Furthermore, air pressure was delimited out of the domain when the domain model was not
elaborated to introduce a match to the steepness of the hill in pressure or potential.
The characteristic crescent for persuasion consists of behavior in the domain to full
behavior and causes in the fully elaborated analogy to partial causes in the domain. This
crescent can be seen here. It leads from Label 1 through Label 7 and omits the ending
condition indicated by labels 5 and 8 and the unknown match indicated by Label 6. This
match could have been made from the same amounts of ‘pushing’ between the hill and rider
to the same amounts of pressure between the flow from the fans and the air in the tanks,
but it was not made by S7 in this explanation.
The researcher tested S7’s commitment to the pattern of delimitation induced by his
goal for the analogy by attempting to get him to elaborate his model and repair the
contradictions, even proposing patches for these contradictions.2 S7 was initially
unresponsive, demonstrating his commitment to his goal of persuasion and the resulting
delimitation of the models. Eventually, S7 cooperated with the researcher’s goal of explain
fully, implied by the researcher’s questions and patches.
The researcher asked for the causes underlying the behavior. S7 provided further
behavioral explanation with a branch to a condition in which the behavior would fail to

2 At this point in the interview, the researcher provided several examples of patching behavior for S7. Such
modifications in the rest of S7’s interview were therefore supported by the researcher’s examples. S7’s
induction patch of a membrane between air tanks, discussed in section 5.2.1.1, occurred prior to this
explanation.
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show equilibrium to illustrate the causes of the equilibrium. The root cause is the hill s got
you and you’ve got it,’ which related the steepness of the hill to the efforts of the rider.
The researcher’s question was mapped to the left of Label 5, within the delimiting
boundary.
r:
S7:

Ok. So if you're riding the bike up a hill, what do you mean by reach
equilibrium, are vou no longer moving?
You're no longer moving, but.. you're not slipping back. Which is
what happens.. if you took the pressure off, here, you'd go back, but
the hill's.. got you, and you've got it, and you're just sitting there.

Contradictions that reduced internal consistency of the model were being further delimited.
The biker ‘fell over’ earlier, now he was ‘just sitting there.’ There was now a sense of an
extended period of balanced opposing forces in the biker’s effort and the hill’s slope that
contradicted the earlier description of the biker falling over at the point of stationary
balance. S7 had changed the expected behavior in the biking analogy to match the behavior
in the air flow analogy, but without changing any aspect of his biking analogy to account
for the changed prediction of behavior. Rather than resolving this in some way, S7
shrugged it off: he had made his point.
S7’s attitude towards the analogy and the explanatory goal he had employed it for
was shown still more clearly by the following exchange. The researcher first tried to get
S7 to elaborate, then provided several alternative patches to fix the holes in the analogy. At
each point, S7 would not be induced to elaborate.
R:
S7:

R:
S7:

Are mv wheels spinning?
No. But you're exerting a force which is analogous to these fans
exerting some force by spinning. But you're keeping it in equilibrium
because you can't change it.
Ok. This has never happened to me... to get stuck half way up a hill
without mv wheels slipping.
Yeah. I mean, you know, but vou could--

The researcher’s probes were answered by restatements of S7’s original match between the
spinning fans, equilibrium, and the pushing of the bike against the hill. S7 was not willing
to provide a more extensive explanation. The researcher’s questions were therefore
mapped below Label 5, as part of the delimited area of the model. S7’s response to these
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probes was included as part of the delimiting boundary indicated by labels 5 and 8. S7 was
willing to see the researcher elaborate, but he felt no need to do so himself. Causes that
complicated the focus of his analogy on the equal opposing influences were delimited.
R:
SI:

R:
SI:

R:

S7:
R:
S7:
R:

I know what you mean, I know what you're trying to say, it doesn t
quite work with the analogy, though.
Ok. Draw it out a little bit.
Say if the hill was coming apart and sliding back down under you, so
you could be going sideways.
Ok.
But if you're on a hill, and your wheels aren't slipping,.. even if you re
pushing down on the pedals, the bike's not moving, it’s going to fall
over.
Yeah, right, it has to be moving.
[It's] the movement of the wheels around that keeps the bike up..
Ok.
So I can see your muscles versus the steepness of the hill reaching
equal, and can't make it move forward, but the bike would fall over.

The researcher’s question was mapped below Label 8, within the the delimiting boundary.
S7 accepted the researcher’s elaboration of the causes of the bicycle’s motion. It had
become clear to him that the researcher was serving the goals of explaining through
elaboration and fixing a bad match through patching. Although these were not his goals, at
this point S7 was willing to humor the researcher. It took two solutions and an elaboration
of the causes of the problem from the researcher to elicit just so much from S7.
Temporarily adopting the researcher’s new goal, S7 provided a patch to resolve the
internal consistency and endorsed the researcher’s patch. He replaced the biker with a
tricycle rider. Again, he simply named the patching term without elaboration to linked
causes and without providing a new behavioral explanation for the patched model. He
provided a brief behavioral explanation for the researcher’s hill sliding patch, elaborating it
to a minimally complete model. His elaborated solution was mapped below Label 9.
S7:
R:
S7:

Right. Well,.. vou could be usine a tricycle, [laughing]
Yeah, yeah, ok. Toddler going up a hill.
Yeah, the hill sliding part, you could say that too. That you're
pedalling, and the hill's sliding .. at the same speed, so you're not
getting anywhere.
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The bent arrows indicating patches are boxed because they were inserted after the student
review to make the notation consistent. The doubled circles indicated the patched concepts
in the original map. S7’s patched explanation took the concept of ‘not moving’ from the
researcher’s explanation of the causes of the bicycle system indicated by Label 8, and
patched in a tricycle. The concepts in parentheses, ‘not going to fall over,’ were inserted
by the researcher. They illustrate the behavior that might be entailed by the features of the
tricycle and patched in along with it.
The researcher provided another patch with another brief behavioral explanation for
the analogy.
R:
S7:
R:

S7:

Or if you're pushing a box up a hill,
Ok.
You're pushing the box but.. it's not moving once the hill gets to a
certain steepness, you're strong enough to keep it from sliding down,
but not strong enough to make it go.
Ok.

Thus, the contradiction in the analogy were resolved, the rider would no longer fall over as
equilibrium was reached. The contradiction within the analogy had been elaborated to
several alternative solutions in desultory fashion. However, the fundamental link of causes
remained from the behavior in the original air flow system through the behavior in the
biking analogy to the causes in the biking analogy and back to some partial causes in the
original air flow system. Above all, S7 never made the elaboration of the original model
that would have produced a cause to match the steepness of the hill that had completed the
analogy. Thus, the basic crescent form of persuasion persisted.
The researcher’s real goal in highlighting the analogical contradictions and
proposing the various analogical patches was to induce S7 to elaborate his domain model to
encompass the causal concept that opposes the fan. None of these patches and elaborations
of the analogy accomplished this. S7’s underlying goal of persuasion involved building
his chain of causes through the analogy instead of using the analogy to completely elaborate
a chain of causes through the domain. This goal was unaffected. The delimited hole in the
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domain remained, with the causal role lost in that hole compensated for by the analogy.
This exchange suggested that a student cannot be moved from a delimiting goal like
persuasion applied to an analogy conceived and proposed by himself by any amount of
patching or elaboration of his analogy.
Student S5 also exhibited the goal of persuasion. A chemistry major, she made use
of her chemistry knowledge to increase her confidence and provide a behavioral
explanation that matched the question. She was cued by the spectrum of colors in question
10, intended to represent different pressures. The corresponding circuit with S5’s
annotation is shown in Figure 5.35.
-

Red
= High
Orange

- Yellow = Normal
- Green
- Blue
= Low

0 = filter

S5’s Analogue Match to Resistor; Corresponding Circuit
Figure 5.35
S5 asked to use a fluid analogy because she linked the idea of different colors from the
spectrum to the different colors of water when different chemical substances are dissolved
in it. She defined the ‘clogged pipe’ analogues to resistors as ‘filter devices,’ giving an
explanation of the device analogy.
S5:
R:
S5:
R:

Can we do liquid? .. Because liquid does turn into colors.
It does, how?
Well, you've got to add some stuff to it. flaushsl.. So... can we call
these filter devices? [indicating resistors]
Sure.
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S5:

..Ok. See, can you remember? I'll just put right here, filter, [draws
resistor = filter] .. Now, filter's gonna filter out the impurities,..
coming out of the water... From the pump, ok? I laughs]

This initial explanation was mapped in Plate S5-HI under labels 1 and 2. The model begins
at Label 1 with the initial model presented in the written question provided with the circuit
diagram. These terms are shown in slashes to indicate that they came from the researcher,
albeit in written form.
Question:

We can use a spectrum of colors to represent the 'pressure' of the
flowing current at each point in the wire.

The terms in parentheses below the delimiting boundary represent some of the domain
concepts that were not available to S5. Without the concepts of potential, attraction,
repulsion, or negative charges, S5 faced a difficult task in explaining this system. Her
response was to use the far more familiar system of water flowing through pipes and
filters.
S5’s goal was to persuade, to persuade by constructing a model that finessed the
areas of the domain where her knowledge was incomplete and her confidence low. The
strategy she employed to achieve this goal was to engineer a delimitation of these areas of
the domain, as depicted in the map below labels 1 and 2. She engineered this delimitation
by escaping the domain of circuits, in which she was a relative novice, for the domain of
chemistry, in which she was an expert She did not simply explain the system, she took
the role of teacher, providing a helpful diagram to support the researcher’s understanding
of her analogue resistor. She appeared to be having fun, as she frequently did during these
interviews.
The advantages of the positive attitude and feeling of mastery that S5 seemed to
exhibit while discussing her chemistry system of ‘liquids’ and ‘impurities’ were balanced
by the hazards of matching filters to resistors. As discussed by El in Section 5.1, using
the filter as a device analogy for resistors successfully matches the behavior of resistors as
a hindrance to flow, but carries an incorrect match to the idea that the resistors stop a part of
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the current from going through. That is why the directed analogy to flowing water
presented resistors as a clog, which hinders flow, rather than as a filter. The essential
function and purpose of a filter, the extraction of impurities, focuses attention on the part of
the analogy which produces a bad match to the domain.
As the explanation progressed, S5 elaborated through the analogy, generating
behavior in line with the function of the filters. She remained with the left circuit in the
problem, giving an explanation as she followed the flow around the circuit. The feeling of
mastery induced by her ownership of the filter analogy and the chemistry domain probably
enabled her ignore the problem’s request for explanations of the three stages of the transient
process.
S5 had labelled the left circuit during the pretest. Using the pressure analogy, she
had described a high pressure red with “R” before the first resistor, then medium high
pressure orange with “O” between the two resistors. She had initially described the circuit
after the second resistor as medium low pressure with “gr” then modified that to normal
pressure yellow with “y” immediately after the second resistor and medium low pressure
“gr” immediately before the battery.3
S5:

So we're starting with very dirtv water, ..which we're gonna call red.
[indicating label ‘R] ..' We start off, our pump pumps up through the

pipes, we're coming along,.. we're fading a wav because some of the
dirt is being left as residue on the pipes.
This explanation was mapped in Plate S5-III. Label 4 indicates the beginning of S5’s
behavioral model, covering the initial condition of the water in the system, red, as it ‘fades
away’ by passing through the pipes. S5 appeared to be using a model of resistance as
filtering, as the pipes and ‘filters’ removed ‘dirt’ from the water. The ‘residue’ taken out of
the water did not appear to have a match in the domain. During the review, S5 agreed that

o

S5 had given progressively lower pressures for the next two transient circuits, identifying the middle
transient as red-orange-green, the thud stage as orange-yellow-blue, and postulating a fourth and final stage
as yellow-green-blue. She thus seemed to be treating the circuit as indicating falling pressure as the circuit
reached a steady state. Here, S5 chose to give a causal explanation for the first stage and delimit the other
three.
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she had not matched the concept ‘residue’ to anything in the domain and suggested the
match ‘circuit.’ This annotation is boxed to show that it was inserted during the review in
response to the student’s comments. Label 5 indicates the effect of the filter 1 and Label 6
the further effects of the filter 2 as S5 continued her behavioral explanation.
S5:

So now we go on through filter 1. and we change color... /indicating
label ‘O’] We go in through filter 2. we change color again [indicating
label ‘y’/ and then by f, we're MU leaving some residue on the pipes.
.. so by the time we reach back to our pump, or our new water supply.
we're a fresh, clean color, [indicating label ‘gr’ before pump] ..

During the review, S5 matched the orange color of the water to the concept of ‘pressure’ in
the circuit and stated that she had not made the match during her explanation. This
delimited match is boxed to show it was inserted during the student review. S5 used the
final stretch of pipe as a further filter to explain the final change of the water from yellow to
green, indicated by Label 7 in the map. She appeared to be elaborating the analogy to
match the domain behavior she had predicted. Label 8 indicates the final state of the water,
a ‘fresh, clean’ green. Purifying the water in this way was the apparent function of S5’s
system
The researcher asked S5 to match her analogy back to the domain. S5 responded
by using the dirt in the water as an indicator of the density of the current, saying ‘more
current.. it contains more.’
R:
S5:

.. What would that correspond to in electricity?
[laughs] The dirtier, the more current there is... The .. more color...
It contains more.

Whereas the dirt and the water are separate substances in her analogy, S5 provided as a
match only the amount of current. This final match was mapped to the right of Label 8. S5
kept the domain model intact rather than modifying it to reflect the incorrect difference
between the dirt and water in her analogy. She was able to return to the domain, citing the
amount of current to match the combination of the water and its impurities. This suggested
that this was a persuading explanation rather than an avoiding explanation. In an avoiding
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explanation she would not have been able to return to the domain for a final match to
complete the chain of causes. There was, however, the characteristic unknown matches
from part of the chain of causal concepts in the analogy to the domain. This left a hole in
the domain model as it corresponded to this analogy. S5 did not match the residue to any
specific concept in the domain. She did not explain what a resistor was, or how it
corresponded to a filter. She did not answer the question of whether a resistor stops
anything from going through, given than the difference between the substance stopped by
the filter and the substance permitted through is erased in the domain.
Like S7, S5 had proposed an analogy, the device analogy between the resistor and
the filter. She had not proposed the water flow analogy, but she had spontaneously
requested that it be used for this explanation. She thus might be expected to feel the same
sense of ownership for the water flow and filter analogies that S7 felt for his biking
analogy. This sense of ownership, of having the right to determine the purpose for which
an analogy should be used, may be a prerequisite for the operation of the goal of
persuasion.

5.2.22_Controlling the Level of Detail for Current

S5 used delimitation to serve the goal of controlling the level of detail in her model.
She accomplished this with an elaboration of the domain model to encompass her
knowledge of analytical chemistry, an area in which she was confident and comfortable.
Her explanation was almost a self-directed analogy between the domain of physics circuit
theory and the domain of analytical chemistry. It fell short of being a true analogy,
however, in that references to the system and the terms used to describe it remained the
same. Only the epistemology determining the acceptable strategies for explanation shifted.
At the undergraduate level in analytical chemistry, the epistemology that drives
explanation is very different. Domain topics that use a reductive explanatory strategy, such
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as physics or physical chemistry, give causal explanations by describing the micro-level
behavior that produces the observable macro-level behavior. The domain topic of analytical
chemistry, at least at S5’s level, is fundamentally descriptive. The focus is on describing
the properties of materials. Properties may be described at the macro-level as lab results or
at the micro-level as chemical equations, but the lab experiments involve describing
properties, not explaining how the chemical bonds can be formed with a reductive model.
This is covered in physics, covered briefly in introductory chemistry, and extensively in
physical chemistry. S5’s understanding of the epistemological strategies used in analytical
chemistry allowed her to delimit the scope of the explanation. Once she knew the material
of a component, she could explain the behaviors associated with it as a property of that
material.
During Circuit 5, the researcher presented a structural explanation for the capacitor,
which S5 used in Circuit 7 to support her shift to the context of analytical chemistry. To
make the explanation vivid, the researcher proposed specific materials. The material of the
plates was originally described as ‘tin foil,’ which was changed to ‘tin’ by the student.
This turned out to be a significant change, because S5 brought her knowledge of the
chemical properties of materials to the topic.
As a novice in circuits, S5 could give explanations with the analogies, but could not
rely on a strong domain model to check her analogical model. The researcher therefore
asked for some domain explanations within the directed analogies portion of the interview,
after all issues in an analogical model had been raised. This was also done with S4, and an
elaborating domain explanation she gave is discussed in Section 5.2.3.
S5’s explanations for the water flow analogy for Circuit 2 and the air flow analogy
for Circuit 7 indicated the lack of a model for movement on the side of the system where
current would flow into the pump. This indicated that S5 had no model for the battery as

pulling in current.4 S5’s discussion of water flow in Circuit 2 explicitly mentioned the lack
of a model for the in-flow side.
§5i

Water is stored in one of these capacitors, [indicating left reservoir on
the battery out-flow side] on one side, so the water fills, the water level
fills, and then when it's time --I don't know how one would go to the
other, though. .. AU I can say is that the water runs in through the
pipes, fills up at the reservoir, [indicating left reservoir] but the water
can't go from one end [indicating left reservoir] to the
other.[indicating right reservoir]

S5’s discussion of air flow in Circuit 7 was a similar, if more concise explanation.
S5;

Air is being fanned .. through this pipe, [indicating pipe on battery out¬
flow side] .. meets a very constricting pipe .. travels up the pipe and into
.. plate 1. [indicating left tank on battery out-flow side]

S5 never mentioned the right side, the in-flow side of the circuit, supplying current into the
battery. The conflict with the idea of battery origin delimited all discussion of that side of
the circuit. Because a causal model that did not violate battery origin was available to S5
for discharging, the delimitation was removed for that explanation. The flow out of the
filled tank permitted flow through the entire circuit Only S5’s explanation for air flow in
Circuit 7 is presented, but Circuit 2 produced a similar explanation.
S5:

So, the .. pump, .. is taken out,.. the .. air flows back down, ..
through a very constricting,.. and then travels up .. through d,.. up
through c constricting its [the air’s] way, and into plate 2.

It was at this point that the researcher decided to ask S5 to provide a domain explanation for
the working of the capacitor plates. To focus the explanation, the researcher drew
diagrams of the enlarged capacitor plates, shown in Figure 5.36.

4 The lack of a model for movement on the battery inflow side of the circuit raises the possibility that S5 had
the idea of battery origin for the material of the current The concept of battery origin was discussed by El in
section 5.1. Battery origin is an underlying concept that would support the lack of a model for battery in¬
flow. If the moving substance can come only from the battery, the in-flow side of the circuit must be empty,
and as a result there will be no need for an idea of the battery as pulling in the moving substance. However,
S5’s domain model for the capacitor seemed to imply that, at least in the realm of analytical chemistry, she did
possess an idea of charge in all the components ofthe circuit.
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Researcher Drawing of Enlarged Capacitor Plates
Figure 5.36
S5’s explanation revealed the confusion between energy and charge discussed by
expert El in Section 5.1. She saw the plates of the capacitor as holding, storing or
‘absorbing’ ‘energy’ or ‘current.’ She saw energy, current, and charge as interchangeable
concepts. She did not appear to have a vivid microscopic model for current, describing it
as formed of protons and electrons at one point, protons and neutrons at another. This
explanation was mapped in Plate S5-I. S5’s behavioral model for the flow of current into
the plate begins by Label 1.
R:
S5:
R:
S5:
R:
S5:
R:
S5:

Can you tell me what happens on that plate? [indicating left plate)
The energy is absorbed.. Or. the current gets absorbed.
What’s the current made of?
Protons and electrons, [laughs] Energy. Charge. ..
[drawing charge balls in two colors] Ok, so what does the battery do
to make the current happen?
It supplies it.
Ok. What's happening in this plate? [indicating left plate]
The protons and the neutrons are being stored. Or. the charge is being
stored.

On the map, the behavior of the current appears above the delimited area and the objects
‘making up’ the current appear below the delimited area. Label 2 indicates S5’s first
explanation of current as protons and electrons. During the review she identified matched
these terms to the objects in the current. Label 3 indicates S5’s introduction of ‘neutrons’
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in place of electrons, contradicting the terms she had just used. Her move was appropriate,
given that she appeared to assign a neutral charge to current. S5’s idea of current as a
substance with both positive and negative charge, a neutral substance, made the task of
developing a causal explanation for the capacitors impossible. Label 4 indicates the
delimited relations of repulsion and attraction, neither of which were available to S5. The
absence of a model for induction could be compensated for with a vigorous model for
battery pulling in a flow of current, but S5 did not have such a model. In circuits 2 and 7,
her inability to account for movement in the in-flow side of the circuit had caused her to
delimit the in-flow side from her explanations.
S5 resorted to her chemistry knowledge. Her earlier identification of the plates as
tin during the researcher’s explanation of the capacitor’s physical structure provided her
with an opening. She identified tin as a ‘positive’ and gave an explanation of the behavior
of a positive.
S5:

I .et's sav this is tin, and tin is positive. .. Sq, we've got the nggaflYS
charges lining up here, [indicating left plate] .. On the surface. .. and
there's air in the insulator.

Label 1 indicates S5’s behavioral model for the realignment of charges. This realignment
was not caused by the flow of current. It was not connected at all with any actions in the
rest of the system. The realignment was a result of a self-explanatory property of the
material. No causes for the realignment at the atomic level were given. Such causes,
indeed, any need for micro-level causes, were delimited by S5’s understanding of the
scope of analytical chemistry.
S5 proceeded to describe the properties of the right plate in the same context. The
behavioral model continues under Label 2. The terms in parentheses were inserted by the
researcher to depict S5’s gestures during the explanation.
S5:

Then you have tin again. [indicating right plate] .. And, if we said tin
is positive, then there's a negative charge again. And then there's
positive over here, [indicating center of right plate] So, I really still
don't know what's happening.
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For S5, the material of a plate determined its charge distribution. Because both plates had
been described as the same material, both plates must contain the same charge distribution,
with negative charge on the surface and positive charge in the center. The following
diagram, shown in Figure 5.37, was drawn by the researcher in response to S5 s
explanation to clarify the charge distribution.
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Researcher Drawing of Tin Plates
Figure 5.37
S5’s model involved a static distribution, delimiting the processes by which that
distribution might have occurred. It thus implied that there were no previous causes to
discover. Because of this, S5 responded to the researcher’s requests for a causal
explanation for the distribution of charge with restatements of the property of tin.

Label 3

indicates the delimitation S5 was employing. The association of negative charges with
electrons and positive charges with protons and any behavioral model for the rearrangement
of charges were unavailable for the explanation.
R:
S5:
R:
S5:

What I'm wondering about is why does tin send all its negative .. guvs
to the surface-- are they all the way around?
They're everywhere on the plate.
Why is that?
Because it's a positive.
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So whv is it a positive?
Property of tin.

S5;

It seemed clear from her responses that she considered the statement of the property selfexplanatory. Label 4 indicates S5’s appeal to chemistry. During the review, S5 described
this section of the map as just such a citation of her knowledge of chemistry. She did this
in response to a question from the researcher as to the source of her ideas. She annotated
the map by circling the term ‘property’ and labelling it ‘chemistry’ to indicate the source of
the term. The epistemological relations of analytical chemistry as S5 understood them
allowed the statement of a property as an explanation. A causal explanation was
superfluous.
The particular concepts in S5’s explanation made generating a causal explanation
even more difficult for her. Because both plates contained the same surface charge, the
model gave rise to no future behavior that might have been induced by the charge
distribution. There was nothing to be done with this model beyond the initial description.
Because the distribution was unchanging, there was no way to link it to the flowing
current.
The remainder of this section discusses the researcher’s attempts to induce S5 to
develop a causal explanation for the capacitor. A discussion of the different materials in the
circuit caused difficulties for S5’s strategy of explaining charge as a static property of the
material. The researcher’s citing the positive and negative poles of the battery cued S5 to
separate the charges in her explanation. Although she was not able to complete a causal
explanation for current flow, S5 eventually decided that her model for the surface charges
could not be applied to the circuit. She thus began to focus on her knowledge of circuits
once again.
The researcher’s strategy was to try to break the link between material and charge
distribution. Citing the different materials of the circuit components brought the rest of the
system into the explanation and weakened the link between a specific material and the
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system’s behavior. In the following protocol, the researcher was pointing to the actual

components of the experiment.
r;
S5:
R:

What I'm asking is, they put these clips on, they don't seem to be
worried it should be made of the same kind of material.
Right. Right.
And these., [indicating clips] It's not really strong, but it looks like
steel to me. But this really looks like aluminum to me. [indicating blue
capacitor screws] .. So the current is happily going through these
different kinds of things, at least two that we know of.

The researcher then drew a cross section of the rest of the system, shown in Figure 5.38
indicating the clips, the copper wire, and the battery.

Researcher Drawing of Component Construction
Figure 5.38
The drawing of the battery included the positive and negative symbols on the battery case at
either pole. Although S5 had discussed protons and electrons, she had not separated
positive and negative charge. This drawing provided her with a cue to do so. However,
S5’s first reaction was to give the properties of the materials.
S5:

R:

Right. Now this [indicating diagrammed clips] is a neutral charge, so
it can take just about any positive or negative charge and carry it on
through as a conductor. For copper, [indicating diagrammed wire] it's
a good conductor in both, I just don't know why, or what it does.
Hmm. That is a good question.
.. Why does the copper work either way?
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Because of its properties, it has the ability to carry on these charges.
The positive and negative charge through it. And conduct a current. ..

S5 recognized that she could not explain how the copper carried positive or negative
charge. She once again cited its properties.
The researcher attempted to separate the positive and negative charges in S5’s
explanation by citing the drawing and the battery case.
r:

S5;

Why is one end of the battery marked negative and the other marked
positive?
.. Ah, good question... Because the structure of the battery on the
inside,., there has to be a place for the positive end of the battery to
come out through. Positive will always leave first, and then negative
will come in. .. From high to low.

S5 was stimulated to separate the charge, positive leaving and negative entering, even citing
potential, although by value and not by name. She was still reluctant to describe the charge
at a micro-level, again preferring to refer to it by its properties, positive and negative.
R:

S5:

Ok, what's positive and negative? Positive leaves and negative comes
in, but what are they? .. What is it that's coming in and leaving? Those
are adjectives, positive and negative.
Right. Well, I think the name says it all, what leaves is positive and
what comes in is negative.

The researcher then pointed out S5’s shift from a description of electrons and protons
flowing in current to a description of realignment of bundled positive and negative charge
in a material to an in-flow and out-flow of separate positive and negative charge.
R:

S5:

R:
S5:

.. But up here [indicating large diagram of tin plates] you're talking
about sort of units with a positive side and a negative side, and when
you talk about current you talk about either positive-negative things
flowing, or electrons and protons, at one point you were saying,
flowing. .. So, I'm wondering, if you say negative comes in and
positive goes out, how that compares with this, which is .. a bundled
negative-positive end thing, [indicating negative-positive groups in
large diagram]
I see what you're saying. .. I think I'm right with this. I may not be. I
think when you've got a surface, you've got these kind of bonds. ..
But when you're dealing with electrical charge, they break up.
Yeah. This, [indicating tin blocks diagram] you're right, it's a
different case.
Right.
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S5 responded by drawing a distinction between the two domains of analytical chemistry
and circuit theory. The static realignment of charge occurred in surfaces. The bonds were
broken and the charges flow in circuits. Label 5 indicates the separation of S5’s single
model into a model of surfaces with ‘covalent’ bonds and a model of ‘electrical charge.’
The link annotated with an ‘X’ indicates that the behaviors of these models were now
different.
The researcher then explained current as flowing positive ions or flowing electrons.
However, S5 was still unable to generate a causal explanation for the capacitor’s charging
and discharging. She left this circuit with a model of current containing either flowing
positively charged ions or flowing electrons, but not both. Label 6 indicates a possible
behavioral model for electrical charge inserted by the researcher. This was still delimited
for S5. Although she had managed to develop the distinction between the two cases, she
was still responding to the system as a chemist. The concept of an electric field forming a
causal link was subsequently developed by S5 for Circuit 12, reported in Section 5.2.3 on
elaboration.
S5’s chemistry knowledge permitted her to elaborate the domain model to
encompass a domain topic she was more confident about and shift to that topic. Her shift
left the terms of the system unaffected, and thus must be considered an elaboration of the
domain model rather than a true self-directed analogy. However, at the higher level of
explanatory strategy, the rules governing explanations were shifted. Once S5 had
elaborated her model to include her chemistry knowledge, focussing on that area of the
model allowed her to use the explanatory strategies she associated with that domain. S5’s
goal in shifting to an analytical chemistry approach was to control the level of detail in the
explanation, by permitting explanation by property.
In the pilot study, the expert had controlled the level of detail in the explanation by
directing the student to use the air flow analogy. The weak matches between the micro¬
level of moving electrons which student SO had preferred to use and the micro-level of the
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flowing air prevented SO from developing his explanation at the micro-level. SO remained
with concepts such as flow and pressure at the macro-level while using the air flow
analogy, although he returned to his micro-level flowing electrons whenever he used the
domain model. In addition to the weak matches at the micro-level, the epistemological act
of citing an analogy provides explanatory power by bringing in new concepts, obviating
the need for a reductive explanation at the micro-level. Thus, the explanatory strategies
associated with the act of using an analogy helped delimit the micro-level out of an
analogical explanation by removing the need for more explanation and replacing reductive
strategies. Similarly, the explanatory strategies associated in S5’s mind with analytical
chemistry delimited the micro-level causes out of her explanation, although the micro-level
objects, positive and negative charges bundled together, remained within the scope of her
explanation.

>.2.2.3_Avoiding a Conflict in Two-Wav Current

In contrast to Si's spontaneous biking analogy and S5’s proposal of the water flow
analogy and use of chemistry, S4’s delimiting water flow model was a directed analogy
presented by the researcher. Thus, like most of the analogies discussed in these sections,
S4 was operating under the goal of explaining implied by the tasks in the interview. In
addition to this usual goal, S4 introduced the goal of avoidance. She employed
delimitation to avoid the conflicts in her model for the water flow analogy in Circuit 2.
S4 employed an elaboration to two way current just as SO had in the pilot study.
To explain discharging, SO had remained with simultaneously crossing currents that
oscillated to a slow stop, using a traffic analogy to provide the causal links for a
persuading explanation. In contrast, S4 moved to a model of discharging that delimited
the conflict she had raised with her two way current. It was by the elaboration of the
unidirectional current that S4 cited in all her pretest explanations into two opposing
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currents, that S4’s goal of avoiding a conflict arose. The conflict was twofold. First, S4
wished to avoid mapping the two currents back to the domain model’s single current. As
discussed in Section 5.2.1.2 on unbroken circuits, S4’s belief in one current following an
unbroken path all the way around the circuit was so strong that she had modified her
teacher’s instruction on capacitor to include ‘conductors’ that would allow the current to
bypass the insulator between the plates. She had now introduced two opposite water
currents into the circuit. She did not want to resolve the match between the two opposite
currents she had postulated and the single current that was of paramount importance to her.
However, S4 could assimilate the multidirectional pair of currents as long as the two
currents were physically separated by the battery, which could mediate their opposite
directions though some delimited and hidden internal mechanism. This mediation raised
the other potential conflict, this one within the analogy. S4 depended on the separation and
diversion of the opposite currents by the pump and divided tanks to avoid stimulating the
conflict with her domain model of current. If the opposite currents occupied the same
space in the pipe, this unwanted conflict would be raised. The second conflict thus became
a conflict between opposite currents in the same space.
S4 had proposed the opposite water currents in the model for charging in Circuit 2
to explain why both bulbs lit. The empty tanks may have suggested to S4 the introduction
of a flow into them, which would imply a flow of current up both pipes into both tanks,
and therefore out of both sides of the pump. Figure 5.39 shows the researcher’s drawing
of this discharge analogy. The arrows indicating the paths of the two currents were drawn
by the researcher in response to the student’s gestures.
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Researcher Drawing of Water Flow Analogy Discharging
Figure 5.39
S4 also appeared to exhibit the alternative assumption of battery origin, discussed by El in
Section 5.1, in which the material of the current comes only from the battery, and to further
assume that sending that material out is the only way the battery is affecting the circuit
Under these assumptions, if the incoming side of the capacitor is not to be considered dead,
then the battery must send material out both ways.
S4:

Ok. So, now, it lit up for a few seconds, and then it went off.So
we must have some water here, going through this, right? [indicating
bulbs] .. So first when we connected everything to the battery,
everything, and the wire went from the battery, it was pumped up to the
capacitor, and we took the battery out We connected these two
together, [indicating wires] .. so,.. some of the water .. in the
reservoir, must have went through here, [indicating clogs]

The researcher probed for the final destination of the water during discharging. S4 showed
insecurity about several aspects of her model, including whether the water could leave the
reservoirs at all during discharging. The researcher confirmed that it could. S4’s
uncertainty seemed to support the idea that her goal was avoidance. She had not devised
model that she could confirm by mapping it back to the domain. S4 reached an explanation
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of discharging as water exciting and entering the reservoir, but the path of the water was
not clear.
R:
S4:

r:

S4:

Now, we hook up the wire without the battery,.. and you think the
water is in the reservoirs now, or it— did it go somewhere else?
Well,.. some of the water must go through the pipes, you know?
Now, the pipes are connected to the reservoir, so .. probably the water
went through the pipes, and went back to the reservoir.It
[indicating the system] must have some water here, [indicating bulbs]
You know? To light the- can the water come out from the reservoir?
It can if you like... It can go in. I haven't said that they sealed the
opening,
Yeah. .. So probably the water is coming out of the reservoir, going
through the pipe, and coming out, and going to the reservoir again.

Were the currents crossing to the opposite reservoirs or making an about face at the joint
where the pump had been and returning to their original reservoirs? The former case would
have been identical to SO’s explanation of discharging. It subsequendy appeared that S4
had not herself decided on the behavior of this model.
The researcher asked S4 to focus on the moment when the conflicting currents meet
and elaborate the resulting behavior. S4 offered several alternatives: current could all go
left to right, or all right to left, or some each way. The researcher asked for clarification on
whether S4 was seeing alternating current or two-way current. S4 was unsure what she
wanted to see. She felt that two directions of current was ‘illogical,’ felt that she did not
really believe in the possible elaborations she had described. With the concept of ‘splash,’
she found a solution, an end behavior that would delimit the conflict of her opposite
currents having to occupy adjacent pipes with nothing separating them, which was leading
her to elaborate the model into the unacceptable territory of opposite currents in the same

R:
S4:

R:
S4:

What happens when the water gets to a and f? ..
Probably it will go through like that, [gestures left to right across a-f
joint] or like that, [gestures right to left across a-f joint] you know,
some of it will go through like \hat.[gestures right to left across a-f
joint]
Will it go both ways? Or altemateI don't know. Seems like illogical, you know what I'm saying? I don't
think— No, I don't really think it will go. I mean, it will splash, it might
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do that, right? .. This is really funny, [laughs] .. Just let them go back
to.. place, [silence]
This explanation was mapped in Plate S4-III, indicated by Label 3. Showing her
uncertainty, S4 elaborated the behavioral model for the water to three possible outcomes.
The first two, current left to right, current right to left, produced a bad match because they
are in opposite directions, indicated by the ‘X’ link between. The patched concept
‘splash,’ which induced no bad matches within the analogy, was the one S4 remained
with. S4’s delimitation, shown to the right of Label 3, is boxed because it was inserted by
the researcher after the student review. The rest of Plate S4-ETI will be discussed in the
section on elaboration.
The conflict of opposite currents had been delimited for charging by the function of
the battery as a separator which could alter the behavior of the currents as needed The
conflict had arisen for discharging with the removal of the battery with its features of
separation and path determination. The introduction of ‘splashing’ restored the delimitation
by placing an event with those same features of separation and path determination in the
position formerly occupied by the battery.
S4 provided no description of the future fate of the water in the circuit or its final
state, delimiting at the level of behavior in the analogy. She made no arguments to support
her prediction it would ‘splash,’ delimiting at the level of causes of behavior in the analogy.
She did not match the ‘splash’ back to a counterpart in the domain, delimiting the need to
resolve the bad match between unidirectional current in the domain and two opposite
currents in the analogy.
S4 made one more detour through model modification before settling with the
‘splash’ delimitation. She was still uncertain about the model, possibly troubled by her
inability to match ‘splash’ to a domain counterpart She had suggested earlier that the tanks
might not allow the current to flow back out again; she now made use of that concept She
proposed another solution to prevent the conflict of opposite currents in the same position,
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suggesting that the water never re-emerged from the tanks. She explained the behavior of
the bulbs in lighting by elaborating the concept of charging to include them.
S4:

R:
S4:

[silence] I'm not sure about that, I don't--.. maybe the water doesn't
come out, maybe we have something, you know, like these [indicating
bulbs] .. were charged, and that's why they lit. Some current left in
here, [indicating bulbs]
.. And is that why the lights light?
Mm hm, probably.

Although the two solutions were different, the strategy was the same: delimit the conflict of
unseparated opposing currents in the same place out of the model, either by separating the
currents with a splash or by confining their location in space to separate components.
Since the two pipes had been joined and the clogs permitted flow, the tanks provided the
only outlet for that strategy.
The researcher asked S4 to elaborate the model to return the capacitor to its original
state, which they decided was empty after a short exchange. S4 returned to the domain to
answer, drawing a distinction between the capacitor’s role as storing energy and not
current. This supported her original solution, in which the water flowed out of the tanks.
She dropped the idea of charged bulbs and sealed tanks.
R:

S4:

.. The question then is, if after you do this, [charging and discharging
circuit] you think the reservoirs are still full, then .. how does it ever get
empty? ..
The capacitor's a store. So, when the battery pumps everything,
everything gets stored in the capacitor. I think it has to get empty. ..
For example, here it went through it, [indicating right clog] here it
went through it, [indicating left clog] so some of it will go in, some of it
will come out,[ indicating right side] some of it will go in, some of it
will come out, you know?[indicating left side] If we connect the
circuit. So, capacitors store energy, not current. So, probably .. some
of the current will still [be] here, and again we can see that probably
some of the water went out of the reservoir.

Dropping the solution of sealed tanks left the original ‘splash’ model or the development of
some new model as possible solutions. S4 indicated that she was aware of the source of
the conflict: the original elaboration to two opposite currents separated by the battery. She
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raised the question of the design of the analogy system. The researcher confirmed that the
design could be modified.
S4:
r;

§4:
r:

S4:

I think it depends also on the design of it
Well, a capacitor pretty much behaves the same.
Yeah. We're talking about here, you know, [indicating analogy
diagram] We're going to use the analogy.
Oh, the analogy.. Yeah, you can fiddle with .. the design. And, I don t
mind if you do, if you have a better design.
Mm hmm. [silence]

S4 chose not to modify the design further. The researcher raised the previous solution as a
final model, and S4 gave a qualified assent.
r:

S4:
R:

So,.. where we're leaving it is .. water comes out and splashes.
Probably.
After that, we're reserving judgement.

The delimitation of both domain and analogy is what makes this pattern one of avoidance.
While both persuade and avoid delimit the domain, and in some cases parts of the analogy,
the signal that avoidance has occurred is the delimitation of causes and consequences in the
analogy that would be otherwise available. For persuasion, a complete analogical model of
behavior and causes compensated for a hole in the causes of behavior in the domain. For
avoidance, the hole in the domain model was paralleled by a hole in the analogy. The
analogy was used as a diversion from the conflict instead of a resolution of it This can be
seen in S4’s treatment of her two solutions. Both were designed to delimit the
consequence in the analogy of opposite currents of water in the same section of pipe. Both
were designed to prevent the match of the opposite currents and any interaction between the
opposite currents to the domain, allowing the domain model high level concepts such as
charge and energy and the function of the capacitor but delimiting treatment of the two
opposite currents and their behavior out of the domain model.
The delimiting models discussed in this chapter included two persuading, one
controlling the level of detail, and one avoiding a conceptual conflict S7 and S5 appear to
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have been supported in delimiting their persuading explanations by their sense of
ownership of the analogies they had proposed.
In a chemistry explanation that controlled the level of detail, S5 delimited the microlevel causes of current flow. She set up this delimitation by first elaborating into her
knowledge of the charge distribution for surfaces in chemistry, then using her explanatory
strategies for analytical chemistry to replace the micro-level causes required by the reductive
strategy. S5’s fluid analogies to circuits 2 and 7 were briefly discussed. The lack of a
concept supporting flow into the battery delimited the explanation for the in-flow side of the
circuit
S4’s explanation for the discharge of water flow system delimited conceptual
conflicts that had been induced by her previous elaboration of the model. S4’s elaborating
model is discussed in the next section, 5.2.3. For S4, as for S5, student delimitation
followed student elaboration. The two way current S4 elaborated to explain movement in
both sides of the circuit introduced conflicts with her domain model of one-way current all
the way around the circuit and within the analogy itself. S4 delimited these conflicts by
introducing behavioral events designed to separate the two currents. With the exception of
S5’s fluid analogies, all of these delimiting models had one thing in common: the student
was responsible for the occasion requiring delimitation. It may be that a sense of
ownership of and responsibility for a model make delimitation seem a more acceptable
strategy. While the lack of domain knowledge to support a model may induce the
delimitation of parts of the system that cannot be explained, students generally tried to work
with the models they had.

522—Elaborating Explanations

Elaborating explanations reflect a process of extending the model to include any
external concepts linked to the concepts within the model. Such elaborations may be
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motivated in a number of ways. Unmatched concepts in the domain or analogy may induce
an extension or substitutions of concepts in the corresponding model that completes the
match. Roles associated with the behavioral concepts in the model that were initially
unfilled,

such as causes or predictions of behavior, may be filled in by elaborations.

Elaboration may be a response to contradictions that arise, including contradictions between
predictions derived from different portions of the model and contradictions between
predictions and experimental findings. These contradictions.may be resolved by an
elaboration that justifies one at the expense of the other or by an elaboration that eliminates
the competition between concepts by distinguishing what they apply to. This
distinguishing may be accomplished by reassigning the contradicting concepts to different
stages of behavior to different spaces in the model or to different levels of detail.
Like patching, elaborating brings in and links up new concepts to fill a hole or
resolve a conflict. Elaborating differs from patching in that the new concepts are developed
by extending a model, introducing concepts within its own sphere where none were
available before. These concepts may be derived from mental simulations of the model,
knowledge of the local domain of the model, or logical deductions based on the model.
Patching replaces some part of the model with new concepts, either derived from some
other source, analogy or domain, or developed from the analogy guided by the domain
concept requiring a match.
If a concept was unavailable before elaboration, it does not necessarily mean the
student had never known them, only that the student cannot access that knowledge, which
may have been forgotten or reinterpreted to assimilate it to existing preconceptions. If
concepts are truly not known by the student, then a supporting analogy and domain
explanation by a teacher is essential for elaboration to occur. In this case, the effect of the
elaboration with the analogy, as opposed to straight domain instruction, is to induce
conflict, to highlight the need for information, to draw and focus the student’s attention and
enable the student to accommodate and use the new knowledge. The analogy must then be
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used in conjunction with domain instruction. Two examples of this use of analogies with
domain instruction are given in Section 5.2.
Completely and correctly elaborated models were given by students in in the areas
where they had correct domain knowledge. They are generally not reported here, because
they involve tapping existing knowledge rather than bringing in previously unavailable
concepts. They are thus not model repairs using elaboration in the strictest sense, because
the original model was complete. Examples of complete and successful explanations can
be found in the explanations of the advanced students S6, S7 and S8, including their
domain explanations, their explanations of directed analogies patched to include induction,
and their explanations of directed analogies that included support for the problem. Such
analogies include the pinball analogy for capacitors, the candle flame analogy for fields,
and the water and air flow analogies for circuits not containing capacitors.
There were two examples in which students truly taught themselves, students
extended a model to complete an explanation that had formerly been based on a partial
model. One was a patching explanation, and one an elaborating explanation. Both of these
examples were provided by intermediate students S14 and S4. S14 and S4 had received
complete instruction on capacitors but did not have the firm grasp of the importance of the
elements of the capacitor model and their relative importance that the advanced students did.
They therefore had enough knowledge, available or unavailable, to complete their models.
S14 could correctly explain induction but had let it go, along with the insulating
component of the capacitor, to make the water flow and greyhound analogies work. The
fact that he was willing to model the two plates with flow permitted through the insulator
rather than contenting himself with self capacitance induced by the battery seemed to
indicate that he did not have a clear grasp of the essential features of the capacitor. With his
successful repair of the air flow analogy, S14 reclaimed his knowledge of induction .
However, this repair of the air flow analogy was a patch, in which a new concept is
substituted for an existing part of the model, rather than an elaboration, in which the model
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is expanded into new territory. The only case in which a student used elaboration to
reclaim knowledge that was not available before and to complete a correct model, was that
of S4, another intermediate student.
S4 had been taught capacitors, which presumably included an explanation of
induction, and could recall some of the circumstances of the first construction of a
capacitor. However, she had assimilated this instruction into a partial model in which
conductors linked the two plates. She elaborated a complete domain model with the aid of
model elaborations of two analogies, which she used to direct her domain elaboration.
S4’s explanation is discussed in Section 5.2.32.
The next section, Section 5.2.3.1, is concerned with two elaborations that did not
produce complete causal models. Si’s elaboration of the pinball analogy was characterized
by elaboration to concepts with a particular type of link which was not causal. Si’s
explanation was purely functional. She made no predictions of behavior based on the
effect of events on the structure of the system. Instead, Si’s predictions were based on
what she thought the model required for the model’s function to be achieved. S4 was
driven by similar functional considerations. Considerations of the behavior she felt the
model required, movement through both sides of the system and the filling of both tanks in
the analogy, caused her to introduce two way flow. However, S4’s explanation was a
causal one, based on an elaboration of the effects of events on the structure of the system.
The elaborating explanation discussed here led S4 into a delimiting explanation for
discharging, to avoid the conflicts raised by the two way flow.
Section 5.2.3.3 gives S4’s elaboration of the domain, directed by elaborations of
the analogies. It was through this domain elaboration that S4 reached a complete model for
capacitors and confronted and rejected her original alternative model of ‘conductors’
between the capacitor plates.
Finally, in Section 5.2.3.4, the researcher’s elaboration through domain and
analogy to teach SI and S5 the complete model of capacitors is also presented. This is the
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only model repair reported here that was performed by the researcher. The fact that the
model was repaired by the researcher is evidence of nothing, as the researcher obviously
sees things this way. Rather, this explanation is presented as an example of teaching with a
complete analogy. The researcher developed this analogy to model field and flow while
separating the two at the end of the directed analogies interview with S5. It was presented
at the end of the directed analogies interview for S1, S5 and S4, so as not to bias thenexplanations. S4’s response is not reported here, as she had already elaborated a correct
domain explanation. The strategy s success with these beginning students may be of
interest.

&2JJ-Explaining Induction

Two student elaborations to explain induction are presented here. Both were partial
models, and the response of students to the material makes them of interest. S1 elaborated
the pm ball model to explain induction along purely functional lines. S4 elaborated the
water flow model to explain movement on both sides of the system and the charging,
which she matched to filling, of both plates. S1 produced a model that provided an
explanation for movement and a cause and effect relationship between the two plate
analogues. Her model of the behavior of the analogue plates was determined by the need to
move the balls, rather than by a simulation of the behavior of that structure.
S1 had had difficulty modelling the capacitor circuits. On Circuit 9, she began to
make progress with the pinball analogy, which provided a model for induction and
therefore supported the expected and observed behavior in the model. Circuit 9 cannot be
made to work without potential difference and induction. Although the pinball analogy is
difficult to imagine because of the cognitive load of simulating the pinballs and the
unfamiliar nature of the analogy, it provided the one thing S1 needed, a model for
induction.
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Initially, the researcher asked S1 to explain a system designed to highlight the
relation between the two capacitors. She gave an explanation of the pinball system if the
bulb and connecting wire was removed and the two capacitors left unconnected. The
Circuit SI referred to is shown in Figure 5.40, together with the original system and the
pinball analogy to the two capacitors. Flow was clockwise in all circuits and left to right in
the pinball analogy. The corresponding Circuit 9 had been annotated by the researcher to
show the interior connection and bulb which would be removed. The researcher mapped
the two capacitors with their interior connection to the pinball analogy below, then
diagrammed the system variation with the interior connection removed and a bulb added at
the side to provide an indication of flow. S1 referred to the variant circuit during her
explanation.
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Corresponding Circuit 9 with Researcher Annotations;
Researcher Drawing of Pinball system for Linked Capacitors;
Researcher Diagram of Variant Circuit 9c with Link Removed
Figure 5.40
Si’s explanation of the circuit without the link thus took place in the context of the pinball
analogy to the linked capacitors. This context powerfully highlighted the potential of the
pinball analogy’s model of the link as a solution to the lack of flow in the variant system.
In her subsequent explanation for the original system, S1 displayed great respect for the
role of the pivots from the pinball analogy as a causal agent.
SI decided that the balls would roll into b and that nothing would happen in the
other half of the circuit. The idea that there would be no flow in the rest of the circuit
corresponded to the correct domain model.
It goes from the springloaded lift, through the lanes, to the pivoting
gutters, and it stays in b... The balls.
.. We have another set of pivoting gutters .. here, but they’re .. not
linked, [indicating gutters b and d]
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51;

R:
SI:

.. So all the balls stop here [indicating left gutter on left capacitor]
They can't go any further.
Ok. And what happens on the right side of the circuit?
Nothing.

The researcher then drew in the link between gutters c and d in the pinball system shown in
the previous figure. Figure 5.41 shows the new system with the link included. Circuit 9c
is omitted from this figure for clarity.

Corresponding Circuit 9a with Researcher Annotations; Pinball Analogy
Figure 5.41
S1 was stimulated by the inadequacy of the behavioral model for the variant circuit.When
the researcher moved to the original system and asked S1 to explain it with the pinball
analogy, S1 immediately indicated that there would be movement between the capacitors
and down the right of the circuit. This explanation was mapped in Plate SI-I
R:

S1

Ok. .. we’ll hook up c and d, [setting up the circuit] and we’ve got
some bumpers in the middle of them, so now we’re corresponding to
the top circuit...
Some balls are in here. [indicating gutter c] .. and then they can go
through the bumpers .. to d... and then some balls are .. in e. and then
they can go through.

SI had the movement of the current completely and correctly elaborated. Label 1 indicates
her behavioral model for the flow of the balls. It remained to be seen whether she could
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elaborate causal concepts to link the elements of behavior and explain the role of the
capacitor analogues.
Propelled by frequent queries from the researcher, S1 proceeded through a
methodical elaboration from causal agent to causal behavior to the behavioral consequences
for the rest of the system. The researcher’s first request was for an explanation for the
movement of the balls beginning with gutter c.
R:
SI:

R:
SI:
R:

Ok. Now tell me, why do the balls come out of c and go to d?
Because .. of the pivoting .. gutters?
Ok, and how do the pivoting gutters make that happen?
I guess they... pivot... when there are balls.
What does that mean, it pivots?

Label 2 indicates Si’s behavioral model for the action of the pivot. First, she identified the
causal agent, the ‘pivoting gutters,’ and the behavior that provided the cause of flow, ‘they
pivot.. when there are balls.’ Then, she defined the behavior. ‘Pivots’ meant ‘moves,’
more specifically, ‘tilts.’ The tilt was the cause of the movement of the balls which linked
the ‘gutters’ with the rest of the system. The balls were ‘dumped out’ and the link of
causes was forged.
S1:

It moves. So. there &r£ balls in here [indicating gutter c] and they get
dumped out.. so they go to d. [indicating gutter d]

This explanation of the function performed by the pivot is mapped to the right of Label 2.
SI had put the pivot into the role usually reserved for the battery, as the ultimate cause of
movement. The gutter, which was required by the behavioral needs of her model to send
balls out, must sink in order to point the gutter in the direction of movement. Gutter c tilted
towards gutter b so that the balls could come out. In her model, the tilt was not an effect of
movement that transmitted opposite movement, but rather an independent cause of
movement with no root cause of its own behavior.
R:
SI:
R:
SI:

Where does c move to? .. You say the pivoting gutter moves—
It doesn't move .. it tilts .. so the balls come out.
.. Which way does it tilt?
Towards d. Down. .. So the balls come out of c.
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Label 3 indicates Si’s behavioral model for the movement of the pivot. This explanation
provided a causal model to support the function of the pivot in inducing movement Figure
5.42 shows the researcher’s drawing of gutters b and c before the tilt and then after the tilt.

b

c

looHHoo]
b

c

d

e

ofi-o O
Researcher Drawing of First and Second Stages of the Pinball Analogy
Figure 5.42
The researcher elaborated Si’s explanation to include gutter b’s response to gutter c’s tilt, a
result of the pivot.
R:
SI:
R:

SI:

Ok, so c goes down and b goes up?
Mm hm.
Ok. [drawing labels; drawing first stage gutters b and c level] .. And
then b goes up .. c goes down, and the balls come out [redrawing b
and c below with balls in lane]
Mm hm.

The researcher provided an elaboration linking the two gutters. SI had so far interpreted
the pivot only as causing the behavior she needed as a cause for the movement, the gutter’s
sinking. She had not elaborated to the effects on the companion gutter because she had no
immediate need for that gutter to rise. S1 appeared to see the pivot as the ultimate causal
agent that determined the orientation of the gutter. The resulting orientation put the pinballs
on a slope, and as a result of that slope and gravity, the balls rolled out She did not see the
pivot as a causal agent that transmitted movement in the incoming gutter to movement in the
opposite direction in its companion gutter.
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SI mapped the this tilt to the domain as best she could without a concept of building
up charge and induction across the plates. She chose what had to be the ultimate cause of
the system’s behavior. Label 4 indicates Si’s analogical mapping.
R:
S1;

.. So whv does it tilt?
Because there's the electricity- going through... Because the balls are
coming through the lanes.

While SI lacked models for charge and induction, this analogy provided enough support
for her to make the behavioral model conform to observations with a complete chain of
causes.
The researcher’s elaboration to the effect on gutter b of the movement of c made it
easier to develop an explanation that linked the entire system in a circle of events.
However, Si’s treatment of the next set of gutters showed that she defined the role of the
pivot and its effects solely as a cause of movement in the balls.

She predicted that gutter d

would go down as the balls moved into it, but she also predicted that gutter e would go
down as the balls came out of it. This model, in which both gutter d and gutter e go down
at the same time was mapped below Label 5. The map is summarized again under Label 8.
R:
SI:

So what happens with d as the balls go into it?
It goes down. .. And e. as the balls come out.

SI had not modelled the constraints of the pivot as a rigid object She was oriented
exclusively towards its function for her model and neglected to model its structure.
Because of this, she was not troubled by her model’s contradiction with the rigidity, a
feature of the pivot she had not introduced into her model.

Although the researcher had

elaborated a model of the pivot to include both of its effects of rising on one side as a result
of sinking on the other, S1 ’s approach to the system led her to use her own model.
Si’s treatment of gutter e was consistent with her previous elaboration strategy.
She had gutter e go down because e’s function was to send the balls out. Her treatment of
gutter d, however, represented a very different strategy. The researcher’s question
encouraged SI to take the events happening to gutter b and deduce b’s reaction. This was a
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shift from her elaboration strategy of concluding behavior from the needed function. S1
responded to this shift, predicting that the effect of the balls going into d would be to bring
d down. Because of this brief shift in explanatory strategy, Si’s prediction for d was not
symmetrical with her predicted behavior of b and c. Gutter b received balls but rose to
enable gutter c to tilt down and send the balls out. The physical effects of receiving balls
on gutter b was not considered. When SI considered the physical effects on gutter d, she
predicted that it would go down instead of up. This was the only point in the explanation
that SI predicted a behavior based on a mental simulation of the physical effects of an event
on a structure. Everywhere else S1 took the needed function and deduced an action. Here,
she took an action and deduced its effects on the structure and behavior.
The researcher questioned gutter e’s behavior, cuing SI to re-examine her model.
The behavior of gutters d and e was clearly inconsistent to their counterparts. This bad
match is depicted in the map below Label 8. This map was depicted in brackets because it
was not taken directly from a single explanation but rather summarized Si’s earlier
explanations.
R:

Si:
R:
SI:
R:

S1:

.. Does e go up as d goes down? Or does e go down?
.. I guess e— well, the balls have to come out of e. .. So it would have
to go down.
.. So does that mean .. d goes up?
Uh huh. [nods]
Ok. [drawing gutters d and e tilted; ball rolling out of e] That’d be
like b and c?
Mm hm.

Label 6 indicates Si’s repair of her behavioral model. The bad match of the previous
model depicted by Label 8 and identified with roman numeral ‘I’ as the first model had
been repaired. Si’s new model, identified with roman numeral ‘II,’ is indicated by Label
7. The two sets of gutters now moved in parallel. During the review, the researcher
inserted the boxed annotations just below Label 7. The term and symbol for patch
indicated the repair SI made to the movement of e to make the system consistent. SI was
asked why she changed the behavior of gutter e, and the researcher added her reply to the
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map, ‘because it needs to work’ in ‘the electricity domain.’ Her answer was typically
pragmatic. In this last behavioral model, SI had reaffirmed her own explanatory strategy.
Using gutter e’s function in the system, which was to roll balls out, she deduced that gutter
e ‘would have to go down’ to serve its function.
Figure 5.43 shows the researcher’s completion of the drawing of S l’s pinball
system.

b

c
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c

d
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Researcher Drawing of the Final Stage of the Pinball Analogy
Figure 5.43
Row into b was represented by the addition of a ball there; flow out of e shown by a ball
rolling down. The label, e, was redrawn lower to emphasize gutter e’s movement. The
behavioral connections between this truncated pinball system for the two linked capacitors
and the rest of Circuit 9 were now complete.
R:
SI:

Ok... So that's why that connection matters? [indicating middle link A]
Mm hm. ..

The initial problem of why the link between the capacitors mattered if their plates were not
linked had been explained, at least in the context of the pinball system.
Si’s was a pragmatic approach to explanation. She felt her model needed the
movement of the balls. This need formed her model of the effects of the pivot as enabling
the gutters to sink in response to the movement of the balls. In terms of Stevens and
Collin’s description of explanation types, Si’s explanation was functional with structural
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considerations kept to a minimum (Stevens and Collins, 1980).1 She started from the
effects she needed and looked for possible causes without systematically elaborating all the
possible effects of the causes she found. The need for movement of the balls was her
starting point, not possible causal interactions of the components of the system.
Although the choice of elaboration as a strategy generally indicates a student has
some confidence in their own knowledge, elaboration may lead to incorrect models. This
is a particular hazard for a novice in the domain using an analogy because the domain
information available to keep the analogy within its limits is sparse. While S4 was not a
novice, she did not have a solid causal model for the capacitor. In her analogical
explanation for Circuit 2, where the capacitor first appeared, she elaborated the water
analogy into bad matches to the domain.
S4’s initial treatment of the water flow analogy for Circuit 2 indicated a process of
elaborating the analogy to cover gaps in the domain. S4’s strategy was to provide a parallel
networks of concepts for the right and left sides of the circuit
R:
S4:

R:
S4:

So what happened then? [running experiment 2] ..
They went on, and then they went off quickly, [indicating bulbs in
experiment] .. So the battery, or the .. pump, it pumped .. the watgr,
and .. the water went through .. the pipes quickly and it all stored in the
capacitor. I mean, the reservoir.. They both lit.. up, right? [indicating
bulbs in experiment]
Yes..
So probably .. it went up like that, [drawing left and right paths from
bottom to top in analogy 1] And they all got stored in the capacitor.

This explanation was mapped in insert S4-HI. Label 1 indicates S4’s general model, in
which the water was stored in the ‘capacitor,’ which was not separated into parts. With the
parts of the capacitor delimited, S4 postulated a single undifferentiated flow of water into
the entire capacitor. After she separated the capacitor, she postulated separate flows of
water, but with identical behavior.

1

The literature was reviewed in chapter 2, sections 2.2 1 and 2.3.4.
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S4 quickly elaborated the capacitor into two identical tanks which experienced
symmetric effects. Figure 5.44 shows the researcher’s drawing of this analogy with the
corresponding circuit. S4 drew the two paths for the current, drawing from bottom to top.
The researcher later added arrowheads over the end points depicted in this drawing.

Researcher Drawing of Water Flow Analogy Charging; Corresponding Circuit 2
Figure 5.44
S4 indicated that she had matched the idea of a ‘charged’ capacitor, filled with charge
carried in by the current, to the idea of two reservoirs filled with water carried in by the
water flow. There was no immediate analogy to positive and negative charge, so S4 has
made a generalized match of water to charge and charged to full, applying these concepts to
both tanks. S4 was elaborating the analogy to fill gaps apparent in the analogical model,
the behavior of the right side of the system.
R:
S4:
R:
S4:

..So, these started out empty? [indicating tanks]
Yeah.
.. And now they’re full Vindicating tanks/
Mm hm. In fact, it's charged, you know? [indicating capacitor] Now
the battery is .. probably, discharged?

S4’s strategy of elaborating by extending symmetrical copies of established models
appeared in her extension of charged and discharged to the battery. Again she has the
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battery mirror the capacitor in a reversal that preserved a symmetric model. The capacitor
was charged, so the battery must be discharged. This explanation was mapped at Label 2.
The matching links are boxed because the annotation was added after the review to clarify
the map. The dashed circle encloses terms inserted to reflect the researcher’s gestures
toward the tanks.
The researcher addressed S4’s model for the battery with a simple experiment..
Both quickly concluded that the battery had lost nothing.
R:
S4:

R:
S4:

Well, we can test that out. Let's see. If the battery's discharged, and
we hook up the lights, do you expect the lights to not light?
•• Yeah.
[hooking battery and bulbs in series, bulbs light] The battery's not
really changed...
Yeah, you're right.

Label 2 shows the effects of S4’s strategy of symmetric elaboration. She matched full to
charged and empty to discharged and symmetrically applied both to both plates. Now, she
postulated an inverse relation between charging and discharging the capacitor and battery.
This elaboration was rejected by the experiment, which showed the battery still capable of
causing current flow.
S4’s treatment of discharging for this circuit, an example of the use of delimitation
to avoid a conflict, is discussed in Section 5.2.2.3 S4 had produced a working behavioral
model for this circuit. It was consistent with S4’s experience; it predicted the lighting and
dimming of the lights during charging and discharging. This model was inconsistent with
the domain, but S4’s domain model was weak enough to enable her to tolerate the
inconsistency. Later in the session, S4 would completely revise her water flow analogy for
Circuit 9, using it to direct her domain elaboration.
Both S1 and S4 were moved by functional and pragmatic considerations to
elaborate their models to produce the required behavior. S1 was unique in remaining solely
with functional relations to develop her model. While Si’s model successfully matched the
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domain behavior, S4’s produced conflicts with the domain that she resorted to delimitation
to avoid.

S.2.3.2_Explainine Induction in the Analopv with the Domain

During her explanation of Circuit 9, S4 elaborated her domain model to finally
model the process of induction that before she had been unable to develop. She let go of
the path for current between the plates that she had patched in based on the ‘jar’ from the
historical experiment. This section discusses S4’s elaboration of her domain model to
resolve conflicts raised in her analogical model. S4’s water flow explanation will be
discussed, then her initial domain model, in which she simply matched the water flow
model back to the domain. Then, her explanation of the pinball analogy will be presented,
concluding with her final elaboration of the domain model.
S4’s water flow model for Circuit 9 set the behaviors she required her model to
explain but could not complete a model for the system. S4 matched her water flow model
back into the domain, but again could not complete the model to account for movement
between the inner plates of the two capacitors, which are completely unconnected to the
battery. Only after giving an explanation for this movement within the pinball analogy,
which provides an analogue to induction, could S4 complete the initial conditions for a
successful domain model for induction. The key for S4 was imagining a reconfiguration of
the charge on the inner plates in response to the charged outer plates. Once this was in
place, S4 was able to elaborate a complete and correct account for the charging process in
Circuit 9a.
Although S4 performed this complete elaboration in the domain, her two analogical
models to water flow and pinball were critical in directing her domain elaboration. The
water flow analogy highlighted the conflict while delimiting the original domain patch that
had allowed her to bypass the conflict during instruction. The pinball analogy provided a
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resolution of the conflict within the confines of the analogy, setting the parameters for the
domain elaboration and allowing her to retrieve from her knowledge of the domain the
concept she needed to repair her domain model.
S4’s original domain model had resolved the conflict between her concept
of uninterrupted current flow from source to sink and the insulator between the capacitor
plates by postulating conductors that allowed current to bypass the insulator. The previous
section described S4’s first water flow model. The analogy’s provision for separated
tanks, delimited the ‘conductors’ of S4’s original repair out of the model. S4 found a way
to make the model work for flow in both bulbs by elaborating the current into two way
flow. The model failed, however, to explain movement through the bulb in Circuit 9.
Circuit 9 almost always induces a conflict in students that lack a model for
induction. The island of flow in Circuit 9, separated as it is from the battery by the two
capacitors, can only be explained with induction. From the perspective of immediate local
causes, the flow between the internal plates is caused solely by induction between the inner
and outer plates; only the outer plates respond directly to the battery. If the insulator
between the plates of each capacitor is acknowledged, it is no longer possible to
compensate for the absence of induction by focussing on the movement of the current due
to the battery. Figure 5.45 shows the researcher’s drawing of the water flow analogy for
Circuit 9a.
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Researcher Drawing of the Water Flow Analogy;
Corresponding Circuit 9a
Figure 5.45
Initially, S4 explained water flow in the analogy using the same strategy that had given rise
to the two way flow model she had used in Circuit 2. S4 was still working from her
symmetrically elaborated model in which the notion of charging was extended to a notion
of filling both tanks.
S4:

We must have everything, you know, they all should fill.
It's taking longer time for them to fill, but they're going to fill... At
time 0, when we just start, everything is empty, and then we start, time
increases, and the water starts to move, and .. water's going to fill all
the tanks. It has to.

S4 delimited the behavior causing this flow with an appeal to the requirements of her
definition of charging, ‘it has to.’ Rather than completing the elaboration as she had in
Circuit 2, from filling both tanks to two way current, S4 returned to her original patched
explanation in the domain, postulating a flow from one tank to its neighbor. At this point,
the researcher felt enough information had been gathered about S4’s patched domain
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model, and decided to provide S4 with the correct propositional information to work with.
At this point, therefore, the directed analogies interview moved from a diagnostic mode into
a teaching mode.
R:
S4:
R:
S4:
R:
S4:
R:
S4:
R:
S4:
R:
S4:
R:

How can it?
.. This tank [indicating tank b] should fill this one, [indicating tank c]
No.
No?
Water can't po through there, [indicating gap between tanks]
So these tanks, these plates are not connected?
Yeah. .. Current cannot go across.
Oh, I know that.
,
. .
.. So, when I tell you current can't go from one plate to the other, that s
true. It can't.
So then .. water should go through this here, [indicating clog d] So
how can these two tanks be filled? [indicating tanks c and e]
They can.
They can?
,
It's for you to figure that out. I'll tell you at the end if you haven t. 1
think you can figure it, though. ..

This explanation was mapped in Plate S4-IV. Label 1 indicates S4’s original model of
flow bypassing the separation of plates, rejected here by the researcher. This model.
which S4 used during the pretest, was discussed at length in Section 5.2.1.2 as an example
of patching to form an unbroken circuit. Label 2 indicates S4 s attempt to patch in the new
information. Rather than immediately integrating this new model, S4 attempted to patch in
a connection that would bypass it.
The pilot study discussed SO’s treatment of a similar proposition that came from an
authoritative source and interfered with his model of resistance. He had reacted by
avoiding the conceptual conflict with an analogy. S4’s first reaction was to attempt, with
typical ingenuity, to find an exception to the proposition. Just as, in her assimilation of
capacitors, S4 had bypassed the insulator with ‘conductors’ pegged to the historical jar,
so now she attempted to find a bypass that would allow flow across the insulator without
technically connecting the plates. If tank b was not connected to tank c, perhaps the pipe
into tank b was connected ‘somehow’ to tank c.
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S4:
R:

S4:
R:

S4:

So is this pipe /indicating pipe into tank b] connected somehow to this
tank? [indicating tank c]
Nope. Just what I draw. That’s what there is. I would never, never be
so nasty as to not draw a connection,
Oh, I know that
—that would be there. No, no, no. It wouldn't do you any good if I
fooled you. It wouldn't do you any good if I drew something that
wasn’t there. So match this analogy to the tank, this is all there is, and
those are the only connections... If there was a secret one I would
draw it. It wouldn't do you any good not to know about something that
was there. You couldn't figure it out then.
All right.

Label 3 indicates S4’s attempted repair, patching in a connection between the pipe into one
tank and its neighbor to avoid the conflict This patch was also rejected by the researcher.
In keeping with the teaching mode of the interview, the researcher took the opportunity to
reaffirm the validity and completeness of the instructional materials. S4 was left to grapple
with the materiels as presented.
The researcher and S4 had had a previous discussion on the effects of the fan
during the air flow analogy. Citing that discussion, S4 used the in-flow action of the fan to
elaborate her model of the pump to include an in-flow of water.
R:
S4:
R:
S4:

Think of how a pump works, for one thing. What's happening on the
other end of the pump?
Water is coming in, probably? It's like a fan, you mean?
Yeah, it's like a fan, that's what I mean. .. The water's coming in here.
[indicating left of pump] Ok, where's it coming from?
Probably this tank? [indicating tank b]

S4 was now able to provide a causal model linking the outer reservoirs b and f. She knew
that for each inner reservoir she required an inverse behavior with respect to the
corresponding outer reservoir.
S4:

So, probably, this is filled [indicating reservoir b] and this is empty
[indicating reservoir e] and this is empty [indicating reservoir f] and
this is filled, [indicating reservoir e] .. Probably this [indicating pump]
is pumping water— the water is coming from this reservoir, [indicating
reservoir b] going through .. to this tank, [indicating reservoir f]
[draws tO levels at empty for reservoirs c andf and filled for reservoir

e]
She may have based this new model on another comparison to her previous air flow model,
in which the neighboring tanks filled and emptied. However, the paired capacitors in
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Circuit 9 blocked the completion of a causal model based solely on action of the pump
because the inner tanks were not linked to the pump. S4 thus could not complete her
model using these concepts.

r:
S4r.
S4:

r:

What about [the water level at] 11 for c?
It has to go up. If this is coming down, [indicating reservoir h]
[draws higher level in reservoir c] And [the water level at] tl for here?
[indicating reservoir f]
Yeah.
[draws higher level in reservoir f and lower level in reservoir e]

Like SI, S4 could give no reason for the level in c to go up in terms of structure or
behavioral causes and effects. Like, SI, she appealed to her view of the functional
requirements for c if the system was to work as the air flow system had. She could only
state that reservoir c ‘has to go up’ if reservoir b ‘is coming down.’ Although S4 never
did succeed in completing and repairing the water flow analogy, this exchange focussed her
mind on the need for a causal link to explain the inverse behavior of the water level in the
two neighboring reservoirs. In the domain, this matches to a need for a causal link
between the plates. In the pretest, S4 had provided this link through ‘conductors’ between
the plates. At this point, she had received unequivocal propositional information from the
researcher that no flow was permitted between the plates.
Recognizing that S4 did not have enough domain knowledge to complete a model
for the water flow analogy, the researcher shifted to the domain. Figure 5.46 shows the
researcher’s drawing of the domain model. The two positive symbols shown in outline
type in plate e were done by the student to make plate e neutral. The researcher was
responsible for the rest of the drawing.
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Researcher Drawing of Domain Model; Corresponding Circuit 9a
Figure 5.46
Initially S4’s domain model included electrons flowing out of plate b, leaving it positively
charged, and flowing into plate f, leaving it negatively charged. After some uncertainty
about whether she was viewing the current as electron flow or conventional flow, S4
settled down to produce a domain model.
S4:

R:
S4:
R:

You know when we have like, capacitor, two plates,.. one plate has
positive charges, one plate has negative charges, right? .. So we have an
excess of electrons here, [indicating plate f] .. Since we said here this is
the .. water coming here, right? [indicating node a] .. It's pumping, so
the water is coming from here, [indicating plate b] so they must be
coming from here, right? .. So here we have the negatives are the
electrons, [indicating plate b]
Right. So, the negatives have all left, what’s left in b?
Positives.
Right... [drawing positive symbols at plate b]

S4 had developed her model for the pump by matching it back to her model for a fan from
her air flow analogy. The elaboration of the water pump to include in flow served her well
now, reinforcing her original model of one way circuital current with a concept of the
battery as something that pulls in current as well as pushes it out. This allowed her to
elaborate the model to link the outer plates b and f in a flow through the battery that left b
positively charged and f negatively charged. However, S4 was still unable to link the
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.

inner plates to the outer plates. She could not as yet consider the effect of the two charged
outer plates.
04.
£.'

§4.

Ok. How about these two? [indicating inner plates]
Now, what happens here? .. As I say, the electrons cannot get over
here, [gesturing right to left from plate f to plate e] The protons, they
can't move anyway. [indicating plate b]
.. I thought that.. it can go from one plate to another plate. I don't
know where I got this idea from... So anyway, here [indicating d] we
must have charge moving, something moving to light up the [bulb]. ..
They go from here [indicating e]\ they go to here [indicating c[. Right?

In the pretest, S4 has focussed on current flow without considering charges. Because of
this, the only causal agent available to her had been current flow, and movement from plate
to plate the only possible link between plates. With the new inclusion of charges, the
attraction of opposite charges was brought within range of her explanation. S4 was able to
identify the behavior required of the inner plates and connecting bulb, but she was not as
yet able to make the link. The researcher resorted to another analogy, this time designed
not to expose a conflict but to provide an example of a resolution of that conflict.
The pinball analogy provided a model in which inverse movement in the two
analogue plates was supported by a causal model. As one gutter rose, and the other fell
because of the pivot that linked them. Unlike S1, S4 had a consistent structural and
behavioral model for the pivot. Figure 5.47 shows the researcher’s drawing of the pinball
analogy to the two linked capacitors. The bumpers between them at d represented the light
bulb. The diagram was redrawn to represent the movement of the system.

Researcher Drawing of Pinball Analogy During Charging
Figure 5.47
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Due to the researcher’s error, inconsistent labels were used to diagram the pinball analogy:
plate e in the original diagram was incorrectly identified as plate g. Consistent references
have been introduced in the protocol. The altered references are indicated by brackets and
italics S4, who had modelled previous simpler circuits with this analogy immediately
began to elaborate the behavioral model, beginning with gutter f, which received the flow
from the battery analogue.
.

Ok. They drop into here, [indicating gutter f] it's going to get heavier,
it's going to go down, right? .. [e] will go up.
.. [e] is being pushed up at this end, where the see saw's connected,
and this end of [e] is linked to the lane which is a little bit heavier,
which maybe pulls [e] down .. on that end a little, [redrawing and
over-scoring lane through bumpers at d]
Oh, so probably the balls will fall?

54

r.

S4:

S4 had now explained movement through the middle bumpers at d. The remainder of the
explanation linked the original cause of movement into f to the ultimate effect of movement
out of b.
R:
S4:
R:
S4:
R:
S4:
R:
54:
R:
S4:
R:

..So they roll out, where do they go?
C?
Ok, so c now has some extra balls, what happens there? [redrawing
and over-scoring new position at gutter c]
Heavier?
Right.
B goes up.
B goes up, right, [redrawing and over-scoring new position at gutter
b] And the lane pulls it down a littleThis is lighter, [indicating gutter b]
Yeah, and b had two balls, so what happens to them?
They're going to fall into the lane.
.. [redrawing two balls rolling out at gutter b] So this way we get
movement through the middle.

The model of one gutter influencing its neighbor through the pivot’s transfer of reversed
movement was firmly established. The model showed the possibility of influence without
a transfer of current.
S4 was now clear that her domain model required ‘something’ to take the place and
function of the ‘see saw.’ She was focussed on the area between the two plates and the
function of conveying an effect from one plate to its neighbor without flow between.
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R:
S4:
R:
S4:

R:
S4:

Now, as we said before, we don’t have a see saw.
No, right, we don't have a see saw.
And we don't know what it would be.
Mm hm. But we must have something. To make the charge go... I
think .. now the pinballs is better than this idea, you know? [indicating
domain circuit]
In a way, if we knew what the see saw was.
Yeah, yeah... So we must have something .. go from here to here.
[indicating b to c] I can't think of something.

S4 had recognized the need for an causal model linking plate b to plate c. In the water flow
analogy, she had identified the behavior she wanted, inverse movement in the level of
material filling the plates. The desired behavior was reinforced with the pinballs and a
model provided to explain it
The pinball analogy illustrated influence between plates without flow, providing an
alternative to the patch of ‘conductors’ S4 had used. The researcher then requested a
domain explanation from S4. With the model of the pinball analogy’s interacting cups
before her and a new focus on opposite charges, S4 elaborated a correct model for
charging. The researcher’s request for S4 to take up the behavior of the electrons in plate f
elicited a new and deeper response that matched the ‘see saw’ back to its domain
counterpart, ‘opposite attraction.’ S4 began to develop a model for the next stage of the
plates, a reconfiguration of the charge on the two inner plates. In the following protocol,
S4 referred again to the researcher’s drawing of the full domain circuit, shown in Figure
5.46 and again below in Figure 5.48.
R:
S4:
R-'
S4:

Let's just think about this, electrons came up here, and they're piling up
on f.
Probably some .. opposite attraction between these two,.. [indicating e
and f]
Opposite attraction, so what.. would happen then?
They would attract.. and .. some charge will go the other side.
[indicating plate e] Negative charge will go the other side, [indicating
left side of plate e] positive charge will go to this side, [indicating right
side of plate e]

Figure 5.48 shows the researcher’s drawing of the domain, also shown in Figure 5.46,
together with the drawing of the redistribution of charges on the inner plate e S4 added as
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described in the next protocol. The positive and negative symbols drawn by the researcher
are shown in plain type. Positive and negative symbols drawn by S4 are shown in outline
type. S4 contributed enough positives to make plate e neutral in the system diagram. S4’s
drawing of plates e and f before and after the reconfigurations of plate e’s charges is shown
to the right of the Figure 5.48.

Researcher Drawing of Domain System for Circuit 9a;
Student Drawing of Domain Capacitor Plates with Plate ‘e’ Unaffected and with
Plate ‘e’ Rearranged
Figure 5.48
S4 began by describing the effects on plate e. She drew the top plates with the left plate f
charged and right plate e unaffected.
S4:

This is neutral plate, [drawing top set of plates] We have negative
electrons, right? [drawing negatives in top right plate f] So probably
they're going to be arranged differently... I'm not sure, but let me see.
.. At first we have plus minus, plus, minus, no? [drawing positives and
negatives in top plate e]

She then drew the bottom plates with the charges on plate e redistributed. She did not
name repulsion, the cause of the reconfiguration of charge, but she modelled the effects
correctly.
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And then .. now we have the minus off. [indicating top plate e;
redrawing both plates e and f below; drawing negatives in bottom plate
f] Probably now we're going to have the pluses here, [drawing
positives on the right side of bottom plate e] the minuses here, [drawing
negatives on the left side of bottom plate e] -They're going to
rearrange.
The term ‘rearrange’ linked the effect of repulsion directly with the buildup of charge that
caused it. With this explanation, S4 had at last elaborated her model to form a causal link
across the insulating gap that separated the two plates. The chain of cause and effect that
linked the model now extended from plate b through the battery through plate f to affect the
state of plate e. The researcher now shifted the explanation to concentrate on linking plate e
with its newly reconfigured charged to the bulb and the remaining inner plate, to form a
complete explanation for the movement of charge around the circuit
The researcher began an intensive focus on the domain model for the two capacitors
during charging. The top section of the circuit was redrawn several times with the negative
charges at either end signalling the effect of the rest of the circuit on the subsystem.2
Initially, the researcher redrew the state of the two linked capacitors shown in the full
drawing of the circuit from Figure 5.48. The outer plates were charged and the inner
plates had not yet been reconfigured. This state was designated time 1. The next state,
time 2, the charges on the inner plates were reconfigured, mirroring S4’s drawing of plates
e and f in Figure 5.48. Time 1 and time 2 are shown in Figure 5.49. The positives and
negatives drawn by S4 are shown in outline font, while those drawn by the researcher are
shown in regular font S4 drew the neutral mix of charges in plate e at time 1 and the
reconfigured charges in plates c and e.

The inclusion of the exiting charge in the redrawn diagrams of the capacitors and bulb in series led to a
researcher error that induced a student error. The student correctly identified the change in direction of the
current during discharging and correctly labelled the new direction between the capacitors. However, she was
mislead by direction arrow on the negative charge at the left into identifying the wrong direction for
discharging in the rest of the circuit The negative charge remained as a relic of the redrawn subsystem. The
protocol is discussed at the end of this section.

Researcher Drawing of Plates, Bulb and Plates at Time 1 and Time 2:
As Plates ‘b’ and T Are Charged and as Charging Reconfigures the Inner Plates
‘c’ and ‘e’
Figure 5.49
In the following protocol, S4 referred to the lower system at time 2. She ‘rearranged’ both
inner plates in response to the charge of their neighboring plates. This suggested an
attraction between the positive charge in plate c and the negative charge in plate e.
S4:

Ok, we have excess electrons, right? [indicating plate f] So let's say
they get rearranged,.. and we have the protons here, [drawing positives
lined up at the right side of plate e]
and these are here, [drawing negatives lined up at the left side of plate
e] .. And here, the opposite. ..Here [indicating plate b] we have
excess .. protons, so we’re going to have these arranged here, [drawing
negatives lined up at the left side of plate c] and these arranged here.
[drawing positives lined up at the right side of plate c] . And they,
probably these will attract, [indicating positives in plate c and negatives
in plate g] .. and we're going to have movement.. of electrons, and this
will light, [indicating bulb d]

By reconfiguring both of the inner plates, S4 elaborated her model of the plates to the point
where the question of attraction between them could be raised. She was now equipped to
explain the flow of electrons from plate e to plate c. She had an explanation for movement
through bulb d that linked all the parts of the circuit. In her model, repulsion between
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neighboring plates was a precondition for flow, but not the immediate cause of flow.
Repulsion reconfigured the inner plates and attraction between the inner plates caused the
flow.
Figure 5.50 shows the model of flow through the bulb at time 3. The researcher
drew the system and filled outer plates b and f with still more charge to reflect continued
flow in the rest of the circuit.

(f)

Researcher Drawing of Plates, Bulb and Plates at Time 3:
As Flow Begins through Bulb
Figure 5.50
The researcher put a column of negative charges in plate c and positive charges in plate e to
reflect the effect of flow. S4 inserted a column of positive charges in c to reflect the
inability of protons to flow, and another column of positive charges in e to reflect its charge
as the electrons departed.
R;

S4:

ok, so, next one, show that movement, [drawing plates, bulb and
plates at time 3; drawing lines to indicate lit up bulb; drawing one
column of positives in plate b and one in plate g, one column of
negatives in plate c and one in plate f] .. Meanwhile we're still getting
negatives in here and positives in here, [drawing another column of
positives in plate b and another column of negatives in plate f]
Ok, this is plus, plus, plus, plus, [drawing a column of positives lined
up to the right of plate c] Protons do not move. So we're going to
have these electrons moving, right? [drawing electrons with arrows
moving through the wire and bulb d] .. These electrons moving, right?
[indicating plate e] .. And these electrons moving, [indicating column
of negatives at the left side of plate c] So now we're going to have an
excess electron here, [indicating plate c]

So far S4 had elaborated a complete model for induction and current flow to the point of
entering plate c. Using attraction between the inner plates as the cause of movement and
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repulsion as the cause of reconfiguration of charge which enables the attraction to come into
play, S4 modelled potential difference at the micro level.
Just as the model was nearly completed, S4’s original assimilation of the capacitor
came into play again. Following the movement of the current, she once more raised the
possibility of bypassing the insulator in the left capacitor to allow flow from c into b. If all
electrons were moving around the circuit, the electrons in c should be ‘moving too.’ If
their movement followed the current, it would have to bypass the insulator. Thus, S4
revisited the original line of reasoning she had taken during her formal instruction in
capacitors before this study. This elaboration, which stood in sharp contrast to the correct
model for interaction in the plates of the right capacitor, showed the force of such a
preconception once it has been developed.
R:
S4:
R:
S4:

R:
S4:

.What happens to these electrons? [indicating electrons at the left side of
plate c]
These .. are going to be moving too, probably. .. Probably this way.
[ gesturing right to left from plate c into plate b]
Can't. Barrier.
Oh, can't. .. Ok, you're right, you're right. .. Ok, so probably now
these electrons are moving... [indicating electrons in wire] .. So,
they're going to come here, we're going to have excess, more electrons.
[indicating plate c]
So they're coming on to this plate here, while lighting the light.
[drawing rays around light] ..
.. So probably these are the electrons [indicating electrons through bulb
d] that are going to move to here, [indicating plate c] .. We're going
to have excess electrons.. But then these are coming more, from here.
[indicating to right of plate f] So these electrons are going to move to
here, [indicating plate f].. and we're going to have also excess
electrons.

With the researcher’s denial, S4 successfully elaborated a model for the left capacitor,
leaving excess electrons in plate c and plate f. She was able to repair her model with
limited, albeit unequivocal, information from the researcher because she had already
developed a model for the plates that did not involve flow. She simply applied her model
for plates f and e to plates b and c. S4’s domain model provided a complete chain of cause
and effect to explain the movement of charge all the way around the circuit.
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The only aspect of charging unexplained was the condition of the plates at the end
of the process. Here S4 over-elaborated into another incorrect model, conflating the end of
charging and the end of discharging.
S4-

I think that.. it’s going to die .. after a while, right? So this is ... a long
process, then... Until we don’t have any more excess, and nothing
moves. And that's stable... Probably at the end we're going to have,
like before, scattered, everything is scattered, you know, plus and
minuses,.. the two plates will be neutral again.

Both ends were characterized by the same visible behavior: the bulb going out, the circuit
becoming ‘stable.’ S4 elaborated from her definition of ‘stable’ as neutrally charged.
Since it was the redistribution of charge that caused the movement, no movement implied a
neutral mix of charges. Other students had had trouble drawing a distinction between the
capacitor in a neutral state and the capacitor in an equilibrium state under a potential drop in
a particular circuit
The researcher’s strategy was to provide visual support for distinguishing the two
states. The researcher designated two diagrams, shown in Figure 5.51.
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Researcher Drawings of Domain Capacitor Plates at Time 4 and Time 5:
As Charging Is Completed and as Final Stage Is Reached
Figure 5.51
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The first system at time 4, nearing the end of charging, accessed the oppositely charged
plates S4 had elaborated for charging. The second system, at time 5, served as a
placeholder to divert S4’s elaboration of the end condition into another model.
r:

.. This is as it dies [indicating drawing of Final stage at time 5] and
this is just before it dies, [indicating time 4 drawing] Before we go on
to .. as it has died, what's going on here?[indicating time 4 drawing]

S4 shifted to her former model, electrons moving into plate c. The researcher probed for
the immediate consequence of that move, and S4 concluded the electrons would be in c.
With the question ‘they’re all over here?’ the researcher emphasized S4’s tenuous
conclusion, backing it up by drawing in the charges.
S4:
R:
S4:
R;
S4:
R:
S4:
R:
S4:
R:
S4:
R:
S4:

.. Electrons are moving, right? .. From here [indicating plate e] to
here, [indicating plate c]
.. So, where .. are they now?
Here, [indicating plate c]
Ok, so they're all over here? [drawing negatives in plate c]
We also have some pluses.
Yeah, the ones that are left, right, [drawing a few positives to the right
of plate c] ..
And here we have a lot more, [indicating plate e]
Pluses?
Mm hm. .. I think this is the last stage, probably.
Ok, so you think the light is out right now? [drawing positives in plate
e]
Mm hm
.. [scoring out interior of bulb] .. So you think when the light dies,
that's what it is? [indicating time 4]
Probably.

The combination of the researcher’s reinforcement by word and diagram for her placement
of charge and the inspection of the diagram with the charged plates enabled S4 to conclude
that time 4 was the final stage of charging.
S4’s final domain model was incorrect in only one respect, in the direction of
current in part of the discharging circuit. S4 identified the current between the capacitors
successfully, but identified the current in the surrounding circuit through the battery as
going in the wrong direction. This was the result of the researcher’s error in drawing the
domain diagram, which contained a negative charge travelling the wrong way at the left of
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the two capacitors. The researcher did not notice this error during the interview and
therefore did not remediate it.
Figure 5.52 shows the researcher’s drawing of discharging at time 5. This was the
system shown in Figure 5.51 before the annotations done during the following protocol.
The researcher and the student both drew in rays around bulb d to indicate the lighting of
the bulb. The researcher’s rays are depicted with black lines; S4’s with shaded lines. S4
drew all the positive and negative symbols in the plates, they are accordingly all shown in
reverse type. The researcher drew the circled negative symbols in the pipes. The symbol
to the left was part of the researcher's original pattern of plates, bulb, pipe and flow. This
was the symbol that supported S4’s incorrect identification of the direction of the flow.

Researcher Drawing of Final Stage at Time 5 During Discharging
Figure 5.52
As the protocol began, the connecting link below the system had not been drawn. The
researcher asked S4 to explain discharging. Having grasped the distinction between the
end of charging and the effects of discharging already, S4 quickly predicted the the current
would flow back. S4’s predictions were absolutely correct for the group of two capacitors
and bulb that these explanations had focussed on.
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R:
S4:

R:

S4;

.. Ok. So this is our final stage, [indicating discharge system at time 5]
Now, what happens when we hook it up without the battery?
Ok. Probably they go back, [drawing arrow to the right of bulb] ..
We have the minuses going, [crossing out left column of negatives in
plate f] .. And we're going to be here left with plus, yeah? [drawing
column of positives in the left of plate c] .. And here the
minus.[drawing column of circled negatives in plate e] So this is when
we discharge? .. It's going to be neutral, [drawing column of positives
in plate e, column of negatives in plate c] It's going to be all neutral
plates again.
Ok. I'll draw that one. [draws discharge connection below the system]
And we have also here, plus, minus... [drawing positive and negative
symbols in a neutral distribution in plates b andf]

S4 had the general model of discharging correctly identified as the electrons ‘go back’ She
had correctly drawn the reversed direction of the flow between the plates as left to right.
She has correctly depicted the mixed pattern of neutral charges in the outer plates. The
reconfigured charge of the inner plates in the diagram appeared to be a precondition for the
reversed flow. Her statement ‘it’s going to be all neutral plates again’ suggested that she
did not thing the inner plates would remain reconfigured.
As the researcher asked S4 to elaborate the discharge model to include the rest of
the system, S4 was mistakenly cued by the researcher’s negative at the left of the diagram.
S4 was clear that the electrons were moving.
R:
S4:

R:
S4:
R:

What's happening in the rest of the wire?
Probably we have .. after discharge we have something moving. And
so they all go .. in the wires. .. Let's .. say this way. [drawing shaded
arrow left to right through bottom wire]
So you’ve got electrons moving this way.
[nods]
[drawing circled negatives and black arrow to the right in bottom
wire] Until it all dies. Right now, it's glowing and then it dies.

In this case, the electrons depicted flowing into and out of the subsystem where intended to
provide a behavioral connection to the model as a whole. The fact that they no longer
provided an accurate model of the behavioral connection for discharging or steady state led
to the error. There were two factors that may have supported S4’s incorrect identification
of the direction of flow. One was the researcher’s error discussed above. Another was the
topology of a circular path. The same flow in the top and bottom will appear reversed
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because of the curve of the path. S4 may have thought she was giving the same flow
direction without considering the reversal of the circle. While the technique of confining
the explanation to the group of the two capacitors did not induce errors with other students,
this error illustrates the disadvantages of teaching with a focus on one part of the circuit.
Keeping the model consistent between the subsystem under focus and the complete system
can be hazardous.
Discussion with S4 after this domain elaboration showed a lack of confidence in her
domain model. She felt she had reached a solution, but she was not certain she had.
R:

Ok, you happy with that?

S4;

Probably, I'm not sure. Probably. What do you think.
I'm happy with whatever you say. [both laugh]

R:

Her final comments confirmed this impression. It may have been that the experience of
dropping her patch and developing the correct model left her with the feeling she had gone
wrong.
S4;
R:

S4:
R:

S4:
R:

S4:
R:

So what am I missing? I want to know. .. Something here in the
capacitor that I’m missing.
No, you’re not. You’ve got it.
.. I know I must have forgotten something.
When you go through this, it all works, right?
Mm.
Right? You can explain the flow, you can explain everything, and it all
works. So that’s a sufficient explanation.
I’m trying just to remember how a capacitor was described to us, you
know.
You’ve got everything that is significant.

Remembering the term ‘induction’ might have increased S4’s confidence. The idea that she
was ‘missing’ something may have been awareness of a failure to retrieve that term. Her
statement that she was ‘trying just to remember’ seemed to support this. She had
successfully elaborated a complete domain model for induction, but her inability to assign
her model it’s proper name seemed to sap her confidence.
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Nevertheless, S4’s ability to not only complete the domain model but match it back
to the pinball analogy indicated a full elaboration of the behavior, even if that behavior was
left nameless.
So what would the see saw be? What would match the SCC §flw in the
pinball, for this?
When these two are, when we have a buildup, an excess, and they
separate, the plus and minus charge, and they ainaci- So, it's like a
catalyst, you know? Like the intiator.

S4:

S4’s final model of induction is summarized in Plate S4-IV. Label 4 indicates her match of
the pivot in the pinball analogy to the attraction of the opposite charges. She then matches
both terms to a higher level concept that describes their function in the behavioral model as
the ‘initiator’ or ‘catalyst’ that induced the flow.
It was clear that S4 could define induction, although she could not name it She
could not, however, repair the water flow analogy. In a strategy similar to S7’s patch of
the water flow system with the pinball pivot. She drew correspondences with the pinball
analogy. In the following protocol, S4 referred to the water flow system shown earlier in
Figure 5.45.
S4:

R:
S4:
R:
S4:

.. Now, this is heavy, so this .. for example, goes down, goes up .. in
the pinball thing... If we're .. doing the pinballs, this would be the
heavy one, [indicating inner reservoir e in right capacitor analogue]
Right.
This would be the light one. [indicating inner reservoir c in left
capacitor analogue]
If we’re doing the pinball, right.
[silence] .. the water .. this is empty, this is lighter,.. I'm not sure.

S4 drew a correspondence between the heaviness of the filled cup in the pinball analogy,
which caused its movement, with the heaviness and lightness of the filling and emptying
reservoirs. However, she could not link this candidate cause, the relative weights of the
water in the reservoirs, to an effect that would model induction. She stopped just short of
the leap S6 made in patching in the pivoting balance.
Only by elaborating in the domain could S4 reach a complete model. By
themselves, the'analogies did not work to teach S4 induction or to raise her confidence, but
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they did provide a model to move from and a model to move toward. The failure of the
water flow system motivated S4 to elaborate the domain. The success of the pinball system
provided her with an explanatory strategy : elaborate some kind of influence without flow
between the plates of the capacitor. Between the two, S4 formed her domain model. For
S4, the use of analogies stimulated her to confront, repair and fully elaborate her domain
model. This process was helped by the researcher’s denial of her preconception, but it was
the modelling of the analogies that engaged her. Although they could not provide a forum
for S4 to build her domain model, the analogies could work to draw her in and engage her.

5.2.3.3_Explaining Fields with the Researcher’s Assistance

This section describes the only model constructed and modified by the researcher
rather than the students. Unlike the other explanations, this model is of interest not because
of the modifications performed on it but because of the students successful use of it. The
model was constructed by the researcher at the end of the directed analogies interview with
S5. It was constructed using a series of patches, elaborations and delineations, which is
not surprising since the researcher has had ample opportunity to observe these techniques
in the pilot study and current study.
Both SI and S5 had similar limitations to their models for these circuits, probably
due in part to the fact that they were taking the same course with the same inadequacies.
They both had learned electrostatics but did not associate it with the capacitor, for which
they had had weak instruction and consequently weak models. The pretest and directed
analogies interview had enabled them to construct a model for the capacitor circuits using
self-capacitance without induction to model the flow of current into and out of the plates or
analogue plates. As discussed in Section 5.2.2.2, the researcher had provided S5 with an
explanation to correct her model of current as positive and negative charges flowing
together. They both appeared to need a teaching strategy to separate the two concepts.
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Because of their uncertain knowledge of fields and currents, they needed analogical support
for the separation. The researcher therefore tried a presentation of a new analogy
constructed by combining El’s heat field analogy with the standard fluid analogy to form
an analogy to a boiler and steam system. As this proposed analogy took place at the end of
the directed analogies session for S1 and S5, the example of extensive patching did not
influence their earlier explanations as reported elsewhere. The researcher also provided the
boiler analogy to S4 during Circuit 12, but the results are not reported here. S4 had already
constructed a complete model by elaborating through the domain to explain Circuit 9, and
the boiler analogy, along with an analogy to magnetic field she proposed, merely refined
her model of fields.
Figure 5.53 shows Circuit 12. At the left is the resistor with movable plates and at
the right is an illustration of the field around the positive plate.

Diagram of Corresponding Circuit 12
Figure 5.53
SI was able to provide a prediction and a causal model for the heat analogy to current flow.
In the candle flame analogy, heat models both the current and the electric field, flowing
through spoons, to a metal plate, which radiates heat to its neighbor, modelling the plates
of the capacitor. SI gave her prediction in terms of the visual sign of falling current rather
than the immediate effects of transmitted heat. This emphasized her conflation of charge
and current.
R:
SI:
R:
SI:

Hold the pieces of metal further away, what would happen?
The bulb wouldn’t go on as much. ..
Why?
Because there wouldn’t be as much heat.. going from one to the other.
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r.

.. What corresponds to heat in terms of the circuit?.. What does it
represent? ..
Oh. the .. electricity?
Ok. So it’s the current?
[SI nods]
Ok.

Si;
r;
SI:
R:

This analogy, is summarized in Plate Sl-I below Label 9. As the first of the two heat
analogies, it is annotated with roman numeral ‘I.’ The analogy was developed with the
help of El and E2 and does not differentiate between the current and the electric field. This
supported Si’s model, which also did not differentiate between the two. As shown in the
map, her use of the more general term ‘electricity,’ referred to current. This used appeared
to indicate the lack of a confident and specific model.
S5 also found the heat field an easy system to model and generate predictions.
Figure 5.54 shows the annotated field diagram from Circuit 12. Two alternate positions of
the negative plate were drawn by the researcher, at increasing distance from the positive
plate in the center.

Diagram of Corresponding Circuit 12 with Researcher and Student S5 Annotations
Figure 5.54
S5 drew the radiating heat lines in red. They appeared to combine an intuitive depiction of
the field vectors of the heat field with a physical illustration of the heat. S5 accurately
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predicted that more heat would reach the plate at position 4 that would reach the plate at
position 5.
S5:

.... This, now, is flaming, [indicating plate at position 4; circling Label
4 in red] It's hot. The amount of heat that will reach the first plate,
plate number 4, will be kind of strong compared to plate number 5,
which is farther away from it, so you might need more heat to actually
heat up this plate [indicating plate at position 5].

S5 simply did not mention flow. Thus, both S1 and S5 were able to make predictions
using the candle flame analogy.
During the interview with S5, the researcher developed a new analogy that
separated flow and field, using it again with SI. Figure 5.55 shows the system as drawn
for SI. Water was heated in the boiler at a, sent through the pipe into the tank at b, where
it heated up the second tank at c, passing through a constriction at d to a reservoir. In this
analogy, heat was again matched to the field of the positive charge. The field of the
negative charge and repulsion had a weaker match to lack of heat and the moving of the
water out of tank c as it was heated by tank b. In effect, the movement of the water, or
current was caused by the push of the high potential heat. The movement was somewhat
facilitated by the lower position of the sink at e. Thus, low potential mapped to both heat
and a lower position with respect to gravity.

Researcher Diagram Of Boiler Analogy for Student SI
Figure 5.55
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The researcher provided an explanation of the structure for S1. ITte description follows the
sequence of movement of the current The focus of this model was the interaction between
tanks b and c.
R.

If we had a steam system, a new analogy... You have a boiler.
You’ve got your fire under the boiler. It comes out through a pipe,
comes out through a long flat tank. The water flows like this. [draws
path from boiler a to top tank b] It’s heated by the boiler. This is
another tank, [drawing bottom tank at c] Water comes out that tank,
goes through a narrow, then it goes on. [drawing pipe through narrow
pipe at d and reservoir at e]

The system the researcher developed for S5, shown in Figure 5.56, was slightly different.

Researcher Diagram of Boiler Analogy for Student S5
Figure 5.56
The following protocol gives the researcher’s explanation to S5 of the system above.
r.

S5:

..Let me give you another one. Say you have a boiler room. So this is
a boiler. Bubbling water. We’ve got fire underneath here. You have a
pipe that goes up, it goes out, and it goes into a tank. You have another
tank. This tank also has water in it. The water's going- do you want it
to go back into the boiler? [S5 shrugs] Go through a narrow piece of
pipe. .. I'll say it flows back into the boiler.
Ok.

Again, water was heated in the boiler at a, passed into the plate at b. The barrier between
the plates was emphasized by a line between b and c. The tank at c led to a constriction at
d, which led back to the boiler. This modelled the flow back into a. The low potential of
the sink was modelled by a lower position with respect to gravity as well as the lower level
of heat from c to d.
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The system drawn for S1 had the advantage of modelling the opposite pole of the
battery with it’s cooling reservoir, but it did not model circuital flow. The system drawn
for S5 modelled circuital flow, but the absence of heat at the sink was not as well
supported. This system was designed to gendy extend the candle flame analogy provided
by E2 into a flow model that could model the interaction between the plates and draw a
distinction between the flow of material and propagation of the effects of charge. The
researcher confined questions about the behavior of the system to the interaction of the two
plates.
Both S1 and S5 were able to use their models for the candle flame to predict that the
top plate would heat the bottom plate. Both matched the water to current, but were
uncertain about the match to heat. While SI and S5 had not had much instruction in
capacitors, they had both studied electrostatics. They did not, however, immediately
associate electrostatics with this problem.
S1 had no trouble mapping current to the movement of the water. However, she
could not initially map heat to anything other than current. Label 9 indicates a summary of
this model under roman numeral ‘II.’ SI had elaborated the top match between ‘current’
and the heated water, or ‘steam.’
R:
SI:
R:
SI:
R:
SI:

So the water’s flowing, what would that be?
The current.
Ok. This water’s hot because it’s .. been boiling. So this is heated up.
So what happens to this side?
It gets hot too.
Ok. Now, what’s the heat here?
[silence] Oh .. left over current? I don’t know what it would be.

SI could not as yet remember any aspect of her concept of ‘electricity’ other than current
The unknown match to heat in the analogy however, suggested that the retrieval of
something other than current might be needed. As they had for S4 in the previous section,
the unknown matches in the analogy focussed and directed the student’s attention on the
needed concepts. The student’s domain elaboration could then fill in the gaps.
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R:
SI:
R:
SI:
R:
SI:

-A capacitor fills up with current, what happens to the plate when it s
full of current?
With .. the charge distribution? .. The charges are pushed up or down.
.. Why are they pushed?
Because of.. the charge, whichever is attractive, or .. or not —
responsive?
.
t
„
,
, „
You have a lot of charges. .. How might they affect each other.
They would repel. So that’s why this- gets hot? [indicating positive
plate]

SI appeared to have substituted ‘responsive’ for repulsive. She had begun to elaborate a
micro-level explanation for the charges on one plate and patched in a term from the
analogy, ‘gets hot’ to represent the activity in the plate. A concern here would be whether
she imported the analogue concept of heat into the domain as a domain concept, a feature of
crowded electrons. In the subsequent protocol, she did not appear to have done so. She
used the term ‘heat’ and then corrected herself to ‘current.’
r;
S1:
R:
S;
R:

S1:
R:

They would repel, the like charges would repel. But between them.
[indicating top and bottom plates]
Oh, they would attract.
Right. Right. So can you tell me why it’s important that the plates be
close together?
So they’ll be close enough to attract.. the charges? And the heat, or,
with the current?
..That actually has a lot more to do with how strong the capacitor is then
how much room the plate has. How close you can get it is what really
counts. So you know what the heat represents?
The positive charges?
Yeah. Really, the effect of the positive charges.

SI had now elaborated an explanation for induction between the plates and matched heat to
a domain concept. She had completed the analogical matching summarized in model II,
indicated by Label 9.

Although she had not remembered the term field, her matching of

heat to the positive charges showed that she had begun to draw a distinction between field
and current. Despite the weaker match to negative charge and repulsion of unlike charges,
the analogy served to stimulate S1 to reclaim her own knowledge.
S5’s explanation followed a similar trajectory. She began by providing a strong
explanation for the transfer of heat from one plate to the other.
R:

Now, if these are really close together, as opposed to, if you pulled
them very far apart, would there be any difference?

S5:
R:
S5:
R:

S5:
R:

S5:

As to hot water?
..This is boiling water [indicating top tank]. .. But this is not boiling
water [indicating bottom tank],
But the water from here [indicating top tank] can heat up the water from
here tindicating bottom tank].
Yeah. But if they're far apartSome heat, heat will travel, but then it will start decreasing, it might not
even reach .. the second one.
So .. I'm calling it an insulator, but it's preventing the flow of the
water,.. not the flow of the heat.
Mm hm.

Thus, the researcher explicitly drew the distinction between heat and flow. This
explanation was mapped in Plate S5-IV. Labels 1 and 2 indicate S5’s behavioral model for
the two states of the analogy. Label 1 indicates the straightforward behavior predicted
when the tanks were close. Label 2 indicates the progression of behavior predicted as the
tanks were drawn further apart. The two bad matches indicates the eventual shift from
some flow to no flow and the resulting contradiction between the two states of ‘close
together’ and ‘far apart.’
S5 was then asked to match her explanation to the domain.
R:

S5:

.. This is an analogy in terms of hot water, in which it does .. matter
whether the tanks are close together or not. We're trying to figure out
what that means for electricity.
My only answer is that you would need, hmm. If they were further
apart, then- Ow. I don't know. I mean, I can see the analogy with the
hot water. .. But.. In terms of electricity. I don't know how to explain
it.

As with SI, S5 could not immediately build the matching domain model. Label 3 indicates
this model, which was as yet delimited and unavailable for S5. The analogy could serve to
guide the focus of the domain mapping, but it was not enough to complete the model. The
model could only be completed by elaborating in the domain.
The researcher began by checking S5’s model for current, which had made her
unable to successfully complete her model for Circuit 7, as discussed in Section 5.2.2.2.
S5’s concept of current as moving positive and negative charges meant that there would be
no effect on the charge of the plates as they were filled. This left nothing to elaborate an
explanation of induction from. At the end of the explanation of Circuit 7, the researcher
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had explained the charge of current, but it was apparent that reinforcement was needed.
Label 4 indicates the bad match between the correct model of current as made of a single
type of charge, shown as negative in this model, and S5’s model of current as made of
both types of charges. It was this bad match that was reinforcing the delimitation of a
complete model for current
r:
S5;
r;

S5:
R:
S5:
R:
R:
S5:

I understand. .. It comes down to what is the current mads
•• what
is moving. .. So let's take a guess, what s the current made of?
[laughs] Now we're gonna go back to this. Positive and negative
charges.
.
.
Well, it's either .. ions or electrons... An ion is a molecule, and it can
either have a net negative or a net positive charge. Do you know what
charge an electron has?
It's positive.
No.
No, negative.
Right. It has a negative charge.
It's either ions moving or it's electrons moving, so you can take your
choice.
Oh, let's say electrons.

Label 5 indicates the researcher’s new explanation. After S5 decided on electrons, she had
the concept of a particular charge in current to work with. Her original concept of the
charge in current was of a combination of positive and negative charge that produced
neutral material in flow that she nevertheless called charge.
The explanations that follow referred to the diagram of Circuit 12 shown below in
Figure 5.57. The researcher labelled the direction of flow and the poles of the battery..

Corresponding Circuit 12 with Researcher Annotations
Figure 5.57
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Like SI, S5 was now able to elaborate the domain model. The researcher followed the
electron flow from the negative pole of the battery to the negative plate. Using the function
of the capacitor as described by the researcher during the pretest, S5 predicted that the plate
‘stores’ the charge, which she now saw as negative rather than as neutral. The negative
charge in the plate was now causally linked to the current flow that brought it there.
R:
S5:
R:

R:
S5:
R:
S5:

Ok. So the current at any one point is moving electrons. So it has the
net charge, which would be-Negative.
Right. So .. this is the negative side, [drawing negative at negative
pole of battery] this is the positive side, [drawing positive sign at
positive pole of battery.]
So the current comes up here, lights the lights, comes in here. What
happens here? [indicating negative plate]
It stores them.
Right. So, it's got a lot of electrons here, what happens to its charge?
[indicating negative plate]
.. It's negative.

S5 was beginning to elaborate a causal model from flow to charge to repulsion and
attraction to flow. The researcher provided a complete model of the battery based on the
fan in the air flow analogy, which they had previously discussed.
R:

S5:

R:
S5:
R:

.. Now,.. you know what happens on the back .. of a fan. .. Well, the
battery works the same way. So we'll say it’s sucking in. [indicating
positive pole of battery] So, it's pulling electrons off of this plate,
[indicating positive plate] .. If it's pulling negatives out, what's the
plate left with?
Positive.
Right, so all these positives are left, and as more and more negatives go
outOh, I see.
•• So as these plates get close, you have a lot of positive guys,
[indicating top plate] and you have a lot of negative guys, [indicating
bottom plate]

Working in conjunction, the researcher and S5 had now formed a causal model that
predicted the charged plates. The researcher now asked S5 to elaborate the model to the
effects of the charge, drawing on her model for closeness to the candle flame and the heated
tank. Label 6 indicates the resulting model, now incorporating the causes of trie behavioral
model. The dashed circles bound terms inserted by the researcher for clarity. S5 identified
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the resulting attraction, probably naming the force as ‘magnetic’ because of the similar
features of attraction.
R:
S5:
R:
S5:
R:
S5:
R:
S5:

Whv does it matter that it's close?
Because of the charges. They attract one another.
Right, right. There's a force... Pulling them together.
There's a magnetic force.
Right.
Right.
So here you have a bunch of negative guvs and what is their effect on
each other?
They repel.

Label 7 indicates her patch of ‘magnetic force’ into the causal model of the electric field.
Label 8 indicates S5’s extension of the model for electric fields to the negative charges.
Elaborating the model further, to the effects of repulsion and attraction, S5 claimed,
or reclaimed, as she had probably been taught it, the law of conservation of charge.
R:
S5:
R:
S5:

.. So what effect does that have on how many negatives can fit in here?
It has to equal the same amount of positives that are in there .. on the
other side.
.. So the more positives on the other side— [indicating positive plate]
—the more negatives on the other side, [indicating negative plate] .. So
when .. your plates are further apart, the less magnetic force you have in
between them of., attraction... And, the worse it is to work.

She decided the amounts of negative and positive charge had to be equivalent and depended
on the distance between them, not because she had been told so, but because her causal
model for the circuit demanded it.
S5 finished by reviewing the models used here. She expressed approval of the
analogy between heat and the ‘magnetic force’ because of the similar effects of distance.
S5:

I think in terms of heat it works rather well. The farther away, the less
amount of heat there is, heat can act as the magnetic force in between.

Label 9 indicates S5’s final matching of the causal concepts S5 had elaborated in the
domain back to the boiler analogy. She matched heat to the concept of magnetic force she
had patched into her explanation. The researcher established that S5 had learned
electrostatics, and gave her the correct term for the field.
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S5:
R:
S5:
R:
S5:
R:
S5:

Now .. that I know,.. it makes a lot more sense to me. I mean,.. we
haven't done it in physics class .. but we've done the other stuff.
Have you done point charges?
Yeah.
And electric fields?
Yeah.
So, that is .. the electric field .. creating the attraction
Right. When you said ‘magnetic field’ I was like, ‘oh, ok, that's the
electric field.’ But.. I don't think he's [the physics teacher’s]
mentioned the word.

It appeared that S5 had retrieved the correct term for field earlier. As the researcher had not
in fact mentioned the word ‘magnetic field,’ it was not clear when S5 had remembered the
term ‘electric field.’ Label 10 indicates S5’s final repair, substituting the correct term as a
patch for the incorrect one.
As long as S5’s conception of the charge of current was well supported with
reminders, she was able to elaborate the correct model. She appeared to find heat and the
heat field a vivid analogy, and this seemed to support her model of the field as fading in
strength through space. While the researcher was responsible for much of the elaboration
of the model, S5 was responsible for modelling induction between the plates, and it was
she who either retrieved or invented the fundamental law governing this circuit.
S1 was a difficult student to engage in elaboration, as she tended to rely on
functional explanations rather than causal and structural models. Her style of explanation
was prudent. She delimited her explanations where she could not be certain of them,
particularly the causes. She made no errors through over elaboration, as S4 and S14 had.
Based on their comments and their explanations, neither S5 nor S1 had been provided with
more than a cursory explanation of capacitors by their teacher. During the pretest. Si’s
explanations of the capacitor in terms of self capacitance were stronger than S5’s. S5
started with nothing but the function of the capacitor as storing charge and the description
of the structure and materials of the capacitor, both provided by the researcher. In the end,
both SI and S5 succeeded in linking the idea of electric fields and attraction and repulsion
into a complete model for the capacitor.
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5,*

Treatment Assessment

This section discusses two issues. The first is the effects of the treatment of
explanations, experiments and directed analogies on the students as indicated by a
comparison of their pretest and posttest explanations. The second is the students’
assessment of the clarity, possible value and accuracy of the conceptual maps.
As this is an exploratory study of students’ reaction to teaching material rather than
a study of preconceptions, the interaction between the researcher and the students was
loose and informal. The researcher answered peripheral questions, but refrained from
giving complete explanations. The researcher illustrated the directed analogies unless
preempted by a student The format was intended to be that of a teaching session along
constructivist principles, in which the students were invited to give explanations without
intervention by the researcher, but the researcher was permitted a stronger teaching
response towards the end of the process, after the student’s models had been developed
and shared.
The pretest appeared to sort the students into three levels of knowledge about the
capacitor circuits: novice, intermediate, and advanced. Advanced students generally
produced similar explanations during the pretest and posttest. The greater confidence of
advanced students made their causal explanations much briefer and less involved, thus
making their models harder to determine. Novice and intermediate students gained greater
knowledge during the directed analogies interview. However, they did not retain complete
models during the posttest. While they were able to rebuild the models developed during
the directed analogies interview under probing by the researcher about the behavior of the
capacitor, some students exhibited new alternative conceptions about the circuit and the
battery during the posttest.
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5

T1

Pretest and Posttest Explanations and Effects

The students could be divided by several characteristics. The first was knowledge
of the domain. Some students used a complete model of the capacitor during the pretest,
and

some did not. For these circuits, whether a student could access a domain model for

induction determines whether fixing the bad matches to induction in the analogy was an
option. The students were drawn from three different programs of instruction, which
greatly affected their knowledge of induction.
Students S6, SI, and S8 were taking an introductory course on electricity and
magnetism at MIT, and had received complete instruction on the capacitor, including
induction and a complete model at the micro level. Students S6 and S8 gave complete
explanations of the capacitor during the pretest. Student S7 mis-identified the capacitor as a
solenoid throughout the pretest He gave inaccurate predictions for the behavior of the
circuits consistent with his model of a solenoid. However, at the micro-level, his model
was that of a capacitor with induction. He was not able to recognize the behavior that
would result from his micro-level model, continuing to predict the behavior of a solenoid.
At the beginning of the directed analogies interview, he corrected himself, drawing a
distinction between the capacitor and the solenoid. From then on, his predictions matched
his micro-model. Neither recognizing nor reconciling the contradiction between the two
levels of his explanation, S7 appeared to be exhibiting the gulf between intuitive models
and formal instruction that so many researchers have examined in studies of
preconceptions. Some of these preconception studies are reviewed in chapter 2, in the
Section 2.2.2. on preconceptions from experience.
Both S7 and S14 explained the capacitor in terms of the effect of the positive and
negative poles of the battery on the circuit. Rather than describing an increase and decrease
in one type of charge on the plates, they described two opposite flows of positive and
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negative charge into the two plates, although both included attraction between the plates in
their model of induction. When he corrected his model of the capacitor during the directed
analogies interview, S7 elaborated his model by relating the flow of negative charge in the
opposite direction to the flow of positive charge in the same direction as the original flow.
He thus appeared to retrieve a complete and correct model for the capacitor like those of S6
and S8.
Student S14 was taking the second semester physics course at Boston University,
and had also received complete instruction on the capacitor, including induction. His
model for the capacitor was inaccurate in one respect. He reversed the charges on the
plates, thinking that as current flowed from positive to negative, the capacitor plate it
flowed to must be negative. Each capacitor plate was charged oppositely to the pole of the
battery it was linked to. He did not provide an explanation for discharging, seeming to
think it superfluous. Student S4 had taken the second semester physics course and was
taking a more advanced course on circuits. She had received the introduction to capacitors
previously and was learning more advanced circuits. Although she had learned induction,
she had developed an alternative model for capacitors during her introductory instruction,
which modelled the behavior but violated the separation of the plates. Both S14 and S4
were able to give extensive explanations, but they seemed to be in danger of elaborating
their explanations into dangerous territory.
Students SI and S5 were taking the second semester physics course at Simmons
college. They had learned electrostatics and had received some instruction on the capacitor,
but neither understood induction or the connection between their electrostatics and the
capacitor. S1 remembered enough to give an explanation in terms of self capacitance on the
battery in-flow plate for Circuit 2, but she did not remember the effect of the charges and
their attraction and repulsion. S5 could not remember anything about the capacitor. The
researcher provided her with a functional explanation of the capacitor as a ‘storer’ at the
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beginning of the pretest and a discussion of the parts and materials of a capacitor at the end
of the pretest.
Table 5.17 summarizes the state of the students’ knowledge of capacitors during
the pretest

Table 5.17
Pretest Knowledge of Capacitor

Function
SI

allows a limited amount
of electricity to flow

S14

attraction induces two
opposite flows of
opposite charge
stores energy, not
current

S4

Causal Model

Structure

two plates separated by self capacitance for plate
with battery’s out-flow
insulator*
possible self capacitance
for plate with battery’s
in-flow
two plates separated by
insulator such as air

attraction induces two
opposite flows of
opposite charge
conductors allow flow
from one plate to the
other

two plates separated by
insulator*
conductors bypass
insulator
two plates separated by self capacitance for plate
with battery’s outflow
insulator*
physical model of
components*

S5

stores charge*

S6

charges;
stores power

two plates separated by
insulator

pulling current; build
up of positive and
negative charge on
plates

S7

inductance: break in
circuit while charging;
permits flow indefinitely
after charging

two plates separated by
insulator

attraction induces two
opposite flows of
opposite charge;
related to increase and
decrease of positive
charge

S8

takes on ‘potential’
equal to battery or
slightly more

two plates separated by
insulator

build up of positive and
negative charges on
plates

*presented by Researcher during pretest
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Another important factor in the student’s ability to develop a model for the capacitor was
their model of current. This was critical if they did not have a mastery of induction, as they
could only develop a model for it by elaborating a micro level explanation in the domain.
Table 5.18 gives the student’s models of current as indicated by their explanations of the
capacitor circuits.
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Table 5.18
Pretest Models of Current

SI

Macro-level

Micro-level

Alternative Models

conventional flow

none

moderate battery origin*
local reasoning*
lacks conservation of
current** ***

opposite flows of
opposite charge flowing
from positive pole of
battery to negative plate
of capacitor

sequential reasoning*
battery autonomy*

flowing charge

battery autonomy*
sequential reasoning*
local reasoning

flowing charge

battery origin*
battery autonomy*
sequential reasoning*
lacks cConservation of
current** ***

‘electricity’
‘current’
S14

conventional flow

S4

mis-identified Poles in
pretest
corrected for directed
analogies
conventional flow

S5

conventional flow
‘current’
‘electricity’
‘energy’
‘charge’

S6

conventional flow for
large circuit; electron
flow for capacitor

electron flow

none

S7

conventional flow

opposite flows of
opposite charge; later
related to one way flow
of positive charges

unreconciled levels of
explanation

S8

conventional flow

flowing electrons

dive right in and start
writing circuit
equations**

♦discussed by El **discussed by E2 ***discussed by E3

S1 had a model in which current, charge and energy are conflated in the term ‘electricity.’
Her posttest explanation indicated a belief that current was formed of flowing electrons and
neutrons and an idea that the light bulb used up the current during discharging. S14 and S6
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had models in which opposite charges left the opposite poles of the battery to charge the
plates. S6 integrated this into a model of unidirectional current, making it clear that
consideration of the charges on the plates from the battery did not preclude the usual model
of flow of current one way. S14 incorrecdy applied the model of the battery sending
current from positive pole to negative pole to the capacitor plates, concluding that the plate
into which the positive current flowed must be negative because it was the destination of
the current Despite his formation of a complete unidirectional model of current in the air
flow analogy, he raised this misconception again during the review of student maps.
The advances in knowledge of the capacitor made by intermediate student S4 and
novice students SI and S5 made the importance of guided elaboration in both the analogy
and the domain very clear. The researcher’s request that they elaborate matching domain
explanations for circuits 9 and 12 appeared to have been critical for the portions of the
model, such as electric fields, that they did retain. The heat analogy appeared to have been
effective linking the idea of electric fields with the capacitor in the minds of S1 and S5. In
contrast, the intermediate student S14 reached a complete model for the capacitor within the
air flow analogy, developing a model very different from the partially incorrect one that he
had used during the pretest. His pretest model fitted the capacitor but incorrectly modelled
the behavior of current in a circuit with a capacitor. Because S14 appeared to have used the
process of analogy repair, rejection, and repair of his water flow, greyhound, hockey team
and air flow systems to develop a correct model, the researcher did not ask him to map his
analogical model to the domain, asking only for a match of the components of his analogy
to the components of the domain. In the posttest, it became apparent that S14 was still
using an incorrect model for current, although his capacitor model was complete.
The researcher selected the earliest complete explanations of capacitors available in
the pretest and posttest. In some cases these explanations were supplemented with later
explanations. The earlier explanations reflect more of the students’ earliest conceptions and
less of the path of the explanation and discussion with the researcher, they are therefore a
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better guide to the student’s state at the beginning of the test. The models of the students
with limited instruction in capacitors are presented first. During the pretest, all students
were given explanations of the capacitor’s structure, both in the abstract terms of separation
of the plates and in the literal terms of the physical materials and components of the
capacitor.
During the pretest and posttest, the researcher permitted students to determine when
they had a complete explanation. The fact that only the charging stage of the circuit was
drawn, although both stages were described an performed in experiment appeared to have
encouraged some of the more confident students to neglect that stage of the explanation.
The following explanation illustrates S1 ’s model for the single capacitor circuit. It
is taken from Circuit 6 during the pretest. Figure 5.58 shows the circuit referred to in the
protocol.

Pretest Circuit 6a
Figure 5.58
Si’s explanation for the earlier circuit involved predictions for the circuit’s behavior, that
the lights would come on and dim, but not an explanation for the capacitor. Her model
here was of very limited self capacitance. She modelled the plate receiving the material
from the battery, but not the plate from which the battery took the material. Nevertheless,
she predicted current in both sides of the circuit, and she predicted current in the opposite
direction during discharging.
S1:
R:

The electricity flows through the capacitor and the capacitor only allows
it to go on for a few seconds, very dimly.
Do you have any idea why it stops? The lights go off? ..
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Si;

.. The way you explain the capacitor, it can only flow .. on a sheet, and
once it’s done flowing on the sheet, it can’t go anyplace else, so there s
only a limited amount of electricity it’ll let through.

SI frequently emphasized how little ‘electricity’ the capacitor let through. It appeared to be
the main behavior she associated with it. S1 appeared to have a moderate concept of
battery origin, as discussed by El in Section 5.1. She felt that the battery did the moving
of current, and she tended to neglect, or delimit, that part of the circuit on the battery’s in¬
flow side. However, during her directed analogy explanation for Circuit 2, she did explain
that ‘only a little of the electricity’ came from the tank on the pump’s in-flow side. The
behavior was weakened by not being in the direction of the battery’s out-flow. The battery
was the source of most of the material in the current, but ‘a little’ could be gained from the
in-flow side and the capacitor plate.
In the posttest, SI did not recall much of the domain explanation she had elaborated
at the end of the directed analogies interview. Although she was able to elaborate it once
again, her immediate model was very similar to her model in the pretest. It indicated
battery origin in the idea of charge on one plate during charging, which moved to the other
plate during discharging...The circuit SI was referring to is shown in Figure 5.59.

Posttest Circuit 2 with Researcher Labels
Figure 5.59
Si’s explanation was as spare as her original one.
S1:
R:

When you connect the capacitor, the electricity goes to c. [indicating
plate c] .. and then, from d [indicating plate d] goes back...
.. What’s happening in the capacitor in terms of current? What’s
happening with the charged up capacitor? ..
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The charged capacitor is .. charged on one plate... And then when you
discharge it, they go to the other plate.

SI:

It appeared that S1 was predicting a flow out of plate d during charging, as she had in her
explanation of Circuit 2 during the directed analogies. However, she did not make clear.
When the researcher probed about the movement of the current, S1 delimited her model to
include only the destination of charge, not its source. Whether explaining charging or
discharging, she spoke only about the plate receiving charge in that stage.
R:
SI:

.. And, discharging, what happens?
The charges,.. electricity, get rid of all the electricity in the capacitor...
All the charges that are in the capacitor.
You get rid of them how?
By lighting up the bulbs .. they go away.

R:
SI:

SI made no mention of electric fields, attraction or repulsion, or positive and negative
charge. She described the causes of behavior as motion driven by the battery without
considering induction. Her concept of ‘electricity’ indicated a confusion of energy and
charge that allowed her to explain discharging as a process of using up the ‘electricity’ put
into the system by the battery to light the light bulbs. Her model was very similar to SO’s
model of discharging for two way current, discussed in chapter 3.
SI gave a more extensive model for Circuit 5a, a circuit identical to Circuit 2. She
appeared to include a model for charge flowing out of one plate as it flowed into the other.
Although she could not recall the term, she described the charge on one plate as ‘affecting’
the other plate, after which current flowed from the other plate to the battery..
SI:

R:
SI:
R:
SI:

It goes through here, stops .[indicating left plate] .. The electricity goes
through the wires and the bulb,.. stops at the capacitor, and then affects
the other side of the capacitor, [indicating right plate] the other plate,
and then it flows to the battery, goes to the battery.
What exactly is the electricity made of?
.. Electrons. ..
.. How does plate b affect plate c?
..I don’t understand capacitors.

Si’s notion of the material in flow and the material in the plates shifted from electrons to
electrons and neutrons. She did not appear to be including the negative charge of electrons
in her model.
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R:
SI:

Why do they call it charging?
And discharging? Because you’re charging the plates or the capacitor,
and discharging the plates of the capacitor. .. Putting electrons and
neutrons on the plate, and taking them off.

Although S1 was capable of rebuilding her model of electric fields and attraction and
repulsion between the plates, as she did, with the researcher’s help, at the end of the
posttest, she clearly did not retain the model of the capacitor that she had build at the end of
the directed analogies. Although her sojourn through analogies may have made it easier for
her to reconstruct the domain model with guidance, it had not given her the ability to
reconstruct the domain model on her own. She was still vulnerable to the development of
misconceptions such as confusing energy with charge and seeing the lighting of the bulb as
dissipating current, a misconception that had not appeared before in either the pretest or in
the directed analogies, but which seemed to stem from her conflation of charge, current,
and energy into the vaguer concept of electricity. While the use of analogies does not
appear to have done S1 any harm in the directed analogies session or in the posttest, it has
not provided her with a vigorous causal model of the capacitor.
At the beginning of the pretest, S5 decided she could remember nothing about the
capacitor. The researcher therefore presented an explanation of the capacitor’s function and
structure. S5 was the only student who required and received instruction on the capacitor’s
function, although all students were given explanations of the capacitor’s structure, both in
abstract terms of separation of the plates and in literal terms of the physical materials and
components of the capacitor.
R:
S5:
R:
S5:
R:

So, do you know how a capacitor works, and what it does?
No.
Ok. You know nothing at all about it?
Not that I can remember.
Ok, I’ll explain it to you. A capacitor stores charge and then releases it
It’s composed of two plates .. that’s why it’s got these two lines.
Charge can’t go between the plates. Current can’t flow between the
plates. And they’re hooked up on either end to the rest of the circuit. ..
Basically, in between is an insulator... You can think of it as air, or
rubber, or whatever. The plates are very thin, very long, very wide,
and very close together. Those are the important things... And it
stores.
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55:

Will it release it?
Mm hm.
Ok.
.
So there’s two stages, this is called storing, and the other stage is when
you take out the battery and connect it
Right.

r:
S5:

r;

S5:

S5 was thus provided with an explanation of the capacitor’s behavior, its function as
storing charge, and the physical components. The researcher discussed the material of the
plates at the end of the pretest and again during the directed analogies. As discussed in
Section 5.2.2, while S5 used the model of the plates storing charge, she did not draw a
distinction between positive and negative charge. This prevented her from developing a
micro level model of repulsion and attraction between the plates.
S5’s prediction for the behavior of Circuit 2 cleaved closely to the researcher’s
explanation. Her strongest belief was that current would flow around the circuit in a
pattern of conventional flow. It was not clear if she thought current would pass between
the plates or that material would be pulled out of the other plate. Figure 5.60 shows the
pretest circuit.

Pretest Circuit 2a
Figure 5.60
Labels were drawn by the researcher; all other annotations were drawn by the student S5
discussed this circuit in the following protocol.
S5:

Well, I think the current will flow .. up around clockwise, [drawing
arrows to indicate direction] .. I don’t know that it’ll store here
[indicating left plate at a] and go this way. [indicating right plate at b]
.. It should, because that’s the way the current’s flowing,.. and it’ll go
around, [gesturing through bulb d into point e]
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R:
S5:
R:
S5:

Yeah, I think you’re going to need to see it happen, since you don’t
have a strong idea of the capacitor.
Right.
Ok, do you think it’ll keep flowing?
I don’t know, because of the capacitor, I don’t know if it’ll store it and
use it later or keep going.

S5’s response to Circuit 6b indicated that she could not see current flowing into the battery
unless the capacitor allowed it to be pushed through, indicating battery autonomy. Her
response also indicated battery origin, because she did not appear to see the material in the
current as coming from anywhere but the battery. Figure 5.61 shows the circuit referred to
in the protocol.

Pretest Circuits 6a and 6b
Figure 5.61
S5 discussed these circuits in the following protocol.
S5:

I don’t think I know what would happen on the second one. [indicating
Circuit 6b] Just because of the capacitors. .. I know that on the first
one your current would flow and your bulbs would light. [indicating
Circuit 6a] I just don’t know if it would go around, if electricity would
travel. Now for the second one,.. it would be moving .. in a clockwise
position, I just don’t know if your light bulbs would actually light up.

S5 had difficulty predicting whether there would be flow through the left bulbs on the
second circuit because, when using conventional current, they were on the battery’s in¬
flow side. The strategy of her explanation in beginning at the out-flow end of the battery,
following the current around, and confronting the mystery of the capacitor after the current
has reached it appeared to indicate sequential reasoning. She could not provide a chain of
causes for the behavior of the circuit, but she predicted that the current should return to the
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battery ‘because that’s the way it’s flowing.’ She did not worry about the effect on the
current if the capacitor proved a barrier.
During the posttest, S5 exhibited some recall of the domain model she had
elaborated with the help of the researcher during question 12 of the directed analogies
interview. Figure 5.62 shows Circuit 2 with the pretest and posttest annotations.

Posttest Circuit 2 with S5 Annotations
Figure 5.62
S5 made only one annotation during the following protocol. She drew wavy lines in red to
indicate the field between plate a and plate b. She had first used these red lines to indicate
the heat field in her analogy for Circuit 12, and she used it now as a vivid reminder of her
analogical model. She began with her conception of the capacitor’s function.

R:
S5:

Capacitors charge up... They store energy... So when you charge it,
you store it with energy, and when you discharge it, you use this energy
that you stored before to light up again, and then you’re done, because
you no longer have any energy stored in the capacitor.
So what happens to the current?
11 leaves the battery and then goes to the capacitor and then comes back
out.

S5 appeared to have now developed separate concepts for energy and charge. She now
used her heat field notation to depict the electric field between the plates. However, the
causal connections between her concepts of the field between the charged plates and the
movement of the charge from one plate to the other appeared weak.
S5;

There’s an electric force in here .. right like that, [drawing red wavy line
between plates]
So the stuff that comes out of here [indicating plate b] comes from
where?
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S5:
R:
S5:
R:
S5:

The charges. The energy that was stored in b.
Ok. So when the capacitor’s charged up, what’s the state of the plates?
Charged.
.. Exactly how is it charged?
The positives and negatives are lining up... positive and negative on
this side .. positive and negative on this side [drawing positive and
negative symbols on plates a and b]

S5 had the field and the re-configured positive and negative charges, but she did not appear
to know exactly how it related to the moving positive charge.
R:
S5:

So the stuff that came in, what was that? [indicating plate a]
That was positive stuff. .. The positive stuff came in here, [indicating
plate a]
So where’s the positive stuff that came in here? [indicating plate a] ..
You have the same amount, plus minus, plus minus, [indicating the two
plates] Where did the extra positive stuff go?
.. Now I’m stuck. Let me think.

R:

S5:

S5’s model of the battery’s effect on the circuit was causing trouble. She had combined the
idea of positive and negative poles with the idea of in-flow and out-flow. During the
course of the directed analogies interview, S5 and the researcher had elaborated a model of
the battery accepting and releasing one type of charge, but S5 could not recall that model.
R:

.. How does the battery work? .. What’s the battery doing on this side,
and what’s it doing on this side? [picking up a battery from the
equipment; indicating top and bottom]
On the top it’s losing the charge, because it’s giving charge this way.
[indicating left of battery in circuit diagram] And here it’s accepting the
negatives, [indicating right of battery in circuit diagram] .. I know the
negatives are coming into this side,.. that’s because the positives are
leaving. That’s why you have a negative and a positive side to the
battery. ..

S5:

While S5 retained the field and its heat field analogy, which had introduced concepts she
had not had before, she had reverted to her original focus on the poles of the battery rather
than remaining with an in-flow and out-flow model. This focus now appeared to have
been a source of S5’s model of current as positive and negative charge, discussed in
Section 5.2.2.2.
The researcher attempted to reinforce the unidirectional flow model for the battery
by following the flow of positive charge to its consequences on the plate.
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R:
S5:

.. So you’re saying positives are going this way... So what’s
happening on the plates because of the battery.
Since the battery is letting out a charge, the charge sticks on into one of
the plates, on the side the charge is flowing to... I had the feeling I
understood capacitors, but maybe not. I know that.. the charge is
stored... And I also know that the charge that’s here [indicating plate
b] won’t collect on the inside, they have to be opposite right here.
[indicating between plates a and b] ..

S5 had incorporated the idea of repulsion of like charges between the interior surfaces of
the plates, induced by the building of positive charge on plate a. However, her model did
not provide for a flow of positive charge out of plate b.
S5 returned to her original functional model. She had clearly learned and retained
the idea of attraction between unlike charges drawn to the interior of the plates in a re¬
configuration. However, without a complete model of the battery’s effects on current, she
could not complete the causal model.
S5:
R:
S5:
R:
S5:
R:
S5:

So your question was what do capacitors do.
Yeah.
And my answer is stored energy.
But in terms of current, what does stored energy mean...
It’s stored electrons and neutr- electrons and protons.
Where are they stored?
Between the walls of the capacitors... I think they both have both the
charges, but they’re facing opposite of each other, so they’re attracting
one another.

The researcher then focussed on S5’s model for the battery, attempting to resolve the model
of unidirectional flow and the model of opposite poles by guiding S5 to elaborate a more
consistent model for the battery in the domain. Once this was done, S5 was able to connect
the flow of charge with the re-configuration of the plates. As she had in the directed
analogies session, S5 mistakenly used magnetic force in place of electrostatic force.
R:
S5:
R;
S5:
R:
S5:

Now are these plates affecting each other?
No, they’re not They’re just creating the magnetic force in between
them.
Ok, is that doing anything, that magnetic force in between?
It’s helping the current go through.
Why?
Because of the mag— the force in between them. If this is going to keep
the negatives here, in this plate it’s gonna keep the positives here...
Then there’s going to be some kind of flow of electrons. So that force
actually helps store that energy.
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S5 thus linked up the function of the capacitor and induction between the plates. Although
S5 retained more of the elaborations in analogy and domain and made use of the heat
analogy to depict the electric field, she, too needed guidance from elaboration in the domain
before she could complete a model for the circuit.
For novice students, the analogies provided a way to visualize the circuits and
engage the students in the process of modelling the circuit, and focus their attention on the
parts of the model that did not function. Analogies appeared to be no more likely to lead
these students into over-elaboration into alternative models than explanations in the domain
were. Most of the alternative concepts S1 and S5 exhibited were based in the domain and
appeared in the pretest. Where a student did elaborated incorrectly into an analogy, as S5
did with the analogy of filters to resistors discussed in Section 5.2.1, the bad matches
induced by the analogy appeared to be delimited by the lack of a domain model. While S5
had seen the filter as removing something from the current, when she mapped the flow to
the domain, she mapped the unfiltered water to ‘more current,’ rather than to a mixture of
current with some impurity.
It was difficult to categorize the intermediate students, but S4 unambiguously fell
into that category. She easily produced a model for the capacitor and had the equations at
her fingertips, but her model for the capacitor contained a major misconception. The other
students who fell into the intermediate category were S14 who tended to neglect
discharging and shifted his description of current flow for capacitors and S6, who misidentified the capacitor as a solenoid and gave the wrong behavior at the macro-level even
as he correctly modelled the capacitor at the micro level.
Although S4 had received instruction in capacitors, she had assimilated that
instruction into an alternative model in which current bypassed the insulator between the
plates through ‘conductors that bridged the gap. She associated these ‘conductors’ with the
‘jar’ in the historical experiment in which the Leyden jar, the earliest capacitor, was
discovered. Her patched model preceded the directed analogies interview and either was
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developed during the pretest because she couldn’t remember the original instruction or was
developed during the original instruction. It is discussed extensively in Section 5.2.1.2.
Figure 5.63 shows Circuit 2 with S4’s pretest annotations.

Pretest Circuit 2a with S4 Annotations
Figure 5.63
S4 knew the terms and equations describing this behavior well. She described the path of
the current confidently and discussed the corresponding voltage drop across the capacitor.
The following protocols were drawn from Circuit 2.
S4:

R;
S4:

This is the positive terminal, negative terminal, of the battery, we'll have
a voltage. This is the voltage across it, and then we have a current
going across the resistor. We'll have the same current going on because
we don't have the .. nodes. [drawing arrows to indicate direction of
flow] .. So the same current will go across the capacitor and these two
resistors.
•• Do you know how current behaves in a capacitor?
Yeah, we have the 'I at t is equal to C, C over dt’.. We have here, this
voltage .. across the resistor is Vc, ok? [labelling voltage drop over
capacitor] And this C is the capacitance, how big is the capacitance.
It's .. in farads, the units is farads.

As S4 continued her explanation, the patched model of current within the capacitor became
clearer.
S4:

..Even though .. there’s in the middle, the insulator,.. the plates are
still connected to each other. .. Some people would say how would ..
the current go from one plate to another if we have an insulator, but.. I
think they .. are connected by .. something that has zero resistance, so
the current would flow.
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S4 had decided that the jar in the Leyden jar experiment had provided a way of bypassing
the insulator, and that modem capacitors included a similar ‘conductor’ that was not
apparent in the diagram. Thus, she assimilated an explanation of the propagation of
influences from one plate to the other into an explanation of the bypassing of the insulator
by the current.
S4:

I think .. long time ago there was a physicist,.. and .. he explained the
capacitor, that.. these two plates, they are separated by .. an insulator
and they are put in some kind of jar, I think, and the current flows.
When current flows it doesn't flow through here, [indicating insulator
between plates] it flows through .. something— They are connected by
something because, you know, insulators do not conduct electricity. ..
And current,.. is charge moving, so .. charge cannot move from here
to here [indicating the two plates] because we have an insulator here.
So I think we have here,.. conductors that would conduct the two
plates, connect the two plates, and the current would go from one plate
to another.

As discussed in Section 5.2.1.2, the Leyden Jar was discovered when an assistant holding
an insulated jar of charged water, touched the lead of the battery charging it and
inadvertently became the capacitor’s second plate in a complete circuit (Edward M. Purcell,
1965, p. 347). This may have contributed to S4’s concept of the unexpected bypassing of
an assumed insulator. The bypass, which resulted in a shock, was accomplished through
the capacitance and conductivity of the assistant's body, not through the jar, as S4
assumed. E2 discussed the self-capacitance of the body in Section 5.1.
S4 had mastered the laws governing the capacitor, and gained confidence in the
domain. However, her causal model of the capacitor was incorrect, violating the separation
of the plates to ensure continuous circular flow. It cannot be established whether she had
been committed to this belief before this interview. Clearly, the seeds had been planted
during instruction on the Leyden jar. However, the fully assimilated, with conductors
patched in to match the jar, may not have been formed until she tried to tap her memories of
the Leyden jar and the capacitor for the pretest interview. S4 was capable of rapid model
shifts. As discussed in Section 5.2.3, she postulated two way flow to make the water flow
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system work in Circuit 2, even though the circuital flow had been important to her in the
pretest explanations. S4 was at an intermediate stage in her knowledge of capacitors. She
knew the equations and could give predictions of flow, and she had the confidence to
elaborate a causal model. However, because her causal model for the capacitor was not
grounded in a certainty of the relations in the domain, she could easily over-elaborate and
patch in alternative concepts.
The consciousness of their lack of domain concepts made S1 and S5 conservative
about elaborating a causal model beyond limited domain concepts available for matching; it
delimited their analogy. S4, feeling no such impulse to delimit, was at far greater risk of
developing a grandly incorrect model. She lacked the consciousness of unknown matches
from analogy to domain, the consciousness of empty portions of her domain model.
S4’s elaboration of the domain model during the directed analogies to include the
re-configuration of the plates due to the buildup of opposite charges and induced current
due to attraction between the re-configured plates appeared to have been fairly durable. She
elaborated the correct model for Circuit 2. Figure 5.64 shows Circuit 2 with the pretest and
posttest annotations. The positive and negatives were drawn by the researcher during the
following protocol, while the curve just above plates b and c and the arrow indicating the
flow of negative charge into plate c were drawn by the student. Label c is shown in italics
because it was not pan of the original labels; it has been added for clarity.
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Posttest Circuit 2 with Researcher Annotations
Figure 5.64
S4 proceeded from a description of the circuit’s behavior to a description of attraction
between the plates, with some prodding from the researcher.
S4:
R:
S4:
R:
S4:

So the current will go, and .. this light will go on, go to the capacitor,..
the current will go.
How does that capacitor work again?
Again? [laughs] It doesn’t go through. .. Do we have to know how
the capacitor works?
Well, I’d like to know if you can remember.
[silence] So this plate will attract this plate. Like in this, we said in this
heat analogy. How for example when we heat the spoon, the spoon,
well because the other spoon .. will be affected by it. So this plate
[indicating right plate b] will be affected by this plate, [indicating left
plate c] And, you know, current will go through, [gesturing down
right]

For S4, as for S5, the heat analogy was a vivid one and a welcome way of explaining the
behavior of an electric field. S4 appeared to have the connection between the attraction of
like charges into the plates and the induced current.
S4:

4:

You know, ..when we said we had the .. electrons built up? .. and we
have excess electron [indicating plate b] and excess proton, [indicating
left plate] and we’re going to attract, [drawing curve above plates]
remember when we talked about it?
Oh, I remember it, I want to know if you remember it. [laughs] Let’s
draw that out, we have the negative side and the positive side. We have
the electrons would come up here, [drawing electrons next to the left
wire] .. and they build up here, [drawing negatives on plate c] .. So
h°w are they affecting this plate? [indicating plate b]
•• S° when we have a build up of electrons here, [indicating plate c]
we’re going to have a build up of proton here, [indicating plate b;
researcher draws positives on left plate] And probably this will cause-
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here we should have attraction, [indicating the two plates] Because
these two are not connected, we’re going to have the current.
With support from the researcher’s diagram of her build up of electrons on plate c, but with
no more explanation from the researcher, S4 completed the model of negative charge on
one plate inducing positive charge on the other, which induced further current flow.
However, S4’s long term retention was more doubtful. Because the end of the
term caused S4 to drop out of the interviews for several months, the second half of her
posttest was omitted and only the reviews were done. It was felt that too much time and
interference had occurred to make the results of the posttest a reliable indicator of S4’s
knowledge at the end of the directed analogies interview. However, because S4’s domain
elaboration for Circuit 9 had included a mis-identification of the direction of current during
discharging, this question was re-administered to S4 after the reviews were over. S4 had
predicted the direction of current between the plates correctly, but, owing to an error in the
researcher’s diagram of her domain explanation, she had predicted the direction of current
in the lower part of the wire incorrectly. This was discussed in Section 5.2.3.3. The
question was therefore re-administered to make sure S4 had not been left with an incorrect
model. Because of the time lapse, this question also addressed long term retention for
student S4. The circuit is shown in Figure 5.65.

HHHh
Posttest Circuit 9
Figure 5.65
S4 made the same error again, incorrectly predicting the direction of the discharge
flow of the current. Once she began with the charged middle plates, she was able to
elaborate a correct model with the current in the right direction during discharging. She
was not able to recall if the researcher’s diagram error had contributed to her incorrect
model.
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R:
S4:
R:
S4:
R;
S4:

So do you feel like you know why the current turns around? ..
Yeah. It’s discharging.
Right, so why does the current turn around for discharging?
It has to. Charging, you go one way, discharging, you go the other
way. ..
Can you link it up to what we’ve been saying about.. the configuration?
Yeah,.. to reach a state of equilibrium, it has to go back the route it..
came... Because the battery .. is not there to drive the current... I
wonder why I did that. I think probably I wasn’t paying attention, or
maybe, strange.

S4 thus left the final session with the correct model for discharging and a knowledge of the
causes of discharging.
Students S14 and S7 both described the flow of current in terms of the induced
charge across the capacitor. Because their model of induction was based on the positive
and negative charges building up on the plate of the capacitor, they described the flow in
the circuit as two opposite flows of opposite charges. This version of flow appeared to be
based on the fact that the battery causes a positive charge one one side and a negative
charge on the other. Rather than modelling this as an increase and decrease in the one type
of moving charge as the expert did, and as S6 and S8 did, S14 and S7 modelled the effects
as opposite flows to the plates. However, neither S14 nor S7 showed any signs of
postulating two way flow of opposite charges in the directed analogies. They remained
with the single analogue to current. Moreover, when S7 corrected his domain model at the
beginning of the directed analogies interview, he made it clear that his description opposite
charges rushing to meet at the plates corresponded to a single flow of charge around the
circuit, with more on one plate and less on the other.
Student S14 appeared to be an intermediate student. He appeared confident about
the capacitor, and, like advanced students, he tended to give brief, high level explanations
at the level of potential. He never did elaborate a model for discharging at the level of
current flow during the pretest. Throughout the pretest, he mis-identified the poles of the
battery. He used conventional current, but sent it in the wrong direction. The directed
analogies were addressed in a second interview, and S14 established the correct direction
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of current in the intervening time. Because he did not change his symbols for the charge
plates on the capacitor, his second diagram was a correct model of the final state of the
plates. However, he gave no explanation in the protocol that would indicate this was
deliberate. Figure 5.66 shows his pretest circuit and the circuit with the direction corrected.
Annotations were inserted by the student

Pretest Circuit 2a and Directed Analogies Circuit 2a with S14 Annotations
Figure 5.66
S14’s explanation for the capacitor charging was swift and confident. His mis-identification of the
current direction appeared to be only a surface error. He did not however, give an explanation for
discharging, seeming to consider it obvious. In the following protocol, S14 produced the circuit at
the left.
S14:

Sure, I know what a capacitor is... This is electricity, V=IR again.
Potential difference .. You’ve got your positive end here, [drawing in
positive at right of battery] and then your negative end here, [indicating
left of battery] .. Ignore these resistors,.. just ignore them for right
now. Current flows this way, in a counterclockwise fashion, hits this
capacitor, [drawing in current direction and labelling I]

S14 thus took a serial approach, following the path of the current into the capacitor plate.
He proceeded to give a structural description of the capacitor. He could not immediately
recall the term for insulator and identified ‘capacitance’ as ‘capacity.’ The researcher
helped him with the terms.
S 14:

What this is is just simply two plates next to each other. You could
have two pieces of aluminum foil, for example, separated by a .. what’s
the name for it? Something that doesn’t-Insulator.
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He correctly explained the insulator as something that let no current through. S14’s only
error was generalizing from the positive and negative poles of the battery to the idea that the
destination of the current must always be negatively charged. He therefore concluded that
the effect of the flow of current into the right capacitor plate would be a negative charge.
His model of the charge of the current was therefore ambiguous. He did not elaborate to
the level of what was in the current.
S14:

So what you have in the plate is.. a charge building up... Since the
current flows positive to negative, you end up getting a negative charge
building up on this side of the plate, [labelling right plate negative] ..
Remember how, in charges,.. opposites attract. So what you’ve got is
a negative charge in this plate, through the whole amount of plate,
uniformly negative. It takes some amount of time for it to become that
way, because current,.. remember, it’s a rate, current per unit time. ..
So after two or three seconds it becomes totally negative.

S14 correctly identified induction, and chose to model the other side of the circuit with an
opposite and oppositely charged flow. It thus appeared that despite his mis-identification
of the positive pole of the battery, S 14’s explanation was almost completely consistent in
spite of himself. Negative charge flowed out of what was in reality the negative pole of the
battery, and positive charge flowed out of what was in reality the positive pole of the
battery. A model of two opposite flows of opposite charge is not much more imaginary
than conventional current, although the correct model is in fact one way flow of electrons.
S14:

That induces a charge through space, through this insulator, to the other
plate. This other plate becomes induced positive, because the charges
within the wire, all the positive charges, flow into that plate. .. They’re
attracted, and they want to come together, but they can’t because they’re
separated by the air. So they’re stuck within that plate, getting as close
as possible.

S14 used attraction between the plates rather than repulsion of the charge in one plate by the
building charge in its neighbor, and this supported his model of two opposite currents.
S14 had a rich but fragile model of the capacitor. He was not clear on the way the current
actually worked, although his two way current was internally consistent and an ingenious
way to get flow in both sides of the circuit without using repulsion. The model correctly
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reflected that it was the positive and negative poles of the battery that caused the positive
and negative charges on the plates, but the model by which the battery accomplished this
was incorrect. S14 may have conflated charge and potential, and to see the lower potential
of the destination of charge as an indication it was negatively charged. His model may also
have been designed to enhance the causal role of the battery in inducing the charged state of
both plates, which would indicate the concept of battery autonomy, discussed by expert
El.
S14’s explanation encompassed the gradual dying of current as the potential
difference across the plates became greater. After observing Circuit 2 being charged and
discharged, he elaborated a causal explanation of the changing rate of current and
incorporated the role of resistance into his model.
S14:

The reason they .. light up and first and then slow down is because it
takes some time for the capacitance to flow out- for the flow of the
current to flow out of the capacitor. .. It’s not instantaneous
The
resistors slow it down some, too. If you didn’t have a resistance,..
first of all, you wouldn’t be able to observe it, you wouldn’t be able to
see these lights, but.. it would go faster.

Like S4, S14 was at the intermediate stage of knowledge about capacitors. He was
confident enough to face the danger of over-elaboration and misconceived patching induced
by mismatches to an analogy. His knowledge of the domain was not secure enough to
guide him in his repairs and modifications. Like S4, S14 had introduced his own
modifications to the instructor’s explanations, seeing high and low potential as a cause of
negative charge, rather than as a result of an increase or decrease in charge. However, S14
was sophisticated enough to give a causal explanation of induction.
During the posttest, S14 returned to his style of compressed high level explanation.
His first explanation of capacitors was given in Circuit 2. He gave a more complete
explanation in Circuit 9, in which he endorsed the value of that circuit as a teaching tool.
Figure 5.67 shows the two comesponding circuits S14 referred to in the protocols that
follow.
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Figure 5.67
S14’s explanation for Circuit 2 was no more that a description of its function and the effect
of the resistors.
S14:

.. Well, it just charges up, charges up slowly. Simple capacitor with
resistors to make it go slower.

S14’s explanation of circuits 5 through 9 were also concerned with the effects of the other
components rather than the behavior of the capacitor. At last, in Circuit 9, he gave more of
an explanation for the capacitor’s behavior. He misnamed induction inductance again, but
correctly predicted that if circuits 9a and 9b were charged, 9b would be brighter because of
the greater voltage.
S14:

Here it’s the same exact thing. ..This [indicating circuit] is going to
flow when the capacitors are charging, because of the inductance
between the two plates. This will be bright. This will be brighter
because you have more voltage, and more voltage charging, more
inductance.

S14 just did not feel the need to explain the capacitor’s behavior. While the analogies led
him to elaborate unreliable models, they were the only way to get him to elaborate a fully
causal explanation. The researcher only managed to get a discussion of behavior in the
wire out of him be asking about the circuit’s value for students.

S14:

What do you think of this problem as a way of getting students to realize
that there’s something moving in the wires all the time?
It’s perfect... That’s an awesome idea. Because you’re going to show
that, look, it’s not even touching, [indicating both capacitors in Circuit
9a] and there’s electrons moving, where’s that coming from? From the
wire. The metal. That’s a good idea.
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S14’s other capacitor explanations were no more detailed. There may be a connection
between S14’s habit of providing brief, high level explanations of the capacitor and his
vulnerability to incorrect modifications of analogies. The length of these interviews also
played a role in his explanatory strategy. There were clearly too many circuits problems for
a voluble student like S14 to get through in a reasonable time. Although these interviews
were broken into several sessions, S14’s, S5’s and S4’s were particularly long. S14
finished the cycle of pretest, directed analogies and experimentation and posttest with his
confidence undiminished but with his exact model of induction unclear. His repair of the
air flow analogy to include compression and expansion to match induction appeared to
indicate that S14’s model was correct, involving no flow between plates and something like
repulsion. Moreover, it is clear from the posttest explanation that S14 was predicting
movement of electrons in the interior wire of Circuit 9.
S14 provided an explanation of the capacitor during the course of reviewing his
explanatory models as depicted by the maps. Here, he was reviewing a map of the
greyhound analogy.
S14:

R:

So I’m trying to see if there’s a difference. In real physics,.. when ..
you have the lead,.. have the source, I believe it goes this way,
[indicating left pole of the battery in Circuit 7] through a resistor,
travels up on the capacitor, and then,.. this capacitor [indicating left
side of the capacitor] becomes the negative of this .. base, [indicating
left pole of the battery] This charge on the second side of the capacitor
will cause the electrons to flow back to the opposite degree, [indicating
right pole of the battery] .. You’re right, it’s not the same, because in
fact.. electrons don’t jump, like dogs go underneath the fence and come
up. So,.. it’s not a good analogy.
It’s the same with the drain. You’re getting into a mismatch for the
capacitor because you’re getting it to work.
.. Right. It’s tough to do an analogy for a capacitor.

Thus, although S14 rejected his patches of drain and hole that had violated the separation of
the plates, he retained his original misconception that the positive pole of the battery would
induce a negative charge on the plate on that side, and that this plate would induce an
opposite charge causing the ‘electrons’ to flow back to the negative pole of the battery. The
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directed analogies engaged S14 and confirmed his belief in the separation of the plates, but
because he never elaborated a matching domain model under the guidance of the researcher,
he remained with his original model of the circuit. The situation of S14 made clear that if
analogies are to be of any use in teaching, a final elaboration of the domain model under the
guidance of a teacher must be included.
Based on his performance on the directed analogies, S7 appeared to be an advanced
student, patching in induction and showing no signs of alternative models within the
analogies. However, his performance on the pretest showed some of the uncertain
identifications of the intermediate student. On the one hand, he mis-identified the capacitor
as a solenoid, predicting the wrong behavior. On the other hand, he described induction at
the micro-level correctly. Furthermore, when, during the directed analogy interview, he
saw the actual experiment, he completely corrected all aspects of his model. He did this
before using any analogy to explain the capacitor. Once he had retrieved the correct
identification of the capacitor, he behaved like an advanced student with a complete model.
Like S14, S7 did not give explanations for discharging. Figure 5.68 shows S7’s annotated
Circuit 2. The student drew the clockwise arrows during his explanation of charging. The
researcher labelled the components.

Pretest Circuit 2a with Researcher and S7 Annotations
Figure 5.68
S7 began with his prediction of behavior, which was incorrect for a capacitor but correct
for a solenoid.
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S7:

R:
S7:

•• At.. t=0, this acts as an open circuit, [indicating capacitor] so
you’re not going to have any current. But slowly this is going to ..
build up, and then .. it’s going to act as just a closed loop and the light
bulbs will be on full strength, I believe.
And they’ll remain on?
Yeah.

However, when asked to give a causal explanation for the behavior of the capacitor at the
micro-level, S7 elaborated the correct model for a capacitor. His model would have been
wrong for the solenoid he thought he was explaining.
R:
S7:

R:
S7:

Could you talk a little about how .. the capacitor works? ..
Well, you have positive charge .. flowing into the capacitor...
[labelling left side of circuit positive and drawing flow arrows into plate
b] I don’t really remember. .. You’re gonna get some kind of negative
buildup on this plate... [labelling right side of circuit negative and
drawing flow arrows into plate a]
Why does the negative build up happen?
Because it’s attracted to this positive building up. I guess the negative
flowing this way [indicating right side of circuit] would correspond to
positive flowing that way in time... [indicating left side of circuit]

While his micro-level explanation was correct as far as induction between the plates, it
involved the introduction of an alternative model for current, which functioned well but did
not match to the domain at the micro-level. Of course, conventional current does not match
the reality of the domain at the micro-level either.
When he saw the experiment, during the directed analogies interview, S7
immediately corrected his model. Figure 5.69 shows the circuit with S7’s addition of
conventional flow at bulb d.

Directed Analogies Circuit 2a with Researcher and S7 Annotations
Figure 5.69
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The flow of conventional current at d was added by S7 to show how the opposite flow of
negative charge corresponded to a one-way circuit of conventional current. The sight of the
experiment thus enabled him to elaborate his model to a complete and correct model for the
capacitor at every level.
S7:

Oh. .. Strange. My E02 intuitions led me wrong. .. Wow. I feel
terrible. .. All right. I guess I understand it much better now. ..
Because you have this uncharged capacitor, charge rushes to fill up that
side, [indicating plate b] .. so charge rushes to fill up this side,
[indicating plate a] which lights that. .. Positive charge is going this
way, [indicating plate b] negatives are being attracted to the other plate.
[indicating plate a]

SI then elaborated his model of flows to make clear that the opposite flow of negative
charge corresponded to a conventional flow of positive charge, completing the circuital
flow from the battery.
S7:

That corresponds also to positive flow that way, [drawing downwards
arrow with positive at d] which lights that up, but eventually the
capacitor gets full, and.. then as it gets full, current goes down, light
bulbs go out, and the circuit gets open...

S7 then gave a brief explanation of an inductance coil, indicating he had now associated
both models with their correct behavior.
S7:

Other way around. I guess .. I was all confused with inductors.
Inductors are .. initially open and eventually they’re [closed].. When
you have current flowing in a wire, you build up a magnetic field. But
there’s always some resistance to building up that magnetic field. When
you have a lot of coils of wire ,.. when you first put current through
them, there’s going to be a lot of resistance to that flow. .. When you
first hook it up, the current really doesn’t want to get moving in it,
because that would create .. a magnetic field in the coil. .. After a while
the current gets flowing .. more and more .. and then [it] becomes
basically .. a closed circuit.

S? was confident and secure in his model of the capacitor, once he had fully retrieved it
Even when he had mis-identified the behavior of the component, he gave a complete
explanation in terms of attraction inducing current. His explanations had many of the
elements of an advanced student.
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S7’s posttest explanation again involved a flow of opposite charges to oppositely
charge the plates of the capacitor. Because he had made the link between a flow of charge
one way and the flow of opposing charge the other way, this appeared to be a convenient
way of expressing the effect of the battery’s poles rather than a literal model of two way
flow.
S7:

Current goes thorough this .. a, fills up on this plate,.. induces .. a
current through here, and you know, negative, [indicating plate a] so
they get a net positive current going this way, [indicating up right side]
and.. then after a while those, it gets filled to the capacity with charge,
and the circuit gets open. When you discharge it’s just flowing out
from the charged to the-- positive charge to the negative charge to
balance the charges.. ..

S7 also provided a correct model of discharging based on conservation of charge ‘to
balance the charges.’ Although his explanation shows little effect from the directed
analogies, as it was correct from the moment he corrected his mis-identification of the
capacitor, his use of the term ‘balance the charges’ was reminiscent of his patch for the
water flow analogy. Again, the explanations with directed analogies appear to have done
him no harm. His only error was in the domain and was self corrected as soon as he saw
the circuit in action.
The advanced students S6 and S8 generally gave shorter explanations at a higher
level. Student S6 began by discussing the pattern of the circuit, linked in series. Figure
5.70 shows Circuit 2 with S6’s annotations. The flow arrows S6 drew indicate that he
was using electron flow as a model for current. The researcher drew a discharging circuit,
on which S6 annotated the state of the plates.
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Pretest Circuit 2a, Charging and Discharging, with Student S6 Annotations
Figure 5.70
S6 did not develop a causal model at the level of charges, remaining with a description in
which the capacitor became charged and ‘pulled current.’ The capacitor took the role of a
causal agent in the circuit. S6 was well enough acquainted with the capacitor’s behavior to
give a description of the pattern of flow as the charge in the capacitor increased.
S6:

.. All three of the components, the two resistors and the .. capacitor are
in series, so the two resistances can be .. an equivalent resistance .. in
series, just adding the two resistances. .. The capacitor’s going to
charge .. and .. it will continue to charge, and after a certain period of
time, it’s going to be .. very close to as charged as it will ever be,.. The
lights .. at First,.. the current’s going to be high .. as the capacitor’s
charging, because .. it’s pulling current,.. the lamps will light up. ..
As the capacitor gets more and more charged,.. less current will flow.
.. When the capacitor reaches its nearly full charge, no current will be
flowing, and .. the lights will not be on at all.

S6 gave a more detailed model for discharging. Beginning with the buildup of positive and
negative charge, the ‘power’ stored on the capacitor was ‘dissipated’ in the resistors. S6
was thus focussed on the capacitor’s function as storing and releasing energy.
S6:

When there’s no battery, and it’s connected,.. then .. the capacitor .. is
going to discharge,.. charge is built up on the capacitor,.. positive on
one side and negative on the other, so it will.. discharge, and light up
the lamps. Again, at the beginning, it will be bright, and as the
capacitor’s fully discharged, and all the power that was .. stored on the
capacitor has been dissipated in the resistors, then .. there won’t be any
.. power in the system, and .. they’re gonna be out.

He did not describe induction, remaining at the level of charging and pulling current,
actions of the capacitor as a whole. However, he did view the capacitor as a working
component, and he did know that the capacitor plates became oppositely charged.
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S6 described his way of modelling current in response to a question by the
researcher.
S6:

Actually I hadn’t thought about it, because current’s defined in two
different ways. .. It depends .. if I’m thinking of a large circuit, where
current is defined to be flow of positive, or,.. a lot of times, I guess if
I’m thinking of a capacitor and charge stored on it I’m thinking of
electrons. .. I still go back and forth... I hadn’t really thought about it.

He used conventional flow when tackling a large circuit, but electron flow with a capacitor,
where vital causes of behavior operated at the micro-level.
S6’s explanation during the pretest again occurred at the behavioral level rather than
at the causal level. The directed analogies session had not affected his use, or rather non¬
use, of analogies. The researcher told him to explain the circuit as he normally would

6:

Do you want me to try and use analogies for this? .. I probably
wouldn’t [use analogies] naturally, because I don’t think of them that
way anymore.
Well then, don’t.
Ok... Current would flow through both lamps. .. They’ll be brightest
at the beginning until the capacitor charges up, and current will stop
flowing. .. Then if the battery’s shorted, current will flow in the circuit
again, until the capacitor’s discharged. And again, the lamps will be
brighter at the beginning that time.

R:
S6:

S6’s explanation reviewed the circuit’s behavior at charging and discharging. He did not
feel the need to explain the process of charging up. He did not appear to be referring to any
directed analogies.
Student S8 used conventional flow to model the capacitor. Figure 5.71 shows
Circuit 2 with S8’s annotations. He drew tiny flow arrows above b and next to a to show
the direction of flow. He annotated the left plate as positive and the right plate as negative.
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Pretest Circuit 2a with Researcher and S8 Annotations
Figure 5.71
S8 knew enough to establish the initial state of the capacitor. He described the causes of
flow in terms of potential, modelling the process of charging up as ending with the
capacitor taking on the same potential as the battery.
S8:
R:
S8:

R:
S8:
R;
S8:

I assume the capacitor’s uncharged at the beginning?
Yeah.
.. Current will flow... Positive charge will.. build up on this plate,..
negative charge will build up on this plate... The bulbs will light up,
but at some point the plate will reach— .. what happens,.. as time goes
.. to infinity, it’ll.. build up so that the potential is great enough so no
more charge will be able to go to those plates. And at some point the
battery will discharge and .. this potential will be greater, or, equal
potential, and these will discharge, I’m not sure.
•• So the capacitor potential and the battery will be equal?
At some point
And what happens to the light then?
The lights will go out because no more current will be flowing through
the circuit.

While S8 incorrectly substituted potential for potential difference, he predicted the current
flow correctly, and his model included the build up of opposite charges on the plates. He
did not give an explanation of induction in terms of attraction or repulsion, seeing it as a
process of equalizing potentials. He was not certain whether the process of charging
stopped when the potentials were equal or when the capacitor’s potential became a little
stronger than the battery. In either case, he thought the circuit would eventually go out.
He did not describe the action that induced discharging and was unsure of his model there.
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S8 discussed his model of current later in the pretest. Although he labelled the
circuits with conventional flow and described the behavior of the circuit in those terms, he
tended to use the electrons flow model of current to figure out the circuit for himself.
S8:

I normally think in terms of opposite the current, just because I think of
the electrons as flowing .. and.. sometimes it’s hard for me to just try
and think of the protons as flowing as the current. .. When you model
it.. the other way, you’re going to have the electrons flowing through,
so it still should be the same .. I don’t think there will be any difference.

S8 modelled the current in terms of flowing electrons, although he chose to depict his
model with conventional current. He modelled the capacitor as taking on the ‘potential’ of
the battery with a buildup of positive and negative charge.
During the posttest, S8’s explanation for Circuit 2 involved the equal potentials as
an end condition for the flow of current. His explanation for discharging involved the
return of the current with no explanation of causes.
S8:

S8:
R:
S8:

It just runs out of the battery, the bulbs light up, and at some point the
potential across the capacitor will equal the potential across the battery,
and it won’t be able to send any more.
Ok, so the lights will--Go out, because no more current will be flowing.
.. When you pull the battery out and reconnect?
It’s gonna take about the same time, it’s gonna go out, and it’ll light up
again for about the same amount of time and then go out again.

Again, S8 s explanation for the posttest was a compressed version of his explanation for
the pretest. No effects from his directed analogies could be observed.
For the students who began the directed analogies with correct models of the
capacitor, no effects from the analogies could be observed. The students who began the
directed analogies with no model or an alternative model of the capacitor were affected by
the directed analogies session providing they finished their analogical explanations with a
domain elaboration of the matching concepts under the guidance of the researcher. In many
cases, it was the student models of the battery or the current that kept students from being
able to elaborate a correct domain explanation independently of guidance and teaching by
the researcher. Only one student had an alternative model for the current, SI4, and did not
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elaborate a matching domain explanation under the guidance of the researcher during the
directed analogies. He retained that alternative model through the posttest. Reviewing his
analogies was valuable diagnostic tool for S14. It was only in his final evaluation of the
match of the drain and hole that S14 revealed his model for the battery, as he discussed his
incorrect patches in to violate the separation of plates.
Students SI and S5 were categorized as novice students with respect to knowledge
of capacitors. Their models were severely circumscribed by the limited information at their
disposal. Students S4 was categorized as an intermediate student. She had a model for the
capacitor, but her model was vulnerable to modifications that created misconceptions.
S14 and S7 did not use a model of unidirectional flow for the battery, preferring the
talk about the effect of the battery’s poles on the charges in the circuit This was an
attractive strategy to explain the capacitor, as explains the charging of each plate by the
connected pole of the battery in a concrete manner. Since the direction of current flow is a
convention, as long as unidirectional flow through the battery is included in the model, the
consideration of the battery’s effect on the charges of the plates should be considered
correct. However, whereas S7 resolved these two views of the battery during the posttest,
S14 did not. Based on his explanation for the posttest, S7 should be categorized as an
advanced student In addition to the use of oppositely charged opposite flows, S14
erroneously identified the effect of a battery’s pole as causing the opposite charge on the
linked capacitor plate. He should therefore be considered an intermediate student.
Students S14 and S7 fell between the changeable models and occasional errors and
erroneous modifications of the intermediate student and the complete and confident
knowledge of the advanced student. S14 had a rich model of the capacitor which included
attraction between the oppositely charged plates, and was much closer to complete
knowledge than S4 was. However, he, too, was vulnerable to modifications.
Students S6 and S8 enjoyed a fairly complete understanding of the circuits in the
interview, as did S7 after his initial confusion between capacitor and solenoid was
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resolved. They all correctly described the capacitor as building up positive and negative
charge on its plates. While S7 described the causes of induction as attraction between
opposite charges, S6 and S8 remained with descriptions of the capacitor’s behavior as
charging, pulling charge, taking on the same potential as the battery. For these advanced
students, the directed analogies induced them to revisit their models of induction and refine
their notions of its workings.
S14 and S7 were the only students who mentioned attraction as well as the build up
of charge. In some ways their causal models were more complete than those of the
advanced students, because they were closer to the construction of those causal models.
Explaining the circuit for S14 and S7 was still a matter of elaborating as well as recalling a
model, whereas for S6 and S8 it was largely a matter of recall at a higher level. S14 and
S7 can be distinguished by their different reactions to the bad matches to the capacitor
models in these analogies. S14 did not keep his analogy repairs consistent with his domain
model, elaborating into several alternative analogies before he reached his correctly patched
air flow model. S7 delimited the analogies by their match to the domain and repaired the
analogies to correspond to the domain. He never tried a repair in an analogy that violated
an essential feature of the domain such as separation of plates.

5J.2

Overview Of Student Ratings and Review*

The following section discusses the researcher’s maps of the student explanations
and the student reviews of the explanations and maps. Students reviewed sample
explanations, taken from the pilot study, and their associated maps. Students reviewed
them own explanations, identifying their own goals. Students reviewed and rated the maps
of their own explanations devised by the researcher.
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Student reviews of the sample explanations and maps will be discussed in Section
5.3.2.1. Student reviews of their own explanations and the researcher’s maps of these
explanations will be discussed in Section 5.3.2.2.

H2J-Student Reviews of Sample Explanation and Map

This section will begin with a discussion of the student identification of goals. As a
rough indication of where students felt the researcher’s list of goals provided needed
expanding or refining, the list of goals the students added to the researcher’s list is reported
here. These goals were taken from annotations on the list of goals made during the course
of the interview. Some of these goals were developed by the students as they inspected the
list of goals and some by students as they provided goals that might apply to the sample
explanations and their own explanations, and some by students as they reviewed the maps.
Not all of these explanations are reported here, but all student goals are provided for
completeness.
The list of possible goals provided to the student is shown in Table 5.19. These
goals are discussed at length in chapter 3.
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Table 5.19
List of Possible Goals

Avoid
Persuade
Differentiate Crucial Factor
Explain
Control Level of Detail
Build Confidence
Fix a Bad Match
Handle Massive Bad Matches

The student additions to the list of goals are shown in Table 5.20. Researcher goals from
the above list that may be equivalent or related to the student additions to the list are shown
at the right.
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Table 5.20
Student Additions to List of Goals

Related Researcher goals

Stud
-ent
SI

Student Goal

S14

Grabbing at Random Facts
Diversion
Explain Misconception
Explain Truth
Compensate
Give more detail
Bring in Background Knowledge
(Analytical Chemistry)
Confusion
Be creative

S4
S5

S6

S7

S8

Unsure

Avoid, Persuade,
Handle Massive Bad Matches
Explain, Persuade
Avoid, Persuade
Fix a Bad Match
Explain
Fix a Bad Match
Explain
Explain, Persuade, Avoid
Handle massive bad matches
Explain, Persuade

Clarify
Fix a Bad Match, But Couldn’t Fix
It
Observation
Explaining a Hole in the Analogy
Make Analogy More Complete
Fix a Bad Match to Domain

Explain
Fix a Bad Match

Quick Analogy to Explain Analogy
Rationalize
He Kinda Gets It

Persuade

Fix a Bad Match, Except He Doesn’t
Know
Persuade Himself
Doesn’t Really Understand.. Why
Trying to Show.. Physical
Explanation

Fix a Bad Match
Elaborate
Fix a Bad Match

Avoid, Persuade
Explain
Fix a Bad Match
Avoid, Persuade
Avoid, Persuade
Explain

The student goals took into account a variety of factors. General weakness in the student’s
knowledge state appeared to be a consideration in ‘unsure,’ ‘grabbing at random facts,’ and
‘confusion.’ When modification resulted in a model the student judged to be incorrect,
students proposed goals including ‘diversion,’ an unproductive repair or elaboration such
as Sl4’s greyhound analogy, ‘explain misconception,’ ‘explain truth,’ ‘confusion,’ ‘fix a
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bad match, but couldn’t fix it,’ ‘rationalize,’ and ‘fix a bad match, except he doesn’t
know.’ Of the researcher goals, ‘control level of detail’ and ‘differentiate a crucial factor’
were the most unreliable in their interpretation. The goals that indicated whether the model
was correct or not, such as ‘avoid,’ ‘fix a bad match’ and ‘handle massive bad matches’
were interpreted fairly reliably. Students tended to interpret persuade alternately as either
‘avoid’ or ‘explain.’
Students assessed the goals of an explanation taken from the pilot study to train
them on the list of goals, allow them to make additions before rating their own
explanations, and provide an indication of the plausibility of the researcher’s analysis in the
estimation of each student. The exchange the students reviewed was the Student SO’s use
of the gas tank analogy to persuade and the teacher’s patching of that analogy to form a
system of stones in a tank with the goal of differentiating the crucial factor of the behavior
of the gas at the micro-level of the system. This exchange is shown in the following
protocol.

T:
S:
T:

Why would they do it?
For the hell of it. .. just like, when you release gas into a vacuum, it
spreads out.
Well, we know what happens there. .. the gas molecules are banging
around each other.
They push each other out. It’s not just for the hell of it.

2
T:

S:
T:

S:

.. If I put stones here, they’d stay. They don’t go out for the hell of it
..If there s a vacuum out there and I put stones in here, would they go
out?
..Why don’t they just bang around in one little area?
They would if the door was closed. But if I have things that are
banging around, don’t some of those bang against the wall, they get soOh, sure, that makes sense, ok.

As discussed in the pilot study, student SO proposed an analogy of gas released into a tank
to electrons released into the wire from the battery. The teacher, expert El, tried to get him
to elaborate on the causes for his model, gaining no more explanation that ‘just for the hell
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of it.’ The teacher then patched his analogy, placing stones in the tank, to differentiate the
crucial factor of why gas spread out when stoned stayed.
Figure 5.72 shows the map for this explanation, discussed in the pilot study. The
contradiction in the surface behavior, indicated by the bad match between ‘spreads out’ and
‘stay,’ may induce a search for the contradiction in the causes, the movement of the
elements of ‘gas’ and ‘stones.’

Differentiate Crucial Factor / Patch

Sample Map Shown to Students in Review
Figure 5.72
The patch of stones to gas is shown in outline type. Because the maps in the current study
were hand drawn depicting patched terms in outline type presented a problem. Therefore,
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patched concepts were shown with a double circle around them in the early maps for S6
and S7, and shown with a bent arrow indicating them in the later maps for SI, S4, S5,
S14, and S8. The pilot study maps have been edited to correspond to some of these later
conventions, but the map shown here is.in the original form as the students saw it in
review.
Table 5.21 shows the students’ assessment of the goals of SO with the gas tank
analogy and El with the stones in a tank analogy, together with their rating of the map of
this explanation. SI did not provide a goal for student SO, only for the teacher.
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Table 5.21
Student Assessment of Goals for Explanations

Researcher Goal

Student Rating
of Map
+

Persuade

Persuade
Differentiate a
Crucial Concept

S14: SO
El

Avoid
Build Confidence, Explain

Persuade
Differentiate a
Crucial Concept

+
Changed from +
to 0, then back to
+

S4: SO
El

Explain, Persuade
Avoid

Persuade
Differentiate a
Crucial Concept

+
Except for
Kinetic Energy
and Pressure

S5: SO
El

Avoid
Explain

Persuade
Differentiate a
Crucial Concept

0
Unless Explained
by Researcher

S6: SO
El

Explain
Fix a Bad Match,
Differentiate, Explain

Persuade
Differentiate a
Crucial Concept

+

S7: SO
El

He kinda gets it
♦

Persuade
Differentiate a
Crucial Concept

+

S8: SO
El

Doesn’t really understand.,
why
Trying to show .. physical
explanation

Persuade

+

Student:
S0:Gas
El:Stones
SI: SO
El

*

Differentiate a
Crucial Concept

* Student did not give a goal
Students S5 and S14 did not like the conventional of the map. They found it much to
complicated to interpret. S4 appeared to find the map clear enough, but she disagreed with
its interpretation of the protocol. The other students expressed little discomfort with the

map.
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The following protocols support the data reported in this table. S1 interpreted the
reason SO gave for the behavior of the gas, ‘for the hell of it,’ as avoiding. In SI’s quite
persuasive judgement, SO was apparently avoiding the task of explaining the system.
S1:
R:
SI:

Trying to avoid, probably
For the hell of it, you mean?
Mm hm.

SI felt that the teacher was trying to explain the causes of the behavior. She felt that as the
teacher made an analogy, the analogy must be there to explain.
SI did not appear to see a contradiction between gas and stones, or to be concerned about
the different behavior.
In her review of the sample map, S1 responded to the contradiction between the
behaviors of gas and stones identified by the researcher. Working from this contradiction
identified by the researcher, S1 deduced that the teacher was trying to get SO to reject his
own analogy. She herself agreed with the student’s analogy.
R:
SI:

Teacher took the gas into the tank analogy and turned it into one that
didn’t work. .. Why do you think the teacher did that?
To try to persuade the student.. that what the student was talking about
was incorrect... I thought that the analogy was right, the student’s
model. I don’t know why the teacher would do that

SI did not appear to understand the function of ‘spreads out’ and ‘stays’ as the map
described them, but she was willing to rate the map positively. The complexity of the map
appeared to function as a barrier to obtaining a rigorous evaluation from the student. If she
could not interpret the map, she could not identify reasons to reject it, which left the default
rating of a cooperative participant, positive. While all the students were assured by the
researcher that they should rate the maps negatively if they so desired, and that there would
be no adverse consequences to doing so for either the student or the researcher, most
students adopted positive as the default rating for the maps.
S5 identified the student’s goal as avoidance, again citing the student’s failure to
provide a cause of the behavior in ‘for the hell of it.’ After some hesitation, indicating that
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for her, too, persuade and explain were almost identical goals, S5 settled on explain as the
teacher’s goal.
R:
S5;

So how do you know the student’s trying to avoid?
He first starts off by saying for the hell of it, meaning it just happens
don’t question it, either that or I don’t know. And he wants to get out
of it And it seems like [the teacher] came back with something, some
other kind of analogy.

S5 could see that the teacher had constructed a new analogy. She appeared to see this
analogy as refining the student’s understanding of causes in the behavior. Unlike SO, S5
did not focus on the bad matches.
S5 expressed some reservations about the map, eventually rating it neutral. Her
response illustrated the importance of the researcher’s explanation of the links in eliciting a
positive response from students. Without explanation, S5 would have rated it negatively,
but with explanation, she rated it positively.
S5:

R:
S5:
R:
S5:

Ok... It’s mixed... Because if I just saw this alone, I wouldn’t
understand what you were talking about But with some explanation, I
think .. it’s a plus... So, pretty much neutral, because .. it’s .. a lot of
information in one diagram. .. The more condensed it is, the better...
Because it’s .. a lot of words! .. This is really confusing. I think it’s the
lines, the movement here. I think it helps a lot, when you actually have
the tanks and the stones... To me this would indicate, I don’t know. ..
Pictures help a lot
.. Does it plausibly fit the explanation?
It does fit the explanation. It fits it very well, because you’re bringing
in the student’s proposal and the expert’s explanation.
..So could we give this two separate ratings for clarity for you reading
the diagram and how well it fits the explanations?
Ok. For clarity. I’d have to .. give it a negative, because I don’t know
what to look at first I don’t know where to start. For explanation, I
give it a positive, because the way you balance both examples is fairly
well,.. I think that’s understandable... As soon as you know what’s
going on, then it gives a lot of information.

Developing the second scale for clarity gave S5 the opportunity to express her concerns
about the understandability of the format. In the case of S5, the maps fell short as a vehicle
for clearly expressing the researcher’s analysis.
S4 felt that the gas analogy was intended to persuade or explain. She felt that the
student was compensating for a lack of knowledge of the causes. She thus appeared to link
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the idea of persuasion as the use of an analogy to compensate for a missing causal link in
the domain.
S4:

Persuade... To explain more. I mean, the electrons have to leave the
battery and go through the wire, and I think he doesn’t have any other
way to explain it... The analogy .. for gas is a very good one, I think.
It’s easy to understand. So he’s trying to persuade the teacher by giving
an example.

S4 felt that the teacher was trying to avoid the analogy to gas by proposing an analogy to
stones which did not work.
S4:

.. Because you know how the student is trying.. to explain to the
teacher why the electrons go through the wires, and .. the student gave
the analogy to the gas... I feel that the teacher is trying to avoid this
analogy, and trying to .. tell the student,.. get the point, tell me why...
So maybe the teacher is not satisfied with the student’s explanation. So
he’s trying to .. get him away from it, somehow.

S4 was able to identify the bad match to the movement of the stones. She identified the
teacher’s goal as involving the ‘reasons’ for the movement of gas and stones which would
suggest a ‘reason’ for the movement of the electrons. Thus, her identification of the goal
actually matched the researcher’s fairly well, but the name ‘differentiate’ did not convey to
her the meaning intended by the researcher.
R:
S4:

R:
S4:
R:

What’s he trying to do with the stones? .. Why talk about stones?
Well, stones are solids, and solids do not spread the same, you know,
qualitative effect as gas. .. So there’s a reason for why the stones do
not bounce around, and a reason why gas bounce around. He want to
know, probably the reason why the electrons go out of the battery, and
go through the wires.
Do any of these look like good descriptions of what you just said?
Well, probably he wants the student to give him more .. detailed
explanation, so control the level of detail, probably?
Let’s refine this, ‘Give more detail,’ because I like to add goals. ..
[adding to list of goals]

S4 felt that the teacher wanted a ‘more detailed’ explanation, which would have been
explain in the researcher’s formulation. Once again, the terms failed to convey their
meaning. Although the interpretation of the goals was not highly reliable for any of the
students, S4’s interpretation may have been influenced by her background. A native of
Lebanon, she was the only student in the study who spoke English as a second language.
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She was voluble, engaging, and very good at communicating, but the meanings of words
may have been less clear to her than to the other students.
S4 generously rated the map as positive, but her comments indicated mixed
feelings. She went on to reject the concepts in the map introduced by the researcher as a
guide to interpretation but not used by the teacher and student in explanation.
R:
S4:

'

What’s your rating of this map?
Pretty clear. The only thing is that the student saying, well, they
spread, but he’s not giving any reasons, not talking about kinetic
energy, and the teacher’s not talking about kinetic energy either... But I
don’t think he’s talking about kinetic energy... We are comparing .. gas
and solids. And the molecules inside a solid, even though we don’t see
them, they do bang each other. .. It’s just that.. these .. scientific
terms, do not exist here, so I don’t see why they should be here. ..
Otherwise it’s pretty clear... It’s definitely not negative. I wouldn’t say
it’s neutral. I think it’s positive if it weren’t for these two... Kinetic
energy. ..It’s pretty clear. He did not talk, for example, at all about
pressure... Or about these two. [indicating high kinetic energy, low
kinetic energy] Otherwise it’s clear... If I had to do the map, I would ..
say that the difference is due to the fact that the stone is a solid, and the
molecule,.. it’s a gas. That’s why they do not behave the same.

Her explanation of the causes of the difference was the different materials. Instead of
comparing the gas molecules to the individual stones, S4 descended to behavior at the
molecular level for both materials.
S4:

.. I would say because .. you can not rule out.. electrons look like
these, they look like that... Electrons are everywhere,.. so you can’t
say .. they look like gas, they don’t look like stones. .. We know that
they’re in gas, we know that they’re in stones, so they should behave
the same thing. But gas molecules and stones do not behave the same
thing.

S4 finally decided that the teacher’s analogy was intended to falsify all comparison and
draw SO to explain within the domain. She felt that the teacher was trying to convey that
electrons are in all materials which nevertheless behave differently.
Like SI and S5, S14 felt that the student in the protocol was avoiding an
explanation. He based this interpretation on the student’s reason for the spreading gas,
‘just for the hell of it.’
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S14:

To avoid. Just for the hell of it. When he says that he’s avoiding
thinking, I think.

S14’s identification of the teacher’s goal matched the researcher’s.
S14:

[He’s] explaining [the student’s] reason’s not accurate. You can’t just
say ‘for the hell of it.’ There’s an actual force .. repulsion. Well..
build confidence,.. and he tries to differentiate the crucial factor. I
think he’s getting into it where you say rocks versus electrons, because
rocks have matter, they don’t have charge. The crucial factor here is
charge,.. the repulsive force. I think he’s leading up to that next.

S14 felt that differentiation was involved, and that the crucial factor that did not match in
rocks was the lack of charge and repulsion. He thus felt that rather than taking an analogy
that matched and modifying it so that it did not, the teacher was taking an analogy that did
not match but did not strongly contradict and exaggerating the features that failed. Rocks
are even more strongly associated with matter and mass, with a far greater value; they are
not at all associate with charge.
S14 reviewed the sample maps, rating them positively. He saw the different
principles underlying the system and recognized that they were intended to be ‘opposite’
with respect to the electrons in the wire. He felt that the teacher was differentiating charge
and repulsion and contrasting it with the uncharged the stones, whose mass played a
significant role in the behavior of the system. S14 may have been exaggerating the crucial
features that were also lacking in gas, which have mass and lack charge.
S14:

Well.. the concept that I have looking at this map, gas molecules are
spreading out- let me see if I’m right, if I understand it correctly. Gas
molecules, they .. have a tendency to spread out, whereas when you
have stones together, they have a tendency to stay together. But that’s
because you have different, totally different systems working. But, it
works, because they’re opposites, you know. If you’d, say, apply all
the laws that go to gas molecules, apply those laws to stones,.. it’s
tough. You’ve got to define what, like, stones stick together because
of gravity. Gas molecules fly apart because of entropy, because ..
gravity is not as important a factor at that small a level.

Although he could see that the behaviors of the two systems did not match, S14 could not
identify the teacher’s goal in developing the ‘totally different systems.’
R:

Why? .. I assume the teacher wanted it, because he said ‘if I put stones
here, they’d stay.’.. So I assume he wanted it to not work.
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S14:

Hmm. It’s tough enough to understand what I said, much less for
somebody else.

S14 provided some criticisms of the presentation and symbol system of the maps. He
suggested the use of highlighting to bring out the important concepts and fade the rest.
S14:

This is pretty tough to look at, just visually. I’d say for anything you
want to highlight, just put gas and stones in boldface, put spreads out
and stays in boldface, and then everything else is just how you get,
there, but these are the two things you want to show. .. Or maybe even
a different color... Just.. a suggestion.

S14’s rating was positive with some hesitation. Troubled by the absence of a matching
concept for pressure in the model of stones in a tank, he appeared to seek symmetry
between the models. He suggested ‘inertia,’ or ‘negative movement’ as a counterpart to
pressure.
S14:

A plus. A plus, but the only-- A plus. Everything matches up, what he
said there. .. The thing that’s not there is the pressure,.. and you can’t
really put anything there —I can’t think of anything to put there either.
Gas molecules have pressure, stones have, inertia, maybe. But their
inertia is .. negative movement, is no movement, but still inertia. .. I
don’t know, that’s holding things out, now.

S14 thus instinctively patched the teacher’s model to produce a complete match to the
original model. S14’s impulse towards model repair was so strong that he was compelled
to patch his fellow student’s model. In contrast, S4’s impulse towards repairing the two
models involved delimitation of the kinetic energy concepts introduced by the researcher.
Later in the interview, after reviewing the rest of the sample maps which have been
omitted from this study, S14 decided to review his rating of this map. His negative ratings
of some of the other sample maps may have made him more comfortable with a negative
rating. Elaborating on his earlier hesitation he flirted with a neutral rating, but he ultimately
decided to remain with his positive rating. His neutral rating appeared to be based on the
lack of a complete symmetric match between stones and gas. The researcher suggested that
the teacher had a reason for using stones, and S14 responded by switching back to
positive.
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S14:

R:

S14:

This thing about the rocks was stretched. I’d give it a neutral. I gave it a
positive before, because I can follow it, but there’s things that just don’t
fit, a stone and a gas molecule don’t behave the same way.
Yeah, except, that’s the way it was said... I don’t think .. that if the
teacher had said, if you put rubber balls in, would the rubber balls stay,
I don’t think it would have worked the same way, I think it would have
been a different conversation. .. I think it matters that the teacher
picked stones.
Yeah. Do that as a positive, because I liked that graph, too. Even the
shape of it. .. But, yeah, it’s a logical- it’s not just logical, it connects
to what he said. And you’ve got it very symmetrical around there. So
it’s easier to follow... It’s still a positive because it’s what he’s
thinking.

It appeared that S14 was unhappy about the match between the models but agreed that the
map reflected what was said However, it may be that his disaffection extended to the map
and it’s fit to the explanation, as S4’s did. His statement that the map was ‘not just logical,
it connects to what he said’ came after the researcher argued that the teacher used stones
for a reason. It was therefore influenced by the researcher’s argument Taking a
conservative interpretation, S14’s rating will be considered a qualified neutral.
S6 felt that in using the gas in a tank analogy student SO was making a comparison
between moving gas ‘particles’ and moving electrons. S6 felt that SO had omitted a match
to the role of the battery.
S6:

I guess because he’s getting the idea of small particles moving, but he’s
not understanding the battery’s a source of force for the electrons
instead of the random movement of gas molecules.

The interpretation of S6 corresponded with the researcher’s analysis. He felt that the
teacher was differentiating between the random movement of the gas and the induced
movement of the electrons by devising an analogy that failed to match the movement of the
electrons. He identified another teacher goal as fixing a bad match, the reason for the
movement of the gas. Indicating that the goals were difficult to interpret, S6 asked for
clarification on the definition of that goal.
S6:

K:

1 guess that would be differentiate crucial factor, differentiate between
gas. -Actually also to .. fix the .. idea about gas, that it’s not just for
the hell of it. So is that son of what you mean by fix a bad match?
By match, I mean match between a pan of the analogy and a pan of the
domain, where it fails ..
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S6:

•• So then I guess part of it would be to differentiate a little-- Well,
there’s probably not as much differentiate as explaining that it’s not just
for the hell of it, that there’s a reason .. Yeah,.. I think explain. .. I
guess I would say explain, too.
For the student?
He’s just trying to explain what’s happening.

R:
S6:

S6 concluded that the broadest goal, explain, described the teacher’s purpose best.
When S6 reviewed the map, he rated it positively and approved the goal the
researcher had identified for the map, differentiate. He seemed to find the map accessible
and reasonably convincing.
R:
S6:
R:

So how would you rate how well this fits this?
That’d be a plus.
All right, [writing] Now this is the goal I would pick. Differentiate a
crucial factor. How would you rate that?
That makes a lot of sense. .. This conflict here,.. spreads out and
stays, is the .. big difference between those two .. systems.
.. Why does the teacher want that conflict?
I guess to show that difference makes it clearer what’s happening with
the gas. .. To show the .. difference to the stones...

S6:
R:
S6:

After the researcher’s explanation, S6 was able to understand and explain the goal of
differentiating a crucial concept as the researcher had intended. However, when he had
given his own assessment earlier, explain had more appeal as the safest choice for a
teacher’s goal.
S7 was not able to provide a goal for the teacher and student, although he offered a
lukewarm endorsement of SO’s analogy.
S7:
R:
S7:

He kinda gets it.
Why does the teacher talk about stones?
I don’t know

Because of time constraints and equipment failure, S7 reviewed the sample map off tape.
His rating was recorded as a positive. He did not appear to have any difficulty interpreting
the map. As it was necessary to finish the review at high speed, this rating is not very
reliable.
S8’s review of SO’s explanation was insightful. Although S8 did not cite the goal
avoid, choosing rather to give an extended explanation of SO’s state of mind, his
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assessment was a good definition of SO’s goal of avoiding. S8’s extended explanation of
the protocol appeared to be a more rewarding than the task of choosing a goal from a list
with which the researcher began.
S8:

Doesn’t really understand,.. maybe, why, but.. knows it’s going to
happen, but doesn’t know why... So just compares it to something
else he knows is going to happen but doesn’t know exactly why. It’s
out there in nature, and nature takes a hold of it and knows what to do
with it, and that’s why it happens.

S8’s rather philosophical explanation of the teacher’s goal focussed on his seeking the
crucial concept causing the process rather than on any technique for achieving that goal.
S8:

He’s trying to show that there .. sure, yes, it does happen, but it’s not
just because nature wills it to be. It’s because there’s physical..
explanation behind everything that happens, and just as there’s physical
explanation behind the one case, there’s a physical explanation behind
this case.

S8 was able to expand on that general goal, correctly identifying that showing a
‘discrepancy’ was the teacher’s point. S8 located the ‘discrepancy.’ or differentiation,
between the stones and electrons rather than the stones and gas. He thus appeared to move
from the analogical matching between the two analogies directly to a matching back to the
domain. The map he was assessing was a step behind his own understanding.
S8:

Probably .. because .. it’s something that the student understands better.
.. The student knows that stones don’t move, and also to .. show him ..
the discrepancy between- ..You have, in the circuit, in the beginning,
you have electrons, and .. they move according to their own rules, and
it’s very different from other things. .. By showing the stones, he’s
showing the electrons are very different, you can’t compare the two.

S8 responded well to the map, rating it positively. It was close to his own estimation of the
goal and strategy of the teacher.
To me it.. shows .. a pretty good understanding... It’s hard to exactly
say what’s going on in a person’s mind, but.. that to me it very well
illustrates what I think is going on .. It really corresponds to .. a very
convincing model of.. what the student, teacher’s going on. .. I can’t
say if it’s true or not... It makes sense to me and it seems to model
what’s going on.
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S8 summed up the best that can be expected from this review of the maps. Although he
could

not ‘say if it’s true or not,’ the map ‘made sense’ to him. He did not appear to find

the map too complex or difficult to understand.
The very different reactions of the students to these maps suggests that they are
unreliable as a vehicle for presenting a model. However, it is difficult to depict an
interpretation of an explanation in a simple and clear way. The maps appeared to
successfully serve some of their purposes. They collected a reaction to the convention from
each student. They provided an opportunity for the researcher to explain the convention
using someone else’s explanation without interfering with a students understanding of his
or her own model. The maps need to be made simpler. The higher level tables of models
used to depict the expert explanations in Section 5.1 may be a better choice for presentation
to students. If goals are to be presented to students, standardized definitions should be
provided with them. Since everyone understood the goals differently, this did not provide
much of a basis for comparison between students. However, asking the students to add
their own goals to the list worked well. Simply asking students to discuss an explanation
without providing a list of goals may be a better technique.

S.3.2.2_Student Reviews of Student Explanations and Maps

The study did not allow enough time for a deep analysis of the students’
explanations, so the maps represent a first pass across the explanation, producing a layer of
abstraction and graphic annotations for the modifications, such as a border for delimit, and
inserting questions marks or candidate concepts in places where no references were given.
In the pilot study, an analysis of the explanations was written up first. Only after the first
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pass of the paper was complete were the maps developed. This could not be done in the
current study without giving up the chance to have the students review the maps. Such
maps would better illustrate the researcher’s idea of the students’ models and model
repairs, but they would include no information at all on the students’ opinion of the
researcher’s ideas. The current study trades some depth of analysis for the opportunity for
student review of that analysis.
The pilot study maps were a result of the process in the researcher’s mind of
writing an analysis and discussion of the pilot explanations. The maps in the current study
were a result of the process in the researcher’s mind of transcribing the explanations.
They are more descriptive. They include a linear component to show the progress of the
explanation, rather than collating the higher level relations of the results of an explanation.
In order to develop a map that illuminated the higher level structure of the explanatory
model rather than the surface structure of the explanation, the explanations would have to
be written up first, as was done with the pilot study.
In general, students showed some divergence in the goals they selected for the
sample explanations and for their own explanations. However, most of the students rated
the researcher’s maps of their own explanation positively. While most students’ ratings of
the fit of the map to their explanation were positive, students reacted negatively to various
concerns, including the complexity and opacity of the maps and mismatches between their
explanations and the domain. In addition, it appeared that the researcher’s explanation of
the progress of the explanation within the map and the meaning of the symbols might be
influencing the students’ positive ratings. This effect been clear in the student reviews of
the sample map, discussed in the previous section. With less sense of importance about the
sample map, students S5, S14 and S4 had critiqued both its clarity and its fit to the sample
explanation. S5 had stated that she would not have been able to interpret the sample map
without some discussion by the researcher, and this appeared to be true of the student maps
as well.
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«■

If I just saw this alone, I wouldn’t understand what you were
ng
about. But with some explanation, I think .. it s a plus. - So, pretty
much neutral, because .. it’s .. a lot of information in one diagram. ..
The more condensed it is, the better... Because it s .. a lot of words. ..
This is really confusing.

It is very doubtful whether students would have rated these maps positively without an
explanation from the researcher. The fact that the forms were so complicated and that the
maps distorted the linear progression of the explanation into a two dimensional form made
the material difficult to read.
The researcher emphasized with each student the importance of a tough judgement.
The researcher presented the maps as a subjective interpretation of the explanations and
emphasized the importance of finding out where each student did not agree with the map.
The researcher encouraged any negative remarks. Despite this, problems remained.
Participants may have believed in the value of the maps simply because the researcher
constructed it and rated the maps positively simply because it was kinder and easier.
Two students introduced a parallel system of ratings. S5 decided to rate the maps
on ‘clarity’ as well as closeness of fit to her explanation. S14 decided to rate the maps on
‘logic of the domain’ as well as fit. S5’s rating measured the understandability of the
maps, with a lower rating going to the maps with more complicated patterns of links.
S14’s rating measured the quality of the matching between analogy and domain. The more
inaccurately an analogy modelled the domain, the lower the rating.
The student review provided a check on the concepts the researcher introduced as
relating to the terms used by the student. Depicted in parentheses, such concepts indicated
the researcher's opinions that they were involved in the explanation despite not being
mentioned. S4 and S5 was uncomfortable with the addition of such concepts. S5
suggested the use of a question mark link in all such cases. Other students approved maps
with added concepts. The researcher became more likely to insert concepts in the maps
later in the study.
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During the review of the maps, all students were cooperative. S14 was deeply
troubled by his progress through the partial models, particularly by the analogical models
that violated the insulator between the capacitor plates, the water flow model for circuit and
the greyhound model for circuit. His attitude towards the greyhound analogy was one of
deep disgust, his attitude towards the preceding water flow analogy in which he had
originated the misconception one of minor disgust. It was a matter of some concern to the
researcher whether S14’s understanding of circuits and confidence had been shaken in any
way. He had remediated his own misconception in the course of explaining the gas flow
analogy and remained with the correct model of a capacitor, which he had demonstrated
during the pretest, throughout the posttest. S14 was happy with his gas flow analogy,
with its induction patch, ameliorating his negative feelings somewhat.
S1 was fairly indifferent to her models, although willing to help the researcher. S5
seemed to enjoy the process. S4 was willing, but challenging. She actually took control of
the review process, suggesting a change in the review of the last map. She felt that it
would be a more stringent test of a map’s accuracy rating if she reviewed that map without
seeing a transcript of the explanation the map was drawn from. When this was done, she
again rated that map positively, interpreting it readily and seeming to gain faith in the
researcher’s analyses.
S6 and S7, both of whom were confident and articulate throughout the pretest,
directed analogies, and the posttest, appeared to enjoy reviewing their maps and approve of
the process.

S8 was not able to review his maps.

Table 5.22 shows the student reviews of the explanations that patch to fix a bad
match to induction. The plate is shown at the left, the student’s identification of goals that
applied during the course of the map and the researcher’s analysis of the goal of the
explanation are shown in the middle and the student’s rating of the researcher’s map is
shown at the left. S8 was not able to complete the review, as indicated in the table. The
students’ ratings of the fit of the map to the explanation are presented first; supplemental
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ratings introduced by the student are shown to the right of the conventional rating. The
supplemental rating shown here is ‘logic of the domain,’ or ‘LD,’ which was introduced by

S14.
Table 5.22
Reviews
for
Patching
Explanations
that Fix a Bad Match to Induction
Student

Student
Plates

System

Student Goal

Researcher
Goal

Student Rating
of Researcher’s
Maps

S8-III

Final Water
Flow for
Circuit 5a

*

Fix a Bad
Match to
Induction

*

S7-I

Air Flow for
Circuit 9a

Fix a Bad
Match

Fix a Bad
Match to
Induction

+

S14-VI
S14-VII

Air Flow for
Circuit 9a

Compensate

Fix a Bad
Match to
Induction

Fit + LD +**
Fit + LD +**

S6-I
S6-II

Water Flow for
Linked Circuit
6c

Fix a Bad
Match

Fix a Bad
Match to
Induction

+
+

S6

Air Flow for
Circuit 9a

Explain Hole in
Analogy

Fix a Bad
Match to
Induction

***

S8-III

Air Flow for
Circuit 6a

*

Fix a Bad
Match to
Induction

*

** S8 reviewed neither his explanation nor the maps
**Supplemental rating ‘Logic of the Domain’ added by student S14
***The air flow analogy for S6 was not mapped
All of these maps were rated positively, and most of the goals identified by the students
during the review of their explanations and maps were similar to the goal identified by the

researcher. Unfortunately, S8 was not able to review his maps. Some of the comments of

these students made the matching between domain and analogy a little clearer.
S7 identified his goal in introducing the flexible membrane as a patch between the
two tanks as ‘fix a bad match.’
R:
S7:
R:
S7:

.

So here you come up with the membrane between them and you draw
this line... So your goal for that?
Fix a bad match.
Rating?
Plus.

S14’s identification of the explanatory goal for his air flow system was ‘compensate,’
which appears compatible with ‘fix a bad match.’
R:
S14:

Ok. So now we’re doing air. You can’t have flow from one capacitor
to the other
.. I compensated for that, by making this tank into a balloon, saying that
this plate influences the other somehow, so the balloon’s edge
influences the bellows, pushes it down, without actually transferring
air. So, a little bit better. ..

S14 approved of his induction patch for the air flow system. When his models correctly
matched the domain, S14 was much happier about the maps as well as his own
explanation. S14 rated this map highly ‘logic of the domain’ as well as on fit to the
explanation.
S14:

Plus and plus on both sides. Because .. it’s a good analogy, I think. ..
and you have traced out the way that I arrived at making that analogy all
the way through.

It appeared that students found the maps of the induction patches persuasive and that they
identified goals similar to those identified by the researcher.
Patching for an unbroken circuit results in an incorrect model. Students described
their goals in terms of trying to make the analogy work, in this case trying to satisfy thenown concept of circuits. S14 described this hazard for intermediate students of making an
analogy work at the expense of the domain model appropriately enough as a ‘diversion.’
Table 5.23 shows the results of the reviews. The process of reviewing maps of his
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incorrect circuits inspired S14 to create his parallel rating for the quality of the analogy.

However, he did not apply his rating to these maps.

Table 5.23
Student Reviews for Patching Explanations that Fix a Bad Match to an Unbroken
Circuit

Student
Plates

System

Student Goal

Researcher
Goal

Student Rating
of Researcher’s
Map

S4-I
S4-n

Domain for
circuits 2,9a
and 12a

Explain and
Convince

Fix a Bad
Match to an
Unbroken
Circuit

+
+

S14-I
S14-II

Water Flow for
circuits 6a and
6b

Diversion

Fix a Bad
Match to an
Unbroken
Circuit

+
+

S14-III
SI4-IV

Greyhounds
for Circuit 7a

Diversion,
Make a Story
Better

Fix a Bad
Match to an
Unbroken
Circuit

Fit + LDO*
Fit + LD-*

^Supplemental rating ‘Logic of the Domain’ added by student S14

S14 developed his parallel rating while reviewing his greyhound analogy. While he did not
apply it to the inaccurate analogy to water flow, he did use it against his greyhound
analogy. Both maps received a neutral rating for ‘logic of the domain, reflecting S14’s
disapproval of the patches that introduced a path between the analogue plates and rabbits to
motivate the dogs to run.
S14:
R:
S14:

Neutral.. because .. This analogy doesn’t show it too well. It
oversimplifies the capacitor.
It •• violates one of the most important parts of the capacitor... So, is
the neutral rating for the analogy or for my analysis?
For the analogy... The rabbit just comes out of the analogy, and .. a
rabbit is not parallel to anything in this circuit, it just fits in the analogy
to try to make a story better... It’s a diversion. . It’s not your
assessment, but.. this picture I drew up.
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R:
S14:
R:
S14:

Ok... I need to know, though, if you think this is accurate. That’s just
my assessment, it’s not what you said.
I think it is. This tree reflects the analogy, which is in itself flawed. ..
I’d give it a plus for .. your assessment. ..
So, for logic of the domain.
Put a negative, because the rabbit doesn’t belong at all.

Rating the maps positively, S4 described the formation of her patch in order to fix the bad
match she thought she had identified in the unbroken circuit. As she attempted to explain
the capacitor, she retrieved and used the jar to bypass the separation of the plates.
S4:
R:
S4:
R:
S4:
S4:

I was trying to explain and convince at the same time.
Persuade, you mean?
Yeah.
Persuade yourself or me?
Probably ..
I.. remember, I read that in my, in some book I was reading. And
there was ajar. It was so weird, I barely remember it. But, that’s how
he explained it, with a jar.. I don’t remember exacdy... I know how to
use capacitors and formulas... Not nice to say that, but that’s the truth.
.. I know how to plug in .. capacitor formulas, but I never really
thought about how they worked... But I saw the picture .. and .. it got
stuck into my mind. .. When you asked me, I thought, the jar is there,
why is the jar there, that must be it

S4’s experience of learning science confirmed the concerns that motivated this study. To
explain the systems she was learning about, S4 had had to construct her own models, and
had spontaneously used analogies to do so.
P’s amazing,.. a lot of times,.. my friends come up to me and they ask
me, .. I don’t understand, could you explain it to me, and I never
explain it in terms of what we’re talking about in class. I always explain
it in terms of analogies Even the professors, if you go ask them, they
don’t really underst™ you understand in your own way, and you explain
it in your own way.
As can be seen from these protocols, the intermediate students S14 and S4 were very
articulate in describing their strategies. While they were annoyed or amused by their
incorrectly repaired models, they both found the researcher’s maps plausible interpretations
of their explanations.
In terms of matching the domain, the broken circuit explanations presented in Table
5 24 modelled the process correctly. While these model repairs changed the topology of
*e circuit radically and prevented any possibility of modelling induction between the
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analogue

plates, they proved to be useful preparation for the successful induction patches

that both these students subsequently made. These maps were incompletely reviewed; only
S14 was able to participate in the review. Table 5.24 presents the results of the review.

Table 5.24
Student Reviews for Patching Explanations that Fix a Bad Match to the Battery
Effects with a Broken Circuit

Student
Plates

System

Student Goal

Researcher
Goal

Student Rating
of Researcher’s
Map

S14-V

Hockey Teams
for Circuit 8a

Diversion

Fix a Bad
Match to the
Battery Effects

+

S8-I
S8-II

Water Flow
Analogies 2,3,
and 4 for
Circuit 5a

*

Fix a Bad
Match to the
Battery Effects

*

*S8 did not review his explanations

S14’s goal reflects his focus on the hazards of analogies for intermediate students. He saw
repairing the analogies as a diversion from the task of modelling the domain. However,
both S8 and S14 appeared to be exaggerating problematic features of the analogies, in this
case the lack of a relationship between the analogue plates, to ultimately form a strategy that
would repair those problems.
The delimiting explanations produced varying reactions in the students, including
the only rating for the fit of the researcher’s map that was less than positive. Table 5.25,
shown below, gives the results of the review.
Although S7 rated most parts of the map in question positively, he rated one section
with a neutral. That was as negative as most students were ever willing to be, perhaps out
of too much kindness to the researcher. S7’s uneasiness appeared to come from the
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identification

of the source of the term ‘equilibrium’ as from circuits or mechanics. The

insert was decided on during the review in the following exchange.
R:
S7:
R:

Equilibrium strikes me as imported from circuit terms.
Yeah, circuit or mechanics
Mechanics, [makes annotation: circuit, mechanic]

SI later gave a neutral rating to this section of the map. All other sections of the maps he
rated positively. The overall neutral rating was assigned by the researcher so as not to
overestimate

the degree of S7’s approval. It could not be determined from the protocol

whether S7 was unhappy about the annotation of ‘mechanics’ or the map of the patching of
equilibrium. Table 5.25 shows the results of the review.

Table 5.25
Student Reviews for Delimiting Explanations that Persuade, Avoid and Control
Level of Detail

Student
Plates

System

S7-II

Biking for Air
Flow
Explanation of
Circuit 9b
Water Flow for
Circuit 10

S5-III

Researcher
Goal

Student Rating
of Researcher’s
Map

Quick Analogy Persuade about
to Explain
Equilibrium
Analogy

0

Be Creative to
Explain

Persuade about
Resistance

Fit + Clarity +*

S5-I
S5-II

Domain,
Analytical
Chemistry for
Circuit 7

Persuade
through
Chemistry

Control Level
of Detail with
shift to
Chemistry

Fit + Clarity +*
Fit + Clarity +*

S4-III

Water Flow for
Discharging in
Circuit 2a

Fix a Bad
Match

Avoid a
conceptual
Conflict in
Two-Way Flow

+

♦Supplemental rating ‘Clarity’ added by student S5
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In general, S7 was unhappy with the result of his analogy, because the researcher’s
probing for the mechanism kept it from fulfilling its intended goal. His discussion of his
goals in explanation made clear that this model was correctly identified as persuading.
S7:

[laughs] Well, I guess I was trying to make a quick analogy that was
just meant to go right back to the fans, but it kind of went into this other
thing which I didn’t mean for it to do. So I don’t know what you’d call
that, but I was just trying to go off on a little... It didn’t work, for you .
.. See, I had a totally different picture from you. Because you were
saying how the hill’s coming apart. .. See, I went into an analogy... I
just wanted to go off quickly, hoped that would work...
You’re using the analogy to persuade me, rather to than work out the
mechanism by which the fan could push.
Right, exactly.

R:
S7:

S7’s comments about the map offer further support for the goal of persuasion.
R:
S7:
R:

You don’t.. really talk about about falling over.
Right.
And when I go [to], a whole bunch of things to refer to falling over,
you don’t respond with ‘yeah, I said I would fall over,’ you just don’t
want to—
Deal with it. .. Ok, yeah... Do you know anything about recursion? ..
It’s just kind of like, I’m here .. talking about the fans, and I just
wanted to push into this little recursion, about the .. bikes, and then just
pop out, real quick, before it got really complicated. So, that’s what I
was trying to do.
What would be your rating of this map?
That’s a plus.

S7:

R;
S7:

The goals S5 identified for her explanations appeared to be consistent with the researchers’.
She saw her shift to the familiar ground of chemistry as taking charge of the explanation by
being creative’ or by ‘persuading’ herself and the researcher of the validity of her model.
She clearly identified the source of her ideas as her expertise as a Chemistry major. S5
rated all of these maps positively for her supplemental rating of ‘clarity’ as well as for fit to
the explanation. She expressed some concern about the inserted terms because they were
not derived from the text. She suggested that they be replaced with question marks.
S4 identified the goal of her delimiting explanation as ‘fix a bad match.’ She
appeared to be attempting to avoid the contradictions of two-way current, which she saw as
a bad match.
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R:
S4:
R:
S4:

So what’s your goal there?
Fix a bad match, maybe.
.. What’s the bad match?
I don’t think I was trying to explain, I was trying to fit this into my
explanation, they will splash, they will, you know?

Although the goal of fix a bad match’ is dissimilar from the goal of avoiding identified by
the researcher, both interpretations agree that her focus was the contradictions threatened by
her introduction of two-way current into the system. The first part of her explanation, in
which she proposed two-way current, is discussed below.
Explaining the systems produced extensive and accurate models for the beginning
students whether an explanation was strongly guided by the researcher, as in the boiler
analogy, or was developed independently by a student, is in the pinball analogy.
Explaining the system produced uneven results for the intermediate student S4, with the
best results commg when the system was elaborated in the domain rather than in the
analogy. S4’s incorrect elaboration was not mapped. Table 5.26 presents the results of the
review.
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Table 5.26
Student Reviews for Elaborating Explanations that Explain Induction

Student
Plates

System

Student Goal

Researcher
Goal

Student Rating
of Researcher’s
Map

Sl-I

Pinballs for
Circuit 9a

Explain

Elaborate
Analogy to
Explain
Induction

+

S4

Water Flow for
Circuit 2a

Give More
Detailed
Explanation

Elaborate
Analogy to
Explain
Induction

*

S4-IV

Water flow,
Pinballs,
Domain for
Circuit 9a

Explain to
Myself

Elaborate
Domain
Induction to
Explain
Analogies

+

Sl-I

Heat, Boiler for
Circuit 12

Explain

Elaborate
Analogy to
Explain
Induction

+

S5-IV

Heat, Boiler for
Circuit 12

Control Level
of Detail

Elaborate
Analogy to
Explain
Induction

Fit +
Clarity +**

*S4’s explanation for this system was not mapped
♦♦Supplemental rating ‘Clarity’ added by student S5
SI had little comment about the maps, but she appeared to approve of them. She tended to
describe all of the goals as ‘explain,’ and that held true here as well. S4 appeared to this
that her elaboration to two-way current was an attempt to explain the system. Her way of
describing this involved ‘more detail,’ which she associated with the goal ‘Control Level of
Detail’ she found on the list of possible goals.
S4:

I think I was giving more detailed explanation... Control level of detail,
that is give more detailed explanation.
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S5 similarly described her handling of the researcher’s boiler analogy as an attempt to
explain the system by systematically elaborating the explanation to higher and higher levels
of detail. She described the process as beginning with‘background’and building up an
explanation to levels of increasingly higher, more systematic, and ‘reasonable’
understanding.
§5.

I think I was moving on a ‘control level of detail.’ [indicating list of
goals] .. I think I started off with .. background .. and then built up.
And then with some of your help .. worked up into .. ‘magnetically
pulled itself together.’ [indicating map] .. I built it up .. each level was
.. a different understanding, an even more reasonable understanding.
So you were controlling for level of detail by gradually.. going up from
below. ..
Yeah. Actually, yeah.

r.
S5:

Both S5 and S4 saw ‘Control Level of Detail’ as the goal of introducing more detail by
explaining further. It was clear that the list of possible goals should have included
definitions.
S4 approved both the goals and the fit of the maps of her domain explanation for
Circuit 9. She identified her goal as ‘explaining to herself,’ consistent with the researcher’s
interpretation and suggesting that the model successfully expanded her own understanding
of the system.
S4:

I was explaining to myself

S4 then took control of the review process with a challenge to the researcher. The
researcher had been reading the maps and discussing the meaning of the symbols, as was
done with every other student. S4 decided to find out if she could understand the maps and
rate them positively without any explanation from the researcher. The answer to both
questions turned out to be yes.
S4:

R:

.. If I were you, I don’t mean to be rude or anything, but to be sure that
they are positive, because ..lam following [your explanation], so it’s
obvious to me what you’re doing. .. I would show only these,
[indicating the maps] and try to see if the student [indicating herself]
can come up with what we’re talking about. Wouldn’t that be more
convincing?
.. Would you like to try that now?
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S4:
R:
S4:

Ok... [reads plate aloud]
Does it seem to fit, and can you remember what it was.
Yeah, we’re still talking about the same thing. I was still.. thinking that
there was some kind of connection [between the tanks of the analogue
capacitor], you’re still saying to me, no. It said ‘reject, you re
rejecting that, [indicating Label 3 on Plate S4-IV] Not connected. And
they can’t go through, one plate to another, right. That’s what you said.
.. It fits. .. Positive.

This map worked well enough for S4 that she could review them without any explanation
from the researcher. However, she only did this after experience reviewing the maps with
the researcher’s explanations of the symbol system. Had she tried this on the first map, the
results would probably not have been so positive.
Students appeared to be more likely to identify the goal of explaining for these
explanations than they were to identify the goals of patching or delimiting for those types of
explanations. Throughout the reviews, ‘explain’ was the most common choice of goal, as
everyone knew that they had been asked to ‘explain’ the systems.
This review of student maps suggests that while students are prepared to accept the
conventions of mapping the explanation, they have difficulty understanding the maps well
enough to criticize them. Students had no difficulty giving their reactions to the clarity and
understandability of the maps. They were less able to give a reaction to the possible fit of
the maps to the explanations. The supplemental ratings worked very well. If lists of goals
are to be provided to students, such lists should include definitions. While few students
consistently chose the same explanatory goal as the researcher, many of the different
choices had meanings similar to the researcher’s choices.

It may be desirable to follow

S5’s suggestion and leave delimited areas blank, letting the students suggest what concepts
were unavailable. This might increase the function of the maps as a collaborative analysis
by researcher and participants.
The review of sample maps, discussed in the previous section, provided a valuable
check on the students’ reactions to the conventions of the maps. It was during this review
that S5’s supplemental rating was developed. Students who appeared to have a high
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degree of verbal skill in the interviews tended to offer more opinions about the maps.
These students included S4, S5, and S14. They were more likely to criticize the style,
clarity and content of the sample map.
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Chapter 6

Discussion and recommendations

This doctoral study examined the limits of analogies and how students handled such
limits, parts of analogies that failed to match the domains under consideration. In every
case, the students responded with ingenuity to the limits of the analogies. Some students
handily resolved all difficulties, producing successful models that repaired the failed
matches in the analogies or respected the limits of the analogies. Such students appeared to
depend on a higher level knowledge to direct their repairs, informing them which
assumptions could be modified for repair and which assumptions had to be left intact
Others took their explanatory models beyond the limits of the analogy and were forced to
address more widespread difficulties resulting in their explanation. However, the process
of confronting conflicts arising from their attempts at repair eventually enabled those
students to develop a deeper understanding of the domain. Their creative responses
enabled them to develop and access the higher level knowledge of the differing levels of
importance of their concepts in circuit theory that the more advanced students depended on
to guide their repairs.
In this study, the expert interviews anticipated many of the problems and solutions
posed by the analogies the students encountered in their own interviews, while the
experience of the students illuminated the reasons behind the issues the experts raised.
Together, the two sets of results suggest directions for further study and the development
of teaching aids to help students and teachers negotiate the hazards of analogies.
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Discussion of Results

Researchers in science education and in analogical and qualitative reasoning have
investigated methods for reasoning about physical systems with analogies. The case study
presented in this dissertation served to illustrate, analyze and elaborate on these methods.
This study concentrated on the later stages of reasoning with analogies: the manipulation of
the analogy after the initial mapping and the transfer of knowledge from analogy to domain.
These later stages of manipulating the analogy and transferring knowledge back to the
domain appear to merit a great deal of further research. This study did not address the
selection and retrieval of an analogy and the initial mapping of correspondences between
analogy and domain. Students were presented with analogies to explain and provided with
simple mappings between the elements of the analogies and domains. Before discussing
the strongly related research on the later stages of analogical reasoning, some research on
retrieval and mapping will be discussed.
Researchers in cognitive psychology and mental models have studied the issue of
retrieval and mapping extensively. Gick and Holyoak found that participants did not
spontaneously use an earlier solution on a later analogous problem without being told (Gick
and Holyoak, 1980). Needham and Begg found that the task and type of training affected
the likelihood of spontaneous use of analogies. Participants trained to solve the problems
were more likely to use them later as analogies than participants who memorized the
problems and solutions (Needham and Begg, 1991). Gentner and Gentner proposed a
mechanism to explain the selection process that produces the initial mapping between
analogy and domain, called the ‘structure mapping theory’ (Gentner and Gentner, 1983, p.
99). According to this theory, people select the mapping between analogy and domain that
provides the greatest number of relationships between concepts. The authors found
support for this theory in a study of spontaneous analogies and some support in a study of
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analogies suggested to the participants. Clement and Gentner found further evidence to
support this theory (Clement and Gentner, 1991). While this doctoral study did not
address the issues of retrieval and mapping directly, these ideas do have bearing on some
of the analogical repairs observed. In successive analogies, Students S14 and S8 used and
re-used the same strategy for repair on similar concepts. These explanations are discussed
in Section 5.2.1.2.2 and Section 5.2.1.3. The finding of Needham and Begg that
analogical transfer was more likely where problem solving has taken place could explain
why students S14 used an unbroken circuit patch twice and S8 used a broken circuit patch
four times. Spontaneous retrieval of the strategy and concepts associated with their earlier
repair was probably enhanced by the extensive problem solving that produced that repair.
The same explanations were also consistent with structure mapping theory. When mapping
concepts from their previous analogy to their new analogy, these students showed a
preference for the interrelated concepts associated with their repairs
Computer systems that implement qualitative and case base reasoning have made
use of methods similar to patching concepts in a model with concepts from a previous
model. Hammond’s system for generating new recipes from old ones used a technique
involving the substitution of concepts from a previous case with new concepts in order to
make the case applicable to a current problem (Hammond, 1987). Weld’s method of
exaggerating values in a physical model to find the boundary conditions appeared to be
used by S8 in his broken circuit patches (Weld, 1988). Unable to match the interaction
between the plates of a capacitor using tanks of water, S8 exaggerated the lack of a
relationship between the tanks by physically removing them to the opposite ends of the
system with his broken circuit patch. His successive patches of the layout of the analogue
circuit, straighting it, curving it, and rotating it, can be seen as an exploration of the
boundary conditions of the separated plates and the partially or completely straightened
system. S8’s explanations are discussed in Section 5.2.1.3.
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Researchers in qualitative reasoning about physical systems have used related
techniques in computer systems designed to reason about multiple models. Falkenhainer
and Forbus have presented a computer model for the construction of analogies using the
‘composition’ of fragments of analogies, guided by an indexing of the assumptions
underlying each model (Falkenhainer and Forbus, 1991, p. 95). The composition of
fragments to form a model can be seen as patching an analogy. The use of limiting
assumptions as constraints can be seen as delimiting an analogy.
Addanki, Cremonini and Penberthy developed a computer system to retrieve and
manage multiple models. These models were organized into a graph of models linked by
the assumptions underlying each model (Addanki, Cremonini and Penberthy, 1991). Their
approach was supported by the cases in this study. The expert students appeared to be
using the importance of assumptions in domain to guide their repairs in analogy. When
these expert students repaired the analogy, they were willing to violate superficial features
of the structure of a circuit such as the concept of adjacent capacitor plates. They were not
willing to violate the assumption that the plates were separated and that current could not
pass between them. In contrast, the intermediate students generated incorrect models when
they upheld their general assumption of unbroken circuital flow all the way around the
circuit at the expense of the assumption of separation of the plates of a capacitor. The
assumption of a circuital flow of material passing all the way around the circuit holds for
simple steady state circuits but not for capacitors. The expert students understood that the
assumption of circuital flow could and should be qualified in the case of capacitors. They
understood that any repairs to the analogue of the capacitor must respect the separation of
the plates. The expert students knew not only of the assumptions and constraints that held
in the domain, but of the relative importance of each assumption with respect to its fellows.
It was this knowledge of the relative importances of assumptions that was critical to
guiding the successful repairs of the analogies. It was this knowledge that enabled the
expert students to handle the hazards of the analogies.
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Researchers in cognitive science have proposed or identified sets of possible
modifications to an analogy similar to the modifications identified by this doctoral study.
Stevens and Collins suggested the possible modifications ‘adding parts of a model,’
‘replacing parts of a model,’ ‘replacing one part of the model with another part,’ and
‘differentiating parts of a model’ (Stevens and Collins, 1980, p. 183). The first three
modifications were similar to the patching of an analogy, in which concepts in the analogy
associated with failed matches to the domain are replaced with concepts derived either from
the domain, the analogy under consideration, or a previous analogy. The last modification,
differentiating, was similar to elaborating an analogy, where all related concepts are
included

in an analogy. For Stevens and Collins, differentiating generated a more detailed

model by expanding the constituents of the model into greater detail. This study provided
support for the existence of these modifications, but found the boundaries and limits of a
model to be far more important than the authors appeared to consider them.
Spiro, Feltovich, Coulson and Anderson have focussed on the hazards of an
uncritical acceptance of analogies. They feel that there is a general tendency to reduce
complex models to simpler forms that induces misconceptions about analogies. They have
discussed ‘bolstering’ factors, similarities in name, surface features, types of relations, and
ontological categories that lead students to an uncritical acceptance of an analogy (Spiro,
Feltovich, Coulson, and Anderson, 1989, p. 511-513).
The misconceptions these authors identified were caused by the inappropriate
transfer of analogical concepts that did not belong in a domain into the domain, by the
elimination of domain concepts that belonged in the model because they had no match in the
analogy, or by the extending of the models to the wrong level of detail for the problem at
hand These misconceptions appeared to be related to the modifications of patching,
delimiting, and elaborating discussed here. However, Spiro, Feltovich, Coulson and
Anderson distinguished their modifications further by considering the location of modified
concepts with respect to the goal of an explanation.
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Some of the analogy-based misconceptions described by Spiro, Feltovich, Coulson
and Anderson involved patching concepts from the analogy into the domain, distorting the
domain model. Two of them, ‘directly’ and ‘indirectly misleading properties’ involved the
transfer

of concepts in the analogy into the domain, replacing the correct domain concepts

with incorrect analogical concepts. Indirectly misleading properties were not themselves
involved in the mapping between analogy and domain, but were linked to and implied by a
concept in the analogy that had been mapped to a concept in the domain. In the third case,
concepts in the analogy that had no match in the domain were nevertheless ‘exported’ to the
domain, inducing the creation of a domain concept where none was before (Spiro,
Feltovich, Coulson, and Anderson, 1989, p. 503-506).
In an example of delimitation of the domain model by the analogy, ‘missing
properties,’ concepts in the domain which had no matching concepts in the analogy, were
omitted from the domain model. An example of the delimitation of a specific type of link
could be found in ‘focus on surface description,’ in which the surface physical features of
the domain system were highlighted at the expense of the less obvious ‘underlying
causation.’ Thus, the causal links were delimited out of the model by the lack of strong
matches to an analogy while the surface features were highlighted by the presence of vivid
matches to that same analogy (Spiro, Feltovich, Coulson, and Anderson, 1989, p. 505507).
Elaboration can also lead to incorrect models, and Spiro et al discussed three
examples. A model may be magnified too far, so that the entities addressed by the model
are formed at a level of detail for which the behaviors are misleading or impossible to
follow and the true causes cannot be seen. Many sources of error involved the elaboration
of a term beyond its use in the description into its related meanings. They involved an
unexamined and implicit analogical match from the meaning of a term as used in the
description or explanation given to the student to the meaning and implications of that term
in another context (Spiro, Feltovich, Coulson, and Anderson, 1989, p. 507-509).
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The work of Spiro, Feltovich, Coulson and Anderson appeared to split the general
strategies of patching, delimiting and elaborating into a number of modifications depending
on the extent of the concepts involved in the misconception. In order to minimize these
misconceptions, and to prevent the tendency to simplify that support them, the authors
recommended the use of multiple analogies in succession or in competition. Collins and
Gentner found that people used complimentary analogies at different levels of detail to
explain evaporation and condensation (Collins and Gentner, 1990).
Multiple analogies were used in this doctoral study. Students tended to re-use the
same concepts, relations and repairs in successive analogies. This meant, in the case of
S14, that incorrect modifications were transferred from the original analogy to its
successor. Fortunately, S14 also transferred the rejection of his mistaken modification
from that successor analogy to a subsequent analogy. The experience of repairing and
rejecting a succession of analogies appeared to teach S14 a great deal about the relative
importance of different aspects of the domain. However, S14’s eventual success in
modelling induction was far more heavily influenced by the type of domain problem he was
explaining than by the particular analogy he used. The favorable results obtained by using
a fluid analogy and a heat analogy with the beginning students, SI and S5, suggested that
analogies that match different areas of the domain work well in conjunction. However, this
study did not establish that the use of multiple analogies decreased students’ reliance on an
analogy or prevented them from taking analogies too far. The intermediate students S4 and
S14 encountered difficulties in this area despite being presented with multiple analogies and
warned that all analogies are of limited utility.
Some researchers in science education followed the recommendations of the experts
in placing more emphasis on the need for delimitation of an analogy’s limits. Dupin and
Joshua incorporated an analogy of heat to potential to supplement their analogy of a train to
current. As discussed in the introduction, they recognized that the ‘holes’ in their analogy
need to be blocked’ for the analogy to work (Dupin and Joshua, 1989, p. 220). The
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authors appeared to be recommending that the teacher induce a delimitation of the analogy
where

it failed to match the domain, but did not specify how to do accomplish this. On this

point, the expert teachers interviewed in this study, all of whom cited identical concerns,
may be able to help. The remainder of this section is concerned with the recommendations
of those expert teachers and the relationship of these recommendations to the results of the
student interviews.
The experts interviewed in this study provided a range of strategies to minimize the
hazards of extending an analogy too far. Their approach to analogies ran the gamut from
expert El’s careful use of a system analogy to a circuit for beginning students, to expert
E2’s use of limited analogies to the components of a circuit and fusions of limited
analogical models with the domain model to expert E3’s rejection of the teacher ever
proposing any analogy except for a very limited analogy between two components. The
only thing that all experts agreed on was that proposing an analogy to a system raised the
danger of a student’s applying the analogy wrongly and that limited device analogies were
much safer. The results of the student interviews gave an indication of why El, who
developed the teaching methods he discussed in this study while focussing on beginning
students who had never seen circuits before, permitted himself to use carefully constructed
system analogies. They showed why E2 and E3, who worked with more advanced
students as well as beginning students, accepted device analogies but rejected most, if not
all system analogies. They showed why expert E2, who currently works in scientific
research rather than in teaching, himself uses a fusion model to understand circuits, a
fusion model which intermingles domain concepts within a fluid analogy. The strategies
the expert, intermediate and beginning students actually used and their success or failure at
modelling the domain were fairly consistent with the recommendations of the experts.
The expert students knew that the most important aspect of the circuits was the
process of induction. All of them pursued the goal of fixing the bad match between the
analogies and induction in the domain. This repair, patching the analogy to introduce
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induction, was the most common modification observed. The explanation of S14, an
intermediate student, came after his experiences repairing a number of other analogies in
ways that did not introduce a model for induction. He had at that point repaired and
discarded several alternative and in some cases incorrect models and was almost
functioning as an expert. That is why his level in the category of patching explanations is
given as ‘Intermediate to Expert.’
The goal of fixing a bad match to the concept of an unbroken flow of current all the
way around the circuit was pursued by S14 early in the interview and by S4, both
intermediate students. The term ‘bad match’ is relative; although these students thought the
repair was needed, in reality, a circuit containing a capacitor is supposed to be ‘broken.’
These explanations illustrate the hazards of analogies very well, but it must be remembered
that S14 gained more expert knowledge of circuits while experiencing these hazards. The
goal of maximizing the effects of the battery neglects induction while modelling capacitance
as the shifting of charge without interaction between the plates.
The delimiting explanations served the widest variety of goals at all levels of
knowledge, from the sophisticated rhetorical purposes of S7 to the breezy determination of
S5 to shift the explanation to familiar ground to the cautious avoidance of conflict of S4.
S7 used delimitation to limit his analogy to the persuasive purpose for which he had
intended it. S5 used delimitation to limit the domain, raising her confidence by drawing on
her superior knowledge in another field. S4 used delimitation to avoid the necessity of
resolving a contradiction raised by her analogy. As in the pilot study, she had incorrectly
elaborated to include current flowing both ways in the wire.
The elaborating explanations were more careful. They included the cautious and
conservative elaborations of the beginning students and illustrate why analogies are benign
for such students. They include S4’s final and successful repair of her models in the
domain and several different analogies, guided by her careful elaboration in the domain.
An exception to these generally successful models was S4’s incorrect elaboration to two-
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way current. Her response to the contradictions raised by this elaboration was a
delimitation to avoid conflicts, as discussed above.
While beginning students can be greatly helped by a carefully constructed system
analogy that engages their imagination as long as it completely matches the area of the
domain they are learning, and highly advanced students can easily deal with mismatches
and problems in an analogy by repairing it or setting a boundary, students in between the
earliest stage and the most advanced stage are at great risk from the limits and mismatches
in an analogy. Intermediate students are in terrible danger from an analogy that makes the
claim to model a system in the domain completely. Intermediate students have the
confidence to extend an analogy beyond the original match, as beginning students do not
However, they do not have enough knowledge of the domain to know which domain
concepts could in a pinch be tossed aside because they fail to match the analogy, and which
concepts in the domain must be served by the analogy using whatever repairs required.
Intermediate students do not lack the knowledge of concepts in the domain; rather, they
lack a knowledge of the relative importance of concepts in the domain. They have the
confidence to repair the analogy, they have the domain concepts to repair the analogy, but
because they lack a strong sense of the relative importance of the domain concepts, they
cannot choose the right repair to use.
Because of this trap, which lies squarely in the middle of the path from beginning
knowledge of circuits to expertise in circuits, experts E2 and E3, who focussed on the
middle and later stages of the process of learning circuits, preferred limited device
analogies. Such analogies bring with them pre-set limits, as they are understood to apply
only to the device in question. An analogy to an entire circuit may tempt a student to extend
the model, as such an analogy makes an implicit claim to fully explain the area of the
domain under consideration. In terms of the three types of possible modifications that can
be used to repair or extend a model, patching, delimitation and elaboration, the modification
these experts relied upon was delimitation. They accepted device analogies because such
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analogies involved an automatic delimitation of the model. They were wary of system
analogies because such analogies involved an implicit acceptance of elaboration as a
strategy to complete the model and patching as a strategy to repair the model. In the
directed analogies interview, intermediate students S4 and S14 can be seen elaborating and
patching analogies to produce alternative models. When the advanced students repaired the
analogies, they either patched to introduce induction, which was the underlying cause of
behavior that the analogies failed to match, or they delimited and patched to compensate for
its absence. None of the advanced students introduced a repair that violated an essential
feature of the capacitor like the separation of the plates. Both of the intermediate students
made such repairs. None of the novice students did.
The experience of the novice students supported the approach of expert El, who
focussed in the interview on the early stages of learning circuits, although he has taught all
levels of students. Beginning students can be greatly assisted by an analogy that
completely matches the behavior of the domain. The main issue with such students is
inducing them to build a model for the action of the circuit and raising their confidence in
the knowledge they do possess. The novice students were helped by the analogies to
pinball and heat that supported the concepts of induction and an electric field. The process
of exploring the analogy followed by elaboration in the domain to find the concepts that
matched the analogy was successful. Although long term retention was not supported by
the findings of the posttest, students completed their domain models within the analogy and
retained enough to be able to reconstruct their domain models during the posttest.
Finally, the experience of E2, who discussed his own approach to understanding
circuits as a professional scientist, bore on the experience of the advanced students in
delimiting and repairing bad matches and unknown matches in the analogies. E2’s models
tended to be highly integrated fusions of domain relations and analogical objects or of
domain objects and analogical relations. He cited a ‘more general’ fluid analogy, but talked
about electrons and electric fields when explaining the capacitor. He also suggested using
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buckets of electrons as a model for the plates of the capacitor. When he cited an analogy to
explain the capacitor as a pond filling with water, he delimited half of the circuit, matching
his analogy only to the flow into the capacitor and the capacitor itself. E2’s analogy thus
fell between a limited device analogy comparing two single objects and an expansive
system analogy comparing two complete systems. E2’s model was a partial analogy which
matched part of the circuit and delimited the rest. In order to explain his own personal
understanding of the circuit to the researcher, E2 appeared to use delimitation, elaboration
and patching in quick succession on the same model. His treatment of analogies was thus
an indication that analogies are indeed used by some experts to understand and explain
circuits and that sophisticated manipulation and repair of the limits of the analogies has
value for such experts. In the way in which the advanced students dealt with the failures of
the analogies, we can see the development of the model building skills that E2 exhibited.
This study suggests that when intermediate students are asked to explain a system
using an analogy that does not completely match, the hazards of the analogy will come into
play. The expert interviews suggest that at least some beginning students are introduced to
analogies. These analogies fail to match the more complicated circuits taught to
intermediate students. While teachers may not mention the earlier analogies, may even tell
the students not to use the earlier analogies, no one can be certain that intermediate students
will not use these analogies to explain circuits later. If a way could be found, with device
analogies or some other support for delimitation, to manage the hazards of analogies for
intermediate students, the considerable value of analogies could be safely tapped. For
beginning students, analogies can function as a support and as a tool for engaging the
student in model building. For advanced students, analogies can function as a tool for
modelling and as a forum for learning to handle the limits of a model in a sophisticated
way.
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Recommendations for Future Research

Future research suggested by this study should involve further investigation of the
development of the skills in managing and repairing analogies observed in the experts.
Perhaps the most urgent question to be addressed is whether intermediate students using
device analogies will indeed avoid the hazards of mistaken patching and elaboration
observed in the study. Such investigations might be aided by the development of computer
systems to present analogies and permit modifications and repairs like those observed in the
study.
There are two possible directions for future research on the response to analogical
limits by learners at various levels of knowledge, one involving more depth than the current
study and the other greater breadth. Students entering this subject area could be
periodically interviewed as they progress from beginning students to expert students to
professionals. In this way, it might be possible to observe the development of models that
fuse domain and analogies, such as the ones expert E2 used. Another source of
information on this topic could be a shorter series of interviews with new graduate students
or with seniors who will become new graduate students. The structure of these interviews
would be loose discussions of a set of circuit problems and the topic of analogies, much
like the expert interviews in this study.
Another possibility would be to cast a wider net. Learners at various levels of
knowledge could be interviewed, from high school students and students beginning college
to physics majors to graduate students and physics professors. This approach would
expand on the findings of this study, in which a continuum began to form from the
beginning students and intermediate.students to the expen students and expert teacher. In
addition to collecting free explanations of circuits and requesting analogical explanations, as
was done in this study, participants could be asked to provide an analogy they prefer to
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use. A circuit problem could then be presented by the researcher for them to explain using
their analogy. The problem could be chosen to fail to match the analogy in some specified
way. In this way, their treatment of a failed analogies could be studied without the
necessity of imposing an alien system of analogical concepts on the participant
The results of this study suggest directions for the development of a computer
system to support the proper handing of analogies. This system could coordinate its
presentation and treatment of analogies with the presumed level of knowledge of a student
The system could offer simple simulations and a facility for editing these analogies. It
would accept predictions, offer hints, and support the design of new systems. Since user
modelling is difficult at the best of times, and the student levels identified by this study are
easily identified, the system’s levels should be determined by the subject matter.
As a beginning, the system could operate in three modes, which it would apply to
every subject in its domain. These three modes would involve introducing a subject,
learning a subject, and refining knowledge of a subject. The architecture of such a system
would be similar to White and Frederiksen’s system for learning circuits using causal
models of increasing complexity (White and Frederiksen, 1987). In addition to moving
through circuits of increasing complexity, the system would provide increasingly
sophisticated options for analogies to model the circuits. The students would be faced with
two carefully coordinated sets of tasks, modelling behavior in the domain and constructing
a matching analogy.
Beginning students would be led through system analogies, doing nothing more
demanding than selecting an appropriate analogy. The system would inform them of
potential bad matches but allow them to select any analogy they liked. Figure 6.1 shows
what the introductory stage of this system might look like to a user.
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1= Low V = Med R1 = Hi R2= Hi
C= Hi Duration = Low

1= Low V= Med R 1 = Hi R2= Hi
C= Hi Duration = Med

Make Prediction

Change Analogy

Request Hint

Introductory Stage of Analogy Editor
Figure 6.1
In this example, the system presents a diagrammed circuit and a visual representation of the
current water flow analogy side by side. Two parallel sets of variables in a qualitative
range of values are presented below the diagrams. The pump is a version of S14’s
bellows, with a piston to provide compression.

The student has been asked to resolve

discrepancies in the two sets of variables by altering the analogy, the systems so that the
values match. As this is the beginning stage, the available guidance is formulated as
‘hints.’ The student is being guided into an induction patch to resolve the discrepancy.
This system would expose students to a succession of analogies, allowing them to use the
different strengths of each analogy to construct a deeper understanding of circuits.
Intermediate students would be restricted to the presumed safety of device
analogies, all automatically delimited. The system would provide vigorous and explicit
guidance about the limits of the analogies. Figure 6.2 shows what the introductory stage of
this system might look like to a user.
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Select a device analogy to match the capacitor.
-—j—-

1= Low V= Med Rl = Hi R2= Hi
C= Hi Duration = Med

Make Prediction

1=
C=

V= Med R1 = Hi R2= Hi
Duration =

Change Analogy

Limits Alert

Intermediate Stage of Analogy Editor
Figure 6.2
While the entire circuit and all the accompanying variables would be provided, the
intermediate student would only be permitted to model one component at a time. The range
of qualitative values used in the simulation would be expanded at this stage.
In this example, the student is selecting a new model for the capacitor. The
possibilities, inspired by the expert students in this study, include a single air tank divided
by a with a flexible membrane, the two reservoirs seen in the previous example, the more
sophisticated balanced reservoirs, and a set of two collapsing tanks, intended to be
reminiscent of the pump as depicted in the previous example. The idea that the capacitor
and the pump have similarities is an example of the kind of discovery this system might
make possible. Students might eventually progress to constructing their own device
analogies by linking the existing ones. For example, a student might construct a capacitor
using two of the pumps and blocking flow between them, as depicted in Figure 6.2. In the
intermediate stage, however, students would never be permitted to match more than one
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component in the domain with a device analogy. Knowledge of the limits of the analogy
would be encouraged by the form of intervention in this stage. The ‘hinting’ function has
been replaced with a directing to alert the student to the limits of each device analogy
selected or constructed. Safely within this automatic delimitation, intermediate students
could observe the effects of various component analogies on the parallel variables and
develop ideas about how each component works in the domain.
Expert students would be encouraged to use the system as a true editor. They
would be provided with facilities to combine different parts from analogies with as much
freedom as possible. This analogy editor would use a fluid analogy as a default model for
any relations and processes not defined by the student. Figure 6.3 shows what the
advanced stage of this system might look like to an expert student.

Define the capacity of the analogue plates.

MH
M
ML

1= Low V= Med Rl = Hi R2= Hi
C= Hi Duration = Med

Make Prediction

1=_ V= Med RI = Hi R2= Hi
C=_ Duration =_

Change Analogy

Limits Alert

Advanced Stage of Analogy Editor
Figure 6.3
The system would continue to alert the student to the limits in each analogy, but would no
longer restrict the match to the domain. Students could match all or part of any circuit. In
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this example, the student is continuing to experiment with the similarities between battery
and capacitor.
Expert students would gain experience defining effective limits for their models and
repairing failures. They could progress from experiences constructing component
analogies in the intermediate stage to delimit, patch and elaborate new, integrated models
that fuse multiple analogies. The process of build and rebuilding relations between
different analogies could lead to an understanding of the higher level concepts that govern
the matching of components and functions. For example, the storage of potential energy
through displacement governed most of the induction patches observed. The air flow
analogies tended to use a spring-like mechanism, while the balanced reservoirs of S7’s
water flow analogy used a vertical displacement against gravity. This higher level concept
highlights the function of the capacitor of storing energy and the analogy than can be drawn
to the resistance of a spring and repulsion between alike charges.
The three stages of this system could be used in conjunction with interviews to
observe how learners at different levels react to the options provided at each of the stages.
The system could be set to handle the limits of analogies in various ways. The teaching
strategy of warning of the general possibility of model failure could be compared to
warning of each area of model failure as it arose. The response of intermediate students to
device analogies could be studied. Would device analogies be safe for intermediate
students, or would the analogies still encourage mistaken repairs? Could experiences with
mistaken model repairs actually help intermediate students learn the important aspects of a
system and thus become expert students, as the experiences of S8 and S14 suggested?
Would expert students develop models fusing analogy and domain as did some of the
experts and expert students in this study? This system might provide a means of answering
some of these questions.
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Appendix A

Materials Used in Pilot Study

All diagrams were drawn by the researcher as needed. All questions were
presented in oral form by the interviewer (the author of this study).
The circuit pretest and posttest were identical in form and were both presented by
the interviewer. They consisted of the following question and diagram. Values for the
variables in the diagram were not specified.
Interviewer:

Could you explain what is going on in this circuit and what everything
means?

Pretest and Posttest Circuit for the Pilot Study
Figure A.l
The analogy pretest and posttest were also identical and were both presented by the
interviewer. The interviewer refers to the pretest and posttest circuit above as 'this circuit.'
Interviewer:

Let's keep this circuit in mmd.(indicating pretest and posttest circuit)
This is a block.)Drawing diagram below) The blocks both weigh the
same. Do you think that what's going on here [indicating pretest and
posttest circuit] is at all similar to what's going on here][indicating
diagram below]

The diagram referred to in the protocol is shown in figure A.2.
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First Pretest and Posttest Analogy
Figure A.2
Interviewer:

Another Situation. Do you think that what's going on here [indicating
pretest and posttest circuit] is at all similar to what's going on
hercl [indicating diagram below]

The diagram referred to in the protocol is shown in figure A. 3

Second Pretest and Posttest Analogy
Figure A.3
The treatment circuits were also diagrammed by the interviewer. However,
questions and explanations about them were presented by the teacher. Using the equipment
listed, the teacher set up the physical models of the circuits diagrammed and asked the
student for predictions and explanations. Questioning by the teacher was informal and was
not predetermined.
Equipment
10 wires
3 batteries, 1.5 Volts each
1 battery case to link 1-3 batteries in series
1 capacitor with capacitance of .025 farad
1 capacitor with capacitance of .0005 farad
2 light bulbs with resistance of about 10 ohms

The first circuit to be diagrammed, discussed, and experimentally constructed was
the following. The circuit consisted of four wires, one battery in the battery case, two light
bulbs, and one capacitor.
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First Circuit with Capacitor
Figure A.4
The second circuit was diagrammed, discussed, and experimentally constructed by
removing the battery and reconnecting the circuit containing the capacitor which had been
charged by the previous experiment. The components are as described above with the
exception of the battery and battery case. The capacitor in the diagram was thus assumed to
be charged prior to connecting the circuit.

Second Circuit with Discharged Capacitor
Figure A.5
Variations on these two circuits which were also diagrammed, discussed, and
experimentally constructed included a variation of the first circuit with the left side bulb and
wires omitted and a variation of both the first and second circuit with the capacitor replaced
by a capacitor. Variations of the first circuit with two and then three batteries linked in
senes in the battery case were constructed, diagrammed and subsequently discharged. This
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discharging formed a system which was identical to the second circuit as originally
constructed, but which included a greater charge in the capacitor. Those circuits which
require diagrams different from the first and second circuits are shown below.

®

®

®

®

Variant Circuits with Capacitors
Figure A.6
This concludes the presentation of materials used in the Pilot Study.
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APPENDIX B

Circuit Problems Used in Main Study

What happens when you close the
switch?

What happens when you connect this
circuit?
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What would happen if you made the
resistor in the middle of the left circuit
stronger? Would the two lights
become brighter, dimmer, or remain
the same? What if you made the right
resistor in the right circuit stronger.
Would the flow of current change
anywhere in the wires?

What happens when you connect the
left circuit? Would any bulb be
brighter or dimmer than the others?
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Will these two circuits behave the
same? Will there be any difference in
the two capacitors?

What happens when you connect
these circuits? Would they behave the
same way?

We can place a compass over the
wires at various points on these two
circuits and see whether the needle
moves. If the needle moves, what
would that mean? If the needle does
not move, what would that mean?
What direction does the needle move
in?
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What happens when you connect the
left circuit? Suppose after the left
circuit is stabilized, you add a second
battery, as in the right circuit. Would
anything happen? Would the bulbs
light? If you held the compass at
some point over the wires at the same
time, would the compass move?

hh®hh hh®_ih
*

Suppose you linked up the left
circuit? What would happen? If you
took the left circuit and put in another
battery to get the right circuit, what
would happen?
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Red
= High
Orange
Yellow = Normal
Green
Blue
= Low

We can use a spectrum of colors to
represent the 'pressure' of the
flowing current at each point in the
wire. We know that these circuits
would reach stable states in almost no
time at all. This process would
happen too quickly to see, but
imagine we could stretch out the time
to think about what happens as they
reach equilibrium, as we saw with the
capacitors in circuit. Suppose you've
just linked up the circuit at the left.
Use the color spectrum to illustrate
what you think would be the state in
the wires. Suppose the middle circuit
has been linked up for a short time,
what colors would show what is
happening in the wires? Suppose the
right circuit has been linked up for a
long time, what colors would show
what is happening in the wires now?

Suppose you have the left circuit
connected, and the three bulbs are
lighting. What happens when you
connect a capacitor around the long
bulb to form the right circuit? Use the
color spectrum to describe anything
that is happening in the wires
connecting the capacitor.
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We can make a capacitor with a
moving plate, so that we can make the
gap wider and wider. For this
experiment we will use a neon bulb,
which requires little current to light.
What happens when you move the
top capacitor plate further away?

APPENDIX C

ANALOGIES USED IN MAIN STUDY

trucks

high school students
battery:
wires:
long bulb:
round bulb:
switch:
capacitor:

cafeteria
halls
dark hall
very dark hall
locked/unlocked
double doors
classrooms

kennels
race track
somewhat tight
track
very tight track
gate
corrals

round bulb:
switch:
capacitor:

round bulb:
switch:
capacitor:

capacitor:

north/south rest
stops

battery:
wires:
long bulb:

bench
ice rink
some defensemen

round bulb:
switch:
capacitor:

lots of defensemen
referee
goal

traffic jam openings

train
battery:
wires:
long bulb:

city
highway
some construction
lots of construction
traffic cop

hockey teams

greyhounds
battery:
wires:
long bulb:

battery:
wires:
long bulb:
round bulb
switch:

battery:
wires:
long bulb:

station
railroad tracks
somewhat difficult
tunnel
very difficult
tunnel
crossing gate
sidetracks

round bulb
switch:
capacitor:
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garage entrance
ramps
some double
parked cars
lots of double
parked cars
parking attendant
top level parking

heat

pinballs
battery:
wires:
long bulb:
round bulb:
switch:
capacitor:

springloaded lifts
lanes
some bumpers
lots of bumpers
gate
pivoting gutters

battery:
wires:
long bulb:
round bulb:
switch:
capacitor:

water

air
' battery:
wires:
long bulb:
round bulb:
switch:
capacitor:

candle / ice
spoons
tissue
potholder
contact/no contact
metal plates

round bulb

pump
pipes
somewhat clogged
pipe
very clogged pipe

switch:
capacitor:

valve
tanks

battery:
wires:
long bulb:

fan
pipes
somewhat
constricting pipe
very constricting
pipe
valve
tanks
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Appendix D

Supplementary Materials Used in Main Study

In addition to the circuit problems and the analogies, participants were provided
with equipment, a summary of research procedure, a list of possible explanatory goals, and
the appropriate instructions and consent forms.
The following equipment was provided for use in experiments illustrating the circuit
problems presented in Appendix B. This equipment was part of a kit consisting of
equipment for teaching circuits and purchased from PASCO Scientific of Roseville,
California under the name ‘Castle Kit.’ The equipment was supplemented by some
individual purchases of extra bulbs and capacitors. Use of the equipment in the interviews
was optional.

Equipment
10 wires
3 batteries, 1.5 volts each
1 battery case to link 1-3 batteries in series
1 capacitor with capacitance of .025 farad
1 capacitor with capacitance of .0005 farad
Several 'long' light bulbs with resistance of about 40 ohms
Several 'short light bulbs with resistance of about 10 ohms
1 neon bulb
aluminum pie plate
The following summary of the research procedure was provided to participants
before the interviews began.
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Summary of Research Procedure Provided to Participants
Expert Consultation
estimated time: several sessions of 1 hour each
i
FxDerts explain the problems. Researcher diagrams explanations. Experts review
researcher’s analysis and identified goals and patterns. Researcher revises analysis m
resDonse to expert critiques. Recording of any expert comments
response to c v
M
First Student Session
estimated time: 2 hours

2

Students explain the problems with optional experiments.

3

Researcher presents the material for students' directed explanations. Student
explanations of each system using its material. Students select and rate goals for the
explanations.

4

Researcher presents the sample explanations. Students select and rate goals for the
sample explanations.

5 Students again explain the problems to see if there were any changes in their ideas.
End of First Session
6 Researcher obtains transcription of all student explanations, codes the goals of selected
explanations, and diagrams these explanations.
Second Student Session
estimated time: 1 hour
7

Researcher presents transcriptions of any analogical explanations given by students
during step 2 and transcriptions of directed explanations given by students during step
3. Students select and rate goals for each explanation.

8

Researcher presents diagrams of these explanations. Students rate diagrams.
Recording of any student comments.

9

Researcher presents diagrams of sample explanations from step 4. Students rate
diagrams. Recording of any student comments.
End of Second Session

The following list of goals was presented to each student during their review of the
explanations.
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List of Possible Goals

Avoid
Persuade
Differentiate Crucial Factor
Explain
Control Level of Detail
Build Confidence
Fix a Bad Match
Handle Massive Bad Matches

The following consent forms were provided to the students and experts
participating in the study.
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Student Instructions and Consent Form
Sara Betz Sinclair
Doctoral Student,
University of Massachusetts at Amherst
Phone:
(617)491-8990
Address:
11 Ware St, Apt 9
Cambridge, MA, 02138
Computer Mail: betz@cs.umass.edu
Dear Student:
I am asking your help in a study on teaching physics that I am conducting. I am
studying how to pse analogies and teach circuits. I hope to develop better ways to teach
circuits and, eventually, design a computer program to help. I need to find students who
will volunteer to be interviewed about a series of circuit problems, set up the actual circuits
and watch them run, and discuss ideas about these problems with me. I would need to see
you twice, at a time of your choosing, for about two hours each time. The first time, we
would discuss the problems and set up the circuits, and the second time, we would talk
about what went on the first time. I would show you written transcripts of explanations
given by you and by others. I would ask your opinion of these explanations and my
interpretation of them. Nothing I am asking you to do involves right or wrong answers.
I'm just interested in what you think is going on. I would record both interviews on
audiotape, and I would pay you $5.00 for each hour of your time.
Obviously, you have no obligation to help me. If you do agree to participate, you
can drop out of this study at any time. Your name would not be used in my report. I
would assign you a number and refer to you only by that number. No one will hear the
audiotapes but me and a professional typing service. If you like, I will send you a copy of
my results. I will report my results in my dissertation, which will be submitted to the
University of Massachusetts at Amherst I may use the results to write some articles later.
Whether you agree or not, thank you for taking the time to read this!
Sara Betz Sinclair
If you agree to participate in the study as described, sign below.

your signature

date

Your informed consent to participate in the study under the conditions described
with the option to drop out at any time is assumed by your signing this letter and returning
it to the researcher. Do not sign this letter or hand it in if you do not understand or agree to
these conditions.
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Expert Instructions and Consent Form
Sara Betz Sinclair
Doctoral Student,
University of Massachusetts at Amherst
Phone:
(617)491-8990
Address:
11 Ware St, Apt 9
Cambridge, MA, 02138
Computer Mail: betz@cs.umass.edu
Dear Teacher
I am asking your help in a study on teaching physics that I am conducting. I am
studying how to use analogies and teach circuits I hope to develop better ways to teach
circuits and, eventually, design a computer program to help. I need to find experts on
circuits who will volunteer to be interviewed about a series of circuit problems. I will use
the results of these interviews to help me interview students about the same problems. I am
interested in how you would explain the circuits to a student, what analogies might be
helpful, and where you think potential problems might lie. After the first interview, I
would map out a model for understanding each problem and ask you to review my model
in a second interview. I would record both interviews on audiotape and have them
transcribed by a professional service.
Obviously, you have no obligation to help me, and if you do agree to participate,
you can drop out of this study at any time. If you prefer, your name would not be used in
my report. I would assign you a number and refer to you only by that number. The only
person other than me who will hear the audiotapes is a professional transcription service.
If you like, I will send you a copy of my results. I will report my results in my
dissertation, which will be submitted to the University of Massachusetts at Amherst. I may
use the results to write some articles later. Whether you agree or not, thank you for taking
the time to read this!
Sara Betz Sinclair
If you agree to participate in the study as described, sign below.

your signature

date

If you also wish your name withheld, check here ()
Your informed consent to participate in the study under the conditions described
with the option to drop out at any time is assumed by your signing this letter and returning
it to the researcher. Do not sign this letter or hand it in if you do not understand or agree to
these conditions.
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